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Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no,348 and

which arrived on the 28th id.of your letter of the 1st ult
2. Par.3. The Directors have attentively considered your re-

•)

marks on the subject of Accident Insurance,and have resolved on 

the course which they think it expedient to take. They propose to 

set it out so clearly,that your suggestion that it should be left
on their merits can be laidto you to deal with individual cases 

on one side. You are right in your surmise that when I wrote I had
Merchant Shipping Act of 1894,for I had no copy ofin my mind the

the later Act,and was not even aware of it. But I did not confuse
put it,for in dealing with compensation both Actsthe two,as you

have to be taken into account. Section 7 of the Workmen's Com-may
pensation Act,1906,provides that it shall apply to seamen,and an 

Insurance Broker to whom we have spoken tells us that claims are

made under it by them; but how they elect which Aot to sue under 

is not cleat),and we may assume,without going into a matter that is

not of great practical interest to us,that it is the one most fav

ourable to each individual case. Passing over our own monthly men,
practice to deal in the most literalwith regard to whom it is our

on articles andmanner possible,we have only to consider seamen
hour in Stanley, As regards the former,youthe men paid by the

of the M.S.Act,1906,that is towill have to follow the provisions
them their wages,and provide free medicalsay you will have to pay 

and board
attendance in caseA
tion 34 of the Act,not overlooking that portion relating to an

of need,in fact guide yourself entirely by sec-
2G83E

illness _ .
gtatoric brought on by the seaman s wilful act or default or toown

W. A. Harding,Esq. 

Manager,

• 3

Stanley.
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his own misbehaviour. Lastly with regard to the Stanley workmen, 

the simple and perfectly plain instructions laid down by the Board 

are that you are to oonform to the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906, 

as if it were in force in the Colony,adopting in its entirety the 

first Schedule of the Act in all cases of compensation for acci

dent. The reasonableness of this cannot be gainsaid; we are doing 

voluntarily just what we should be compelled to do if the Act had 

been extended to the Colony,and as it cannot be assumed that any 

Act,if one were passed,would be more favourable than the Imperial 

on^feo no legitimate grievance can possibly arise if we decline to 

do more in the Colony than Parliament,in its wisdom,has decided 

should be done in this country. You will observe that the Act makes 

no provision for the payment of medical charges,and so the Tjuest- 

ion of contracting with the Colonial Surgeon does not arise,though 

I may remark that in our opinion,the obstacle thrown in the way of 

this by the Governor might have been spared us. Lastly,the Board 

think that you are doing right in advising men to join the Benefit 

dub ,and that you should continue to do so as a means of providing 

funds for the payment of medical expenses.
You will see by the accounts that the Belford's ac

count has been settled,and in the circumstances on favourable
3. Par.6.

terms. Had the Captain not put us to a good deal of expense by his
entailed heavy legal charges in Scotland,itstubbornness,which 

would have cost much less. In the settlement our Solicitors ob

tained interest from the due date,which to a great extent covered

the charges.

4. Par,10. The question of the Reservoir may be considered

settled.
The fire on the "Gladova" reported by cable will

doubtless add much to the delay and expense.
obtained from Swan Hunter an elaborate plan of a

5. Par.11

6. I have
but Ilift 250 tons,and it looks just the thing for us;

that the estimated cost,ready for shipment in the
pontoon to
am sorry to say
Tyne,is £5,000.,which is beyond us altogether. The estimated ship

ping quantities amount to 227^ tons. The estimated cost of putting

it together in the Tyne is £1,500.,which with labour in the Islands

---—..- u
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would “be much exceeded,and to tow it out,whioh is considered 

ticable,we should have to pay fully £1,000* I am to get another 

estimate from a firm in the Thames,and the lifting power might he 

reduced to 200 tons,which would he sufficient for the "Samson"; 

hut I have faint hopes of getting any estimate at all within 

reaoh.

prac-

our

7. In writing par. 2 I should have mentioned that the Board 

decided to put aside £200 annually to form an insurance fund ag
ainst accidents. The result of the present year so far has heen 

that we have paid a premium,to he adjusted when we get your com

plete returns,of £145,and have recovered about £20*. In making up 

this return,I suppose that the amounts earned as stated in the 

Stanley and Camp wages list may he taken as correct,and that they 

will only have to he supplemented hy the actual wages paid to the 

schooners* crews,including the Captains,

8. I mentioned to you laj, mail that Salvesen & Co,of Leith 

had in view the establishment of a coasting service hy steam,and 

that one of the firm intended to come here to see us about it, I

also said that their view was that they would have to run in op

position to us,and that I had told them that if that was the atti

tude they intended to take up they would meet with the most deter

mined opposition,as they could only get a footing with our good 

will. When our own wool,that of our mortgagees,of our tenants,and 

of others more or less favourably disposed towards us is deducted 

from the total annual tonnage exported,there would not he much 

left for them. But if we can come to terms we may he able to as

sist them,and save the annual loss on our schooners,for that there 

is a loss,when interest and depreciation are taken into account, 
there can he no doubt whatever. The last I have heard is that they
will defer appraac^ing us until they have heard from their Manager 

in the Islands,and who this may he you must know better than we
There is one point we mustdo,as we have no information whatever, 

stick to; if they propose to try for mercantile business they must

he opposed at any cost,we cannot let this slip aft»er our struggles 

for so many years,and you will no doubt keep your eyes and ears 

open,and report all circumstances that may come to your knowledge.

i



9. With regard to the produce left behind by the "Oropesa", 

I am asking the P.S.N.Co.to give a standing order that cargo of
fering at Stanley is to be taken if there is'

room,whet/her you have 

applied for space or not;, In "this case,as you had not; mentioned

■that; "there would he any cargo offering I could not; put my remarks 

in "the form of a complaint.

10, George Jay,"the carpenter for Darwin,goes this time,and I 

hope that you will he able to get him out as soon as possible. I 

believe that he will turn out a most useful

11, We have contracted with Mr.Ferdinand Salm of Berlin for 

the sale of the casings at Goose Green at 4£d. each,and details of 

the arrangement will he found in the enclosed correspondence. As 

regards payment and shipment,you are to take Mr,Irving's draft at 

90 days' sight for the amount of the invoice on the Deutsche Bank 

(Berlin),London,stating on the draft the number of the letter of 

credit under which it is given,and the Bills of Lading are to be 

made out with our name as the shippers,as in the case of clients' 

goods,and the consignment is to be to "Order" ,each Bill of Lading 

being endorsed by you; the whole set and a copy of the invoice 

signed as approved by Mr. Irving are to be sent to with the 

draft,in conformity with the terms of the Letter of Credit; Insur

ance will be done here. You mention being in treaty with a man at 

Sandy Point for this season's runners; but as you will have seen 

from my letter to Mr.Allan that we were constantly in touch with 

buyers here,I expect that you will have been prudent enough to make 

any arrangement subject to no sale having taken place here; at all 

events ,if you have made a contract it must be cancelled, Regard
ing the invoice above mentioned,it must include all labour and the 

cost of casks.
13. We have got the penguins back from Liverpool with three

out of the six sheets of glass broken in transit, we paid for the

packing cases and carriage both ways ,and the cost to us so far has
* the

been £3.16.4,to which has to be added ia replacement of the glass 

and the renovation of the cases. You might have an opportunity of 

letting the Governor know that this has been for the purpose of 

obliging him personally.

13. Mr.Blake has mentioned that you wish to take up your res-j,

man.

-"I'-.'
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ideuce in the Manage!** 

not give this their 

that every house left/ 

damp weather,and for this 

it to be so for 

Jection,which they have held

s house after next winter,but the 

approval. It is a matter of
Board can-

common knowledge 

empty deteriorates rapidly,especially in 

reason alone the Directors do not wish
even a few months; but they also feel a strong ob-

from the first ,to having their Mana
ger living in a public house,instead of the one he should right- 

your making arrangements tofully occupy. They rely,therefore,upon 

go in as soon as Mr,Reid leaves.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

1
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Enclosures via Liverpool
r •

nfmiU' woILbT eXa&o * z aDuplicates
51. 7* «■ t *■

DespatcftV No. 1054 dated 16th December. ; ?. 

Ledger &"tJourM,l Entries ! a:*- .n Ij 

Remarks on Accounts

'-1

91 ix 1,r •

Ipe^Ties^tb Remarks*on''Stores”-"c: v ;

Remarks on Stored - \v

List of Cli'ents* < Cargo per ‘•Oriana" : I 

List of Parcels

ij

■aiiM1

-i :t
-7 br'X*Tvt*X-;-.)?j

Li&t of Dutiable Goods per "Oriana" 

List of Cargo per "Oriana" - *<

Clients A/sales

26 “bales Wool ex "Junin"R B C

42H W 9 99 9

73--T R — --- ----- --

33K 9 9 9 9

12 casks TallowH W 9 9

5W P 9 99 9

9J B 9 99 9

2 9 99 9

6 9 99 9

43 9 99 9

8McG 9 99 9

46 Salted HidesJ B 9 9

22McG 9 99 9

i
Clients reports & contracts:-

• * k
14 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"S I

2B B 9 99 9

"Junin"9McG 9 9

2...... R B C 9 99 9* »->«- • --
M: 4T R 9 99 9

3K 9 99 9

"O^qpesa" 

MCorcovadonf

4\iP .
4iii,

2 9 9
Vviu^- remainder

13 9 9

/
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D S 2 casks Tallow ex "Junin
eevteo i ?F 13 9 9 9 9

S I 2 iDales Wool "Grissa'Vcn. t-’

11 casks Tall own i.M Junin'1 £ . ^ ^ . -

e "Corcovado1' [

L

J B 19 9 9

General Invoice goods per YOrlfto*1-11 •

B/L General Cargo per "Oriana&snnjc t

Clients* Invoices goods per VOriana" n..
Bertrand & Felton 

G.Bonner & Co 

Vere Packe

1 v , M

XI - 4 n
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Replies to Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Ortega" 

of General Cargo per "Ortega"

i

List.
B/L cargo per "Ortega" 

Wool reports 

Clients » invoices goods shipped per "Ortega
!

8 18 9Stickney Brothers 

J.J.Felton 

Vere Packe 

for the following:- 

W.A.Harding (2)

4 6 6
1
« 10. 8 3
I Letters

■

i

16th January,1909London

i
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\ Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports

George Jay* s Agreement & receipt for £ 15 

Copies of Cablegrams sent

Copy of Deutsche Bank's letter of credit dated 9th Jany,

Copy of letters to F.Salm of 16th,30th Dec.fc 11th Jany.
& their replies of 31st,28th Dec.5th & 9th Janyre Casings

8 . - for collectionSight Draft on W.Hardy for £ 3 . 

Clients’ A/sales
19 casks Tallow ex "Corcovado" 

2 hales Wool ex "Orissa"

"Junin"

J B

S I

D S 2 casks Tallow

L 11 9 99 99 9

F 15 9 99 99 9

"Orissa"S I 51
eb 

/(

T B
AP 69 Sheepskins

2 bales Sheepskins ex"0rianan

9 99 9

"Corcovado"108 Sheepskins

4 bales Sheepskins "Junin"

"Oropesa"i

B B
"Junin"R B C 2 9 99 9

McG 9 9 99 99 9

K 5 9 99 99 9

"Orissa"SI 14 9 99 9

"Junin"» press copies Co’s A/sales Skins & Tallow exBrokers
.of 6th & nth & their repliesof letter to P.S.N.Co

of the 8th & 12th instant. -
of Homeward freight per

Copies

Patrbiculars 

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1906
,Ltd,for charges &c.on CastingInvoice for G. Bonner <fc Co , n

sent home per Onana
Letter for A.L.Allan*

London 15th January,1909

i;Yv.-——
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• INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

S^ie&£.6'/,
Per Oravia. 7f
N° SWS 9.1056. o9z^aon<E.c... 10 th February,

Sir,

I have bo acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos,
349 and 350.,which arrived on the 25th ult. Your cablegram reading 

"Flamenco 2400 bales Wool 150 bales Skins we have cancelled Stef- 

"fen” came to hand on the 30th ult.

2. 349-3. I am afraid that in saying that the construction 

of a slip would probably necessitate the services of a diver "for 

a short time" you are much understating the case. I have come 

across no one yet who thinks it practicable to lay down a slip un

der such conditions except at a cost exceeding that of a floating 

pontoon or dock. Have you considered the question of worms,the 

"teredo navalis" I think,which would be likely to play havoc with 

the piles and ways,unless protected by copper? We have two esti

mates for a small floating dock,one from Swan Hunter for £5,000, 

the other from Gf.Rennie & Co, of Greenwich for £3,300,both packed 

ready for shipment in the Tyne and Thames respectively. The former 

estimate the cost of erection here at an extra £1,500,and you 

might safely add £^500 to either estimate to ascertain the approx
imate cost in Stanley. Looking at the interest alone on these sums, 

the Directors are unable to sanction such an expenditure,seeing 

that the use of the dock would be mainly confined to our own ves- 

We hear,however,that there is a slip at Sandy Point capable 

of taking up any of our vessels,and it is rather strange that you 

have not suggested making use of this for the purpose of sighting 

and cleaning the bottom of the "Samson",which could make a trip 

over there without any serious loss of time. I had an interview 

with Mr. Theodore Salvesen this morning about his steamers in the 

Islands,and found that they were erecting a slip at New Island.

sels.

W. A. Harding,Esq 

Manager,

• 9

Stanley.

j .
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Obviously it- will be t-o our advantage to wait and see if this is 

laid down successfully,and if so to try to make arrangements for 

using it. I am also by the wish of the Board going to write to 

Braun & Blanchard on the subject.
3. Par.4. The Board agree to allowing you to give Mr.Moir the 

additional £10 you suggest.
4. Par.5. The parcels by the "Oravia" have only just been de

livered. The Bill of Lading was made out for Liverpool only,as 

several have been lately,and the P.S.N.Co.seemed to be in some 

doubt about sending them on. A stamp "London via Liverpool" used 

to be impressed on the Bills of Lading,but this seems to have fal

len into disuse for some unknown reason.
5. Par. 7. I had forgotten that the letter abusing Messrs. 

Girling and Thomas had been written by the Master of the "Rhuddlan 

Castle" ,but I have turned it up,and have sent it with a copy of
remarks by the previous mail to this to Mr. Douglass in a let

ter of which a copy is enclosed, I now forward copy of a private 

letter from Mr.Connell relating to this,and you will see that he

V~‘

your

foreshadows most important developments,which,if they come to any**
inorease

5 in our ship retching, are likely "to lead ho a great daacj
inclined to advise all ownerspairing business,for Mr.Douglass is

in the Clubs he controls to instruct their Masters to putinsuring
in to Stanley for repairs instead of making for Montevideo.

Par.8. The cable about the steel plates is more intelli- 

explanation,amd if instead of using the word "guar-
6’.

gible on your
ter” you had adopted the code word "Duermo" followed by the others 

probably have interpreted your meaning correctly. Butwe should
the code sentences there are words in brackets to be 

be thought desirable,and we thought that they
in many of
used or not as may

to be excluded in this case. In the code inches are probablywere
the second and third dimensions,for whoa misprint for feet in 

ever heard of ordering plates in inches of length or breadthT If
had read"Duermo Eminada Embetuno" it would have been 

should have understood the bracketed
the message
quite intelligible,for we
part to be cut out. I see,by the bye,that up to six feet lengths

the
expressed in inches; however,the error is explained and hxatxkxare

mistake has been rectified,so there is no use in wasting further

time over it. )
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7. Par. 10. A copy of the calculations on which the percentage 

of profits was based is enclosed,and you will he able to see how 

the differences between the two calculations have arisen. Assuming 

that there is a good deal of wastage some of the profits seem 

still much too high,and this is a subject you should go into close

ly. For instance,you could easily calculate by weighing the scrap

in several instances whether the loss justifies the enormous pro- 
on iron plates

fit of 250#. Then again,to take only one instance,is there such aA
loss on Manila rope as to make a profit of 100# reasonable? You 

must not forget that Underwriters and others concerned here know 

just as much about prices as anybody,and we cannot expect to please 

them until we have brought our prices down to a reasonable level.

8. Par. 11. So far there seems to be no chance of discovering 

where the lost bale of Mr.Packers wool has gone,and you will have 

to pay for it,remembering that according to the number and the 

Brokers' report it was a bale of locks.

9. Par. 12. My experience of the Yost Typewriter is that I can 

get five good copies without trouble ,and I hope that the new car

bons will solve your difficulty.
10. Par. 14. I understand from Mr. Salve sen that they have de

cided on erecting their plant on New Island,and he tells me that 

they are spending about £15,000 on the venture. We had a long talk 

about local matters,especially the coasting question,and he seemed 

to think that they would be able to keep their small boat running 

without loss throughout the year,as they would have constant work 

for her outside the requirements of the Government and the carriage 

of produce. Their idea is,as far as I was able to gather,to have 

two or perhaps more steam whalers cruising about looking for 

whales,and in the course of this year they may get established on 

South Georgia. These vessels are quite small boats,and the tender 

is to be 110- or 120. ftji. long,much smaller than either the Malvinas 

or the Ranee. This is the boat that is to run the West mail,and 

they know that this means being in Stanley once a fortnight. She

is to be fitted with accommodation for six or seven passengers,and 

Mr.Salvesen assumed that only one class would be necessary, I said 

that other accommodation would be wanted for fairly large numbers

✓
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or labourers and workmen going to and fro,who would not pay cabin 

. I asked if they intended to carry wool,and this,he said, 

their intention It they could arrange it; he assumed that there 

were suitable piers at all the stations and all proper facilities 

for working cargo. I smiled,and said that while he would find 

of the places fairly well equipped,there were others at which they 

would be expected to take their loads in their own boats from the 

beach,and that in every case,I believed,they must be prepared to 

do the boating with their own men. I told him thfet we controlled 

the p larger half of the produce from the Islands,to put it modest
ly, and I told him also what we got for the carrying coastwise, 

did not like this,and said that at such rates they would probably 

leave produce alone. I assured him that we got so little out of it 

that we would gladly be relieved of the work,if we could make sat

isfactory arrangements about our schooners. His idea is that be

tween the mail dates the steamer will go out as tender to the whal-

illed will tow it to New Island. That does

fares was

some

He

iers,and when a whale isjk 

not strike me as a very practicable proposition; they cannot know 

where the whales are,and with the mail contract hampering 1hiem,and 

compelling them to be in Stanley at a certain date,it seems to me 

most likely that this cruising will be often the cause of much ex

pense. For I can picture them cruising in a futile way somewhere
between the Falklands arid South Georgia,with their eyes on the 

clock,and saying thzt if they do not see a whale in an hour or so

they really must go back to meet the mail I
idea evidently of the weather difficulties in the Islands,for he

0
seems to think that the stamer once started on a voyage from portA'
to port will make her passage regardless of gales,and this with 

sufficient &orse power only to drive her from 9 to 12 knots. He 

expressed surprise at the schooners being able to get about and 

carry cargo at all on such a dangerous coast. I told him that our 

three small vessels had collected since the beginning of December 

in much under two months 2400-bales of wool,which were on their 

way home,and that given a fair wind they would make as good pas

sages as a steamer,while with a strong head gale a steamer would 

be able to do no more than they could. We had a most friendly con-

Mr.Salvesen has no
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vers at/ ion, and I think that he left me with somewhat/ chastened ex
pectations as ho t/he profits they can look Tor in Falkland Islands 

local "business.

11. Par, 15. It, is satisfactory to hear that you have cancel

led the negotiations with Mr.Steffen,whose offer is two-thirds 

only of the price we are getting from Mr.Salm.

12. It is also pleasing to find that the Colonial Office have 

decided the sealing question on our land in our favour.
13. Par. 17. The papers relating to the "G-ladova" have "been 

passed on to Mf.Ince,who is going on with the salvage claim. The 

papers are quite in order in themselves ,but you ought to have made 

a claim on the ship at once,and to have arranged with the Captain 

to refer it to London. If you did so you have sent no correspond

ence to prove it. Mr.Ince does not expect to get much,as the ship 

is old,and the cargo of little value; he puts it at anything "be

tween £250 and £500.
14. A question was asked lately "by the Receiver of Wrecks 

here about the stranding of the Malvina in 1907. I replied that I 

did not know to what he alluded,unless it was the grazing of a 

rock off the Tussac Islands on entering the port on arrival from 

Liverpool. You would have mentioned any other accident I think.

15, Braun & Blanchard have sent a Bill of Lading for 19 bales 

Wool,3 of Skins,and 1 hide shipped per f,Sallustn on account of 

Wesell,the freight on which is 5/8d.pnr lb. If the bales are pres

sed like former ones from the same place I have calculated that

it will have cost him l/8th of a penny per lb,more than shipping

through Stanley.
16. The shipment of 2400. bales by the "Flamenco" is excellent, 

and,if I am not mistaken,a record. Wool has gone well at the late 

sales,and closed very firm.
17, In consequence of your statement that Mr.Bonner had re

ceived 10$ discount on some press leathers while our invoices are 

net,I wrote to Hayward Tyler & Co.for an explanation; but you will 

see that they professignorance on the subject,and ask for particu

lars,with which you have not supplied us. Be good enough to let us 

know when and through whom Bonner got his leathers,or whether he 

dealt with them direct,and make a note to supply us in future with
i
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proof of any similar assertions at the time they are made.
The probable increase of shipping business through the 

a good will of Underwriters,coupled with the fact that you have sel

dom been of late without a ship under repair notwithstanding the 

adverse feeling that has hitherto existed,points to the need of mak
ing arrangements to cope with the altered state of affairs,if what 

we are led to expect becomes a reality. For months past you have 

been suffering from congestion in the way of shipping,and the con
sequent serious delay incurred,which means 

the owners ,may prejudice them against Stanley to such an extent 

as to neutralise the benefit we expect to derive from the altered 

feeling that has found expression in Liverpool, When circumstances 

alter to such an extent as to produce perpetual instead of occas

ional inconvenience,it is of no use to sit down under them and 

utter lamentations; the right course is to devise plans for meet

ing them. At present and for months past you have been able to do h 

no local work owing to the continual employment of the carpenters 

on ships,and the question is whether the time has nob arrived for 

engaging here some more of them,to be put on the permanent staff.

We have now only one,and for the execution of the work you have to 

depend entirely on local labour paid by the hour. Even this is 

greatly reduced, I under stand, though as we do not see the names it 

is not possible to speak positively. You should let us know how 

many men are now available as compared,say,with ten or 15 years 

ago,and give your opinion as to the desirability of increasing the 

number ourselves,having regard to the probable amount of employ

ment ashore at times when there is no shipping,and taking account

18.

grave loss topc IPQX

also of the housing accommodation available withoutp utting up.

buildings. I have referred solely in these remarks toany more
numbers; but it is quite conceivable that improved methods of
dealing with the work might be devised with advantage, Sufficient 

has been said for the time to draw your attention to the subject, 

and we shall be glad to hear if you have formed any definite opin

ions on it.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Vi. ■■■■*--———“5 Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool
L..

Duplicates

Deppatch No.1055 dated 15th January.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Ortega" 

List of Parcels

List of Clients* Goods per "Ortega” 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Ortega" 

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"

List of Enclosures

Clients* Invoices goods per "Ortega"

8 18 9Stickney Brothers
4 1 10Holmested & Blake

10 8 3Vere Packe
4 6 6J. J.Felton

Clients* A/sales

2 casks Tallow ex "Junin"D S

11L 9 99 9

"Corcovado" 

2 bales Wool ex "Orissa"

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Junin" 

69 Sheepskins ex "Oropesa"
"Junin"

19J B 9 9

S I

R B C

AP
9 balesMcG 9 9

3K 9 99 99 9

108 Sheepskins ex "Corcovado"

"Oriana" 

"Junin"
2 balesB B 9 9

4T. R 9 99 9

#
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Enclosures via Liverpool

"Originals

Wool & Sheepskins Market Report 

Copy of Cahlegram received

sent

Copy of letter to Hayward Tyler & Co.,Ltd. of 29th Satasc. 
fk their reply of 5th February re press leathers

Wool Statistics for 1908

Letter from C.& E.Morton of 27th January re commission.
Oopy of letter to R.R.Douglas of 4th February & letter 

from R.L.Connell of 5th Febry.
Reports & Contracts:-

9 9 9 9

HB 77 bales Wool ex "Oravia
H W 8 9 9 9 9

L 18 9 9 9 9

<3^0 J£> 12
<TH G C> 1 cask Pelts ex "Lima"

H . - 4 casks Sealskins ex "Lima" &c.
Brokers' press copies of above reoprts & contracts and Co's

Sheepskins ex "Oravia"
North Eastern Raly's.report for W.A.Harding.

Credit note for £2 . 13 . 3 from Cooper Pegler & Co.
Letter for A.L.Allan

9 9 9 9

London 10th February,1909

L
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods shipped per "Oravia" 

Plan for fixing Boot Boiler in Eagle Range 

B/L cargo per "Oravia"

Contract for Pams per "Oravia"
15 . 11 for collectionSight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 80 .

B/L attached
Clients Invoices goods per "Oravia*1

V* Brothel s7Henry Waldron ,£ 

liolmootod A Ulalco 7) Henna

Vere Packe,J.J.Felton,Isld.Adm. 

Letters.for the following:-

W.A.Harding,Vere Paeke,A.L.Allan

from the P.S.N.Co.dated 11th Fehry,Copy of letter

London 13th February,1909
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ClUji' JhdkUtnit (Lmripunt) Wunite ft.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

6A.
Per Or coma. r /?
JV° 1057. ....10th March,s,on.ceo/U£.a.

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt; of your despatch no. 551 

and letters of 25th and 27th January (two),all of which arrived on 

the 20th ult.
2. 551-2. I do not think that it would "be of any use to write 

to the P. S. N.Co.about the Port Stephens passengers,and will wait 

until I can bring the subject before Mr.Lamb personally.

5. Par. 5. As freight on Tallow is invariably taken by weight, 

we never get the measurements of the casks unless they are special! 

asked for. Last week we chartered the nPagnhildn ,560. tons regr. ,a 

Swedish vessel of good class,and enclosed you will find copy of tlE 

Charter-party. The freight is £1,500 out and home with £10.10/.to 

the Master,and is very reasonable. We have 70 weather working days 

at both ends,those not consumed here to be at your disposal,and as 

the loading is not expected to take long you ought to have plenty 

of time. We have provided for acids and not exceeding 20 cwt.of Ex
plosives free of charge,and a favourable feature of the charter is 

getting the four large spars carried on deck for an extra gratuity 

of £2.2/.,as the freight by steam would have exceeded £50. The 

ship is to load coal at Blyth for Stanley and Darwin,and to come 

to London to fill up; in the Islands after discharging at Stanley 

she is to go to Darwin,discharge coal,load tallow,and return to 

Stanley to fill up. Taking £650, as the freight each way both car
goes will be carried cheaply. You have unfortunately failed to

i

send, -the list of rough goods promised in your 348-5 of 30th Nov
ember last,and have landed m© in a difficulty,as I cannot tell the 

quantity of coal that ought to go,or what to use to fill up; hut

y

W.A.Harding,Esq. ,

Manager,
Stanley.
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an examination of Stock returns and shipments of late years seems 

to indicate that if we ship 300 tons of coal for Stanley and 120, 
for Darwin we shall not he doing wrong,and that will leave us 

about 180 tons to make up in London. We can send shooks,some more 

paraffin both for sale and use in the oil engines,a little cement, 

possibly lime in hogsheads,and fill up with wood. I am afraid that 

we may have to work in this way for want of informat ion, as the 

ship,now at Grangemouth,is to tow to Blyth to load on the 15th; 
but should she be delayed the mail due in less than a fortnight may 

bring your list,or you may say that you want as much coal as she 

can carry,in which case we may leave out the London loading alto

gether. I should have said that I am going to send 50 tons of 

Brancepeth Smithy coal at a venture,as I see that we have not 

shipped it for some time,and the Blacksmiths have been busily at 

work. I have cabled news of this charter,as it may influence you 

to keep back some sheepskins for filling up,and also suggest to 

you that you should lose no time in securing al 1 the tallow that 

is available in the Islands. With regard to the freight home,you 

will be able to make an approximate estimate of the gross weight, 

and if you see that you can cover the £650 with some reduction in 

the rate you should make it. With time to stow the casks properly 

and delivery direct in London,the condition may be expected to be 

much better than if shipped by steam.
4. Par.4. Aw we are of the same mind on the subject of inter-

•O

est charged to clients the subject may be dropped.
6. Par.10. The Directors have discussed at length the quest

ion of the West Falkland mail service,and have decided to instruct
From the conversation with Mr.Salve-you not to send in a tender,

reported last mail it would seem that the benefit to be expect—sen
ed from the services of the whaling tender is of very doubtful 
value,and the competition unlikely to be of much account, 

cock called here on the morning of the last Board meeting,and said

Mr*. Al—

emphatically that they would not tender,and we have decided to 

leave it to the Governor to do his best or his worst.whichever you 

like to call it. If Salvesens do not think £600 a year good enough, 

or if the arrangement proposed to be made with them falls through,

'.I



hhe Governor will have ho come "to us,and we shall he ahle ho dic- 

hahe our own herms,while,on hhe ohher hand,if we were ho hender 

now,ih would give him an opportunity of adminishering a snub,of 

which he would he likely ho avail himself. I feel sure hhah Sal- 

vesens will noh care ho carry wool ah our rates,and if we are free 

of hhe mail conhrach ih will enable you ho work hhe schooners more 

quickly hhan you are doing now. I oughh ho add hhah I had a halk 

wihh Mr.Alcock ahouh coashing freights,and he hold me hhah if hhe 

farmers would agree ho a rahe hhah would enable hhem ho make bohh 

ends meeh,hhe P. S.N.Co.wouldpuh on a sheamer ah once,buh hhah as 

hhey do noh visih hhe Islands for hheir healhh hhey are noh pre
pared ho submih ho a cerhain loss. I have repeahedly said hhah if 

hhe farmers really want sheam communicahion hhey mush pay for ih 

hhemselves, eihher direchly or indirechly ,and I have been working 

ouh freights ah -§d. per lb. on wool ho see if hhah would offer an 

inducement;,buh I fear noh,unless hhe P.S.N. ,in considerahion of 

securing all hhe wool from hhe Colony,were prepared ho come down 

on hhe amount ho be earned by hhe ocean boahs. Mr.Alcock said hhah

C

if any arrangement were proposed ih mush be for a herm of years,as 

hhey cuuld noh hhink of puhhing a boah on unless hhey saw hheir
I am going hofreighhs assured ahead for a considerable period.

laher paragraph ho hhe question of hhe coashing freightsrefer in a
view of showing whah an advanhage ih would be ho uswe earn,wihh a

ho be relieved of hhe onus of carrying our clients' produce,which
have ho do for hhe purpose of rehaining hheir bus- 

Working in association wihh hhe P.S.N.Co. we should be reli 

ieved of any serious misgivings on hhis point.

6. Par.11. Wihh regard ho Salvesens,we

ah presenh we

iness.

mush know a lihhle
can judge as hoabouh hhem and hheir inhenhiond before we

for wool carrying in opposihion ho hhe
more
whehher hhey mean ho enter

ho be hhah hhey will have hheir 

all hheir own shuff ,and should hhey hake
P.S.N.Co. The probability seems

work cuh ouh ho carry
of whale oil and manure wftuld noh improve ihswool hhe presence 

condihion. If hhere are any people ouhside ourselves who care for
firsh class line like hhe Pacific,hheya regular mail service by a 

should be warned hhah hhe wihhdrawal of produce ho a maherial ex-

henh would cerhainly militahe against/ a renewal of hhe contract.
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It, has "been reported that the Governor talks of the monopoly of* 

the P.S.N. ,and would like to attack it. It does not seem to have 

occurred to him that the small amount of* "business done with the
O

Islands is incapable of division if the advantages of the mail 

service are to "be maintained. The P.S.N.Co,would he only too glad 

of an excuse for severing their connection with the Colony.

7, Par, 12. I do not think that we need he much disturbed ab
out the Darwin Reserve. It would be better if we owned it of 

course; but our safeguard is the utter uselessness of a block of 

5000 acres to anyone else,and the fact that our enemy,Sir Roger 

Goldsworthy,had to let it to us in 1895 shows that he knew no one 

else would take it. It is unfortunate that the dip is on it,but if 

the water‘supply is failing that may have to be moved,and if the 

Reserve were occupied by a stranger we should put up a ring fence 

round him,of which he would have to bear half the cost,and he 

would be harmless. Still,the better way would be to obtain posses

sion of it,and before 1916 it may be possible to make a Governor 

that it would be to the advantage of the Government to sell itsee
to us outright.

8. Par. 14. I have sent one of the accounts and your Certifi
cate to Mr. Schmidt,who may or may not be satisfied,as he has not

replied.
9. Par. 16. The detailed information about the ships under re

pairs is interesting.
10. Par. 17. We shall make the payment to the Crown Agents for

G.Bonner & Co.,as requested.
The "Flamenco" arrived a few days after the mail,11, Par.19.

and we have just got Reports and Valuations of the wool,which look
It is to be up this afternoon,and we shall be ablesatisfactory.

to give you the prices.
12. The request received from Mr. A.E.Fe It on and forwarded in 

letter of the 27th January to the effect that he wishes us toyour
"consign" his wool to Messrs.John Hoare & Co.shows such complete

ignorance of the the usual course of business that I had better 

explain the position clearly. Mr.Felton,like other clients,re

ceives during the year advances from us against his produce,and
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when this is ready it is consigned to—his London agents,ourselves, 
who take complete responsibility for if in every way,placing it in 

the hands of such Brokers as we may think most suitable,and having 

it realized to the best advantage. In consideration of our commis
sion we accept responsibility for the cash proceeds; it is import
ant to emphasise this,because the fact does not appear to be gen

erally known,and questions have several times been asked about it. 

In giving this information,which I have done several times,I al
ways refer to the case of Captain Packe,who many years ago con
signed his wool to Brokers named Hall & Webster direct. Before the 

prompt the Brokers failed,and Captain Packe lost a lot of money; 

had he consigned to a responsible agent the loss would not have 

occurred. Now,having this responsibility,we cannot allow a client 

to tell us what Brokers we are to employ,and as a matter of fact 

think that those who sell our own wool are good enough for our 

clients. There is this further advantage,that dealing as they do 

with the greatest bulk of F.I.wool that comes to London they are 

in touch with all the likely buyers,and circularize them as to the 

marks that are about to be put up. It cannot be suggested that 

Hoares get any betterprices than our own Brokers,and to wish them 

to sell for us is a pure fad. I believe that I may safely say that

c

we

shipper in Australia would dream of dictating to a, London mer

chant as to the choice of a Broker,and we must decline to depart
You can convey as much of this

no

from what is an universal custom, 

as you think proper to Mr.Felton.
13. We have not heard yet whether the two bales of Wool in

dispute have turned up or not.
The "Sallust" has arrived with Wesell* s Wool and Skins

and one hide. Could you not advise poeple who have a hide to make
It is ridiculous to put it up at Public Sale,

14.

it into horse gear?- 

and bhe Brokers say that the profit on it does not cover the cost

of printing.
15. With reference to remarks on having possibly to send out 

more Carpenters,we want to know what houses are available,and a 

return should be sent of all the houses we possess in Stanley,ex

cluding your own and Mr. Girling's,.giving the names of the occupiers 

and,in the case of those let by the month,the rent paid.

1

. kit JL# -
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16, According to'clause 5 of the Telephone agreement with the 
. the cost of ma.inta.inina- and working the line ,

Government^is to he a first charge on the revenue ,but we have ne
ver heard what the revenue is,if any,and whether it is devoted to

Ithe constant repairs that have "been necessitated|by flying geese.
If these repairs,as seems prohahle,cost far more than the sum re

ceived hy way of revenue,at whose charge are they executed?- Per

haps it was an oversight in making the contract not to provide that 

the Government and the Company were to make good,regardless of what 

the revenue might he.
17. It has been the usual custom to send by the mail about 

the end of January such accounts-current as bring cash to us here, 

Port Stephens,Pebble,Waldron' s,&c. ,but I am sorry to find that you 

have neglected them this time. Just now we are pinched for money, 

and have borrowed largely against the wool,and these accounts, 

which might have been worth two or three thousand pounds to us, 

would have been exceedingly helpful. With four in the office there 

surely ought to have been time to get them up; the rest do not 

matter.

I

18, As the schooners have worked so well,and the collection 

of produce is so far in advance of whah It usually is,you ought "to 

he able ho lay ah leash one of them up for a long hime,and unless 

of the ohhers is in special need of repair,advanhage mighh
"Malvina"

any one
he haken of the opporhunihy of shifhing the mash of hhe

carrying ouh all the suggeshions made hy G-.L,Watson & Co. soand

long ago.
inho the question of clienhs and hheir19. I have been goxng 

business,wihh a view ho finding ouh whehher ih pays us or noh,and

if so,how much. I have assumed that if we have no clienhs and con-
of hheirs ho deal wihh,we should he wihhoubsequenbly no produce 

hhe agency of hhe P.S.N.Co. ,who,wihh insufficient, support, from hhe
The calculation is made on 

It shows that the pro

fit made reaches over £5000,including the mail agency,but the gilt 

is taken off by the loss on running the schooners,which amounts to 

over £2000,leaving £3000 net as the result. This wants some expla^-

to call at Stanley.Colony,would tpse 

the figures of 1907,and is sent herewith.

!
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nation on several points. Dealing first with -the schooners,the 

Profit & Loss Statement Prom Stanley usually shows a profit; on "the 

working; huh in making up a ship* s account; it is the custom to. 

dehit her with depreciation and interest on cost,and neither of 

these is applied to the schooners* accounts,depreciation being 

debited to Profit & Loss generally,and interest left out altoge

ther. The loss on the year we have dealt with is larger than usual 

owing to the cost of the Malvina* s voyage out,but this has been 

the case with one or the other of them for some years,owing to the 

replacement of the three we have lost. In considering these ves

sels it must be remembered that we should have to provide for get

ting our own produce into Stanley,but in the highly improbable 

circumstances we are considering,when the need for sending schoon

ers to the West and elsewhere would no longer exist,one schooner 

would do all the farm work,and probably belong to the establish

ment,as there would be no need for her in Stanley. In estimating 

the profit on Stores sold to clients we have taken 25°/o as the net 
amount,at a venture,and on this we should like your opinion. As 

you have pointed out,the sales are more likely to decrease than 

otherwise,owing to the quantity going out on commission,and the 

profit of £3171 is hardly likely to be maintained. After looking 

at the sums left on deposit practically with us without interest,
being the credit balances of the farmers* accounts,we allow 2$,as

edit saves our borrowing here to that extent,and on the amount earn— 

in interest on overdrawn accounts we credit a proportion equal to 

2$,as we have to borrow money here to finance you,and therefore 

cannot give you the benefit of the whole 5$; this however is a 

small item. We have not put down any sum representing the advan
tage we gain from the lower freights we pay the P.S.N.Co.,due to 

the good position in which we stand with them in consequence of 

handling the bulk of the Colonial produce,nor anything for the 

discounts we get,exceptionally,on passages out and home,as this 

latter is a varying quantity,but the figures arrived at show that 

it is to our advantage to continue the clients* business,and would 

be still more so if we could get rid of the heavy loss we incur 

in doing their coasting so cheaply. I have always looked on this

!
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as a serious handicap on what would otherwise he a profihable bus
iness,and consequently am inclined ho encourage any proposal hhah 

would hend ho remove it,provided hhah ih would noh endanger hhe 

business ihself.

I am,Sir,
your obedienh servant,

Managing Direchor.

i

:i
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Enclosures via Liverpool

i

Duplicatesi

Despatch No.1056 dated 10th February 

Ledger & Journal Entries
i

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of G-eneral Cargo per "Oravia" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

- -

List of Parcels
List of Enclosures

i List of Clients' Cargo per "Oravia" 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

Clients' Reports & contracts
i

<1Tgc£> 12 bales Sheepskins ex "Oravia"

18L 9 99 9

8H W 9 99 9

77 9 99 9

1 cask Sheepskins ex "Lima"

Second of Exchange for £80 .15 . 11 & B/L attached 

Contract note for 3 Rams ex "Oravia"

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia"

I

!

;
i



....------- -c,

Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams sent 

Copy
Charter Party ship "Ragnhild" 

Clients1 A/sales

received9 9

12 bales Sheepskins Bx "Oravia"

18 9 99 9

"Lima"1 cask §£eepskins

"Oravia"77 bales 9 9

8 bales 9 99 9

14 Sealskins ex "Lima"

ex "Oropesa"64 9 9
A/sales

Brokers* copies Co* s Sheepskins ex 
on Wool ex "Flanenco

"Oravia" & Reports

Clients' Invoices goods shipped per "Oravia

20.1 1 3Henry Waldron 

Stickney Bros, 35 10 2

6 17Vere Packe
8 3W.D.Benney* s Estate 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd, 1 • 14 • 1

Clients’ reports & contracts:-______
22 casks Tallow ex "FlamencoWED

5 9 9BBC
Ledger & Journal Entries

9 99 9

'

:

10th March,1909London

i



VI

Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Liston

Originals

Supplementary Ledger Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores Supplementary re/narks 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma"

B/Jj cargo per "Orcoma 

•Sight Draft on .J.Kirwan for § §3 

Analysis of Schooners' Expenses k Revenue for 19Q? 

•Statement of Cos\t of running the Company's Schooners 

Wool Reports

Clients' reports & contracts

1,9 hales Wool ex "Sallust
"Flamenco"

, g , 9 for collection

j

c c w
19F 9 99 9

<JA G C- - 5 

S 160.

9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

Goodwin 
Roy Cove 2 9 99 99 9

J B 220. 9 99 99 9

H & B 261 9 99 99 9

2L 9 99 99 9

Letter from W.Bain & Co.of the^th^instant re price of

Letters for the following

A.L.Allan 9 W,A•Harding.
(2)

Invoices for Vere Packe,H. Waldron fc D.Smith for goods 
shipped per "Orconra/1

London 13th March,1909

i
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DESPATCH no. 1057 per "ORCOMA" ,10th March,1909.

Precis of* Subjects.

1. Acknowledges Despatch no.351 and letters.

2. Will not write about question of Port Stephens

3. Reports Charter of "Ragnhild" with remarks
passages.I

on cargoes,
4. Will not pursue the subject of interest to Clients.
5. Reports decision not to tender for Mail service,and suggests

higher freights on produce.
6. Discusses Salvesens,and suggests danger of losing the P.S.N.Co.

7. Reserve at Darwin,suggests buying when possible.
8. Accounts sent to H.H.Schmidt.

9. Acknowledges information about ships under repair.
10. Will make payment to Crown Agents on account of G-.Bonner & Co.

11. Reports arrival of "Flamenco'' and receipt of Reports on Wool.

12. Discusses request from A.E.Felton as to sale of his wool,and
gives reasons for declining it.

13. No information about two bales Wool in dispute per "Flamenco".
14. Reports arrival of produce per "Sallust",and suggests that sin

gle hides should not be shipped

15. Asks for a return of Company's houses and the rents received.

16. Enquires about cost of repairs to Telephone.
17. Complains of non-receipt of certain accounts-current.

18. Suggests laying up a schooner,preferably the "Malvina".

19. Discusses in general terms the business done with clients and
the profits derived therefrom.

.. v--’_____
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advantages accruingSTATEMENT of cost of running Company's three Schooners and note of

i 190V
1Expenses P.5.N.Co* s.MAIL AGENCY 650.WAGES 2656 .COMMISSION on Clients' Produce

say £60,000 4 ---------

PROFIT ON STORES sold to Clients
STORES 965 V60.
BUTCHERY 89

sales for 190VINSURANCE 1096 1685V
PROFIT say 25^ on 12686

31V1
Add on account of above 

expenses for "MALVTNA" 
only included for 8 months

say

51712 .
■■ 15857PROFIT ON FINANCE450.

1
on Cash in hand say 2# on 

on Cash advanced say (as per a/5cs)
15000: 300

5256
2$INTEREST on cost £8594 § 5# 

DEPRECIATION ££594 4 10$

430. 169
PROFIT on Insurancei859 150

6545

Revenue
1

FREIGHT ft PASSAGE MONEY k 
HIRE received 14406

!
Nett loss on running Z 2139 £ 5190

1

if1

1

j

11

5

.

i
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•BEAN and. CARPENTER.

W. M. Dean has a great, prejudice against, the Company I fear, in

herited perhapd,and is not, old enough t,o see any distance ahead. 

He has a fixed idea that you did not treat Carpenter fairly some 

when his father died. Harding, 1st No venter ,190:8.years ago

W.iM. Dean once told me that when his father .died and Carpenter 

sending out stores,he asjced you about it,and Dean says that the 

Company would not give Carpenter any assistance,that he was not 

used to that sort of businessi so that just at the time that Car

penter i/vould have teen glad of advice you would not help him. . 

expect that you are about right in saying that Carpenter only 

wanted a pretext for keeping all the business in his own hands. - 

Harding, 22nd -January, 190,9.

was

. . I

O.M.Dean died on the <6th November,1-901.

extracts from correspondence bearing on the ab-Thd following are

ove subject2-

the order for stores fee.given by the late Mr.In reference to
instructed by the Executors to confirm same,and to 

of the first opportunity of shipping the
C.M.Dean,we are 

request you to notify us

goods.
thinks that the baling ordered by her Husband ofMrs.Dean

Messrs.Hindley should be shipped as soon as possible,and perhaps

instructions to send it by the next mail steara-you will give them 

er.- Carpenter,5th December,1901.

In reply to your favour of yesterday with reference to goods or

dered by the late Mr. C. M. Dean ,1 have to say that I hope to be in 

a position shortly to advise you of an opportunity of shipping

Messrs.Hindley have the bagging ready,and it will be shipped 

by the Oropesa at the end of this month. - Cobb,6th December,1901.
them.

By mail this morning I have received a copy of a draft Ordin 

relating to Probate,which is shortly to be passed in the Leg

islative Councfel of the Falkland Islands,and I forward it to you

ance
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at, once,as it, roay be of service bo you in connexion wibh bhe af-

You can keep it, as long as you like.fairs of bhe labe Mr. C. M. Dean.

and bhen reburn it, bo me. - Cobb,7bh December,1901.

We are obliged bo you for informing us bhab bhe shores for 

Porb Sbephens will be despabched by cargo sbeamer from Liverpool.

We have now bo ask you bo make bhe following addibions bo bhe 

goods included in bhe labe Mr.Dean*s order,viz,

4 casks Paraffin

5 cwb.Whibe Lead

1 barrel boiled Oil 

2 doz.Galvanized buckebs

These ( excepb bhe buckebs) were bo be obbained from Hubbuck*s, 

bub we presume ib will be easier bo order bhem in Liverpool as bhe 

sbeamer sails from bhere.

These addibional goods are for Porb Sbephens.- Carpenber,30bh 

December,1901.

In reply bo yours of yesberday* s dabe,kindly leb us know as 

possible whab kind of Paraffin and price (aboub) also 

Whibe Lead is bo be in 7,14,or 28 lb. kegs,and bhe barrel 

of Boiled Oil,are we bo read Hogsheads?- Memo from Co.,31sb Dec.

whe-soon as

bher bhe

of 31sb ulb. please order a medium pricedIn reply bo your memo
Whibe lead should be in 28 lb.kegs,and bhe boiledparaffin; bhe

Oil should be a hogshead.- Carpenber,2nd January,1902.

proof of Probabe Ordinance 1901 wibh our besb bhanfcsWe reburn

Carpenber,20bh January,1902.

bo bhe invoices forwarded bo you labely forWibh reference
Port Stephens,I shall he glad to know how you propose to treat the

have bhe consignraenb of bhe produce,and reim—accounb. Are we bo
for advances oub of bhe proceeds,or will you adopbburse ourselves

plan followed by Mr.J.M.Bean,bhab is bo say pay cash as you go

in advance bo raeeb currenb expenses?
bhe

along,and place a sum wibh us 

Ib does nob mabber bo us which course you elecb,and I am asking

quesbion because when I lasb saw Mr.Dean we were speaking aboub 

bhe accounb,and he was unable bo say whab your ideas were on bhe 

subjecb. Of course I need hardly say bhab our besb services will

bhe
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always be at your disposal.- Cobb,12th February,1902.

T am obliged by your lett.er of 12th inst. ,and in reply I am 

arranging with Mrs,Dean to pay for the stores in cash ancFl hope 

to accomplish this next week. - Carpenter,15th February,1902.

Last year the Company undertook the shipment of stores for

Port Stephens,and I write to enquire whether this will be under

taken on the present occasion.- Carpenter,6th January,1903.

In reply to your enquiry I beg to say that we will do what

ever you wish about the shipment of stores to Port Stephens ,but

that at the present time there is no cargo boat going to Stanley, 

as was the case last year,so that freights will be on a higher

scale. We tried to get the Pacific Co.to put a cargo boat on last 

month,but the quantity of cargo we had to offer was not a suffi

cient inducement.- Cobb,6th January,1903.

I enclose four lists of stores to be shipped to above station. 

(Port Stephens) by the mail steamer leaving on 9th July or there

abouts,and have to request your kind attention. - Carpenter,5th 

June,1903.

I have your favour of the 5th inst.with indents which you 

wish us to execute for Port Stephens. We will do this in consider

ation of Mr.J.M.Dean*s connexion with us,but you are probably aware 

that we have discontinued this kind of business,and ship for no

one else.- Cobb,8th June,1903.

I am obliged by your letter of 8th inst.which is the first

intimation I have received that the Company has discontinued the
Your let-business of executing indents for stations in the Colony, 

ter of January 6th last did not indicate this in the least,and

hence my letter to you of 5th inst.

Linder the circumstances I think it will be better for Mrs. 

Dean and myself to make other arrangements,and perhaps you will be 

good enough to return the indents so that we may do so.- Carpenter, 

9th June,1903.

All transactions with Mr.Carpenter have been carried out in
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correspondence,and 'there is not, a word in "the above exbracbs bo 

justify "the assertion bhab we have been unfair bo him in any way,

^ or bhab we ever refused him assisbance. On bhe conbrary,we executed 

several orders for him afber C.M.Dean’s deabh,and offered bo con- 

binue,nobwibhsbanding bhab we had given up bhe commission business. 

We were,in facb,prepared in considerabion of our connexion wibh 

bhe old genbleman bo do for Porb Sbephens precisely whab we have 

done,and are doing bo bhe presenb day,for J.H.Dean,who brings all 

his orders bo bhis office.

Mrs.C.M.Dean holds 350 Ordinary and 190 Preference shares in

\

bhe Company in her own name,and 150 Ordinary shares joinbly wibh 

Mr. William Carpenber. One would bhink bhab such a large sharehold

er would be one of bhe Company’s supporbers; bub we should evidenb- 

bo look below bhe surface bo discover bhe reason for bhely have

hosbiliby displayed bowards us.

26bh February,1909.

•i

-y
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Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.353 

and 354 together with your letter of the 23rd February,which ar

rived on the 22nd ult.,and of your letter of 16th February per 

"Duendes",which came to hand on the 26th ult.

2. 352-6. I understand that each mail steamer in future is 

to have 200 tons space reserved for Stanley.

3. Par.11. You will see by enclosed correspondence that the 

P.S.N.Co.complain of the small shipment per "Duendes",but I think 

I have shown them that it is entirely the fault of their Manager 

in sending her so soon after the "Flamenco" without any requisi

tion from you.
Par.12. The correspondence about the Telephone supplies 

the information we wanted.

5. Par.13. I have informed Lloyd’s Register that in view of 

the impossibility of complying with their requirements,the "Sam

son" will have to go off the letter; it will maJce no difference in 

insurance,and if the Engineer watches the machinery closely and 

keeps it in thorough repair,we need not concern ourselves.

6. Par.14. The draft on account of the "Gulf Stream" has been 

accepted without remark; the Board would like to know,however,how 

it was that such an expensive and elaborate fitting as a Chart room

allowed to be substituted for a companion,for when a ship goes

4.

was
into an intermediate port for repair,the correct thing would ap- 

to be to replace what has been carried away,but not to buildpear
anything that the whim of the Captain may desire. The Directors 

think that this might have been awkward for us if the Owners or

Underwriters objected.

W.A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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7. Par.15. We shall feel more comfortable when the Gladova's 

bill has been accepted,for whatever may have been the amount ex

pended previous to the second fire,it is clear that the disburse

ments in Stanley will exceed her value. Your cable via Sandy Point 

arrived on the 13th ult.as follows:- "Gfladova fardeler eliminous 

isocrvte butter walpurgis ciortone speedwell large",which is trans

lated "G-ladova caught fire in port but was extinguished before 

much damage was done expenses already amount to 

much wanted here will you contract Speedwell large",Now there is 

no such word in the code as isocryte; isocyrte means £3500 and is

ocrate £2500; but on having the word repeated it came back Isocryte 

as before. This means either that the word was misspelt in your 

letter or that the Cable Company have blundered; should it be the 

latter we shall have a claim on them for the cost of several words. 

The message came by the Western Union,which is usually less cor

rect than the Eastern; have you the power of directing by which 

line our messages are to go? As regards butter,having to cable 

for such an article,which is in constant demand,seems to show a 

want of foresight on the part of the Storekeeper,and it is to be 

hoped that when Mr.Creece has got the business thoroughly in hand 

he will avoid running short of any of the staple commodities.

Par.16. Prom the statement you give of sheep likely to be 

boiled down it looks as if you would have no difficulty in filling

T butter is

8.

the "Ragnhlld",and you will,of course,give preference to our own
tallow

clients in the event of any being shut out.A
culars by last, mail no cable is being sent,,as it, would only arrive 

with the despatch. It is most unfortunate that the promised inform

ation about outward cargo was delayed so long,for the ship had to

to be arranged blindfold. Looking at the 

to the conclusion that we could 

300 tons for Stanley and 120. for Darwin,

As I gave full parti-

be chartered and a cargo 

statistics of coal lately we came 

not do wrong in sending 

and this quantity was accordingly ordered,together with 50 tons 

Smithy. It is disconcerting to find that you only want 200 tons 

for Darwin,none for Stanley,and no Smithyj fortunately we were

to stop the Waltend^but the Smithy was alongside and had toable
be taken. You must have used a good deal on the ships lajtely,and 

shipping it in the Tyne as has been done gets it out much cheaper
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"than if ‘trucked To Liverpool, The ship has just arrived in London, 
and will start loading tricks at once; other cargo,nearly suffici
ent to fill her,if not quite,has teen ordered without touching the 

lumber. The order,in fact,is large enough for a ship 200 tons lar
ger, and had we known that there would te so much tallow we couldkaE 

have filled such a ship out and home. The cargo ordered at present 
in addition to the coal is-*— 50,000 tricks,Lime,Kerosene,Shooks, 

Tar,Pitch,Tanks,Roofing iron,Droppers,and Glass,besides Spars and
1 t

some boats,which may possibly be taken on deck. I do not know whe
ther the cargo ordered is wanted anyhow,or whether the list was 

merely a suggestion in case we chartered; if the former,we shall 
have to get the wood out by steamer,and there will not be enough 

to warrant our ‘asking for a cargo boat. Should this charter prove 

a success,we must know earlier next year what tallow we shall have 

to provide for,and also have the indent in hand much sooner.

9. Our Solicitors are going on with the claim for Salvage on 

the "Gladova" ,and we are likely to get at least £500 without going 

to the Admiralty Court.
10.. Despatch 355-5. The Directors are concerned at the fal

ling off in Store prof its, and especially to find that the Stock
taking has been conducted until now in such a slip-shod way as to 

afford no true indication of the yearlis results. What you told Mr. 

Creece was unexceptionable; that is to say that the stock should 

be valued as carefully as possible,that all stores should be en

tered at their net value,that anything unsaleable should be elim

inated,and that values should be written down where necessary,so 

that the stock might be regarded as a true asset, 

excellent as it is,should have applied to the Stocktaking every 

year,and not only be brought forward prominently on tlie arrival of
Unless you have done yourself qn injustice in 

the way you have put it,you seem to admit that the Storekeepers 

up to the present have not been governed by these rules,for you 

say that you were prepared to find some diminution in the profit, 

which can only mean that carelessness has hitherto been the rule. 

With regard to the items yao* put forward as explanations,there 

seems to have been in most instances neglect of the most reprehen-

But all this,

a new Storekeeper.
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sible description. That cartridges should he stored in a place so 

damp that they have become worthless is almost beyond credence. 

You say that they have been returned by purchasers as inferior;

this can only be through damp,as the bulk of those sent (jut have 

been Eley's,and the rest Kynoch’s. Has this been going on long,and 

how many and of what value have had to be written off? As regards 

your suggestion that they should in future be sent in tin lined 

cases,1 am assured that not a single one has been sent out without 

this protection,and I find the cases charged in the only •‘invoice 

that I have had turned up. Is it possible that old stock &as been

No doubt you will see,set aside when a new supply has arrived? 

personally,in future that such expensive stock is properly kept. 

Millinery Goods,if not sold off quickly,are sure to deteriorate,
''V

and we have had for some time a lurking suspicion that there must 

he a lot of old and unsaleable stock. This is a matter that Mr. 

Creece must keep in view; it has yet to he proved that this trade 

pays at all. Spares and rudder pieces are liable to go,and it may 

he no one's fault. If those you mention ar 

booms,what good will they he at all? You say that they have been 

written doi£n,not that they have been omitted from the stock. In 

the case of sweetmeats,surely there has been great negligence. If 

the machines are no longer used,why could they not have been sold 

the counter? Probably they were put away in a damp corner and

ajunfit for masts or

over

forgotten. As to iron,the practice used to be to have out a weigh- 

and take the actual weights. Blyth seems to have esti—ing machine
mated them; it is difficult to understand why you did not see that 

the stock was taken properly. The explanation about the over valuatr

&on of steel wire is lamentable,for it shows that the Storekeeper
a

understood tYe meaning of Stocktaking,and that you
The Wheat ex

can never have 

failed to see that tte proper values were entered.
it could not have become worth-Cassard must have been neglected,or

if it had all been shipped home in the first instance itless;
would have been turned into cash. How we suffered losses through

the large shipment per Galicia is not clearly explained; do you

mean to suggest that we did not get all delivered,or that we were 

robbed? With regard to the shipments taken en bloc as just arrived,

enter-suggestion seems to be that the Storekeepersyour



e& goods bhab had in fact/ been sold. This may have been bhrough
carelessness,or ib may have been done knowingly, in order bo swell
bhe supposed profibs; which ever ib was,you mighb have baken sbeps

is
bo prevenb ib. The Directors* opinion on bhe facbs disclosed anas 

summed up in a remark which I am insbrucbed bo convey,bhab bhey 

show a lamenbable wanb of supervision,bobh as bo valuabion ab 

Sbockbaking,and also as bo care of goods in shock.

11. Par.4. Albhough you say bhab bhere has been no hulk hire 

bhis year,was bhere nob some dynamibe or gunpowder sbored on board 

bhe "Oflengowan"?
12. Par. 5. Considering all bhe bowages bhe "Samson" was hard

ly expecbed bo show a loss. The salvage,when earned,or I should

received,will go bo her credib bhis year. Her gross earnings 

bo have been £1200 odd,and considering bhab she is nob in 

commission wibh a sbanding crew,her expenses seem high. Probably

ft

say

appear

bhe voyages oubside Sbanley are responsible for bhe loss of £179.
The "Lafonia" seems13. Par.6. The schooners make a poor show, 

bo be managed bhe besb,for her earnings are £1838 againsb £1807
for bhe "Gwendolin",while her expenses have been £1654 againsb bhe 

s £1766. The earnigs of bhe "Malvina” are only £1637, 
have undersbood bhab she has made very smart/ brips,and

H >"Ofwendolin

albhough we
her# expenses are enormous,£1969. This cannob represent bhe cosb of 

^  —^—"" 6 •
oil for bhe engine,and we should like bo know why ib is so excessiv 

Applying depreciabion and inberesb bo bhese vessels* accounts,!
7'7^
f

find bhab bhe "Lafonia" has iosb £123,bhe "Ofwendolin" £428,and bhe 

"Malvina" £840 during bhe year. This is a serious sibuabion,and 

bhe Board would like you bo consider whebher ib would nob be pos

sible bo do somebhing in bhe way of reducing bhe expenses; bhis 

applies also bo bhe "Samson". Ib is clear bhab if we had bo depend
There ca^motour shipowning we should be in a very poor way.

for keeping all bhree schooners ab work all bhe
on
now be any reason 

year round.
14. Pars. 7,8,and 9. There is nob much bo be said aboub bhese 

accounts; bhe repairs bo Buildings ,bhough high,are necessary,and 

bhe expenses cannob be grudged.
15. Par.10. The ibem of Coals in "Consumpbion" has always 

been breabed in bhe way .ib has been pub,bub I have ofben bhoughb
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that it; is incorrect/,for t/he coals are used on account; of the 

Store,which fakes t/he profit; on t/he work done in t/he Blacksmith's 

shop.
16. The Directors hope that with the new Storekeeper,who seems

to he shaping well,the management of the Store will show an im
provement in the future. No doubt he will from time to time make 

suggestions for the better working of his department, and not he 

content to settle down in the same old grooves that have heen fol
lowed so long. Among the changes that seem desirable the most iagBL1 

important is the concentration of the retail business under one 

roof. In such a small place as Stanley it cannot really he neces- 

to have two Stores within so short a distance of one another,
The West,as

sary
involving a duplicate staff,and much unnecessary work, 
the most central building ought to he the place where goods are

retailed,and the East used for shipping orders,and storing goods 

in hulk. If Mr.Creece has anypower of organization,he might exer
cise them in this direction with advantage. Orders could still he 

received at the East,and transmitted by telephone,hut the actual 

retailing should he done at the other. This would pave the way for 

the retirement of F.King on pension,about which I have heen expects
He is an old and faithfuling to hear from you for some mails, 

servant,and has well earned it,hut crippled as he is by gout,he
cannot now he said to he worth his pay,and it was to meet cases xh

such as his that the pension scheme was adopted.
The wool per "Junin" and "Oropesa",cabled lately,will 

make up a useful lot for the next sales. Prices seem to he keeping
17.

up.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.1057 dated 10th March

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma"

List of Dutaatle Goods per "Orcoma"

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma"

Second of Exchange of J.Kirwan with B/L attached. 

Clients' reports & contracts

22 casks Tallow ex "Flamenco"WED

5R B C 9 99 9

160 hales Wo&l ex "Flamenco"S

19F 9 99 9

261 9 99 9

9 99 9

c c w 9 99 9

9 99 9

cask Sheepskins ex "Lima"

"Oravia"12 hales 9 9

9 99 9

14 Sealskins ex Lima
ex "Oropesa"9 9

Charty-Party ship Ragnhild 

B/L Cargo per "Orcoma"

Clients’ Invoices, goods per "Oravia"
35 . 10 . 2Stickney Brothers

6 10. VVere Packe
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Herny Waldrom 201 .1.3
Henry Waldron 69 19 *5
David Smith 35 9 10 )
Vere Packe 10, per "Orcoma"8

’ ) .Henry Waldron 28 16'

1

i
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Enclosures via Liverpool
a;

Originals

Wool & Sheepskins Market Report
i:

Copy of Cablegrams sent.

received

Copy of letters from .the.Pacific .Steam N.Co.of 17th & 
our replies of the 19th & 32nd March.

Completed General Invoice of goods per "Orcoma"

Norris & Henty's invoice goods shipped per "Orcoma"

Denstone College Accounts for W.C.Girling.

Clients' A/sales.reports & contracts

9 hales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"

9 99 9

F B

WED 22

9 99 9

9 99 9

13L 9 99 9

IVF 9 99 9

18S I 9 99 9

18S 9 99 9

2T R 9 99 9

35J B 9 99 9

1H W 9 99 9

5S ft S 9 99 9

2R B C 9 99 9

" Sa}4ustM 

"Flamenco"
3c c w 9 99 9

5 casks TallowR B C

22WED 9 99 9

J B 220. hales Wool

Goodwin 2 9

2 9

9

9

19 9

261 9

5 9
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31 Sealskins ex "Lima" &"Oropesa"
19 bales Wool ex "Sallust;"

Brokers* press copies of above A/sales,reports & contracts

Brokers* press copies Company* s A/sales Wool ex "Flamenco"

Particulars of Homeward freight per "Flamenco"

Letters for the following

W.A.Harding,E.J.Mathews & A.L.Allan.

(i

. London 7th April,1909

V

i;

f

a

r

11
■ \

a

• J

a

r

------?
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Catgo per "Oridsa"

Corrected list of Clients* Cargo per "Orissa"

Dutiable Goods per "Orissa'* 

General Invoice goods shipped per "Orissa"
9 99 9

1 . 6 for collectionSi edit Draft on J.Kirqan for £18 .
B/L attached.

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts
"Flamenco"S I part 18 hales Sheepskins ex 

143 Salted HidesH & B 9 9

48L 9 99 9

53S 9 99 9

10WED 9 99 9

"Sallust"1c c w
Brokers* press copy A/sale Hides ex "Flamenco"

9 9

Letter for S. Miller.

London 8th April,1909
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DESPATCH no.1058 per "Orissa",7th April,1909.
:

PRECIS of SUBJECTS.

I. Acknowledges despatches and letters.

fe. About space to he reserved for homeward cargo.

Complaint hy the P.S.N.Co.about "Buendes".

4. Acknowledges correspondence about Telephone.

"Samson"*s class not to be kept up.

8. Remarks on "C-ulf Stream".

7. Discusses "Cfla,dova" and obscure cablegram. Remarks on butter.

8. Remarks on "Ragnhild" and her cargo.

St Claim for salvage on "Pladova" likely to be settled.

10.Remarks on fallchng off in Store profits.

II. Enquires about explosives stored ex "Cladova".

12.Samson*s account.

5.

18'. Schooners* do.

14. Sundry accounts.

15:. Consumption account,especially with regard to Coals. 

18.Suggestions for improving the management of the Store. 

I?.Remarks on Wool cabled for next sales.
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6 yr,
Per Oropesa.

JW 9.JV? 5 th May,1059.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.
35.4 and 355 per "Oropesa" and"Jun±n" respectively,which arrived

also of your letter of the 23rd March.
2. 364-2, Messrs.Braun & Blanchard write that Bonachich Her- 

manos have a slip at Sandy Point and all appliances for dealing 

with vessels up to 6/800 tons; hut if Messrs.Salvesen can accom

modate us at Mew Island that will be much better. (I should have 

written "Bonacich'.')

3. Par.5. Mr.Theodore Salvesen called again last week to 

have a further talk about the mail service. IJe said that their 

Manager had stated that the produce available, if they took up the 

business of collecting it,would amount to 5000 tons of wool,and 

he gave a similarly inflated estimate of sheepskins and tallow,on 

all of which they could reckon on 10/.per ton freight, less 2/. 

per ton to us for storing in Stanley. This Mr.Salvesen did not 

consider encouraging,and he thought it less so when I told him 

that it must include a large quantity over which we had. control.
1]je was puzzled about the terns of the invitation for tenders, 

which mention a monthly service from Stanley and a quarterly one 

to certain other ports,but say nothing about the return mail from 

the West to catch the homeward boat. I judged that he would not 

care to have the boat in Stanley more than once a month; but if 

the service is to be of any use it seems imperative to make pro
vision for carrying the mail both ways. He said emphatically that 

they had no idea of entering into competition with us, and his 

present inclination is to buy a boat that will be provided with 

passenger accommodation,but no oargo space. He asked whether we

on the 19th and 24th ult • *

i
W. A. Harding, Esq 

Manager,
• >

I

Stanley.
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should, he to a %° Qffer tfcSWI «aSf@. ©U5§elY9S*«&& I 5&«
plied that if we had net sq m\aoh invested ±S 8ehQ®Bg5t m ShQUM 

he only too glad to get the ©asuyisg 4ep© £95 ua»ag it did a®t 
pay; hut Aether we eould see our way to aja arrjaj^§m§nt 1 eeudd 

not say. Mr.Salvesen said that they had gmmded the P,§,tf,G@M*k© 

told them that they had gone Into figures several times, §£d eettid 

only bring out a loss,therefore they did not tetesd t© tester, X 

have already informed you that for the same re as da the Board de
cline to send In a tender, and they are unable to see that the Gov
ernor can make capital out of our not doing so. l1© gwffrrtn refrain 

should show him more clearly than ever that we have only been 

running the malls to oblige the Colony; we anticipate that when 

we are free from the obligation of having a sohooner in Stanley 

once a fortnight on mail business you ought to do the coasting 

with two schooners, except in the thick of the wool season,when 

third will enable you to get it in as fast as you want.
4. Par.6. Mr. Ince reported last week that a statement of 

claim had been sent in and bail demanded; but I think that the 

matter will be settled without going to law.
5. Par. 9. Your original complaint about pmmp leathers 

that Bonner’s were invoiced by Hayward 'l'yler & Co.at 10# dis
count, whereas we did not get such advantageous terms, and I accord
ingly wrote that firm in scarcely pleasant terms on the subject.
How it seems that after all the leathers were got through us, and 

that the preferential disoount was imaginary. There was a similar

t >•

a

was

complaint allttle while ago about some fencing posts supplied by 

W.Bain & Co and in that case you were shown to be in error, no
tice cannot be taken in future of complaints,unless proof of their

« 9

accuracy is furnished at the same titddj we mist net risfe dealiiig 

with mares# nests.
ff. Par.10. Your report of the Mathews trial is unpleasant 

reading; a few such eases would give reason for a petition to re® 

store the office of Judge. I understand,though- you do not gay §e* 

-?3 that the Governor stated that there would fee: *• . no appeal as the vere
diet was for less than&ooj if he said so,he 

say here
was wrong,so lawyers

* 110 appeal now would fee a waste of money, as the lady has 

gone off with the sash; feut had notiee been given §f appeal the

—
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money might have been paid intp Court., Thepe agq ggyg^fuj. po,4jrt,g 

on whioh the Governor seems to hays, gone wrong $ fo? te8%ass§ ? 

p -understand that the Jury were led to believe that they must give 

a verdict for the whole amount claimed 0? nothing. If this Wd§
not bo, at all events the Governor failed to state to the Jury that 

to be
the amount awarded rested with the®. i think that the eenddst of 

this case, and the far from impartial bearing of the doYemorjiiia 

evident collusion with the parson, and his animus against Mr, and 

Mrs.Mathews might be worked into a protest to the C,Q,,which

A

would be very damaging, and also afford grounds for a petition, for 

a Stipendiary or Judge. A petition to this affeot 1r®* seat not 

long before I left the Colony, or perhaps it was in a latter from 

myself to the Governor. I remember saying that holding’ the Joint 

appointment placed him In an invidious position, beoause however 

impartial he might be in Court there would be soma who would say 

that he was biassed, and a Governor should be placed out of the 

reach of such imputations. I think that Governor Kerr agreed with 

me, and the result was the appointment of the late Judge Rout ledge. 
If you can find that letter,please send a copy.

7. Par.11. I am glad to say that the hill for the disburse-
)

ments of* the "Metropolis” has been accepted* It is satisfactory 

to read what you say about MacITi coll, such a man might be rewarded 

with a reasonable gratuity as an encouragement to persevere. If 

the other man gives way to drink:,do not hesitate to dismiss him; 

you would always be commended for making a stand against drink.
8. Par. 12. 'lhe "Gladova"1 s bill has also been accepted with

out comment. You have not given the wording of your cable about 
the amount of her expenses,so that whether it was correctly typed 

or not does not appear.
9. Par. 13. The "Ra^nhild" sailed on the 

what you say I fear that you may have too much for her, and that 

what is left over must come by steam* The Captain is an unusually 

obliging man, and the work is likely to go smoothly*
used here,so that you have SI for the work in Stanley and 

Darwin,which ought to be ample*
lo* 366-1* It Mi* very good of captain Arohef to take so 

much wool,and i am going to send him our thanks through- the FiSfiS.

24th -ult*,and from

19 lay days

were
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They have not, written about, the short, shipment, by the -'Duendes" 

since I answered their complaint,,and I shall now have an opportu-- 

^ nity of rubbing it, into them about, leaving our 1*?1 bales behind, 

11. Par.2. It, is most, singular that there should be so many 

whales about, the Islands "that, Salvesens are even able ho catch 

t,hem in bheir own harbour. They were seen occasionally when I was 

in the Islands,but, I cannot, believe that, they can have been any

thing like so plentiful as they are now. Had they been we should 

have been visited by the American Whalers that were so numerous 

30. years ago,and probably local enterprise would have been able to 

deal with them,as it did with the seals before they were practi

cally exterminated. I have had no opportunity of studying their 

habits,but I am inclined to guess that they must have come from 

place where the whalers have made it too hot for them,and if 

they are in the habit of migrating,they may disappear as fast as

some

they came.
12. I had a visit lately from Mr.Hardie of Glasgow and a So

licitor about the "Cunford" ,with which ship Captain Sember,who lost, 

the "Perthshire" in 1885 was connected,but in what way I cannot 

,as Comm was the name of the Master, It appears that there is 

trouble with the Underwriters,and that much hangs on the charac

ter of Capt.Sember,whose certificate was suspended for six months 

for losing the "Perthshire", He asserts that I wrote either to him

self or the owners,Thos.Lay & Co, ,that I did not consider that the 

suspension was justified,but the letter cannot be found,and I have 

undertaken to get a copy of it,if one exists.

correspondence,but fear that you may be puzzled as to what to 

send. I have looked up all that I wrote in despatches,and what is

see

I have cabled for

the

wanted must have been addressed either to T * Law <fe Co. ,Capt. Sember,- 

or Lloyd's, The latter have been applied to,but say that all confi-
that date have been destroyed. If you can finddential letters of 

anything bearing on the case,pl@ase send it. The chief fault found
that he had not his anchors ready when hewith Capt.Sember was 

went on to Blind Island,and as the wreck occurred through an inset

of the current,and they thought they were well outside the land,I 

think: that my opinion at the time was that the Captain had teen

hardly dealt with.
J
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13, Although you emitted tp send a eggy ©f Mr,Beit’s aga 

qotmt, X was able to see it when He eallefl beRg,tH§ gffi9\ffit beteg* 

as you Have stated, a little under 48QQ to H4S d§Mt, IiQQklSg ba©k 

on his ledger aeegunt fro® the beginning, the fallowing Have been 

the half yearly balances, in each ease against hi»i«
Deo,SI, '06 

June 00,fQ7 

Dec,SI 
June SO,'08 

Dec.31
The account rendered to him shows that you advanced him in oash 

over 4150 in January,February, and Maroh last. The Board are not 

satisfied that sufficient control has been exeroised by you in 

this matter, and think: that if you had chosen to put your foot 

down, there should have been no debt to be liquidated by Mr.Reid

S6.18, 4
118, 5, 7
180,15. 7
184.16, 4
264,18,10

on this side. Bearing in mind the household extravagance to which 

you alluded some time ago,virtually admitted by him, and the pro
gressive increase of indebtedness shown by the account,they oan- 

not understand why you did not pull him up,at the latest when 

his notice was given, if not sooner, and explain clearly that he 

must not look to the Company for assistance in meeting the debts 

he had contracted. When the generous arrangement was made by 

which he actually received a gratuity of £250 on leaving the ser
vice, the Directors had no idea that the sum would be insufficient 

by nearly 4200 to clear him of debt. Your method of dealing with 

the account suggests that you consider it right to allow an of
ficial of the Company to draw whatever he likes,regardless of the 

salary he has earned, and that whatever debts he may have con
tracted in the colony, the company is bound to find him the money 

to meet them. It is difficult to place any other interpretation 

on your action in this matter, looking at the constant indebted
ness, apparently unchecked, disclosed by these figures, and the fact 

that in the face of his large debit balance you mada such large 

cash advances up to the time of his departure, The Birechors §aa» 

not view this matter with indifferenoe, and desire to pi-aee on re* 

cord,having regard to the future,their disapproval- of the offiee

P. .
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staff 'being allowed in any way to overdrew their s,ale®4d%% ISt 
this office such a thing; is Whea?d Of) galosteo are ®aM fe 03^. 

quarterly or monthly as the ease may be, and 4% would be maefe. be%« 

ter if the same practice were adopted in Stanley,
14, As Mr.Allan will shortly be. m his way home t m. not 

writing to him,but have looked through his last letter to see if
there is anything to comment on, "Bungs” are the only anti get) 

dealers here say that they are scarce and certainly valuable*one 

quotes them in Germany at 10 marks per 100, i'hey are used for 

rnaHng large German sausages,being short but much larger to die®-
Our contraot with Salm was for eatings onlyeter than casings, 

and did not inolude bungs; therefore I think the best thing to do 

will be to have a deal with Irving over them, rather than get into
a correspondence with Mr. Salm himself,

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

<
y

Managing Director*

i m
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Enclosures per Supplement-ary Mall via Elation.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks
Replies to Remarks on Stores
List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"
General Invoice goods per "Oropesa1'

and plan
Browne & Lilly's invoice^ for Speedwell Island 

Copy of letter from the P,S.N.Co.d ted 6th instant 

Sight Draft for 3 47 . 3/~ on J.Kirwan for collection 

Denstone College Aacounts for W.C.Girling 

Clients' Reports & contracts:-
74 hales Wool ex "Junin" & "Oropesa"

W P 45 y y> y

"Oropesa"L 171 y y

Goodwin 1 y y9 9I
S 128 9 9y y

T B 142 * 99 y

"Du^^des*1

’•Jupdn11
AP 73 y y

M V 15 9 9

15 9 99 9

t 64 9 99 9

98 9 99 y

F B 91 9 99 9

S I 126 9 y9 9

"Duendes11
reports on Cofs Wool ex "DuendeB11

81F 9 9

Brokers’ Press copies 

Boulton & Paul's Account for Vere Packe.

•Wool Reports
Letter for W. A. Harding.
B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa"
List of Clients' Cargo pwr "Oropesa'

London 8th May,1909
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Enclosures via Liverpool
1

i " Xi i. c»" 1 • o • *Jei

Duplicates
O :

Despatch ,No.1058 dated 7th April 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on» Accounts

/ i
» ™f *

0 0

1J

.OS" r

Remarks on -Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores
f * p *

List of Gargo per "Orissa"
t r t "

List, of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"

List of Clients Goods per "Orissa"

List of Parcels 

List of Enclosures 

Copy of General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"
"Orissa"

,v.7i a a

■ i -■ t *

■

9 99 99 9
]
1 7 . 6 on J.Kirwan with B/L 

attachedSecond of Exchange for £18 .

Clients* A/sales /reports & contracts
t

18 bales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"S I

B B 9 99 9

S & S 5 9 9

ISL 9 9

17F 9 9

18S 9 9

WED 22 9 9

2R B C 9 9

' 1H W 9 9

a 55J B 9 9

2T R 9 9

rr 9 9

"Sallust"3C C W 9 9

ex "Flamenco"5 hales Wool

J B 220, 9 99 9

160 9 99 9

9 99 9J >

9 9 9 9

i
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J ■ . j. ?V

;
■

L 2 bales Wool ex "Flamenco"
2 it" :?J : < >

Goodwin 2 9 9 9 9

I I ■ V "Sallust11 v T 

Sealskin ex "Oropesa"

Lima"

53 Sailed Hides ex "
nc

C C W 19 9 9

i > • t L

'• ’ * If
9 9

i .nFlamenco": J

I ' i j■i48 9 9 9 9
11 ? ■ x »»

9 9
r ■ oH & B 143 9 9

n
.. : . • r ? illt f M J i ‘W E D ■ 10 9 9 9 9

>1 • r»
J J' II .C C W 1 "Sallusl9 9

Flamenco"22 casks TallowWED n

! i o:R B C 5 i...
9 9 9 9

II M1 cI
> ’I r

li n"7

!• *

.*» 'f'OT.1
. >

*I -1

l! ti :*- J .j j

f h ‘I* ^
■

. 8 * £

■ . i i; *

V1 • •Ti

C’i

9/ i CTf •

i
< I i

i* •

s
1# »•

II p If

ii X -4J ' • J

• >v?^ t

‘ ’.M
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\ Enclosures via Liverpool
!

Originals

Copy of* Cablegrams sent
Copy of* Cablegram received
Arming 5b Cobb*s Sheepskin Market Report
Particulars of* Homeward freight per "Duendes"
Clients* Invoiges goods per "Orissa" & "Raghhildfl

!

H» Waldron 27 5 4
J. J. Pelt on 5 10 7i *)

•'; 65 4 5Vere Packs
'! H* Waldron 15 16 1

Holmested 5b Blake,Ltd 52 14

Clients1 Contracts
W.E.D. 1 bale Pieces ex "Flamenco"
J B 26 0, Skins

Copy of* Langridgefs freight account ex "Ragnhild"
(remainder)9 9

Copy of letter to the Pacific Steam Navigation Co#of the
May.

Remarks on Cargo per '’Ragnhild"

London 5th May, 1909
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DESPATCH no. 1059 per "Oropesa",5th May, 1909.

PRECIS of SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letter.
2. Refers to question of Slip.
3. Reports conversation with Mr.T.Salvesen about West mail.
4. Alludes to salvage claim on "Gladova".
5. Points out incorrect complaints received from Stanley.
6. Replying to report on the Mathews case,suggests protest to 

C.O. and petition for a Stipendiary or Judge,
7. Reports acceptance of hill on account of "Metropolis",and 

expresses approval of MacNicoll's methods,

8. Acceptance of "Gladova"*s hill reported.
9. Remarks on sailing of "Ragnhild",and states lay days used.
10. Commenting on Wool left behind by "Junin", expresses thanks

of Company to Capt.Archer of "Oropesa" for filling tip.

11. About Inhaling.
12. Asks for correspondence relating to loss of "Perthshire 

in 1885.
13. Records Board's disapproval of advances made to members of 

the Company's staff,especially with regard to Mr.Reid's 

account.
14. Suggests selling Bheeps' "bungs" to Irving.

;

.

:
.

;

j
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. Cmitti'i*.STln' JlfctlUlitit d JdaiuY* (Cmitpaun
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

REGISTERED 1902.

6 '/, c^uicec/iM/bc/?y ^^/sleeP7,

Per Oravia. V
_...9.2nd Juneoneeon -ec.A. 1060. 9-

Sir,
to acknowledge bhe receipt; of your despatch.es nos# 

556 and 357,which arrived on the 16th ult.

2. 356-2. It seems

I have

likely that there will he a lot of Tallow
I have askedbeyond what the "Ragnhild" will he able to carry.

bring it in their next steamer,but they 

part the matter is left in 

send her direct to Leith,and suggest

Salvesen & Co.if they can

not certain about it,and on

your hands. They want to 

railing the tallow to London,but would call if there is enough to
negotiating with Mr .Henricksen you should

ourare

make it worth while. In
hut the most 

brings it from the Islands

i freight than we pay the P.S.N.Co • 9try for a lower 

important thing is that whatever ship
/

i

trans-shipping or tran- 

with Mr.Henricksen you will have
it in London,there must be nomust deliver 

sit by rail. Failing an agreement
boat. W© could not ship wool by any outside

arranging for tallow.
tender for the West 

. How things will 

that,as they think it so 

mails regularly that they

to ask for a cargo
steamer,but are not precluded from

have decided bo3, Pars.3 & 4* Salvesens
doubt will send a small steamermail,and no

hub my idea ishave yeb bo seejshape we
should geb bheirimporbanb bhab bhey

which they cannot but lose,
P.S.N.Co.in the mat-

to take up a service onare prepared

will not enter into competition with the
they 

her of 

vice
Island bo make a 

■the Board would 

high, and bhis 

ally>aJld kas
point,however,it

tend to destroy the ser-wouldfreight,seeing that doing so
be towed to New 

I said that I thought

£200 to £S00,which they consider
cost S87 odd origin-

want to buy the "Sabino",toaltogether. They
enquired the price.pier, and 

let her go for
Shediscrebion.is lefb bo your 

down
not the important

let her go
-bo £100 j this

understood that if we
been, written

must be clearly

*W, A. Harding, Esq 

Manager,

• 9!

Sbahley.*
L. -
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she must/ be baken out/ of Sbanley. Should you come -bo berms,you 

should have ib in wribing eibher in a lebber or conbracb bhab she 

is sold for bhe purpose of being sbabioned in New Island. Ib is 

hardly likely bhab Salvesens would wish bo sbarb an opposibion 

hulk in Sbanley,and bhe "Sabino" would be a poor one for bhe pur

pose $ bub we have spenb so much money in holding bo our monopoly
I offered bhemof hulks,bhab we cannob afford bo bake any risks, 

bhe "Glengowan" also,and you could leb her go for whab you could

geb.
5, Par.6. The lebber bo A.E.Felbon is mosb judicious,and

quibe bo bhe poinb.
4. Par. 10. When making up the accounts,you should hear in

certain ones,such as Port Stephens,Pebble Is-mind that there are 

land,and Packe Bros.',which are practically cash to us,and that
finances are always low. Abin bhe early part of bhe year our

bhab bime aLl remibbances are mosb welcome.
Ib does nob seem bhab any alberabion in local5. Par. 10

prudenb jusb now, especially having in view Mes-
know nobhing ab presenbj

freighbs would he
srs.Salvesens1 operabions,aboub which we

Farm,however,ib would seem bhab ibwibh regard bo bhe 

would be well to make a larger charge,which after all is merely a
profits will be diminished bymabber of hookkeeping, as bhe Farm

credibed bo bhe schooners.bhe exbra sum
6. Par. 13. The news aboub Capbain

bo have losb a man who

Indriksen is deplorable,aid 

would,if he had lived,have been awe seem
useful servant for years.

remarks about ship work in Stanley have been7. Par.15. Your
considered,and the Board are inclined to send out

attentively
more appliances,about which we are 

Ib would he

going ho make enquiries.
of bhe carpen-

some
interesting to know the names and ages

Lewis,whom you mention,presenb available,for such men asbers ab
hardly he reckoned as ship-be employed ab a pinch,hub can

do will,-to a greab exbenb,depend on
having wibh Mr .Douglas,bo which I will

may bhe resulb
wrighbs• Whab we

correspondence I amof some 

allude laber. I do
of bhe horse power 

surprised myself
nob know if you are aware

circular sawj I was 

-the bench we had then, and which may still be
is required bo work abhab
years ago whenmany

""—r* T
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in use,came out. The engine on the "Egeria" was powerful enough 

ho cu*t scant/ling out of deals,hut to the best of my recollection 

brought to a stand-still when we tried to cut 9 in.deals on 

edge. There may he improvements since then,hut it would he,in any 

cheaper to have wood out of the prohahle sizes required,ra

ther than to do bench cutting on a large scale. This applies spe-

was

case

daily to teak,which is almost always rotten in the heart of the 

I cannot believe in a saw worked by hand power being of anylog.
practical value. Regarding the foreman,it was not considered wise 

on your part when you took on in that capacity a native who could

practical knowledge of modem methods,though until lately 

I know that you had a different opinion. Your remark in the des-
unconscious admission of

have no

patch to which I am replying may he an 

your error,hut you hit off the situation precisely when jou say 

that "the carpenters' shmp has never heen supplied with any mod-

saving appliances,and therefore compares unfavourablyem labour
with the Smithy and the Engineer's shop". W? Because gar foreman

heard of such things,though he cannot he blamed for it,while
got their training in this country.

never
•the Smiths and the Engineer

difficult if not impossible to remedy the mistake now,It may be
good qualities,though his range is lim- 

who has been doing his best.
for Biggs has undoubtedly 

ited,and it is hard to reduce a man
considered Q•Smith*s application8. 357-3. The Board have

prepared to grant it on Mortgage on the same 

would suggest that £3000- might
for a loan,and are 

terms as
he sufficient. This,however,is immaterial,as 

curity on the whole farm,which would he ample. (Jetting the money
to think,when she

Mr.Botoner's,though they
we should have se

as Mrs.Smith seems
the full sum at once". If the

is not such an easy process

suggests that you "might send on
for our Solici- 

prepared and sent out 

the legal formalities the

must give all particularsterms are agreed on you
work on,and the documents will hetors to

for signature. On the completion of
held at Sharpes disposal . Perhaps 0. Smith can hasten

here to act
mone# can be

affair by giving a, power of Attorney to some one

. He should.es you suggest,undertake to proceed with the 

of the land.

the

for him
purchase
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some correspondence wiLli Mr .Douglas of Liver—
"Belford" *s Average Shabemenb, which lie 

will he more ho come yeb# IL is a

9. I enclose

pool on Lhe subject of Lhe 

sent; up for perusal,and there 

matter that requires
he makes out against us 

is that, the first Survey Report on

,i

special attention,for you will see that the 

is not a light one. The gist of itI
case

the ship detailed the damages

to repairs,and this was signed 

while the final Survey,also signed hy 

and excellence of the work.

and made certain recommendations as

■by captain Thomas and Biggs, 
them,testified to the completeness

further report made hy a Surveyor in Liverpool states that

certified to have been performed was not done at
declare to

But a
of the worksome

caulking,which the Stanley Surveyors

only partially
all,while "the

carried out. In abeen thoroughly done,was
Mr.Douglas animadverts on

have
the uselessness of a Bur

se cond letter
servants of the Company 

certified hy Lloyd's Agent,who is
Report and Certificate given hy thevey

which performed the work,and 

the Company's Manager 

details,! have pointed

explanation of 

of the second
, While unable to give any

out the fact that the Biggs 

who carried out the work,but his fa-
not the foreman

added certain explanations
Survey was may notwhich may or 

alluded to the fact 

which the Liverpool man re-

ther,and I have
been favourably received. I have a&sohave

that the date 

fers,was previous

of the first Survey to
The whole 

that it will he found,
ho the ship's arrival in Stanley.

examination,and I hopething wants careful
„ I have told Mr.Douglas,"that there are no

false reports are made

grounds whatever for 

doubt. You have no

geb declarations
suggestion that 

of referring
concerned as

the from the 

. You will
to the case,and can 

to the
strongly as to my

means
truth of their statements

faith in the honestypersons
that I have writtensee

of the reports,and

veyed to he untrue 

lations with the 

should get thoroughly

con-hhe imputationsdeclared that I believe
on our re-have much influence

the future,and you
, Your reply may

Liverpool Underwriters in
of bhe affair.ho "the bot/bom 

observed that Mr.Cameron's wool febched a

of’‘■the10. You may have
sales. As some

Brokers geb bet/ber
in one of Hoare1sremarkably high price

ho Have an hhab t/hoseimpression
farmers seem

__



prices than ours do,I though it desirable 

this wool,and enclose 

ter*

to make enquiries about 
copy of Messrs.Du Croz Doxat & Co.'s let-

11 . With regard to the list of the Company's houses,why is 

Mrs .Ryan still occupying one rent free, and what 

made at the time of her husband's death?
arrangement was 

We cannot allow it to 

be taken as a precedent that when one of the Company's men dies 

his widow is to occupy the house rent free in perpetuity, 

standing wha£ you say about the carpenters the Board think that
Notwith-

a man to be stationed in Stanley is likely to prove a better ser

vant if he is married,and houses will be wanted if we send any 

out.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,s

■ f

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via EJiverpool

Duplicates? r •

Despatch Ko-1069
Ledger & Journal Entries?
Remarks on Account®

Remarks on Store® and Supplementary Remark® 

Replies to Remarks on Store®
General Invoice Goods per "Oropesa."

Remarks on Cargo per "Ragnhild"
List of Clients' Cargo per "ORopesaV 

List of Dutiable goods per "Oropesa."
List of Parcels
List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"
List of Enclosures
Secondof Exchange for £ . 3 .
Clients' Reports & Contracts

on J.Kirwan

F 81 bales Wool ex "Duendes"

AP 73 I 9

"Jtmln"P B 91
ZXP H 98 9

S I 12$ 

•cdbTgXdlB.
9

9

64 9

, &"Oropesa"W P' 45

74 9 99

M V 15 9

"Oropesa"L 1711

gbodwin 1 9 9)

S 11$ 9 9

a? r 14$ 9 9

skin pieces ex "Flamenco" 

re 26 bales Sheepskin® ex

B/L General Cargo per "OROPESA"

Client®1 Invoices Goods shipped per "Orissa" & "RagnhiM" 

Vere PaokefH.Waldron, ($) ^.J.Felton
* vj

WED 1
j B 9 9

1



N . 6 . 501 XiO'Ms^ ;v hr.
Enclosures via Liverpool, per "ORAVIA"

«.

,J4 X K ~-.t 'j. • -(-' r *■'_ "fci -

•-> ,. V£* c

Wool Reports:

Cablegram received,copy of

Copy of Cablegram sent
Draft on John Aldridge for £ 15 • 1 • 3 for collection

:c?i< if. .% s* .0; ‘Ur
Clients* A/sales:-

J B Quantity Sheepskins ex "Flamenco" 

W E D 1 bale 9 99 9

WooH ex "Duendes?*F 81

•* junin”P H 98

F B 91 9 9

" Grope sa"L 171

Goodwin 1 9 J

"Duendes*'AF 73

"Or ope see?1W P 32

S 12& 9 9

T 42 9 9

H Junjjp."W P 13 

<^B>36

H 64

"Junin"Oropesa" S I 126 bales Wool

11 Junin" 115 9 9*9 99 9

M V 15 
<^>39

Broker*" Pres* Copies A/sale* Company's Wool ex

Particulars of Homeward Freight per "Oropesa"

2 . *
®27th

l attior from R.R.Douglas of 24th & Capt.Nowell * s repprt. on 
repairs to BelfordB. & our replies of 20th & 37th May. & 2nd June

from DUi Croz Doxat & Co.of 26th May.

9 9

9 9

"Duendes?' & "Junin"

&
Jacob s/VBarringer's Invoice for £2: .

Copy of letter
of letter from Montgomery Jones & Co.of 24th May.re flourCopy

of Subjects (despatch No.1059) omitted last mail.

Clients* Invoices goods shipped per 11 Gropes a"
238 . 10 . 2

Precis

Speedwell Island A^o. 

Vere Packe 885 2 53

-rr—



<>£>

105 . 0 . 4
q I: oq^sviJ ,,iT ::.2-*uf7oIo£n

Bertrand & Felton
'IVto

Copy of* letters ffy™ Salve sen & Co. of* 26th May & 2nd June & their
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores’.

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per Oravia 

B/L cargo per "Oravia"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 23 . 18 . 3 for collection 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

Precis Of Subjects Despatch No.1060

Copy of letter from J.J.Douglas of the 3rd June & our reply 

of the 4th June re Belford

Suppliers Invoices for goods shipped per "Oravia"
(Norris- & Henty,Montgomery Jone3 & Co.W.H.Samuel &

& Co.) i

Credit Notes for the following:-
1Sea-damaged Wool ex "Sallust"

'‘Flamenco"
C.CoW.

N A 9 99 9

Invoice for shipment of Stores shipped per "Oropesa"

Invoices goods shipped per "Oropesa" & "Oravia"Clients *
Speedwell Island Account 

BailIon & Stickney

Vere Paeke

Speedwell Island Account

London 5th June, 1909 ••

,
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BES3SLTCH no.1060 per "Oravia",3rd June,1909,

*/• PRECIS of SUBJECTS.

Acknowledges despatches.

On shipment of Tallow shut out of "Ragnhild".

Reports Salve sens1 desire to huy "Sabino" for New Island. 

Approves letter to A.E.Felton.

Mentions accounts-current that are of value to London Office. 

Suggests raising freights on Farm produce.

Regrets loss of Captain Indriksen.

On ship work,and machinery for Carpenters1 shop.

Agrees to advance cash to G-.P.Smith on mortgage.

Reports correspondence with Mr.Douglas of Liverpool,and com

ments on same.

Refers to price of WKC Wool.

Enquires about house granted free to Mrs.Ryan.

1.

2.

3.

3i.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

-
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(Lljc JlTctlhJuvtd J#ltmd$ (tivniyanv, Wmtitift.
--------------------------------; i INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) ----------------------

REGISTERED 1902.

•J^/utcr rA/slc/. ' cSC'JeeTs.
67,

Per Orcoma. 7
____7777/§.■^/.onccon■:£.C.____SOtta. June,N° 1061.

Sir,
acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.358 

letter of the 19th of May,both of which arrived on 

letter of the 14th ult.per "Sorata" is also

I have to
and of yoUr 

the 14th inst.,your
!

■to hand.
2. Par.4. Your remarks on toiling down are noted,and I shall 

opportunity of talking with Mr.Allan on the question of

supplies from outside.
3. Par.5. Your

have an

detailed explanations on the subject of the

have also received attention. Without expecting you to look 

too minutely into details,the Board consider that such irregular-
connection with the Store ought not to

Store

ities as you reported in 

have escaped attention.
4. Par.9. The 

have written about 
This iB a detail which will

Directors have read with interest what you 

alterations in the management of the Store.
have to be worked out by yourself

with the assistance of Mr.Creece. 

5. Par.10. The information about the "Perthshire" has been

Solicitors at Glasgow who asked for it,and they say
that there was no report to

sent to the
it will be useful,although it seems

suspension of Captain Sember's Certificate.
"Malvina" did not get in with

Lloyd's about the
6. It is unfortunate that the

that she has had to trust to herthe West mail,but it appears

sails alone owing
V, With reference to the sale of our

Berlin,and the letter of credit on 

him,I was not a little 

turned here before seeing the

to the engine being out of order.
casings to Mr.Salm of

the Deutsche Bank provided by

surprised to find that Mr.Irving had re
work finished,and settling up with

W.A.Harding,Esq..,
Manager,

Stanley. 4— '5T. -:7~



Tbis was for £500,andyou according to the terms of the credit, 

it was one of the conditions that the hill should he drawn in
Stanley (that is implied.in describing him as "of the Falkland 

Island^') and accompanied by Bills of Lading,Invoice,&c. Not only 

has Mr.Irving turned up here without having signed the hill,hut 

the amount of the credit has been considerably exceeded, and you 

did not even advise his departure,or apparently take any steps to 

get the arrangement carried out. The Board will he glad to hear 

why this matter has been ignored, 

have got Mr.Salm to provide a further credit for £200,and arrange 

that the first is to he extended to the 31st July,and the second 

not to expire before the 30th September,Mr.Irving to sign the 

bills here when the necessary documents come home. Naturally these' 
casings should come forward without delay by the first available 

steamer,and not be kept for the "Ragnhild".
8. You mention in a private letter that the Malvina's engine 

badly broken down that she has had to run for some time 

without it,but you have not given details, I hear,however,that
in charge has allowed the shaft, to run without proper lu

brication,and that the metal- in the bearings has consequently 

fused. If this has been the case,are you satisfied that the driver 

fit to be trusted in future? Seeing that instructions

In order to put it in order,we

is so

the man

is a man
for improving her sailing qualities by altering her masts and

got from a.L.Watson & Co.of Glasgow a year and a half 

ago,it is time that she was taken in hand; up to the present there 

valid excuse for delay in the press of work caused by

sails were

has been a
many months' ship repairing,but it is difficult to see why she

the moment the last ship was out of hand. If thewas not laid up
collection of wool were "behind hand it/ might/ afford some reason 

for running her in her crippled condition, hut statlst/ics show 

-that against/ a total shipment/ of wool during -the whole of 1908 

of 5344 hales,we have already received in t/he first/ half of "this 

year 5298 hales,and although -there is prohahly a 10# increase -this 

schooners could play with what is left. The clearseason two
to he adopted,therefore,seems to he to lay up the ’’Malvina” 

,sails,and machinery put into thorough repair,in-
course
and get masts

; > • Tt ■. V * ———Karam—-i J
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stead, of* continuing to run her in her crippled condition. The ex
cellent work done "by the schooners in the half year shows that 

while they are running without accident they can do more than the 

work that you are able to provide,and suggests that,except at the 

busiest time two are enough,and that one should be laid up. There
than two until we bought the "Fair Rosamond",andwere never more

then she was intended to be only a stand—byj I have been 

looking at what the "Castalia" and the "Hornet" did the years be
fore I left,with a little but not much assistance from the "Oris
sa", and I am satisfied that what I am saying is correct. I expect 
that you will find a great difference when you are no longer ham-

even

pered with the mail contract.
9. Among the passengers by the "Orcoma" was a Mr .Barclay,who 

has been arranging for the erection of some canning w<3ks at San 

Julian,and he appears to have made provisional arrangements with 

some of the farmers on board for a similar establishment in the 

Falklands. In this he has the advantage of the co-operation of 

Mr.Markham Dean,who is also associated with him in the Patagonian 

Works,and from what I can learn their plan is to form a small 
Company,mainly among the Falkland farmers themselves,and in con
nection in some way,which at present is not very clear,with a

named Ellis Kislingbury & Co.of St.Mary Axe. The outline of
F.I .Co .is "t/O

firm
the project,as nearly as I can gather is this:— 

come in with tlxeir sheSp,without them the scheme is to fall to
the ground,we are to lease Goose Green to them for 99 years,and 

to sell or lease all our buildings,plant,machinery,fetnoing,&c. 
there,and they expect to get 18,000 sheep from us,for which they 

will pay 7/.or 7/6d.per head, We may take shares if we like,but 

it is not obligatory,on the other hand,if we do,it is more than 

hinted that no representative is wanted on the Board of the local
Comp any, as anyone of us would not be a persona grata to "all1 the 

The Board will meet next week to decide whether we are 

There are certain inconveniences in an affair
farmers.
to go in or not.
of this vind being run by people who are totally unacquainted

farmers
with the Islands and the ways of the ptcajwlH,and the Company are 

not usually associated with ventures in the Islands in whioh,if 

they do not exercise control,they do not take a strong lead. This

•,'Tre* 1---9-nmf i
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■they would "be precluded from doing under Mr •Barclay's scheme, and 

the disadvantage and positive damage we should suffer from the 

presence within a mile and a half of our chief settlement of a 

tody of strangers,subject in no way to our rule,would he so great, 

to nullify any probable extra profit we should derive from theas
sale of our sheep to them. What the Board will decide I cannot

making enquiries in several directions as to thesayj but we are
feasibility of canning comparatively small numbers of sheep,and
the result may be that we shall formulate some scheme of our own.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

j

i

■

*

' ■ ? W >5
• V.: •- ■>
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Enclosures via Liston i r-■> j•'T-

.?
_L.. v

cOriginals tf

'7

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List/ of General Cargo per "Orcoma"
list of Clients Cargo per "Orcoma" 

of Mr Alex.Reid's Account

cr ‘

Corrected 

Particulars 

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma 

. Final1' Invoice goods per "Oravia"n

Clients Repcprts & contracts:- 

<^\l6 Salted Hides ex "Sorata"
i l

9 99 9

J B 20 

D“H 85 

McG& 37 

J B L 8
169 "bales Wool ex "Oravia"

AP 153 

S & S 154 

J B 150 

L 46

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

• :9 99 9

y

9 99 9

"Sorata"
9 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

F 174

/ D H 129 Reports only

9 99 9

9 99 9

1P H 9 99 9

<B^> 25

H & B 50

9 99 9

9 99 9

27S 9 99 9

"Orcoma" 

"Sorata" 

copies of reports on Cofs

4T R 9 9

198 9 9

Wool ex "Sorata"Brokers' press

;/ T7 fltvr-7 V..... -/7 '•i'i . 4sJ ___



Clients' A/sales

<S^Tp> "Oravia"1 cask Sheepskins ex
: i*r£

1 "balesP H 9 9

5 9 99 99 9

3 J3:
9 96 9 9

9 9

; - •r?4 9 9M V 9 99 9

"Oropesa" 

;T .nOravia,j-

s1T R ? 99 9

9 99 9

ii -:±\u "Oropesa>
9 99 9

"Oravia"
9 99 9

t ":
9 99 99 9

B/L gemeral cargo per "Orcoma"

Brokers' press 

Letter for W.A.Harding.
Corrected particulars of Homeward freight per 

Invoice for Vere Packe goods per "Orcoma"

BailIon & Stickney

"Oravia"copy A/sale Company's Skins ex

"Junin"

66 . 17 . 11

39 19 99 9

London 3rd July,1909 •
\
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Enclosures
»... ± x.. 11^' q -h ’.'U

c VrDuplicates
x.o :.ii CT(' A8 . a . Y-

Despatch No-1060
. t; r

- j ' *~i -i -
Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Li3t of Enclosures 

List of Cargo per,"Oravia”

Precis: of Subjects Despatch No. 1059 

Li3t of Clients:' Cargo per ,l Ora via’1

rr■v I o tie . o ..
r ..

. 0, Oi

List of Parcels

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia”

Li3t of Enclosures

Draft on J.Aldridge for £15i .1.3 

J-Kirwan

B/L general Cargo per"Oravia” 

Clients'Asales

23 18 39 99 9

WED 1 bale Skins "Flamenco”

J B Quantity 

F 81 bales Wool ex "Duendes:”
»i9 9

AP 73 9 99

”Orope3a”W P 32 ?

35 9 99

T R 142 i )9

S 128 9 99

1L 9 99!

" Junin”H 64 9
I

P H 98 9 9 9

P B 91 9 9 9

W P 13 

<B> 39

M v 15

' 9 9 9

:
9 9 9

9 9 9
9 9

_____ _
>«•'• r I

■\ J ?+ v-
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'3- ;r viol:

Clients1 Invoices goods per"Oravia"

1/3Vere Packe :■ r r- - •- - --

Baillon & Stickney 50 . 6 . 8
&>L. Li.

88 2 5Vere Packe
.-T r r

Bertrand & Felton 105 6 4
Speedwell Island A/c 19/-

• o,v

, -1 c r*
J* !

Id

London 30th- June, 1909 - 0 'i

0.0l.-v r; -■ o . l<5ssn 1 ;• •. 1
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent 

Copy of Cablegram received 

Clients' reports 8c contracts
1 cask Sealskins ex "Junin"

6 bales Sheepskins ex "Oravia"H

3B 9 99 )9 9

J B 5 9 99 99 J

MV 7 9 9) 99 9

"Oropesa."W P 6 9 99 9

T R 1 9 99 99 9

“Oravia"1 9 99 9

D H 5 

PH 1
Brokers' press copies of above reports 8c contracts 

Anning 8c Cobb's market report (Skins)

Alfred Wilson's account for Dr.Foley 

Particulars of Homeward freight per "Junis" 

Printed Balance Sheet for 1908 

Letter of W.A.Harding

9 99 99 9

9 )9 99 9

London 30th June, 1909
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DESPATCH no.1061 per "Orcoma",30th June,1909.

PRECIS of SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges receipt of Despatch and letters.

2. Notes remarks on toiling down.
Notes explanations on the subject of the Store.

4. About proposed alteration in management of the Store.

5. On information about the wreck of the "Perthshire."

6. Alludes to West mail having been delayed.

7. Asks for explanation about settlement of account for Casings.

8. Suggests laying up "Malvina" for alterations and repairs,and 

remarks that two schooners ought to do the remaining work.

9. Reports project for canning mutton brought before the Board 

by Ellis Kislingbury & Co.

3.
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CLlrr jfitihlanti (Liunpairn, itnuhiV
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) <• -

REGISTERED 1902.

6' /, $tacec/,//sic/is' z filee/s.

Per Orissa r /?
JMT 9p'.orLccon a___.........July*.JV? 1062

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch No,359 

dated the 14th June and also your letter of the 17th ulto • ?

hoth of which arrived on the 13th instant.
2. Your despatch has not yet been laid before the Board ^ 

meeting of the Directors having been held since it came
to hand . The Managing Director is at present out of Town so 

that any majzters not fully dealt with by this opportunity y 

will probably be referred to again next mail.
3. Par.2. The copy of correspondence with the Colonial 

Secretary has been read with interest,and it is a matter of 

satisfaction to the Directors,that the Company is now relieved 

from the obligations attaching to the Mail Service.
4. Par.3. Your proposed arrangements for laying up the 

Ikalvina,and reducing her expenses to a minimum,are noted.
5. Par.4. The copies of correspondence in 1887 relative 

to the Administration of Justice,are to hand,and,with your 

remarks on the subject,have been read with interest by the
On the return to Town of the Managing Director, 

he will have an opportunity of seeing Mr Grant and Mr Packe 

together,and may possibly discuss the question of agitating 

for a Judge .
6. Par.7. The information you send with regard to Mr Irving 

would have been more useful,had it been conveyed at the time, 

In paragraph 7,of my last despatch,I dealt with the trouble 

occasioned by the irregular proceedings in connection with 

this casing business,and since I last wrote you,owing to the 

delay in the goods coming forward,have been obliged to get
Mr Salm to further extend the credit for £500,until the 30th

no

Directors.



fco

c* With regard, to the question of Bungs,if you willSeptember.
refer to the copy of our contract with Mr Salm, which you have, 
you will see we sold him "the whole of our product of Sheep 

Intestines as taken from the sheep. . .the price to he paid

being 4£d per full intestineV 

marketable commodity,they are undoubtedly part of the intestine, 

and in view of the above wording in our contract, it is unlikely 

that we can establish a right to make an additional charge for

Although the bungs are a separate

them.
7.Par.8. The papers in connection with the salvage services

rendered by the "Samson",to the "Fairport" ,are to hand,and so
They have been handed to our Solicitors,far appear complete.

Messrs Ince,Colt & Ince,and for your information,you will find 

enclosed,a copy of their letters on the subject# If you are 

able to furnish the certified copy of weather report referred
in

to.the last paragraph of this letter,please do so.
8.Par.9. Messrs David Corsar & Sons,the owners of the 

"Fairport",wrote us as recently as the 24th instant in reply 

to our enquiry,that, they had no further news from the Captain, 
with regard to the sale of any portion of the coal cargo.
As no such sale can be effected without the approval and con
sent of the owners of the cargo,and the Underwriters,it seems

/V

very improbable that you will have the chance of replenishing
Your requestyour supplies of steam coal from this source, 

will therefore be borne in mind, and instead of chartering a

vessel,arrangements will probably be made with the Pacific 

Steam Navigation Co.to take about 200 tons from Swansea.
9. We gather that all the casings will most probably be 

shipped by the July sailing from Stanley,and trust that this 

will be so as Mr Salm is getting impatient for his goods.
10.Par. 11. The fact of a working arrangement between the 

Western Union and the Eastern Telegraph Companys is noted,but 

in addition to cables over these two lines,we frequently



receive your messages via Punia Arenas ,on "the Anglo American 

Telegraph Company's forms.
11Y. Although,as previously stated,there has been no Board 

Meeting since the receipt of your despatch,some of the Directors 

have seen the announcement of Dr Foley's appointment as Acting 

Colonial Surgeon,and wish to know whether it was offered direct

to him,or through you,and also,v/hy it was not reported in your 

The opinion has been expressed that although nodespatch,
doubt the Board would offer no objection to a temporary friendly

arrangement in a case of emergency,for a few days,it would 

certainly regard an official appointment like this,as highly 

irregular,and constituting a precedent that is wholly contrary 

to the ideas and wishes of the Board.
For your information I enclose a copy of a letter from 

Messrs Xnce,Colt & Xnce dated 27th July relative to the case 

claim for salvage services rendered by the Samson in 

extinguishing the fire on the ^Giadov.a11. Copies of the State

ments of Claim and Defence are also enclosed.

attention is drawn to that portion of Messrs Ince,Colt & Ince s
the

letter dealing with omission to advise in your reports,that
A

previous to the Samsom arriving alongside,assistance had been 

rendered from the shore,and also by the crews of the 

"Metropolis" and"Lodore". The letter strongly emphasizes the 

great importance of not surpressing facts so material to the 

unbiassed consideration of the case,and the Board will look
At the same time your

X-

12.

of our
;

Your special

for your explanation on the subject, 

remarks will be valued, with' . reference to the denial in the

defence^,that about 10 p.m,the Master sent ashore a message 

to the effect that if the Samson was not alongside in a 

quarter of an hour, he feared he would be unable to save the
there; who could swear to theship. How many persons are 

receipt of this meissage?
13. Copy of letter received from Mr A.E.Felton dated West

Point Island 6th May,09 and my reply,which please post to him 
are enclosed,

after perusal^ I also send for your information^ landing weight



% 5L

i

It; is evident;account,which please return when finished with.
0. that Mr Felton is under the erroneous impression that the Wodl 

is weighed by the Brokers.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

For the Managing Director.

i

. i
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Despatch No. 1062 per ''Orissa" 28th July, 1909

Precis of Subjects.

1 Acknowledges despatches.

2 Advises that no Board Meeting has been held since the

receipt of last despatch.

3 Refers to the termination of Mail Contract.

4 Arrangement for laying up Malvina noted.

5 Refers to the Administration of Justice.

6 Mr Irving,Casings & Bungs.

V "Fairport" Salvage case.

8 Refers to improbability of obtaining Coal from "Fairport'.'

9 Notes probable date of shipment of Casings.

10 Cable from Stanley received through three Companys.

11 Refers to appointment of Dr Foley as Colonial Surgeon.

12 Refers to "G-ladova" fire Salvage case.

13 Encloses letter to Mr A.E.Felton re weights of Wool.
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Enclosures via Liverpool
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Despatch no.1061 dated 30th June 

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks ■ on. Accounts
1

.. Remarks on Stores 

Replies to. Remarks on Storesvo 

List of Cargo per "Orcoma" \

List of : Clients' cargo per "Orcoma": 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orcoma"

T r

as a
261.

br.L p p

o

List of Parcels b a

List of Enclosures:

General Invoice goods per -Grooms?’.10

\VI r •

Clients' A/sales reports; & contracts:

5 bales Sheepskins ex "Oravia"
"Oropesa". 

"Oravia"

D H
•’•pr; it-.

: T R 1 f >i »

3 f y

"Oropesa" 

"Oravia”

W P 6 > ?f >

<2>1
- ? V.

> >> I

M V 4 f f9 9f 9zx
PHI 9 99 9

9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

<ffa"ct> 1 cask 9 99 9

Clients-* Reports & Contract®:-
7 Salted Hides ex "Sorata"

:
I

J B 30) » 99 9

J B L 8 9 99 9

37 9 99 9

D H 85 9 99 9

B>16>

A N> 1 oask Sealskins: "Brajaant” "Junin"

9 99 9

!



f

%5

Clients* Wool reports
i juu-.yvi!I .^XV

192 bales Wool ex "Sorata"9
50h e b > >> >

D H 129 i >

aoj^L 4^05 #^e^«ab 1601.©^ fifeKfj3<|E©Cl 
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Clients:—Invoices- goods per "Or coma";.
;

: X X-■ . ' of - ‘ flJ.O C‘ .9 ..J. -■ -
17 1166Vere Packe

r3 rj
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Enclosures via Liverpool
;; ' - lit •r*; >

Pi
•; . i ( . -vt <• < rOriginals

r <*

Wool Broker's Market, Reports.

Particulars of Homeward freight, per "Oravia11 & "Soraba"

*'
: I

\<. f ■ t

Copy of .Telegrams sept.

Corrected General Invoice goods shipped per "Sarmienbo"
.1 * ■ ' '?*'-■

invoice Timber shipped per "Sarmienbo"
f C .1 < ^

Invoices goods shipped per MOrcomaM & "Sarmienbo11

iLamb Brothers
rClienbs

H & G Cobb 4.1 .5

54 109 9

Speedwell Id.A/c. 13 7 3

24 10Vere Packe

7 10 11Mrs T.Robson

Corrected final Invoice for goods shipped per "Oravia" 

Final invoice for goods per "Orcoma" & "Sarmienbo11 

Clienbs * A/sales: -

1 cask Seal Skins ex "Junin11A N

<3> 16 Salbed Hides ex "Sorabau
i McG 37 9 99 9

J B 20 9 99 9

<«> 7 9 99 9

J 13 L 8 9 99 9

D H 85 9 99 9

F 174 bales Wool ex "Soraba"

L 46 9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

1P H 9 99 9

,,0r99maH24S 9 9

TE 4 9 99 9

S & S 28 9 99 9

"Soraba"J B 150 9 9

"Oravia"
1,Soraba"

169 9 9n
169 9 9

A
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A ;• "3 .

26 bales Wool ex "Sorata"
i; : !V;OVil • X V

153 9 9 • x ‘ ■'j*;9 9

S & S 126 9 99 9

V; •
2 caskfe" Casings ex "Orcoma"

' i M : " •
L

i
' XII;! . ■* 5H ■&* B 9 99 9

"Sorata"copies A/sales Cors Wool ex

Ince,Colt & Ince dated 27t5i July,re Gladova

Broker1s press 
• ■ •'»« •

Copy'or letter from
i

\ - .ii i::iUC X• . !ln ■- A re Fairport
■ x ; 0

9 99 99 99 9
oj « 3AM .. ci Xi" A !l ul v -ii

A
,

• •» i C f

I f
I •

r ;•
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger »?*A Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores

Weston & Kestall's invoice salt shipped per "Orissa*1

List of General Cargo per "Orissa11

Copy of Statement of Claim "Gladova & Defence

Letter of A.E.Felton

Clients1 Reports & contracts

McG 11 hales Sheepskins ex "Sorata"

"Oravia"Club 7 y y y y

"Orcoma"T R 2 y y y y

S & S 2 y yy y y y

"Sorata"AP 4 y yy y

J B 26 y yy y y y

H & B 6 y yy y y y

General Invoice goods per Orissa

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 48 • 15 , 3with B/L for collection 

B/L general Cargo per "Orissa"

Clients Invoices goods per "Orissa"

53 8 8Vere Packe!:

21 17 3H & G Cobb

Bertrand & Felton 1 16 4

London 30th July,1909

!: --»«--" ». _ .1.
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Per Oropesa. r ?
j,9pr$ .em e/on <£. a.     26th August,,/K* 1063.

Sir,
acknowledge the receipt, of your despatch no.360

of the 13th July,toth of which arrived on the
I have to

and of your letter

9th inst.
further reference to Mr.Irving and his business, espe-r2. In
letter of the 19th April enclosed in your despatch no.

that he not only left some of his work undone,
cialiy his 

359,it seems to me 

hut imposed on you a 

objected. When he bought casings 

if he was unable to see

responsibility to which you ought to have

in various parts of the Islands, 

to their shipment himself the utmost he

for the number reported by the sel- 

condition that they
could ask you to do was to pay

being in the casks,without making it aer as
scent of entrails at the best ofwere not "smelling and bad". The 

times is not an agreeable perfume,and the suggestion that these 

opened .and smelt should have been rejected,
■writing about the delay in

purchases should be
I mention this,because Mr.Salm is now

of his goods,and hinting that they may deterioratethe shipment
be attached to you for the inability ofin value; no "blame can 

the "Oropesa to carry them,but it is not,the less regrettable,as

it may raise unpleasantness when the account has to be adjusted. 

This is bad enough with our own lot,but would be worse if '$ny

those bought by desire of Mr.Irving.difficulty arose over 

3. 360-2. We must leave it to you to get the balance of Tal

low home as you think best. The arrival of the "Ragnhild" has beei
difficulty will be over. Prom 

that the Blenheim will be faving before you
reported at Lloyd*s*so part of your

what you say,it seems
quantity that will "be available af*ter the "Ragnhild hasknow the

been loaded, and if this is the case you will have to arrange for

W. A. Harding, Esq. • 9

Manager,
Stanley.

i
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shipment/ by a mail or oargo boat/. Should, you ship by "Blenheimyit 

would, have to be to London,as the expense of getting the Tallow 

from another port would be great,to say nothing of the damage to

be expected.
4. I do not understand the proposed arrangement with the Sai 

vesen steamer,as I thought that much of the loss of time wan caus

ed by the boat having to wait on the West to bring the return mail

in time for the homeward boat.
5. It will be satisfactory if you get rid of the "Sabino”

and "O-lengowan" on the terms you mention.
Par.6. The Directors will send in the course of time wha t- 

ever machinery may be required in reason for the Carpenter's ship. 

We have already ordered a mortising machine and a small blast 

forge,neither of which require engine powerj but with regard to

Mr.Blake and I are both likely to be in Stanley 

end of the year,we had better leave the larger require —

6.

the remainder,as

about the
ments for discussion on the spot. I have already enquired about 

the use of an oil engine for ^riving a saw,and judge that Base-
are often used for theley's fears are groundless,as such engines 

purpose. I will make further enquiries on this subject.

7. Par.7. In your letter to Mrs.Smith about the advance re

quired you have either misread or purposely misquoted the Direct-
the latter event in the expectation of gettingors' decision,in

her to accept £3000 onlyjwhich I can understand. But what I wrote
that they were prepared to grant the loan (of £4000) 

would suggest that £3000 might be stifficient. That,
should have security on the

in 1060-8 wan

though they
however,I said was immaterial,as we 

whole farm,which would be ample. I expect to hear ne^ct mail that

you acted on this,and have granted the full sum.
8. Par.8. The reply to Mr.Douglas's complaints is excellent,

how it could have been bettered. I sentand it is difficult to see 

him a copy in full,together with some remarks of my own,and from

an extract I enclose from a private letter of Mr.Connell's you
is duly impressed, and expresses his inwill see that Mr.Douglas 

tention of seeing me as soon as he can 

fore long Mr.Douglas's

. Mr.Connell -thinks that he-

Clubs will advise all Owners to instruot

AAla___:___ ■ • ~ a
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"their Mashers ho make for Stanley in hhe evenh of incurring dam
age off hhe Horn.

9. Par. 10, I have noh spoken ho Mr.Packe yeh about hhe ad- 

mini stration of Justice*, but will do so. I have,however,exchanged 

a few idaas wihh Mr.Grant on hhe subject,and if there* is a gener
al al feeling hhah something oughh ho be done no doubh we shall 
be prepared ho play our part. A man may suffer a grievous wrong 

in an action for a good deal under £500,if hhe verdict goes -ag
ainst; him, and ih does noh seem righh hhah hhe decision should be 

final,when hhe Court is presided over by a man who is noh a law
yer, and hhe verdict given by a Shanley Jury. In hhe joinh lehher 

wrihhen by hhe lahe Mr.G.M.Dean and myself ho hhe Governor on hhe
7hh of January, 1887,we said:- "The Governor should be supreme over 

all; once leh him enher hhe Court as Judge,-though he may conduch 

ihs proceedings wihh hhe mosh absoluhe impartiality,shill in a 

small community like hhis hhere will be people ready ho shahe hhah
whah we wish ho indicate ishis judgment; has been biassed 

hhah hhe possibilihy of such an idea hends ho lower hhe dignity
of hhe Queen's Bepresenhahive,and ho dehrach from hhah respech on 

hhe part of hhe Colonists which is his rightful due".
agreed wihh hhis,but ih hook four years ho bring about

The Govern

or quite
whah had been advocated, and by hhah time he and I had left the

late case hhe words quotedColony and Mr.Dean was dead. Now in a
true ho the letter, and ih seems ho me hhah without show-have come

either side people quite outside the case might 
them,and suggest hhah hhe time had come for hhe ap-

Stipendiary Magistrate,who mush be 

.Grant tells me that there is plenty of work for

ing any feeling on 

well refer ho
pointment of another Judge or

a barrister. Mr
such an official for some years,in codifying the laws,even if he
has no cases before him, and with the surplus of income over ex-

Blue Book Report the excuse that therependiture mentioned in hhe 

are no funds available will not hold water.
hhe lash despatch ho the ques-10. No reference was made in

would have inferred from hhe terms laidtion of canning,but you
hhah nothing would come of hhe proposal put forward bybefore us

Messrs.Ellis Kislingbury & Co. The Company would have to be in it

i



92.

dotage before it could accept such a position as w.as proposed to

be assigned bo it, under "the scheme. Whether it, was to he carried

out or not, was to depend on our joining,and yet, it was arranged
and

that, we were to bake a back seat,have no voice' ih the management,
permanently to alienate our land,a little over 

settlement, and hand over at a price >aJl our build- 

Such a proposal carried with it its own 

scheme of the kind,if we are to join,we in-

al though we were

,a mile from our
ings,machinery,and plant.

condemnation, In any 

MHHtootea bend bo bake a leading parb,and we have already made

enquiries, and have senb oub bo Ausbralia for .i nforma—

We shall have full details of all
a number of
tion that we cannot get here, 

the machinery and 

ber of sheep needed per annum 

shall also know if we can get a

buildings required, and ascertain the minimum mm-
to make the venture a successj we

trustworthy Manager to superintend 

for it need hardly be said that it 

should have to depend. We are
the working,and at what salary, 

would be mainly on one man that we
the market for canned mutton is a good one,but on thistold that

poinb we shall have bo he assured. If bhe replies .and bhe informs
favourable,bhe Board will bhen go inbotion we get are generally

How ib will he carried oub I am unable bo sayj hub
ib would he desirable

bhe mabber
bhere is a feeling bhab in such a business 

bo invibe bhe sheepfarmers bo bake an 

it entirely ourselves. You can 

est in the subject know how it stands at present.

interest in it, rather than

let anyone who feels an inter-run

for my holiday telling11, I wrote you a few lines while away 

you that I was probably coming 

of the year. The Board

out to the Islands towards the end

think that it would be a good thing for me

spot the details of the canning busi- 

general look round after «an absence of
leave by the "Orissa" in November,

to be able to' discuss on the

ness,and also to have a 

over 18 years. I shall probably
return home with Mr.Blake and his party.and

that the Indent for rough goods was to12. You wrote in May
This has notbe cancelled,and bhab you would send an amended one.

bhab bhe wood previously ordered has al—
undersbanding wibh bhe P.S.N.Co.bhab

come,and you are aware 

ready been shipped. We had an 

when bhe amended order arrived we were bo have bhe benefib of bhe

i
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cargo "boat. rateB "by the next mail steamer,in consideration of our 

obliging them by shipping per "Sarmiento" at a time when we had 

an incomplete indent; I fear,however,that this privilege will be 

considered lapsed in consequence of the delay.

Coal,this question is bound up with the indent in question,as we 

may induce them to ship it in Swansea. Such a small quantity is 

difficult to deal with, and the same remark applies to any quantity 

up to 700 or 800 tons,'Small vessels being scarce. Mr.Grant tells 

that the Government c.an sell Admiralty Coal,but he is not clear 

about the price. With such a large quantity lying at Stanley it 

might be possible to make terms with the Admiralty,if the coal, is 

still fit to burn. You had better let us know about this.

In a letter to Mr.A.E.Felton last mail it was stated 

that wool invariably lost weight on the voyage. This is not strict

ly accurate,as I have known cases in which there has been a fair 

gain on the shipping weights; but it does not affect the main 

point,which is that the weights given in the account-sales are 

rendered from the Docks,and that the Brokers have no control over 

them whatever. I have looked up our own weights for 1908 and find 

that although the returns from the sheds gave Tons 609.1.3.5,the 

.actual gross weight rendered from the Docks was 606.9.1.14. It de

pends greatly on the condition of the wool when baled,and again 

there may be errors in the local weighing machines,which are hard-’ 

ly likely to be as carefully tested as those in London.-

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant*,

Regarding Steam

me

13.

I

Managing Director,

i



DESPATCH no. 1063 per "Oropesa",25th August*, 1909.

PRECIS of* SUBJECTS.

Acknowledges Despatch and let*t*er. 

On Salm's purchase of* Casings.

1.

2.

3. Remarks on balance of1 Tallow ho he shipped.
Refers to West* Mail.4.

Approves of suggested prices for "Sabino" and "G-lengowaJj". 

Reports ordering some machinery,balance to be decided later. 

On Mrs.G.P.Smith's application for a loan.

Approves reply to Mr.Douglass's complaints.

Remarks on desirability of appointing a Judge at Stanley.

10. Deals with the Canning question,and reports rejection of the 

proposed scheme.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11. States that Managing Director is to visit the Islands.

12. On Indent for rough goods,and suggests purchase of Coal from

Admiralty stock.

13. Corrects inaccuracy in letter to A.E.Felton last mail.
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i £0:70 jJ 0- : oO :
Enclosures via Liverpool

W-P. -V:;. :;:v-

"v J. •,// : 0" 'Vt c f cDuplicates
_L, (> ft *Jr c c 11

Despatch Nb.1062 dated 2$th July 

Ledger & Journal'’Sentries

• < 5• '

::: A ?v<* r f

Remarks ori1 Accounts (J Ac t

Moj-ni: x;i •Rem‘arks, 'On Sto!re!s ' 0“ *rr:*;r s.coe^ s^oi.vv.al

List of General Cargo per. '"Qrfssa" ciJcO r 

General Invoice goods'per "Orissa" t'-r* u .V

i 30.TOX < 0

T;r.‘

List of* Enclosures - . . & h rm

List of Parcels dcfoO.n 4 l\
i Cargo per "Orissa".

List of Dutiable Goods per •"Orissa,,r:f.oO L &

List of Clients
i:

IClients1 Contracts & A/sales
H & H 154 bales Wool 'ex "Sorata";.c& "Qrcoma" 

169 "j ai^G" , y . v'. - so : •. i ■9 9

81- j "Orav±aJ‘'.'o;.^ rio J.-'tocvS169 •9 y -VC
"Sorata"25 9 9

AB 153 9 9 9 9

174P j j9 9

150J B 9 9 9 9

L 46 9 9 9 9

128 9 99 9

P H 1 9 99 9

"Orcoma"24S 9 9

It

McG

J B 20 9 99 9

7H 9 99 9

81D H 9 9‘9 9

J B L 8 9 99 9

2 casks Casings "Orcoma"

Sealskins "Junin"1 9 9



Clients 1 Reports & Contracts: —

1 oocr
11 bales Sheepskins ex "Sorata"

"Oravia" 

"Orcoma"

3. •McG

dh 7
9 9/{ 9 9

3 SOXicrj TrT R 2 9 9 9 9

J B 26 9 9 •' --"Sonata1!' :rCo

..'.l,Orconla,• .*Q> •

9 9’ ' naL’C

S & S 2 * 9 9 9

AP 4 3. "Sonata".

Invoices goods per "Orissa!1 "

H & G- Cobb"': sfi'21"; IV 

Vere Packe l!.r. ,z±-5& ■

Bertrand. & Felton 

H & GKCobb 

Speedwell Isd/A/c,.;.
H & G- Cohb'.r-aao, .0 4 

Vere Packe 

r' . ~T ..Robson \r>-

B/L general Cargo per* "Orissa"

Second of1 Exchdhga rfor' £ 48 . 15

9 9 -JiCiVl9 9 o a.v.

Orcoma,t-<fc ■ "Barmiento"

. 3 •. •tax-1rj ••

8 8 O X j . '0 t ■

1 16 -rv

4 1 5 '■a ■ >-3

(IS V 3; a hi

5 10 r •
3 it L

- :S4 - 3 ,- •10 a-.: :
'! •v io 3 ii v a & r

C" , i

3 with B/Lmattachedc •
"j .i

3*5 c:.< c

&Ac t f t

•:-v.cc c c r

E tf r r c

c r ( 4 •c ; »

8V.I a a' r <1 t

f c iC (■ ;
a Z'Xi.r-v :0" ..«» ar c

1.r «• t

U . »a... o aorta .c-.iM \Rv. > i;

v' : Do-t r

0 # • a I*<■«

c c

V :> *:

I'D ' , CTf c t c

b ti a t«t s c

"r\jv viO" 0 a?! a•..•» ?a:«Hi • p i •
i ■

a
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of* Telegrams seni

Copy oF letter to R.R.Douglas oF 9th & extract From Mr.

Cornell's letter oF the 10th August.

Colonial Reports For 1909 (2)

North Western Railway's Report For V/.A.Harding. 

Wilson's Accounts For Dr.Foley & Mr.D.Shaw.

Clients1 A/sales:-

J B 26 hales Sheepskins ex "Sorata"

McO- 11 3 33 3

"Orcoma"S&S 2 3 3

"Sorata"AP 4 3 3

'^Orcoma"T R 2 

❖ V 

H&B pt.6
Precis oF Subjects Despatch No.1061 omitted.

Walter Rae's Agreement.

Copy oF letter to T.& S.Plum oF 16th & their reply oF 14th
August re Butter.

Final Invoice For Stores shipped per "Orissa"

3 3

"Oravia"3 3

"Sorata3 3

Clients' Reports & Contracts

D H 1 bag Hair ex "Sorata"

McG 1 3 33 3

Letter For W.A.Harding

London 25th August,1909



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

Corrected General list of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa" 

Supplementary Journal Entries

Parcel receipt of one package marked Blake,Hill Cove

B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £87 .
and B/L attached.

Weston & Westall's invoice for Salt.

General Invoice for goods per "Oropesa"

Clients' A/sale

McG 1 bag Hair ex "Sorata"

15 . 9 for collection

/ \. _
D H 1 y yy y

William Baily's invoices tor goods supplied

Invoices for goods shipped per "Oropesa"rClients
16/-Bertrand & Felton

24.15 .8Mrs C.H.Williams

16.11.11Vere Packe

Letter for W.A.Harding.

London 28th August,1909

L
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Per Oravia.
/m 9,22nd September,.N° ZrOns/ovt.E.a.10,64.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.361 -.and 

of your letter of the 13th ult 

inst.,and of your despatch no.362 per "Duendes", which was deliv

ered on the 16th inst.
2. 361-2 and 362-5. A settlement has "been made with Mr.Irving 

who came here with a representative of Mr.Salm from Berlin,and we 

have the draft on the Deutsche B.ank,though there was delay through 

the credit of £700 having been exceeded. It would have looked more 

finished if the account you forwarded had been .added up,and the 

Bills of Lading ought to have been to "Order",as instructed; the 

premature departure of Mr .Irving afforded no reason for altering

both of which arrived on the 7th• ?

thi s.
3. 361-3 and 4. Your remarks on the "Malvina" are noted,and 

the Board hope that when the alterations have been carried out 

the running of the schooner will be more satisfactory,and fre£ 

from machinery troubles.

4. Par.5. We have some valuable information from Australia 

about canning,and are sending some more queries. Our informant 

lays stress on the need of carefully prepared plans,based upon 

all the necessary data and factors,and says that it would be bet

ter to put off beginning for a year until we have them, as it is 

easy without due care to be landed into loss of money and reputa

tion in the initiation of a comparatively simple business like

this.
5. Copy of letter from the British Consulate in Christiana 

is enclosed,but it does not say much. Nothing is known here of 

canned mutton from Norway.

W. A. Harding,Esq • ?

Manager,
Stanley.

l
A
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Par.7. It, has always been considered desirable to -avoid6.
bringing the Company's dividends under the notice of the Governor, 

whoever he may be,on the grounds that our prosperity might incite 

to increase the taxation of the Colony,and there is probably 

reason for this. But in the case you mention the mischief was done, 

had the information,and the Board do not think that

a

him

the Governor
it served our interests to say so plainly that they would be av— 

to its publication. It would have been better to tell Canon 

that the dividend mentioned in the Financial Times,while
erse

Seymour
interesting, and I am sure gratifying,to the shareholders,was real

ly not .a matter of general interest, and that a desire to know de- 

of the pecuniary fortunes or misfortunes of other people istails
usually inspired by petty and vulgar curiosity. If Canon Seymour 

proposed to pander to curiosity of that nature,you might have told 

publish the paragraph. How it came out is explained in the 

enclosed correspondence$ the Stock Exchange alone has,.and always 

annual results,and this year it went in too early; it

him to

has had our

will not occur again.
7. Par.9. Under the Merchant Shipping Act we are liable for 

and medical attendance to the Mate of the "Gwendolin" ,and
need not trouble to send details and 

have not renewed the policy.

w ages
in such cases in future you 

certificates hour®,as we
8. Par.10. The damages to the schooners were comparatively

trifling,and do not amount to a claim.
9. Par. 11. We cannot take any action in the matter of the 

Privy Council Appeals Ordinance except by way of supporting .a 

protest from the Colony,should it be thought desirable to send

one.
IPar. 12. Under the exceptional circumstances it will be 

right to give Stewart a return passage,but in his condition theri 

might be a difficulty in getting him put up on board,unless he 

could be isolated. It is very unfortunate for him,but unless he 

can be cured no doubt it will be better that he should leave. I 

have written both to Messrs .Fleming & Haxton and Mr.Moir about a

10.

!

■

1
successor,

362-3. Information about the Wool Sales is always sent 

the dates have been fixed*
11.

as soon as



)o\

12. Par.4. Instructions have been given to- forward the por

tion of the "(Jwendolin
about the most practical people in the matter of ships' storffi 

and fittings in London.
13. In settling the account for Casings,Mr.Irving stated 

that you had sold him the casks at 10/.each,but had charged 13/6d. 

We do not believe him,but may as well hear what you have to say

s steering gear to Coubro & Scrutton,whoII I

are

about it; «
14. Months ago you said that you were going to send an amend

ed order for rough goods hy a cargo boatj are we to understand 

that the late shipment of timber has caused you to change your 

mind? It would be convenient just now if we had anything to offer, 

for there will probably be some rams to go shortly for several 

places5and the P.S.N.Co.do not k like live stock in the passenger 

season on board the mail boats. There is also the schooner "G-oldai 

Fleece",which King & Co.have nearly completed for Mrs .Hansen, and 

this has already been .arranged for as soon as cargo is forthcom

ing.
15. I referred to the Board your remarks about winding up 

Pereira's Estate,and have to convey their permission to you to 

retain the fees for Court work,giving the Company credit for the

commission on the remittance.

16. The Wool per "Duendes" will be put up next Monday,the

27th inst.

Mr.Blake left for Buenos Ayres in the "Orita",and Mr.Allan 

returns by this boat.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

;

Managing Director.

i

I ——21
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch/ No.1063 dated 25th August.

Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of* General Cargo per "Oropesa"

List Of Cliemts’ Cargo per "Oropesa"
)

List of Parcels

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa" 

Clients1 A/Sales :-____

McG 1 bag Hair ex "SorataA
D H 1 > tf y

❖ 7 bales Sheepskins ex "Oravia"
"Orcoma"T R 2 t y

S&S 2 y y9 f

**SorataHMcG 11 9 9

J B 26 9 99 9

H & B 6 9 99 y

Ap 4 9 99 y

Enclosures list of

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan 87 . 15 . 9 with B/L attached. 

Clients'* Invoices goods per"Oropesa"

16/-
16 . 11 . 11

Bertrand 8c Felton

Vere Paeke
24 15 8Mrs Williams

i,
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent

Copy of Cablegram received

Aiming & Cobb's Sheepskins Market Report

Copy of letter received from the British Consul at

Christiania dated 13th September.

Richard McCarthy's Agreement and receipt for £2 attached 
to

Copy of letter^he Share & Loan Department of 28th June and 

their reply of the 29th June.

Copy of invoice for Holmested & Blake,Ltd.for goods shipped 

per "Oropesa"

Copy of letter from the East Yorkshire Cart 8c Waggon Co.,Ltd.

of the 16th September and plan attached.

Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports

Credit notes for the following
. 19 .George Bonner 8c Co.,Ltd. 4

58Pa eke Brothers 8c Co. 3

26 16Bertrand 8c Felton
23Vere Packe 4

210Farm Account 4

A.Wilson's account for A. 1.Allan 15/9

Letter for W.C.Girling.

London 22nd September,1909
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Enclosures per Mail via, Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Bernards on Accounts

Bemarks on Stores

Beplies to Remarks oil Stores

List of G-eneral Cargo per nOravia,!

(General Invoice goods shipped per MOravi-aM

Copy of* Balance Bheet M 'Profit & Loss Statement for 1907/8

Carrolls account Tor cleaning watch

B/L general Cargo per ''Orayia41

Sight Dr ait on J.Kirwan for £33 ,9.0 for collection B/L
attached

Copy of letter from Mr Leslie McG-hie to Mr.Laing dated 8th Aug. 
Clients* Invoices

Holmested •& Blake,Ltd. 47. - .0
Bertrand & Felton 1 15 .1

Mrs C.H.Williams 32. - .5
Mrs T.Bohson 6. 9 .4

Clients* Reports \* —

WED 185 hales Wool ex MDuendesM

H W 45 ? j 9}

F 45 9 ? 9 9

Fell 46 9 9 9 9

71D S 9 9 9 9

56K 9 9 9 9s 3 9 9 9 9BBC 27 9 9 9 9
F B' 3 9 9 9 9J B L 3 9 9 9 9B B 21 9 ? 99m & a 33 ? 9 9 929J B 9 9 9 9AP 27 9 9 9 9

Final Invoice for goods per 1,prope^aJ!

Brokers* report on CoJs 9 hales Wool ex "Duendes-*1

Letters for the following: -

W.A.Harding,A.L,Allan & (3-eorge Bonner & Co,,Ltd. 
f S' ryfJsCCo*

London 25th September, 19.09
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CL hr Jjfctlkland 3*1 mu>0 CL outparaj, Wxmite tY
c/? . -f/p
'Sfat'Ce-c/sMbcw i ffaeef.

■ , Doth October,....... /W§.

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. 
REGISTERED 1902.

6J, ,n
Per Orooma. 1 r/Y:
N° 1005. '.res? eum ■:£. a:."»—.

. ‘ 4 1 rz:i■.». j

Sir* ". — *• *

1 have to ax3Tcnowled.ee the receipt of your despatch no.303 

and of your letter of the Oth of September,Which, arrived on the 

4th inst.
8. Par,2. You seem to forget that the value of the- "Fairport 

and cargo is comparatively small,nothing for •.instance,-likd that 

of the "HyncLf ord'', and that- the service oo.uld not .ho rated as high
ly a3 in that case, You gave the value, of the ship as fill,000,and 

the Owners put it at 53000) unfortunately for us we ;found on en
quiry that a ship of the seme age and tonnage had lately teen 

sold at about that sum,and we have agreed that for the.purpose of 

the action £3500 is to be taken as the value. The total,including 

cargo and freight,is not much over £7000,and Mr.Inoe'a opinion 

that the Court might not award more' than 5<f>, I sun sorry that 

cabled application to settle on the spot was overlooked .and 

answered a fortnight later*than it should have been) but the re-

was
your

ply was in the negative,for the reason given in Messrs,Ince*s 

letter,copy enclosed. An agreement for salvage made on the spot 
in a time of great stress is not infrequently upqqt afterwards.

3. Par.3.It would have been cheaper;to- buy coal px "Fairport1 
no doubt; but as it is not for sale we have arranged to ship 200 

i^ons Ocean Merthyr from Swansea in about a fortnight,and this is 

useful Just now? as it enables us to get out 16 rams bought at 

Ashford last month. There was not sufficient rough cargo ordered 

to make it worth while putting on a oargo boat,and this coal Just 

mokes it possible, If rams are bought at Ashford in September ev- 

ought to have an indent for timber and stuff of theery year,we

W.A.Hardine^sq. > 

Manager,
Stanley.



as ‘they resolutely decline,.andkind ready to offer the P.S.N.Co 

with reason,to carry rams on a crowded passenger steamer,
4. Par,4, The Board having heard the circumstances of* the 

Ease decided that Dr• Foley*s appointment by the Government was 

ultra vires. The incident is overhand they do not wish to attach 

exaggerated importance to it, or to do more thdn state their view 

clearly f*or your future guidance, Nor would they like it to he

• >

P

thought that they wished to restrict .any assistance that he might 
on occasion render in A case of emergency,as that Would, he suggest 

tive of inhumanity. Their sole objection was to his having been 

gazetted as Acting Colonial Surgeon,and not even with any acknow
ledgment of its being with the Companyfs permission. Arrangements 

of this sort so ea.ily create a precedent] if the (Government think, 

that he is available at an:/ time,an assumed right to his services 

will be the next step,and in, the interest of our own people it is 

necessary to guard against this. It would seem to have been mis
management on the part of the Government to let Dr,Born go before 

making sure that his successor would be on the spot to take up 

his duties] but we cannot go into that. In future it would be bet- 

to let it be, as already mentioned,a friendly arrangement between 

the Doctors themselves,always,however,with the concurrence of
yourself and Mr.Allan; but do not let us hear of any more official

It will be of no use now to raise further badappointments,
feeling by opening up the matter with the Governor] you know the 

Board1 s wishes,and Yd.il be guided by them.
5, Par ,4A. The statement signed by three men has been 3ent 

to Messrs ,.Ince, and I suppose that the c.ase of the "Glaaova" will 

come on before long. Referring to the remark in your letter,it 

seems only too clear that the allusion to outside .assistance was 

prompted.
6. Par.5, Note has been taken of yourwish to have the weight 

of three casks of Mr.Feltonfs tallow.
7, Par,6. I have not looked up G.L.Watsonfs instructions,but 

hope that in dealing with the bowsprit and Jibs of the uMalvina!‘ 
you have not deviated from them in any way,"

3. Par ,7, Captain Dagwell seems to be a regular caller -at



Stanley • I will allude here "briefly to the two cables rep orbing 

bhe ship having been on fire,and salvage services rendered in 

bobh cases. If,as seems likely,it bums oub bhab there wdre two 

fires,ib will be a mosb complicabed matter,and Messrs .Ince,whose 

- lebber on bhe subjecb Is enclosed,cannot advise until bhe circum- 

sbances are fully known. Meanwhile we have taken oub .a p,p,i.pol
icy on bhe ship for 51000, Salvage ab bhe extreme rate" of 5(#in 

such a case is sure bo be disputed.
9. Par.9. The Bills of Lading are made oub by Messrs.Lowdeh^ 

and bhey have been asked 'to sbabe bhe measurements of cargo on 

them. We undersband bhab you have bhe measurement slips as well, 

and ib is nob clear why bobh are wanted.
10. Par. 10. The sailing of bhe "Bagnhild11 has been reported 

ab Lloyd's, and ib seems bo show bhab she has had excellent des
patch.

r

11. Par. 11. The error In charging primage per "Sarmienbo11 
was nobiced,and you will have seen bhab ib was corrected..

IS. Par.IS. Ib is a good bhing having gob rid of bhe M£len- 

gowann,and bhe price is quite sabisfacbory.
15. Before Mr.Allan left we agreed,ab hid request,to commis

sion a local man bo bid for bhree of C.Pile1 s,which he had in- 

specbed and baken bhe. numbers of,or rabher bhree oub of six of 

which he approved, and pub bhe limib ab Seventy guineas each, I 

am glad bo say bhab we gob bhe lob for Thirty fbur. guineas,as 

competition for those was nob very keenj Mr.Packe was less for
tunate,as his buyer was opposed by a New Zealander,and he had bhe 

honour of giving bhe highest price in bhe sale for one ram,One 

hundred and five guineas!
14.In further reference bo F.King's pension,bhe Board have 

agredd bo fix ib at bhe round sum of 570 per annum. It works oub 

fractionally lessj bub his services have been so long that bhey 

are glad bo fix ib ab this sum.
15. par. 15, With regard bo bhe question of Teak,Mr.Lamb has 

been here,and has explained bhab we indent for boo large a sipe. 

Further remarks on bhe subjecb will be found in bhe Bemarks on 

Stores•

I»
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16. Mr.Anson wrote ,a few weeks ago that he wished to arrange 

for our doing his business in future,or I should have said the 

business of Dean & Anson, and followed it up by calling here after 

last mail had left. They are dissatisfied with their treatment hy 

Braun & Blanchard,and propose to do everything through us) he 

tipned that they still wished us to sell their wool through John 

and said that Mrs,Dean,he felt sure,would never leave 

them. In the end it was settled that all business arrangements 

should be settled With Mrs.Deai* When I come to Stanley, The Board 

consider that if business is offered not involving large advances 

we can hardly refuse it if the proposed client insists on the em

ployment of a particular Broker; at the same time they think that 

as F.I.wool must necessarily be limited in quantity it is of .ad

vantage to all. the shippers to have their consignments in the same 

hands. When there is a sale our Brokers circularize the probable 

buyers,giving the special marks to be put up,and a sale of a good 

many marks,running into perhaps a couple of thousand bales,is more 

likely to attract buyers than one in which there may be only a

men-

Hoare & Co • 3

hundred or two.

IV. A list of next yearns Wool sales is enclosed,and a copy

who will forward it to their Coasthas been sent to the P.S.N.Co * >

Manager*
18. Mr.Moir will return next mail,and a travelling School

master named Adam will, go by the same boat. A shepherd named Lew

is Cfordon is being kept back for the l,Antisana,to look after the

rams.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

/&"■'

Managing Director.

1

i i



Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.1064 dated 22nd September.

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Remarks on Accounts 

List of General Cargo per "Or.avia" 

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

General Invoice goods per "Oravija"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan and B/L attached

B/L goods shipped from La Rochelle 
n

Clients1 Apices goods p$r ll0ravian

Holmested & Blake,Ltd. £47 . . 8

Bertrand & Felton 1 15 1

32 5Mrs Williams

6 9 4Mrs T. Robs on

Clients' reports

27 bales Wool ex "Duendes"R B C

3J B L > 9

33M & G y y y y

27AP y yy y

29J B y yy y

B B 21 y y y y

F B 3 y yy y

S 3 y y y y

D S 71 y y y y

46Fell y y y y

45F y y y y

185WED y y y y

45H W y y y y



!
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Enclosures via Liverpool \

Originals

Wool Reports

Copy of Cablegrams received
• y fj \

Copy of Cablegram sent
Invoice for Cartridges for Dr Turner
Copies of letter from Montgomery Jones 8c Co.dated 6th &13th

October re flour
Army 8c Navy’s Account for A.L.Allan 

Dates of London Wools Sales for 1910 

Clients* A/Sales 8c contracts

68 casks Tallow ex "Duendes"L

S I 19 y fi >9 9

K 36 bales Wool 9 9z\
F B 3 

CJ? 39 

45 

S 3

9 99 f 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

9 99 9 7 9

9 79 9 9 7

B B 21 9 99 9 9 9

M 8c 0 33 9 99 9 9

D S 71 9 99 9 9 9

H W 45 9 99 9 9 9

Pell 46 9 99 9 9 9

J R 29 9 79 9 9 9

W E D185 9 99 7 9 9

P 45 9 S9 9 9 9

R B C 27 9 99 9 9 9

A P 27 9 i9 9 9 9

J B L 3 9 99 9 9 9

Brokers Press Copy of Company's A/sale Wool per "Duendes"

Copy of letter from Ince Colt 8c Ince dated 14th (Bbtober re
"LONSDALE!

Copy of letter from Ince Colt 8c Inoe dated 13th September re
"PAIRPORT"0b?

Copy of letter from Cooper Pegler & Co.dated 6th October
& credit note attached 

BfSfihers dated
Copy of letter from Lamb

5th October re Teak



i
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Copy of Invoice goods shipped per "Oravia" for Holmested & Blake 

Letter for A.L.Allan.

:

i-V

London,20th October,1909
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CLIrr jfitlUlcinti Clmu^ainp 5ffhrate iY
- INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

6
Per Supplementary Mall.

. E. a____ 2.2 nd, .October...........N° 1066.

Sir,

I was at Liverpool for two days this week, and had the oppor
tunity of seeing both Mr.Douglas and Mr.Porter,representing the 

Underwriters and Owners of the "Lonsdale" respectively. The oase 

is .an extraordinarily complicated one,and requires the utmost 

care in handling; I have accordingly had an interview with Mr. 

Ince on the subject this morning, and he has written a letter for

your guidance,copy enclosed.

On the first fire we have a salvgge claim for £1000,and on

the second 50$ on value of property salved. The cargo is valuable 

hut perishable, and we may assume that the many tons of caustic 

soda,starch,paper,tin plates,and cementar,A practically valueless. 

As to the caustic soda,it is more than probable that it has des

troyed a portion of the shipfs framing,and condemnation will be 

inevitable. Mr.Douglas would like an estimate made of th£ cost of 

rep airs, but thinks that if it is true that the beams are buckled 

nothing can be done to save the ship. He told me that from the

point of view £6750 could be spent on repairs be-Underwriters

fore the liip would be a constructive total loss. But on the other

hand,if repaired she would only be worth £4000,and the apparent

anomaly is caused by the fact that she is insured much above her

true value. She is a Company herself,and is in debt to over £1000

on this side,no one will make any advances as far as we know,.and

Mr.Porter is probably right in saying that we should be utter

fools if we allowed her to go on to her destination. At all ev

ents you would on no account allow any portion of the cargo to

leave Stanley until security has been given for payment of the

W.A.Harding,Esq • *

Manager,

Stanley.



i
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•salvage. We are dealing in a preliminary way with the case now 

without having any of* the details which are following by mail. 

When these .arrive possibly .another complexion may be put on the 

case,but this we shall not know for .another 10 days. With the 

number* of agents all representing conflicting interests you are 

likely to have a bad. time of it,but I hope that you will manage 

to do the right thing ip the interests of all concerned. If when

the facts are full y known I can come to terms with Air.Douglas I
shall endeavour to do •so'.

2. I have just had an interview with Mr.Robson of the firm

of Wildridge & Sinclair of Sydney and other places,Engineers. We' 

have had a preliminary talk on the subject of meat canning,which 

he thinks quite feasible with the number we have,and I am endea

vouring to arrange to get their Manager,a Air.Allen,down by the 

January mail,to consult with Air.Allan and myself on the spot ab

out the erection of the works at Goose Green. I tried to make it

December,but Air.Robson thinks that out of the" question. Please

communicate this to Air .All an, as I may not be writing to him again.

3. The "Antisana" is to leave Liverpool on the morning of 

the 28th inst and I saw Hobbs yesterday about the rams. He will 

settle the gratuities to the butcher and the shepherd,whose wages, 

I think I mentioned,begin from the time he goes on board.

•)

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

S - -‘fc "

Alanaging Director.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals.

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Cferteiral Cargo per "Orcoma"

General Invoice goods per "OrcomaM

B/L Cargo per "Orcoma"

Credit note for £ 1 .12 .6 from Rownson Drew & Clydesdale,
Ltd.

Copy of letter from Ince Clot & Ince dated 22nd instant
re "Lonsdale".

Austin,Bennett & Kohn?s invoices for goods shipped.

Sight draft on J.Kirwan for £52 . 15 . 8 & B/L attached 

Final Invoice for goods per "'Oravia"

Letters for the following:-

W. A. Harding, A. L. A1 l.an

London 23rd October,1909
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CLlrr jfitlUlmtd CLmuyamj
- (INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) <• 

REGISTERED 9 02.

C/? / / C/P
6' /, ^/uzceo/tutcns

Per Orissa. ?f
. 9.N? 1067. _ 12 th November.,-c^>^oruur/t'.£. c—

Sir,

I am writing early in reply to your despatch no.564,which 

arrived on the 1st inst .together with duplicates of documents 

per "Ragnhild" . 

write a supplementary despatch.

2, 364-4. With every desire to meet Mrs.Smith's wishes,the 

Board cannot make the advance asked for on the security (?) you 

have forwarded. To begin with,the form of Mortgage is under an 

Ordinance that deals exclusively with freehold or real property,

If there is anything to add,Mr .Gfoddard will

and of this there is very little that is offered. Security is

wanted .also on the leases and live stock, and the Ordinance touches 

neither. More important,perhaps,is the question whether Airs.Smith 

has the pov/er to mortgage the farm at all,and if under her hus

band's will she owns the half share,she cannot at present give 

us a charge on the whole farm,including Sharp's half,for the sim

ple reason that no sale to her by him has yet been made .as far 

as we know. Sharp will not part with his property until he sees

his money secure,and both transactions will probably have to take 

place in London simultaneously, as w.as the case with the Bonner 

mortgage". The Company will certainly not advance the money for 

20 years certain,but only on the usual conditions, and in propos

ing to accept the document you have forwarded you have overlooked 

the fact that we see no profit in locking up a large sum .at 5$,

but offer to do it in consideration of other advantages, You

should therefore have inserted the usual condition that the Com

pany is to retain the agency of the Alortgagee including the con

signment and sale of the produce during the continuance of the

Mortgage. I am in correspondence with Sharp,and shall probably

W, A. Harding, Is q • 5

Manager,

Stanley.



"be .able personally *bo convey bo you furbher information on -the

subject;.
3. Pars. 12 and 19., The "Lonsdale'" affair is most* unfortunate; 

I have been "trying bo geb in bouch wibh bhe Underwribers on bhe 

'"cargo, bub ab presenb wibhoub success. The Salvage Association

who represent mosb Oferman Un-are nob inberesbed,and Wendb & Co • 3

derwribers,have nobhing bo say ab presenb. 

balk wibh Mr.Ince,and shall be well posbed up by him; ab presenb 

all I am able bo say is bhab until we geb securiby for our saiv.age 

we musb nob relacease our grip on bhe property.

I am bo have a final

4. Par. 21, The Board have no objecbion bo Mr .Girling baking

leave of absence on bhe expiration of his second berm of five'

years.

5. We are in breaby wibh a firm of Engineers in Sydney and

Brisbane wibh regard bo bhe despabch of an Engineer in bheir ser

vice bo visib Ofoose Ofreen,and advise personally on bhe spob as

bo canning. Ab presenb bhe sum asked by bhem is more bhan we

bhink we oughb bo give,nobwibhsbanding bhab we know from an out

side source bhab bhe Engineer in question is a thorough expert

in bhe business.
•*9

I am,Sir,

your obedienb servant,

Managing Direcbor,
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Ill-

Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Bills of Lading general cargo per "Antisana"

Remarks on Cargo per "Antisana”1

tList of Clients Cargo per "Antisana"

List of General Cargo per "Antisana"

List of Enclosures

General Invoice goods per "Antisana"

iClients1 Invoices goods per "tecoma"
i

Mrs C.H.Williams 3 . 15 . 4
Bertrand & Felton 1 14 7

Fell Brothers 11 15 1.
H.& G.Cotta 2 111

Contract for carrying Live Animals



Enclosures via Liverpool
>

i

i •i«> ; ■.•
Originals

*% A.

•1 <*

Copy of Cablegram received dated 6th November.
t j

Copy of Norris & Henty's reply to Baseley report on the 

Malvina's Engine dated 26th October.
f:

i

Copy of letter from Hayward Tyler & Co. dated 5th November
• • c ‘ • ■ freplying to Mr Felton's complaint

c •C -Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co.dated 5th November re
«-*• -»'« 'i ■ V1" r
.Mrs Smith's loan.

r I ■ ': A j«.; - • s( J.

Copy of letter from Montgomery Jones & Co.dated 9th November
• ^ ; r r ' —■-

re claim for damaged flour.
x.*j r fr r r

Norman L.Adam's agreement & sundry testimonials. 

Clients' A/sales^renorts & contracts
t

/
/

C C W 21 bales Wool ex "Elm Branch"—9-

r r t

7 bales Sheepskins ex "Duendes"D S
G- I

7S?. 3 3 3 3 3 3
t *

WED 6I 3 3 3 3 3 3
1

VB B 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

F 10 3 3 3 3 3 3

AP 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

R B c ohol:.
3 3 3 3

M & G- 3 3 *3 3 3 3 3

5 3 3 3 3 3 3

report
only

7Fell 3 3 3 3 3 3

J R 23 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

H & B 112 Sheepskins e x "Sorata"
iBrokers market report & press copies of above reports &

contracts.
Certificate for Ram substituted for J.J.Felton

Copy of letter from the Kent & Romney Marsh Sheep-Breeders 
Association dated 50th October..

Copy of letter from Charles File dated 28th October re 
substitution of Ram per "Antisana"

Copy of letter from South American Missionary Society dated 
26th October re their account.

t

Copy of letter from P.W.Heyman dated 50th October re butter.

t



u*

•r

Bills of Lading" & key to lockers for Mrs Hansen*'s Loaf.

Fordham & Langdon's invoices goods shipped per "Antisana"
"• r* v ; .s *•

W*. Jm '

Debit note for H.& G.Cobb for 11 packages Furntiure &c. ex"Duendes',f

Statement; of cost & division of Expenses Rams shipped per
"Antis anal'

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"
i

"Antisana"

j

Completed

Clients' Invoices for goods per "Orcoma" & "Anti sana"

99 99 9

I

Vere Packe,J.J.Felton,Holmested & Blake,Ltd.
t rt :

G.Bonner & Co.,Ltd.Farm Account,M.Buckworth.
jj

■

Copy of Correspondence re .Smith & Sharp Mortgage &c.
t

Final Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

;
i

"Antisana"9 9 9 99 9 A -* f
z. ‘ ■ IClients' Reports <fe contracts

“■ * ■

< B - 17 casks Tallow ex "Orissa"

<H 6

I\* \

j

9 99 9

S 14 9 9 9 9

"Ragnhild"

press copy of contract FIC 100 casks ex "Ragnhild"

H & B 89 9 9
r

»Brokers
r

r

C' ■

London 17th November, 1909

r f. . •
i

1

\y • j
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WmnUti.Clin' Jhctlhlmtit Cliuupaun
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

6S.r- v c
Per Supplementary Mail. 

N° 1068.............................
C y

o/teron. eg._____2Oth Novemb er.

Sir,

Following up my remarks in par.2 of 1067,1 now enclose copy 

of a letter received from our Solicitors,Messrs Bischoff & Co y y

setting out very clearly the line of procedure to be followed 

in the matter of the proposed Mortgage to Mrs .Smith,and the 

payments to be made in connection therewith,to Mr.Sharp.

I also enclose a copy of the agreement to sell,the original 

of which has been signed by Mr.Sharp,and also the draft of a 

Power of Attorney to be signed by Mrs.Smith to enable some one 

here to act for her,when the final execution of the Mortgage, 

and the payments to Mr.Sharp,are simultaneously put through.

2. A few days before the "Antisana" sailed, Mr .Charles File

advised that one of the Bams from John File's flock,purcha.sed

at the Ashford Sale on account of Mr .Felton,had developed

lameness,and could not be forwarded for shipment.We therefore

decided to take the responsibility of purchasing as a substitute,

another,strongly recommended by Mr.C.File,and which had an

excellent pedigree,and prize record. Unfortunately the price

paid for it,although only £5 above what it made in the sale,

was £38.12.0 compared unfavourably with that paid for the lame

one viz.£13.13.0, but no doubt Mr. Felt on will appreciate that

he has a better Bam. Mr.C.File agreed to take over the one
left behind,at the £13.13.0 paid for it,and this sum has been

passed to Mr.Felton's credit in accounts. The Ram has since

died,and we shall establish a claim on our insurance policy,

and refund Mr.File the £13.13.0 and Mr,Felton,anything in excess, 
that we recover.

The copies of Mr.File's letters which are sent herewith,

will give further details.



\1\»

3. We send you by this Mail,a statement of* cost,and division 

of the expenses, in connection with the Rams shipped per the 

"AntiSana" on account of Clients.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

F.E.COBB.

Managing Directo;^

per



I

» •.

Enclosures per Supplementary .Mail .• ,

*

"Originals"

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
Copy of Bischuff's letter of the 19th November.

Copy of the Agreement signed by Mr Sharp to sell his 

share in farm to Mrs Smith

Draft of Power of Attorney to be granted by Mrs Smith to 

somebody here to act for her re Mortgage of farm 

Copies of letters received from Charles Pile dated 22nd 

October & 9th November.re Rams.

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"
12 casks Tallow ex "Orissa"<y-Contract for 

Bills of Lading general cargo per "Orissa"
Sight Draft for £15 . 4 . 10 on J.Kirwan for collection

B/L attached.

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"
Smith Premier,Ratin & Blanch's accounts for goods shipped

Ltd.error in freightDebit note for George Bonner & Co 

charged per "Sorata"
• 5

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Letoers for toe following:- 

Robert; Blake (2)

A.L.Allan

■

London 20to November,190

over.
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C!^ jfitlhlaitit Jf.e Until $ CLimtpaitn . ihittti'iY

C/P / / c/J
\ rJy/larecAtt'lcA C/foee/s,

- ' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

O/.
Per "Oropesa" r /?

:'/-9PP 9.N° 15-th. December,ons/on'E.c...1069.

Sir,

X have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.365 

and 366,dated the 1st and 2nd November respectively,which 

arrived on the 29th November.
Dec.,

I also received,on the 2nd your

letter dated the 21st September,per ,,Ragnhild,,, covering

Documents for shipments by that vessel.

2,365-2. Your remarks with regard to charges made in Mr.

Irving's account for Casings and Salt,have been passed on to

Mr.Salm,but no opportunity has occurred,to discuss the matter

with Mr.Irving as that gentleman is now on his way to South

The account referred to in your despatch,for five

casks of Casings per "Oropesa",was not enclosed,but on our
it

promising to produce on arrival,Mr.Salm accepted your figures.

As this shipment is a purchase from Mr .Reddeman, on account 

of Mr.Salm,we took it to be quite outside our contract,and 

therefore asked for prompt payment. To this,Mr.Salm readily 

I enclose copies of correspondence with Mr.Salm, 

from which you will see,he has declared to exercise his option 

of taking the Company's output of Casings during the coming

America.

agreed.

year,at the same price. He has however asked,and we have complied
iwith his request,that instead of being put to the expense of
\

keeping a credit in London for a long period,as occurred last
;year,we will allow him to pay net cash on arrival of the goods, !

This will be a saving of ninety 

days interest to us,and in addition it will perhaps be some 

advantage,not to have to depend on Mr.Irving's uncertain 

presence,for his signature to the Drafts.

attention to Mr.Salm's request,with regard to Salt he purposes 

shipping to Stanley,and to the facilities he asks to be 

accorded to his representative,when in the Islands.

in exchange for the documents .

I would draw your



ta-V

3,365-3. I note that you have ample stock of Stores detailed, 

and cannot therefore at present send an ident for rough cargo.
Your thanks to the Directors,were conveyed to them at4.365- 4. 

the last meeting of the Board.
5.365- 6. The draft for £1557.16.2 in settlement of the "Fairport*3^ 

account,has been duly accepted.

6,365-10. Ttle Directors at the last Board meeting,read with 

interest your remarks with regard to the "Lonsdale",and I note 

that at the time of your writing,it was not possible to give 

the valuations asked for in our cable of the 30th October.

There is little to add by this opportunity,excepting to confirm

the cables,as per copies enclosed,which have passed between us. 

The cable to the Managing Director at Monte Video,sent at the

request of Mr .Douglas,had just been despatched when a telegram 

was received from Messrs,P.Iredale & Porter,Ld asking you to 

retain sufficient of the proceeds of the cargo,if sold,by the 

Underwriters,to meet the Ship’s lein for freight and Average 

charges.I have obtained payment from Messrs,Iredale & Porter for 

cost of cable sent for them,and the cost of that,sent at the 

request of Mr.Douglas,is being passed out to you for inclusion 

in the account against the Ship.

7,366-2. We shall look for the cargo you refer to,in the "Oravia" 

or "Esmeraldas".

Tbe "Ragnhild" arrived at Gravesend on the 27th November,8.

having made the passage in the good time of sixty six days.

Her cargo has been discharged,and has turned out in good condition.

I am,Sir
tyour obedient servant.

i

Fop i HE FALKLAND 1C LANDS CO. LTD.

:
■

.Accountant,

!
W.A.Harding,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.

P.T.Q.



LATER.

I enclose copy of* a letter dated 2nd December,received 

from Messrs,Ince,Colt & Ince,recommending the acceptance of an 

offer they have received from the Solicitors representing the 

” (Kladova”,of £500 and taxed costs,in settlement of our Salvage 

The Board has decided to accept this offer,and I have 

today heard from our Solicitors,that the matter will be completed 

on these lines,next week.

9.

claim.

/J «
<r,y

O



Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals:-

Wool Report/S .

Copy of Cablegram sent 26th November via Punta Arenas.

10t/h December via Montevideo. (2)? yy y

Journal Entries.

Particulars of homeward freights per "Duendes & Orissa. 

Clients' A/sales;-

H > 6 casks Tallow ex "Orissa"

S 14 y y y y

y y y y
eh

C C W 21 bales Wool ex "Elm Branch" (& contract)

Debit note for J.J.Felton for Insurance on Ram per "Antisana" 

Kirkland Cope’s account for W.A.Harding for 9/-

F.I.King 19/10y y y y

Copy of Cablegram received 3rd December via Montevideo.

Copy of letter from G-.W.Robson dated 30th November re engagement
of Mr Allen.

Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Ince re salvage "Gladova"

dated 2nd December.

Clients’ reports & contracts

H & B 23 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild" 
40 y y y y

H 16 y y y y3 y yy y
B 2 y y y y

W P SI- y y y y
D S
0 I 5 y y y y

WED 28 y y y y

Brokers press copies Company's reports & contracts T,allow
ex "Ragnhild"

Letter for A.L.Allan.

Loxidon 15th December, 1909
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Enclosures via Liverpool
i

;*t Lfi*r<•

a rDuplicates rr r

r

Despatches Nos.1067 & 1068.

Ledger & Journal Entries.
r r f r

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores & Replies 

B/L general C.argo per "Orissa" (2)

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan with B/L attached 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"
Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"

List of Parcels 

List of Enclosures
General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

I . . •

tList of Clients

I

Clients1 A/sales & contracts
7 hales Sheepskins ex "Duendes" 

Quantity Sheepskins ex "Duendes" 

4 hales Sheepskins ex
F

R B C 7 7

6WED 7 77 77 7

5A P 7 77 77 7

7D S 7 77 77 7

<3> 5 7 77 77 7

2B B 7 77 77 7

3M & Of 7 77 77 7

7Pell 7 77 77 7

2J Rreports
only

7 77 77 7

Wool ex “Elm Branch11 

17 casks Tallow *x “Orissa"
21C C W 7 7

6reports & 
contracts

7 77 77 7

14S 7 77 77 7

Invoices for the following
Vere Packe goods per “Orcoma" “Antisana" &“0rissa“

i



r
I

iVc

Farm Account* Tor Raun-s per "Antisana"

J.J.Felton For Rams & Goods per "Antisana" 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd 

G.Bonner & Co.,Ltd.

Bertrand & Felton 

Henry Waldron

y y y y

y y y y

"Orissa"y y

< > i

y y y y
\

A.F.Cobb y y y y

. i r

n 1 •r

r
•• n <■

London 15th December,1909 «
I
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Enclosures per Supplement/ary Mail

Originals:-
Supplementary Joubnal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

(2)B/L 9 9 9 9

Sight draft on C.F.Thompson for £13 .4.2 for collection

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Correspondence with F.Salm re Casings

Woods* invoice for Woolpacks

Clients* Reports & contracts

10 hales Sheepskins ex "Orissa11S

McG 10 9 99 9

659 Sheepskins ex "Duendes"Fell
2 halesJ R 9 99 9

149 Sheepskins 

press copies of above reports & contracts 

Invoices goods per "Oropesa"

F 9 9

IBrokers
iClients
Holmested & Blake,Ltd.Vere Packe,

Dr.Turner,BailIon & Stickney,Mrs Smith

A.F.Cohh & H.Pitaluga.
Letters for the following:-

F.E.Cobb,A.L.Allan & Dr.Turner.

London 18th December,1909
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h\ JjfctLUlcutti CLinupaitij Wnniteti.v
- - INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

S&eefi.-j-\ 64.
Per "Oravia" 9C sm5.N° ■O// eton C..____ 12th January,-1070.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no.367,and 

letter,both dated Stanley,30th November. I have also received 

your letter from Monte Video dated the 4th December,and your 

further letter by the "Esmeraldas",dated 6th December.

Your despatch and letter of the 30th Nov.were landed by 

the "Oravia" at Lisbon as usual,but owing to the storms and 

floods experienced in Spain about that time,were much delayed; 

and not delivered in London until Thursday the 30th ult: .

2.2.As previously advised you,the measurements of all cargo 

shipped to Stanley for Clients,is detailed on the Bill of Lading, 

and in addition,we have arranged with Messrs W.Lowden & Co.,to
This has proved a conveniencesend separate measurement slips, 

to us,and no doubt,will be equally helpful to you.

The Board will look forward with interest,to this 

matter^ha^rranged satisfactorily by the Managing Director,
3.5.

when he meets Mrs.Dean.
The circumstances of the visit to Stanley of the Ship 

"Deccan",are noted,and it is most extraordinary,that she too, 

should have fallen a victim, to the epidemic of incendiarism which 

to afflict all vessels calling at your Port.

7. Your report on the position of affairs in connection 

with the "Lonsdale','and your correspondence with Mr .Porter,have 

been laid before the Board,and the complicated nature of the

position with which you have to deal,is appreciated, 

shews what a very miscellaneous assortment of cargo she has on

board,and the possibility of valuing.; it, even approximately, in 

its present condition,must be all but impossible. It i3 fortunate

4. 6.

now seems

5.

The Manifest

assist
that the Managing Director is on the spot to^yoUiand we interpret 

the fact,that no further cable has been received from you on the

- —N zF*r--'Z£L
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subject,since bis arrival,coupled with your advices,that,there 

is ©very probability of the vessel being a "constructive total 

loss". Your advices of further developments,will be looked for 

with much interest.

The "Esmeraldas" arrived in London on Monday last and 

unfortunately the Sheep Skins could not be delivered and sorted 

in time for the sale to be held on the 21st inst. They will 

therefore be put up at the next sale on the 4th March when there 

is every indication of their meeting an excellent market. You 

will gather from the Broker’s Market Report sent herewith that 

prices are good and firm.

Prom the enclosed copy of a letter dated 29th Dec.,from 

Messrs Ince Colt & Ince,you will see that the ’’GKLadova" Salvage 

claim has been settled by the receipt of a cheque for £475.12.0.

6.

7.

8. I regret to inform you that Thomas Patterson,for many years

a servant of the Company in the Islands,and recently in receipt

of a Pension,died at Dumfries on the 6th inst.from cerebral

hemorrhage.

Owing to the late delivery of the Mail, ref erred to above, 

the time for executing the orders for your indent received,has 

been short,and this has been the cause of rather more of the 

items than usual,not being shipped. These will of course be sent

9.

by next Mail.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

For ' HE FALKLAND ISLANDS GO. LTD.

i?. g’.tSr**-
Managing Djs&Ttor



b

•Enclosures via Lisbon.

"Originals.

1 Journal Entries & Account Current.
2 Remarks on Accounts.

3 Remarks on Stores.
4 Replies to Remarks on Stores.
5 Bills of* Lading Cargo per "Oravia". 

List of* G-eneral Cargo per HOr,aviaH .6

7 G-eneral Invoice goods per 11 Or avia" .
iClients& Invoices goods per "Oravia".

Stickney Brothers £26.13.88
9 Rev .M. L. Mignone 

Pinal Invoice tor goods per nOropesan 

Suppliers1 detailed Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

(Corrected account) C.& E.Mortob 

Engelbert, Spr.att1 s Patent,Ltd., & 

Price's Patent Candle Co.,Ltd.

13/10
10

11

London 15th January,1910

!
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Enclosures vi.a Liverpool

Duplicates: -

Despatch No.1069 dated 15th December.

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores .

List ot G-eneral Cargo per "OropesaV

List of Dutiable G-oods per "OropesaV

List of Parcels.

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Oropesa".

List of Enclosures

General Invoice goods per "Oronesa" 

Clients 1 A/sales.reports <fe contracts:-

17 casks Tallow ex "Orissa"

14 >9 9 9
A/sales only

bales Wool ex"Elm Branch"

10 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"

McCt 10 9 99 9

"D^ndes"Pell pt.7 bales 9 9

pt. 10p 9 99 99 9

JR 2 bales 9 99 9

<S> 16 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"

LeN- 2<Reports
contracts

only
9 99 9

V * 9 99 9

40 9 99 9

D S
G I 5 9 99 9

WED 28 9 99 9

31W P 9 99 9

Invoices goods shipped per "Oropesa"rClients
Baillon & Stickney,Vere Packe,Dr.Turner 

A.P.Cobb,Mrs Smith,Holmested & Blake,Ltd.
i

:
H. Pitaluga.

i
■

London 12th January,1910

—TJETT. lr- srt,
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Enclosures via Liverpool

“Originals11

Copy of Cablegram sent on the 24th December, 1909. 

Du Croz Doxat & Co!s Annual Wool Report.

Anning & Cobb's Sheepskin Report

1

2

3

Corrected Debit note for Dr Turner for goods per "Oropesa"4

Debit note for Baillon & Stickney error in freight per5 y y

Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Ince dated 29th December6

re settlement of claim "GTadova"

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts

49 Salted Hides ex "Ragnhild"B & S7

26P B8 y y? 5

J B L 169 y yy y

39S & S10 y yy y

10J DM11 y yy y

17H W12 y yy y

46 Salted Hair SealskinsW13 y y

1 cask TallowM V14 y y

(pt.91cks.) 

jjpt. 56cks . )

10J B15 y yy y

<Ff G- G-- 416 y yy y

6McO17 y yy y

218 y y

(pt.31cks,)3W P19 y yy y

5D S20 y yy y

3 y y21 y y

28WED y y22 y y

(pt.40cks.)1423 y yy y

89.H & B- y y24 y y

pt.7 bales Sheepskins ex "Duendes"Fell25
2 balesT R y y26 y y

pt.10 balesF y y27 > y

"Orissa"10 balesMcG-28 y y

s 1039 y y y yI

3Sf'.-jEi



\

30 Brokers' press copies A/sales &c.Company*
Hides & Skins ex "Ragnhild"

Copy of' Correspondence•with Montgomery Jones & 

Claim for damaged flour per"0rcoma"

s Tallow

31 Co .re

LOMDON 12th January?1910

1

f

■

'A -V-v' ■Jx ~



CLIrr jfctihlanx* (U nufunv, Crmiti' it.
— INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.to —-----------------------

: %,,c,:rA^c/ cMeet.
REGISTERED 1902.

6/.
Ps'f "Orooma" r /a
A'? 1071. 9th February,. .'£. c.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt,on the S4th inst,jof your

Despatches,nos.368 & 369,dated the 8?th & 89th Deoember✓
respectively.

S. 368.8 369.4. The formal authority,signed by Mrs, Smith,, to
pay to Mr.Sharp £1300,has come to hand and that sum.has been 

duly paid over. The fact that Mrs.Smith's sons have an interest 

in the Farm,is noted,and our Solicitors confirm the view, taken 

by Mr.Cobb,that it will be necessary for them.all.to sign the 

Power of Attorney referred to,.and I gather from your remarks 

that this will be done,
3. 368.3. I have to thank you for the Certificate for the Bern 

which died before shipment,and it has now beernreturned to the
regarb /’ ,Romney Marsh Sheep Breeders Association, With to.Mr,Piacke e 

remarks as to Baja no.17 Elham being shipped in plsce of no.53_ 

Elham, I enclose oopy of correspondence whioh has ensued on the 

matter .with Mr.Charles File,and I trust his explanation wip., 
recall the circumstances,§Jid prove satisfactory to Mr,Packer

4. 369.4. Your remarks on the arrangements made for the „
shipment of the wool clip are noted, and in this connection JH have

■ .»

to acknowledge receipt,on the 7th inst.of your cable advising-, 

the shipment by the "Orissa" of 495 bales,and. the., "Corooyad^^ 

1450 bales. This total of 1945 bales,compares.unfavorablywith
the 8386 bales shipped by the "Flamenco" »about_ the^ same date_
last year,and having regard to * the satisfactory _ way. 
the wool to be ooming in,to Stanley,! fear the two vessels have 

not been able to dear all you have on hand. The "Orissa" is due 

in Liverpool on the 81st inst and the "Coroovada” Should reach 

London about the 28th,bo that both should be in ample tin** for

I

i

!

t.
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the Sales commencing on.the.8th March. From the Market Reports 

sent you,you will see that prices-have continued to advanoe,
=r an^ that there is every prospeot of good prices being realized. 

5. 368.5. The loss of Mr.Packe’s dog,is very unfortunate and
we are glad to hear that the Rams were landed safely. The insured 

value of the dog.has been recovered from the Underwriters,and.also 

the premium which, is returnable in respeot of the safe arrival of 
the Rams. Credits for these appear in acoounts being sent you 

herewith.
6. 368.6. We are glad to hear of the safe arrival of the hulk 

"Q-lengowan" at New Island and the Board is hopeful that your 

negotiations for the sale of the "Sabino”,will be equally 

successful.
7. 368.7 369.6. Your further remarks,and correspondence

with Mr.Porter in connection with the "Lonsdale" have been read

: \

I

with much interest and whilst it is noted that the second 

Salvage claim has been redneed.by arrangement,from 50$,to 331/3$, 
a final settlement of the whole matter does not yet appear to be 

in sight. The Board entirely approve of the position taken up itt 

not allowing the Company to be associated with any offer made by 

speculators,for the purchase of the Ship and Cargo.
You will no doubt have heard from the Hfenaging. Director,.of 

oable to him of the 5th inst .advising that Mr.Allen-of the 

firm of Messrs Wildridge & Sinclair of Sydney-left that port on 

that day for Monte Video. He is clearly making to cat oh the 

"Ruahine",leaving.Wellington on the 10th February and. due at 

Monte Video on the 1st March. This will enable him to catch the

8.
our

i

P.S.N.Co's steamer leaving there on the 5th March and due tn
As you are aware,Mr Allen is to advise on theStanley on the 9th.

Canning proposal. -..
I am glad to advise,that in response to your cable of 

the 5th inst,asking for a tappet guide for the "Malvina" to be 

sent immediately,that I have been successful in urging the 

suppliers to deliver it in Liverpool this morning and it was put 

aboard the "Orooma",under a Baroel ‘picket,an hour only before thA
- i ^

vessel sailed .‘today#

»■. ’.

9.

!

! -

!
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10. I enclose copy of letter received from our Solicitors^Messrs
Inoe,Colt & Inoe,dated 27th January,10.which refers to the position
of the oase of the "Fairport" Salvage Claim. From this you will , see
that it was stated by the Def endants. on the 27th January,that the
ship was still in the Falkland,Islands. Lloyd' s Register however,
reports her arrival at Antofogasta on the 1st December,and. in the
absence on any advice from you of her return to Stanley,we conclude 

no
that there is^justification for the Defendant's statement.

I am, Sir t

your obedient servant i

For TIv: FAUtLAf ! r\ o ! ,». r • r- r* n 0. LTD.

G ■
...Accountant,

!

i

W.A.Harding,Esq.,
Manager,

Stanley.

!

i



DESPATCH NO.1071 per "Orcoma",9th February,1910.

r ■

PRECIS OF SUBJECTS.

1. , Acknowledges Despatches 368.369.
Refers to Smith & Sharp sale and mortgage matters.
Ram certificate returned.and exchange of Packs's Sam.
Advioe of wool shipments acknowledged.
Insurance for Mr.Paeke's dog recovered & return premium rams. 
"Olengowan" sale and "Sabine".
"Lonsdale".
Mr.Allen's departure from Australia.

9 Tappet guide for "Malvina" shipped per "Qrcoma”
10. Letter from Ince.Colt & Inoe re."Fairport's" position.

2.
3
4
5
8
7
8

'
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates H>r -• .fi' CI .r •

C r t f

- >
' r

Despatch No ,1070 dared 12th Jany.J.910.

Journal Entries. r c

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

List of1 Enclosures .
n

General* Ivofce-goods per - Or avia" .-
iList of General Cargo per "Oravia" .

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" .

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Oravia".

List of Parcels.

Invoice for goods shipped for Stickney Brothers per "Oravla" 

Debit note for freight & charges on goods shipped per "Orabia

for Rev.M.L.Mignone.

Clients r A/sales&c:-

46 Hair Sealskins ex "Ragnhild" 

J D M 10 Salted Hides ex "Ragnhild"

W

39S & S ? 7
i

i26P B 7 77 7

17H W 7 77 7

49B & S 7 77 7

16J B L 7 77 7

6 casks TallowMcG 7 7

1M V 7 77 7

10J B 7 77 7

4G C 7 77 7

I"Orissa"10 bales SheepskinsS i
.■s10McG- 7 77 7

■

"Duendes"i QuantityP 7 7

2 balesT R 7 77 7

QuantityPell 7 77 7
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals: -

Wool Reports1

Copies or Cablegrams sent2

received3 9 9 9 9

Final Invoice tor goods per "Oravia"4

Correspondence with Charles File re Rams,5

Copy of1 letter From the Crown Agents dated 25th January

re payment Weddell Island.

Copy oF Claim recovered Far damage to Bungalow per "Oropesa"

6

7

From William Harbrow

Clients A/sales^reports & contracts

6 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild 

2 bales Wool ex "Esmeraldas"

8

H&B9

T R 110 9 39 3

s&s 111 9 33 3

L 112 3 33 3

2WED13 3 33 3

28 casks Tallow "Ragnhild11W P14
9J B4 15 3 39 3CD

<S> 6 casks Sealskins Mo 16 9 9

§ £ ss w
^ 8°

"Orissa"remaindern u17 3 3

62 Salted Hides ex "Esmeraldas"H&Bon 18o
p 3 casks TallowKc+ 19 3 3
w

cyba 1720 9 99 3C+ A A/sale
Brokers1 press copy Co's Tallow ex "Ragnhild"

09

k 21
Clients credit notes:—

91 8F.I.Co,5Ltd. I22
13 7J.J.Felton23

Packe Brothers & Co. 2 11 324
S 2 4 4 and £ 9 8 2Vere Packe

London 9th February,1910
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Enclosures via Lisbon

"Originals"

1 Account; Current;

2 Remarks on Accounts

3 Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores4

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"5

List of G-eneral Cargo per "Orcoma"6

Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co .dated 26th Jany.re Smith7

& Sharp.

8 Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Inee dated 27th Jany.re

"Fairport"

Croutrs Invoice for goods,per Parcel Post,for Bertrand & Felton9

10 Copy of Cablegram received from Sydney dated 5th Febry.re 

Allen's departure.

Bills of Lading (2) Cargo per "Orcoma"

Clients' A/sales:-

1 cask Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"

11

12

H 115 9 9 9 9 9 9

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

£ 20 . 16 . 1Henry Waldron14
£ 16 . 6.1Bertrand & Felton15
£ 25 . 5.2Vere Packe16

I-Iolmested & Blake,Ld. £ 44 . 19 217
ditto. 5 . 3£18

£ 60 . 15 . 2Stickney Brothers19
£ 19 • 10 • 5A.Pitaluga20

i Contract for J.B. 72 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"21

5222 9 9 9 99 9

London 12th February,1910
I

I
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41 jFidkltinti Sximiii# (£ompcxnv, Wimit#x>.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. 

REGISTERED 1902.

6'-/.
Per Supplementary Mail. 

N? 1073.
( /? /mo.y.07?Y/yr//_______12th March,

Sir, .

Following up my remarks in par.8.1072,I send you herewith 

copy of. correspondence, exchanged with the P.S.N.Co..with reference 

to the shortage of tonnage available in the "CorcovadO".

I also send you.copy of a letter,-and my reply- received 

this morning from Messrs.Salvensen & Co making the extraordinary 

suggestion that Mr.Henricksen purchased with the "Glengowan", 

about 800 tons of Coal Duff. Your despatch,of the 6th September 

last,which I have quoted in reply,is particularly clear oh the 

point,but we shall be glad to know,if you have anything further 

to add in this connection.

1.

2.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Fcp THE FA • y j • ' • r> : r> j ,s 
LI '.Li . l •' ij .::ds CO. LTD.- 1

'sC*.
........-...Accountant,

W.A.Harding.,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.

i

:
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Enclosures via, Lisbon.

Originals.

Account; Current/.1
Remarks on Accounts.2
Remarks on Stores.3
Replies to Remarks on Stores.

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

Corrected List of Clients1 Cargo per "Orissa"

B/L Cargo per "Orisaa"

Final Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

Copy of letter to the P.S .N.Co .dated 9th March & their 

reply of 10th March,

Copy of letter from Sal.vensen & Co.dated 10th & our reply 

of 11th March.

Sight Draft for £ 34 . 15 . V on J.Kirwan for collection
B/L attached.

Royal Insurance Fire Policy No.12020754 (On Building of
a Bungalow,Speedwell Island)

Clients' Invoices goods per "Orissa"

4

5

6

7

3

9

10

11

12

10 71R.B.Baseley13
17 10Bertrand & Felton 2414

5 9,3H.& G.Cohh15
6 116Vere Packe16

16 19J. L. Waldron, Ltd.17
81Mrs T.Rohson18
9 4 per "Or avia" Sept .shipmen6do19
3 6G-.Bonner & Co.,Ltd.20

3 9 4 
11 17 6

Credit note for error in charging out twice Stemps Account
for 2/3

Irving & Cors invoice for Potatoes per "Orissa"

Letters for the following:-

W.A.Harding,Dr.H.M.S.Turner & A.L.Allan.

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

London 12th March,1910

Dr.H.M.S.Turner21

22

23

24
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JfitlhUutii (C , Wmvxttfr.omyanv
----- ' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.',

REGISTERED 1902.

r2y/U/ceo/^ic/^

Per "Orissa" 

A'" .1072. Mfa9thJtooIt*w/n^6oru£.a... _.dr>

*•••}

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your Despatches ,.na|i,370 & 371 

■which came to hand on the 22nd and 25th ulto,respectively. % have 

also received,on the 4th inst.your letter dated the 27tb.. Jaliu&ry, 
forwarded by the "Corcovada".

2. 370.2. Your remarks have -been passed on tQ l£r.ifejLft,ehil bps ha* 

raised no objection to the proposed charges dh his **lt, With 

regard to advanoes to be made to Mr.Irving,he write* as follows.
"As to providing Mr.Irving on the Islands,you will oblige tfte by 

instructing your Manager,to pay at his desire ,.up to 575,.aS a fate 

of salary,and to disburse the money for wages,casks add freight, 

against the receipts or bills". Kindly therefore give effect to 

Mr.Balm’s wishes,and inolude in your acoount for the casing*,when 

shipped,all payments you have made on his aooount.
0. 370,3. . The documents enumerated in your letter,relating to the 

Berkely Sound Harm,transfer and Mortgage,have all been safely 

reoeived,and,together with a oopy of your remarks,are at present 

in the hands of our Solicitors, The Mortgage Deed is being prepared^ 

and Mr .Rhodes H.Cobb has consented to aot,under the Power of Attorney 

granted to him by Mrs.Smith. The whole transaction should be 

completed in ample time to advise you by next Mail,
4. 370.4. I have to thank you for the copy of letter addressed to 

the Sheepfarmers of the East,and the Directors will be interested
to hear,what response you obtain.

It is noted with satisfaction,that the "Sabino" has at6. 370.5.
last been sold,

Your advice with regard to Mr.Salvensen’e.proposed 

stearner,for the West Ihlkland Mail service,has been read with 

interest by the Board.
7. 370.7. The various aooounts detailed in your despatoh,have oome

0. 37o.6.



\%
to hand,and the balances of same are being collected. Some 

remarks in connection therewith, will be found in the ‘'Remarks
on Accounts”.
8. 370.8.

371.2.
discrepancy of 400 tons,in the space promised in the "Coroovad®", 
and that actually available .nearly resulted in our having about 

500 bales of Wool, less to offer at the ourrent Sales* That this 

is not so,appears to be owing entirely to the fortunate 

circumstance thatt'the lighters were loaded when the "Orissa" 

arrived. It is annoying,in view of the serious loss that might
» i

result,by the possible loss of market,that the P.S.N.Co should 

treat us so. Their attention is being drawn to the matter.
The wool ex. the "Orissa” and "Corcovadffl" ,has been delivered, 

and will be put up at the Auction Sales on Tuesday next ithe sale 

commenced yesterday,and the Broker’s Market Reports which we send 

you herewith,will give you a close indication of the prices 

ruling.
9. 370.9. 371.3. Prom the cables which have been exchanged 

between us,as per copies enclosed,you will have learnt that we 

have been able to oharter the "Ragnhild" again,for the round 

voyage,on the same terms as.before. A copy of the Charter Eferty 

is enclosed,and we are now placing the orders for the rough goods, 
detailed in your indent received. On comparing the present Charter 

with the last,you will see that the vessel's official dead weigh 

capacity,is now 550 tons,instead of 610 tons. This is. owing to
the Norwegian authorities recently adopting regulations affecting

It appears dear from your despatoh, that the

■

the load line.
10. 371.5. The position of the "Lonsdale" matters,at the time <f 

writing,is noted,and has been supplemented by your cable ofyour
the 27th ult. .advising that the vessel had been arrested,and your 

second cable informing us that the Agents had paid the Salvage
These messages were laid before the Directors at the_

last Board meeting,and the successful closing up of the matter 

was regarded as most satisfactory...
I was glad to reoeive your cabled information that the 

profits for the year ending 31st Deoember last amounted to £46,000 

fvr^ we now await your final aooounts.to enable us to dose our

Claims.

11.



o

Books.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servantr~\

9

For THE FALKLAND ISl^NDS CO. LTD.

*

.Accountant,

¥. AeHarding,Esq
Manager ,Stanley.

• 9
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DESPATCH NO. 1072 .per "ORISSA" 9th March, 1910.
rx

PRECIS OP SUBJECTS•
•M

1. Acknowledges receipt of Despatches nos.370 and 371,and letter
of 27th January.

2. Mr.Salm,Casings,and advanoes to Mr.Irving.
3. Refers to Smith & Sharp sale and Mortgage matters.
4. Letter to East Falkland Farmers re.Canning proposal.
6 "Sabino" sale.

6. Salvensen's Mail steamer for West Falklands.
7. Sundry Aocounts Current.

"Coroovada" reduced tonnage available at Stanley 
"Ragnhild" again chartered.
"Lonsdale",Salvage claims paid.

8
9. i*>

19.

f

!
!
1
i
I

I* .

*

•i. j. i ii—«>-Va

. »t r
< I. • •.

F
i.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams received1
Copy of Cablegram sent
Copy of Charter Party ship "Raghhild"

Copy of letter from Aiming & Cobb dated 4th March

Debit note for Charges on Mrs Hansen fs Tallow ex Esmer.aldas"

Stickney Brothers

2
3

4

5

6 9 99 99 9

Clients1 Asales:-
H & B 62 Salted Hides ex nEsmer.aldasn7

72 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"J B8

9 9 99 9

"Esmeraldas10 9 9

11 9 99 9

"Ragnhild"12 9 9

<^y> 1. cask Sealskins "Orissa11

"Esmeraldas"
13

614 9 9

"Ragnhild"16 casks Tallow 

Copy of letter from R,Hornsby & Sons,Ltd.dated 1st March.
15

16
Corrected Invoice for goods shipped per "Orcoma" for

Vere Packe,17
Clients' reports & contracts

rv 20 bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas "c.o18 K
I 6S19 9 99 99 9

EEC 220 9 99 99 9

T R 421 9 99 99 9

H W 522 9 99 99 9

S & S 823 9 99 99 9

1724 9 99 99 9

l
1025 9 99 99 9'

1226 9 99 9 9 9

!
3827 9 99 99 9

2928 9 99 99 9



65 bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"H & B29

S I 16 ,,50 9 9 9 9

WED 1751 9 99 99 9

9K52 9 9 9 99 9

1555 9 9 9 99 9

"Duendee" (remainder)10F54 9 99 9

do735 Fell* 9 99 99 9

"Orcoroa1110F56 9 99 9

S 437 9 99 9 9 9

20 casks Tallow ex ’’Bagohild11

press copies of* above reports & contracts

A/salps Company's Hides & Hair exMEsmeraldasri
&"Ragnhildn

DuCroz Doxat & Anning & Cobb's Market Reports.

50
Brokers59

40 9 99 9

41
Debit note for Stickney Brothers.42

9th March, 1910London
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates: -

Despatch No.1071 dated 9th February. 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice Goods per "Orcoma"

List of General Cargo per M Or coma"

List of Enclosures

List of Clients'- Cargo per "Orcoma"

List of Dutiable goods per "Orcoma"

List of Parcels

Clients 1 A/sales,reports & contracts: -

6 casks Tallow ex "Ragrihild"

1 bale Wool ex "Esmeraldas"L
SB casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"W P

1 bale Wool ex "EsmeraldasS & S

T R 1 9 ? 9 ?

WED 2 9 99 9

& 1 cask$,Tallow 

81 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"
9 9

J B
52H G C 9 99 9

6 cask Sealskins ex "Esmeraldas" 

quantity Sealskins "Orissa" 

Clients' Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

H

A N
»

16 . 6 . 1Bertrand & Felton
25 3 2Vere Packu
19 10 5A.Pitaluga
20 16 LHenry Waldron
60 15 2Stickney Brothers

i



ttlji? Jfctiklattd CCirmpainj, Simtitivct.

^ /, ^if/cec/.s/sU>/r ? y^ee/s

■>' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

Per Oropes.a. 

N? 1074. vmo..6th April.,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.372

and 573 and letter of the 23rd February,which arrived on the 21st

ult.
2. 572-3. The "better profit in the Store is considered sat

isfactory, and I have told the Board that I "believe that the stock

taking may "be relied on as correct, and that great pains were taken 

in working out the prices. If the work was done in a perfunctory 

the previous year, it is obvious that the profit now shown 

is actually more than would have been realized if it had. been car

ried out properly. An opinion was expressed at the last meeting 

that if what has been entered .as stock was solely what was found 

to exist,without any regard to the quantity on hand on the first 

of January and arrivals during the year,it could not be regarded 

as satisfactory,as it could not lead to the detection of any pil

ferage or robbery. That is to say,supposing you began the year 

with 40 cases of tea or anything else,received 50 during the year, 

and had 50 on the 31st of December,your books ought to show that 

60 had been delivered during the 12 months,.and if this was not the

manner-

the discrepancy ought to be explained. This could be carried 

trouble with whole cases,and King will remember that 

I took .account of whole packages much in the way

case
■ out with some

for some years'
suggested,* but with the vast quantity of retail stuff that we have

said that to carry out the suggestion wouldall over the place I 

require a clerical army. I shall be glad to hear what you have to

say about this.
3. Par.5. The Samson wild- show a good deal better this year

s

W.A.Harding,Esq • >

Manager,

Stanley.
it

i _irszs-r--r--
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.after she has received, credit, for the remaining salvages,but after 

she has been charged with depreciation and interest annually it is 

^ an unfortunate fact that she has not been a profitable venture.

The same remark applies to the schooners,mentioned in par.6,and in 

the management of all of them it is necessary that you should exer

cise the greatest economy. I do not think that if the latter are 

laid up as soon as work is slack there will be .any reason to re

gret the loss of the mail, subsidy, and as you seem to have got in 

time before the end of March nearly two thirds of the wool,some
and none of the Company's tallow will have to be brought in,the

hopeful. In saying this I am not for- 

distant stations have now to be visited,
prospect of laying up seems

getting that the more 

which will make the collection slower. alarming
4. Par. 11. The increase in Stanley wages is .maramaa, and the

to look into this question seriously,and rely on 

direction. The estimate of £6000 for
Board wish you

your cutting down in every

the current year they look uppn as excessive.

. It will be interesting to see what it costs to 

in the Chartres wool,and you should send .a precise .account
5. Par.2

bring
of the time occupied. Unless you can make an arrangement with Mrs.

station with stores , taking up this "businessDean to supply the
cannot allow oursel.ves

cor-
again must he regarded as an experiment,for we

of for carrying the wool without reaping someto he made use 

responding profit, 

subject herself when I had a 

she said Quite frankly that we

I told you,mentioned thisIn f act ? Mrs . D e an, -as
talk with her .about the business ,:and 

ought not to work for nothing, 

that the settlement of the Lonsdale 

the small value of the property

afraid that we shall not re— 

£1925 in full settlement of 

otherwise, and after all to get 

work is not bad pay• Messrs.Iredale 

.account as soon as the 

received payment from their Under- 

will not recognise the payment of £100 

the end to make .an application'

6. Par.3. Mr.Imce thinks

good one,considering 

saved after the second fire; but I am
case was a

the policy, as we have takencover on
our claims. We could not have done

£1925 for less than a week's

Porter promise settlement of the ship s&:

known, and they havefigures are

writers. I fear that they 

to Capt.Spruth,and we may have in

to Hamburg.

A
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7. P.ar.5. If the subject or commission on c.ash .advances to 

Messrs •Salvesen & Co .was discussed, when I was in Stanley, I am soa»— 

ry to say that I have no recollection ot it,and I have nothing to 

give me a lead in writing to them, especially as they have not re-

ferred to it,
8. Par,6. I have informed the Board that the making and step

ping the Malvina's new mast in so short .a time reflected great 

credit on those concerned.
9. Your cable .advising shipment per Kenuta .and arrival of 

"Deanmount" .arrived during the Easter holidays,and application was

i

made to Messrs ,W.C .Jarvis & Sons for a Bank credit for £1000, Tftis
time to advise via Montevideo,and is on Lloyd'swas furnished in

Bank,Ltd.,Liverpool. I have said repeatedly that in asking for .a
indication of the probable .amount,* youcredit you should give some

•that, it is impossible,hut it is not impossible to makewill reply
had to do,and the deficiency,if .any,can be made.a guess,as I have

supplementary credit. No one will give .an 

must be na&ed,larger rather than
at first,for it is always

good by cabling for a 

unlimited credit,and some sum 

smaller than you are inclined to guess 

unpleasant to have to ask for more. In the case of a British ship 

actually owned by people of good standing and repute there is less
the Master by British law c.an pled^need for a sum to be named,.as

credit far necessaries; but this ship,owned by thei his Owners
, and managed by a small but res-British and Mexican Shipping Co

firm in Liverpool,is not one to which we should give cro-pectable

dit.
forgot whether in the hurry of my

intervi aw with C apt • Spruth, we

settlement, of the salvage,- I therefore
I mention

I reached Montevideo I

departure,accentuated by the long 

had .arranged to cable the

10.When

{

cable through Wilsons.
in their next account.

took the precaution of sending a
may not understand the chargethis,as you 

It was fortunate,.as 

rested the Lonsdale,a message

cabled was that, you had .an-I see that all you
that I thought you had cancelled

.after the settlement.

11. The 

to Mr.A.F.Cobb,and the

lease of Bleaker IslandBoard have agreed to grant a
document will be prepared and forwarded ,as

I

1
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soon as possible.

12. The "Ragnhild" has arrived ,at Blyth,and will leave shortr- 

1 y for London. Referring to the homeward voyage,in the absence of 

any definite information about the gross weight of her cargo of 

tallow,freight has been charged .at steamer rates; but a very fair 

profit is shown,aid we are going to give the Farm aid our clients 

some reduction,details of which will be worked out and sent next 

mail. I do not think that it is necessary to extend this conces
sion to outside shippers,as they,as well as all of us,have got 

their tallow home in the very best condition,far better than if

sent by steam.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

]

;!

i

—'1



Enclosures via Liverpool

c r r

Duplicates. r C r * ^

C *

Despatches Nos.1072.& 1073.
p

List of Enclosures.
t <•

Remarks on Accounts.
p

Remarks on Stores.
«•

Replies to Remarks on Stores.
) "( c <•

List of General Cargo per "Orissa11.
? c<. r

Dutiable Goods per Orissa'.1

List of Parcels. j ;
List of Clients' Cargo per "Orissa"

Charter-Party ship "Ragnhild" . ' • •

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"
Sight Draft,with B/L attached,on J.Kirwan for collection 

Clients' A/sales:- & reports & contracts
;

52 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"

J B 72 ? 99 9

9J B 9 99 9

A/sales AN - - 1 cask Sealskins ex - "Orissa"*

"Esmeraldas"9 9

casks Tallow 9 9

i 9 99 9

Sheepskina ex MorC6m£L"bales
■

9 9

I
"Esmeraldas"I

9 9

9 9
j

WED 9 9

S I 9 9

9 9:
f

9 9



2-5

J B 29. hales Sheepskins ex Esmeraldas"

H W 5 9 99 9

i v.L 38 9 9 9 9

H & B 65 9 99 9

20 9 99 9
f*' c :

12 9 99 9

6 9 99 9

2R B C 9 99 9

4T R 9 99 9

"Duendes" (remainder)10F 9 9

V-

7Pell 9 99 99 9

20 ca,sks Tallow ex "Ragnhild" 

Ihvoices goods per "Orissa"iClients

9 . 16 , 1 <-J.L. Waldron
6 116Vere Packe
5 r9 r«3G-. A ..Cohh .

\1 aT.Rohson

Bertrand & Felton' 24 IV 10

25 c 5 10Vere fBacke

r <•

•P

r r

l

r

'i

;
r r

c• rlrf

r pI

P' (

r P

■>T”:
r r
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P

r P

,1
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LIVERPOOL.Enclosures via

/ % n
Originals:-

1 r .Wool Reports.

Copy of Cablegram^ received.

Copy of Cablegrams sent. ‘

Copy nf letter from W.K.Caiieron of 22nd.& our reply of 

31st March^re Canning..

< *.

2

3

. 4

Ltd.of 30th. &Copy of letter from George Bonner & Co 

our reply of 31st March. 

Wilson's Account for A.L.Allan.

A/s.ales & contracts

53 hales Wool ex "Orissa"

5 • y

6
iClients

S & S7

S 1338 > yy y

& CorcovadoJ B 2099 y yy y

"Corcovado"H & B 14710 y y

82P11 y yy y

4J B-L-12 y yy y

Sheepskins ex "Duendes" (remainder)7 halesFell13

10F y y14 y yy y

"Qrcoma"i 4S15 y y

10F16 y yy y

16S I17 y yy y

17H 0 C18 y yy y

"Esmeraldas"9K19 y y

17WED20 y yy y

' 1521 y yy y!

63H & B22 y yy y

10W P23 y yy y

5H W24 y yy y

29J B25 y yy y

8S & S26 y yy y

2027 y yy y

12B28 y yy y
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38 ’bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"29 L

S 630 ? 99 9

4T R' 31 * ?

R B C 232 9 99 9

20 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"
copies Company's Wool & Skins ex"Ragnhild" 

"Orcom-a"?"Corcovado"# "Orissa".

Credit* note tor J B eriror in A/sale 9 casks Tallow ex
"Ragbhild"

Copy of* letter From Lloyd's Back dated 1st April.

t 33
\

i34 Brokers' pressi

n ■.

35

36
* *.
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*
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>
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London 6th April,1910I
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Enolosures via Liston.

"Originals"

Account/ Current/.11
General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List/ of General C.argo per "Oropesa"
2

3i

Remarks on Account/S.4
Remarks on Stores.5
Mann Byars's Account/ for Mr Moir.

Bain's invoice for Wire shipped per "Oropesa"
6

i ■ 7■

Fordham1s for goods

Clay Paget/'s invoice for goods to Mr Packe last/ mail
omitted.

Specification of Brown & Lilly's houses for Mr Packe.

0 >8

9

10
Sight Draft for £78 . 12 . 1 on J.Kirwan for collect/ion

B/L attached.

Bills of Lading general Cargo per "Oropesa" (2) 

Carroll's .-account for repairing jewellery .

11

12

13
One small parcel containing the jev\rellery.14
Letter for the following: -

W. A. Harding,A.L.A1 lan * Capt. Thomas, E. J. Mathews,
& Dr Turner.(2)(2);

Invoices goods per "Oropesa"iClients

Vere Packe,Bertrand & Felton & H.Waldron. 
Final Invoice for goods per "Orissa"

London,9th April,1910

15
16

II
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r
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CL Ire Jbtlhlanft CL tmtptxxtp, Ihvtitv t>.

----  ^(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. /

REGISTERED 1902.

6'A ^'uzeerA/rO:/.-
Per Supplementary Mall. 

N? 1075.
r /?
Aoncton■:£.c.- ......6-th May. A96&.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.374 

and 375,which .arrived on the 18th ult also of* letters per Kenuta 

of* 23rd and per Bombay of* 26th March on the 25th ult.and 2nd inst-
• •>

respectively.

374-9,. You may find that the freight paid to the Hattie L. 

M. would be good enough

2.

to accept for one of our schooners; but 

you are quite .alive to the fact that wool carrying from the West

has to be undertaken as incidental to our business with the farm

ers,.and that in itself it does not often pay expenses,and in the 

case of Pebble Island,where I have been fairly often,I know that
•t

you cannot work cargo,especially wool,with a 2.W.wind of any 

strength.
I

3. Par. 10, The Directors think that Dixon had better be sent

to the Buenos Ayres Hospital,as suggested by Dr.Foley. You will, 

of course,do this as economically as possible. When men have gone

there belonging to our staff,how have you dealt with their wages
during their absence?

4. Par*. 11. I have written to Mr.Salm,and enclose copy of my

letter and of his reply. You had better let Mr .Allan see the cor

respondence.

5. Par. 1.2. Would it not' have been a simple matter to get the 

name .of the Company owning the Lonsdale from the Certificate of 

Registry? I have nothing but good news,fortunately,to report abofct 
this ship's business. By Mr.Ince's advice we addressed the bill 

to Iredale & Porter,Ltd.,Managers of the Lonsdale,and it was ac

cepted without comment. Although Mr.Ince had given an opinion ad

verse to our recovering anything on the p.p.i.policy,I had a talk 

with our Insurance Broker .about it,with the result that I got

*

i
■

£200 from the Underwriters,notwithstanding that they gave several

W. A. Harding, Es q.
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reasons which in -their opinion freed -them from liability. With 

Hamburg people, 

arrived -there a 

money,but said

regard to the advance to Capt. Spruth, I wrote the 
your

enclosing letter,and luckily Spruth himself
few days later. He admitted that he had had the if 
that he had intended to get it from the ship,.-and 

ported it. The V.H.A,
so had not re-

at once sent us .a cheque for £124,and said

We have therefore got
salvage amounting to £2125 on a total value of £5350,and .all

i
that they would endeavour to recover it.

our
advances have been or are to be repaid,a result that is considerdd

'

vary satisfactory. You will have to take vrarning by this not to 

make any advance on a ship's account that is not sanctioned by the 

Captain,for we have got this £124 with a good deal of luck,and 

are fortunate in having had to deal with an institution of such 

high standing as the Verein Hamburger Assecuradeure* 

settle up the salvage,and to get the net amount you will have to 

deduct all our outlays,including the Solicitors' costs. You will 

find enclosed a memorandum suggesting how the division should be 

made,framed more or less on previous causes; but we cannot go be

yond the principal persons concerned, as we know neither the names 

nor the ratings of the rest of the crew. I think that as Biggs 

did a good deal of work in cutting holes in the decks and sides 

of the ship at the time of the fire,it would be quite legitimate 

to rate him as ship's carpenter, 

cables,including what I sent through Wilsons.

6. Par. 13, The Board approves of your suggestion to send a 

quantity of unsaleable goods home by the Ragnhild,if there is .any 

prospect of their realizing sufficient to pay the freight.

7. Par. 16. The explanations you give of the increase in the 

wages paid in Stanley has had the attention of the Board,and the 

Directors recognize that some of the outlays have been exception
al* they also take account of the work done by the mason,painter, 

and others,v/hich is charged through the Store. Generally speaking, 
although without handling the labour myself I could hardly form a 

competent opinion,especially in a short time,the impression was 

forced on me that the expenditure was on the full side,.and I both 

spoke and wrote to you .about the hands in the Store. I think that

we*

You can now

Do not forget to charge all the

-
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I am not* wrong in saying that, .at both East and West the staff had 

been exactly doubled since my time. Now that there is only one
retailing Store,there is room for considerable economy in labour, 

for the men,belonging no longer to "East" or "West",but to "The 

Store",can work .as required at both places. You said that Creece,

when you spoke to him about labour, to Id you that he could not do 

with less than five (I think) at the West. It is not -.always desir-
1

.able to take such .a pronouncement as final; it might be expedient 

to suggest that,if one of your heads of departments professed his 

inability to work with fewer men than you thought sufficient,per
haps someone else might have to take on the job. There is,I 

believe,no question that the Mail Agency entails the maintenance 

of .a larger staff of labourers than would otherwise be the case. 

You say that in Mr.Baillon's time it was usual to draw 5 or 4 

hands from the navvy gang to do rough work in the Store,but that 

they were strange to the work, 

a few of the more intelligent of these men trained to work in the 

Store or at Store work during the intervals between the steamers, 

with the understanding that they were to be in the gang if re

quired, you could reduce your Store staff by that number. Given the 

fact that the ordinary navvy gang is too large, it is a matter of 

organization of labour that you have to deal with,and I feel sure 

that if taken in hand resolutely .a substantial saving will, be the 

result. There is another point to which you allude,the excessive 

wages paid to men on the Samson,when she goes out of Stanley, You

>

It occurs to me that if you had

give Stanley pay,with overtime if the tug is running after bell

ring, and double pay on Sundays whether she is under steam or not,
I think that an arrangement might bebesides finding provisions, 

made by which there would be certain men recognized .as the Samsonts 

scale of wages approximating what is usually paid on'crew,with a
-going ship when the Owner finds provisions. There ought toa sea

be little difficulty about this,as the bonuses in the way of sal- 

have several times been substantial, in fafct- there might al-vage
most be competition' for the appointments. You told me,I remember, 
that you had temporised over this question, and had never come to

■

Further .about- the fSamson,!a definite understanding about it. 

think,as I told you,that the staff is excessive,and far larger

_



z<>
t/han would "be allowed "by an owner in this country, 

have misgivings about -the Engineering staff ,Y/hether -there are not 

■too many men under Base ley, not only expensive in -the matter of* 

wage's ? hut -tending -to make him look uppn' himself as a sort; of Su
per intenden-t Engineer,instead of t/he Engineer of ‘the Samson,which 

he really is, I believe -that if you apply yourself to this wages 

question,and organize your labour properly,knocking off a man heie 

-and a man there as you see .an opportunity,the bill- for the year 

may be considerably reduced. When you consider that the average 

wages per annum for the ten years 1900/1909 amounted to £5246,and 

that the bill last year was £6214,nearly £1000 in excess of the 

average,it must occur to you that some cutting down is desirable.

8, Par.IV. It is curious about the Capricorn,for when we took 

business she, was thrown in as useless,owing to an 

incurable leak. I have reassured myself on this point- by looking 

the contract,where I find in the schedule of vessels and hulks 

the Dennis Brundrit, Oriss.a, Sissie,Charles Cooper,J.P.Smith,Tilton,

And I also

over the Deans

up

and Praa cis only. It may be of use to you to know that the leak 

suspected to be in the stem,but that no one could find it. If 

found her tight,which she Y/as not v/hen I left, somefeng

the leak and acted for years as a stopping,and

was
you have
must have got into 

has now worked out again. Possibly when empty some trickle may be
overhauling her from Yd thin, and the stem is the placediscovered by

to look for it in the first instance.

9. Par.18. The
fill in the name until you know itj I thought it was to "be .a cir- 

letter to he delivered hy the pilot or Capt.Thomas,headed

letter to shipmasters is good,hut you cannot

cu.lar
"Warning to Shipmasters".

not given the date of Steel's departure, 

will not he wanted before September, 
the 4th inst.at prices 

there is not much to grumble 

likely to amount to £58,000 in

10. 375-2. You have 

hut I assume that the new man
11. The Kenuta's wool was .all sold on 

that' look about a penny down; however 

at,as our total for the year seems

value.
should correct; what I said .about, the 

is not in our hands 

, draft at 90 d/s which is not due for 

the division,and you vd.ll be informed.

12. Referring to par.5,1
payment of the Lonsdale salvage; the money i 

remitted in ayet,as it v/as 

some time, You can arrange



when "the hill, has "been paid.
13. The Ragnhild sailed on the 4th inst.from Graves end, having

<r used 17 lay days ah Blyhh and in London.
In making up "the freight account per Ragnhild we find 

she has done fairly well,and we are returning 7/6d.per ton 

to all shippers. Freight on Tallow is deceptive,as the weight is 

than the measurement,hut she seGms to have stowed well. 

P.Iredale & Sorter,Ltd.have complained of the delay in

14,

that

far less

15.
forwarding the Lonsdale's accounts,which I cannot understand,as I

must have given Capt.Dagwell copies, Corres-feel sure that you 

pondence is enclosed.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant.

__

Managing Director.

i

;
!

i
:
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DESPATCH no. 1075 per "Oravia" ,6*th May, 1910.

PRECIS oD SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letters.

2. Refers ho question of carrying Pebble Island Wool.
5. Dixon to be sent to hospital.

4, Correspondence with Salm about Irving.

5. Reporting on Lonsdale business,and giving instructions 

about Salvage,

6, Approves suggested shipment of old Stores.
7. On the wages question.

8, Alludes to the leak in the Capricorn.

9. On letter to Shipmasters about incendiary fires.

10, On engaging .a mason in place of Steel,

11. Reports sale of Wool per Kenuta.

12. Further on Lonsdale Salvage.
13. Reports sailing of Ragnhdii.d,
14. Advising return of freight per Ragnhild,

15. Reporting complaint of Iredale & Porter about delay in

forwarding accounts.

i

•;

71
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DESPATCH no.IPV4 per "Oropesa" ,6th April, 1910.

PRECIS of SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letter.

2, Remarks on Store account.

Samson and schooners.5. ? 5

Stanley Wages.

5. On carrying Chartres Wool.

6. Lonsdale.
7. Refers to commission on Salvesen's accounts.

8. Commending work on Malvina1 s mast.

9 , Advising credit on account of Deanmount.

10. Reporting cable from Montevideo.
11. Advising grant of lease of Bleaker Island,
12. Reports arrival of Bagnhild at Blyth,and advises that 

there will he a rehate on homeward freight hy her.

4.

i

■

' ■
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

' 1 Account Current.

2 Remarks on Accounts.

3 Remarks on Stores.

4 Replies to Remarks on Stores.

Remarks of Sailing vessel Indent.

List of1 G-eneral Cargo per "Oravia11 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

B/L cargo per "Oravia"

W.A.Carnage's invoice for goods shipped.

Debit note for goods supplied by Wilson 1Y/-

Copy of letter from P.Iredale A Porter,Ltd.dated 5th May.

Clients1 contract

5

6

Y

8

9

10
i

11

12 McG Y2 Salted Hides ex’^enuta"

13 H 24

14 Letter from DuCroz Doxat A Co.dated 6th May

15 Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £39 . 14 . 6 for collection,B/L
attached.

16 Precis of Subject of Despatch No.lOY4. 

Lenanton's invoice for Timber per "Ragnhild"1Y

General Invoice goods per "Ragnhild11 

Final Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

18

19

Contract Catalogues for Wool sold

20 C.Bender,A.Pitaluga,Mrs T.Robson,Mrs Hansen,Vere Packe,
& Bertrand A Felton.

Invoices goods per "Ragnhild"i21 Clients

22 M II

Xd

LondonYth May,1910

■
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List/ of Enclosures via Liverpool
i(

r *Duplicates:-
• •

Despatch No.1074 dated 6th April 

List of* General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

. Remarks on Stores.

Remarks on Accounts.

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa" 

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Oropesa"
- -•

List of Parcels.

Clients' A/sales i

20 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"

S 200 bales Wool ex ".Orissa" & Corcovado"

J B 209 y y y y y y

"Crocovado"F 82 y y

J B L -4___ ... . —u.. .
"Orissa"S & S 53 y y

Sheepskins ex "OrcomaH G C 17 y y

F 10 y y y y y y

s 4 y y y y y y

"Esmeraldas"15 y y y y

W E D 17 y y y y y y

9K y yy y y y

W P 10 y y y yy y

5H W y yy y y y

29J B y y y y y y

s & s 8 y y y y y y

20 y y y yy y

12B y y y yy y

38L y y y yy y

s 6 y y y y y y

1

i



4 bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"T R

R B C 2 y yy y

"Duendes11 (remainder)10P y y

Pell 7 y y y yy y

Invoices for the following:-

Bertrand Sc, Pelton, Henry Waldron & Vere Packe.
j

RagnhildTDuplicates (originals per
\

cr
Bills of Lading (2)' 

List of General 'Cargo 

List of Clients' Cargo 

List of Enclosures:

1 l

%
|

r

f

' f

*
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r
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Enclosures via Liverpool

"Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent.

Copy of Cablegram received.
1

2
Wool market reports.

J.J.Felton's account dated 6th January returned. 

Ellis Kislingbury & Co.dated 14th January returned. 

Clients' reports

3

4

5

135 bales Wool ex "Kenuta"S6
L 1307 ? 3? ?

H <fc B 1878 ? ?

15M V9 3 33 5

28H 3 ?10 ? 3

Particulars of Homeward, freights per 11 Esmeralias" , "Orcoma" , 

"Orissa" & "Corcovado"

Pins from W.Hughes & Sons ordered Indent No.418
on Tallow

11

Recapping
Credit note for return freight allowed Clients

12
i

13
shipped per "Ragnhild"

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Oropesa
McG 10 bales Sgins ex "Orissa"

14
A/sale,report & contract 

DuCroz Doxat & Go's notice to buyers re Falkland Wool
15

16
Copy of Ince Colt & Ince's charges re "Lonsdale"

of letter from P.Iredale & Porter,Ltd.dated 2nd & our

"Lonsdale's Accounts.

17

Copy18
reply of the 4th May.re 

letter to F.Salm d,ajsed 19th & his reply of theCopy of19
27th April re Casings.

Clients' reports:- 
HOC 

S I 
D H 
T R 
A P

Brokers' press

118 bales Wool ex "Kenuta"20 127 
159 
153 
162
copies Co's Wool ex "Kenuta"

21 3 3? 3

22 3 33 3

23 3 33 3

24 3 33 3

25

London 4th May,1910

Jw. .
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STljr jfidkimtb SzUmti# CLmupatiij. Chmfcuh
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IQSl ■ —

REGISTERED 1902.;
6 /, ^/usccc/ulc/i S^lee/7.

Wr

Per Orcoma. i

,_y^£0-1st, June.ii__.oirtdo-ri'.£.c._-N? 1076.

Sir,
-the receipt of your despatch no.376 

21st April,both of which arrived on the
I have to .acknowledge 

and of your letter of the 

17th ult.
the circular about canning I 

that the others,with the exception 

that Mrs.Smith said that she 

two Petalugas -are the only ones

2, 376-3. The three answers to

tafore I left,so I assume 

of Mrs.Robson,did not reply. I think 

do what she could,and the

saw

would

left who could supply sheep.
I am sorry to hear

to work with; I hope

about Mr.Sorensen,who seemed a 

that he has recovered, 

with the P. S. N. Co. about/ the

3, Par.4.

good man
"Corco-

4. Par.5. Correspondence
enclosed,.and you will see that they admit every-v.acLo" muddle is 

thing,and have not a word to say 

primand that the Manager 

serving us or

in self defence. Whether the re-
his method of 

thing has happened
is to get will improve

the samenot remains to be seenj

before.
the advance ofcharge of 5# commission covers

service .an well,and the Average Adjusters
.apportioned for each.

5. Par.7. The

funds and the agency 

were right in assuming that 3yf> could be
for some time,and the commission covers

arrangements for the work
out of our moneyWe are

includes all 

lost,which is often
interest,while the agency 

to he done,and the time 

-to the Captain's

in considerable,in list-

cash is paid in advance, 

,2^$ should he charged. 

"Deanmount" without the aid of a

conversation. When
ening

in rare instanceshas heen the case
par.9.. The repair of the

as

1 6 the Underwriters.

» is being tho-
dock ought to please

that the "Great Britain
the use of a 

Y. Par. 10.. It is well
diver or

W. A. Harding, Esq. • ?

Manager,

Stanley.
f! i
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roughly repaired,.and it Is only necessary to rub In the Board's 

desire that a better watch should be kept in future on needed re
pairs to propertyand that nothing,ashore or afloat,should be ne

glected and ill-treated in future as the "Great Britain" has been.

8. Par,13. You will have been glad to see the last of the 

"Lonsdale",but I am- wondering whether there was any truth or not 

in the report I mentioned to you in1 one of my letters that she is 

to return as a hulk for L.Williams.
9-. The letter from Mr, Stubenrauch about wireless telegraphy 

is most interesting,- can you get any information from him as to 

the cost of installing a station?
10. Mr.Woods is very irate alout the imputation that he has 

been in the habit of supplying us with bagging of V porter in-

r

stead of 8 according to contract; but as far as I can see the
been proved most conclusively. You will remember that

sent home early last year,and .a 

sent to them by Mr.Goddard before my return wifch
supply. They fell into the

charge has 

a piece of his firm's bagging was 

strip of this was
invitation to quote for this year

letter abusing the bagging,which they said was Y
san

trap,and wrote a 

porter,and inferior at that,and now being confronted with the
from the Islands at a time when there was nofact that it came 

bagging but theirs in our- possession,they still maintain that thy 

being cruelly maligned. I know that you cannot have any balesare
of old stock left; but is it possible to get from any of the Camp

undoubtedly supplied by Woods and notstations a piece that was 

by Hoare Marr & Co? If not,I am quite satisfied that it is all-
of Mr.Woods,but he is very persistent,,andbluff on the partpure

another sample. We have ascertainedI have promised to try for
cloth supplied by Hoare comes over in good con- 

shall. order it in future; at present the evidence
have been using it for years

that the Y porter
dit;ion9ajad we 

points clearly to the fact that we
at the price of 8 porter. 

11. We have heard with regret of the total loss of the Mai
lt is as-she seemed to be doing a little better.

returning from the Chartres,

stated the nature of the cargo,for if home-

vina",just as
sumed that she was either going to or

and you ought to have



ward "bound bhe loss -to "the Underwriters will "be somebhing like 

doubled. Unbil we hear debails no sbep will he baken bo replace 

bhe schooner, especially as you cannob he pressed for wanb of 

unbil bowards bhe end of bhe year. Ib is nob understood ab presahb 

how a, bobal loss can have occurred in Reef Channel,where bhe 

water is usually smoobh,a,lbhough bhe bide is a sbrong one.

12. In your remarks on bhe "Lonsdale” 1 s accounbs you write 

"we agreed wibh Mr.Porber bo make a reducbion of £40 on bhe in
ward towage",hub you leave ib in douhb how bhis £40 was bo he re
funded. From a, lebber received from Capb.Dagwe'll we gather that 

It was bo he done here,for bhe original amount of bhe towage, £1.2Q, 

remained in the account uncor^cbed. The Board wish to know why 

bhe allowance was nob adjusted when bhe filial account was made 

up,and why,if ,a cheque for bhe amount was to he senb from- here, 

you did nob enber ib in bhe sbabemenb,or ask us bo send ib* There 

is no douhb bhab bhe firsb mebhod r/ould have heen righb and bhab 

bhe second was wrong; hub in bhe circumsbamces we had no opbion 

and senb bhe cheque,baking care ab bhe same bime to leb bhe Un

derwriters know ahoub ib.
13. By the "Kenuba" bhere is .a hale of Wool, shorb from North 

Arm,and appsrenbly 2 hales from Dunnose Head,bhe Bill, of Lading 

giving 139; hub bhe specificabion was for 137 and bhab was bhe 

number Mr.Buckworbh expected. Possibly next mall may bring an ex- 

planabion; meanwhile we have given notice of claim.

14. We have vrribben bhe manager of bhe "Copley" for a Bank 

credit, bub have no reply as yet. She seems bo he a single ship 

Company,and we hear bhab Knohr & Burchardb of Hamburg are inber- 

esbed in her. You cannob leb her go unbil we are secured.
15. Referring bo paragraph 9,,Mr .Mantle has promised to en

quire aboub bhe Telefunken apparabus,which is evidenbly Cferman.
16. Wibh regard to Steel1 s pension,I have some recollecbion 

of his having left us wibhoub inbending bo return a good many 

years ago. He came home,hub whebher on a visit only or for good 

I cannob remember. He was nursed for delirium bremens ab Darb- 

moubh,and bhere meb and married his second wife. No douhb the 

Darwin hooks will show how long he was absent, and if bhe date can 

he found bhere may he a reference to him in one of my despatches.

r one
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IV. The General Meeting is to be held on the 20th inst 

the Directors have decided to pay a final dividend of 20$,making 

30$ for the year,and to place £5000 to the Special Reserve Fund. 
In consideration of the increased profit shown, it. has been re
solved to give another bonus of 10$ to the staff,on precisely th 

same lines as adopted three years ago,and you are to notify it .a 

before,sending a detailed account of the sums paid.

18. The question of incendiary fires at Stanley has come to 

the front in a way that makes it necessary for us to take action. 

I heard lately from Mr .Connell, who got his information from Mr, 

Douglas,that an informal meeting had been held some months ago at 

the Board of Trad.e,at which Governor Allardyce was present,and 

that it had been decided to ask the Colonial Office to hold an 

official enquiry into the subject. The bad impression has been 

accentuated by the news that there has been another fire of the

kind on board the "Deanmount'!. I spent last evening with Mr. 

Connell in London,and got further particulars. It seems that-a

of aggrioK? Underwriters had an interview with the Committee 

of Lloyd's,and urged them to appoint a special agent in Stanley 

to watch their interests; but the Committee would not accede to 

their wishes. There is a suspicion that in order to gain salvage 

there is underhand work going on in Stanley,and,whatever may be

and• y

same

■body

of this fire epidemic,it, cannot "be denied that it, is a 

most serious thing for the place,and that unless all: right minded 

people will help to put it dorm,the days of /Stanley as a repair- „ 

ing port are numbered • How the Board of Trade and the Governor
it is not at present clear,but I hope to get more

the cause

.1

are mixed up in
information before I close this. I enclose some lengthy corres-

and Mr.Douglas,,and you will see that the-pondence with Mr*Connell
much pleased with Yfhat I have written,and considerslatter is

that the bona fides 

lished that no further enquiry 

are concerned. But I say that this will not do for usj we want 
an enquiry,and .are prepared to join cordially and give every as 

If it is dropped,we must ourselves approach both

of the Company has been so conclusively estab- 

is necessary as far as his clients

sistance.
Lloyd's and the Colonial Office,and put ourselves right. Mean

while, although we are prepared to earn what Salvage may come in



in a legitimate form-, we can -touch nothing that is tainted with 

a suspicion of foul play,whether on our part or on that of the 

Stanley people. You are therefore to make it known publicly that 

should any incendiary fires occur after this,the services of the 

"Samson" .and her pumps are to he gratuitously planed .at the dis
posal of the ships,and you .are,in the way that may seem to you 

test,to ask all right minded inhabitants to form a volunteer fire 

brigade for the purpose of helping to put out the fires,pointing 

out to them that Owners and Underwriters are so much disturbed 

in their minds about late events that ships will be ordered to 

avoid Stanley at all hazards rather than incur the risk of being 

fired. Further with regard to the "Deanmount",should the "Samson" 

have been employed on a salvage agreement,the Company will not 

press the claim. These are strong measures,and to a short sighted 

person contary 'bo our interests,but it is necessary to take a 

step of the kind in order to restore the confidence of people 

here that has been rudely disturbed,
19. Mr.Allen has nearly finished his plans and specifica

tions, and a number of tenders have come in for the machinery and 

buildings,out of which a selection is being made,and orders are 

going out. He is doing the work in a most thorough manner,and I 

feel, sure that the result will be successful. The question that 

I am now considering is how to get the materials out. We could 

charter a sailing ship,but that would lead to much delay,so much 

that all hope of starting next season would have to be abandoned. 

We could ship to Stanley by cargo boat,but the trans-shipment 

into schooners,especially as you are now one short,might entail, 

almost as great a delay. I saw Mr.Lamb last night,and have little 

doubt that he would agree to send a cargo boat to Darwin,where 

she could anchor inside the narrows. Again there is a drawback, 
for with coals we should have 500 to 600 tons,and the P.S.N.would 

stand discharging at the rate of 40 tons a day,which would 

be about the maximum possible. Since then another idea has occur
red to me that looks feasible. With the small demand in these 

days for hulks for discharging from- vessels in distress we could 

easily spare one of them-, and the "Garland" seems to be the most

never
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seaworthy one. If on the .arrival of the cargo "boat the hulk were 

ballasted with 20.0 tons of coal, she could he towed by the former 

to Darwin,and there discharged at leisure. aiter receiving the 

machinery and buildings. With the increased work at Ooose Green 

it might probably be useful to have her stationed there perman- 

rntly as a receiving hulk,and we could sell her to the Canning 

Company. The only doubt in my mind is whether the acid-eaten 

frames might give out on the tow; but it would be a short- one, 

and if the "Glengowan" could go round safely to New Island the 

tow I suggest ought not to present- an insurmountable difficulty. 

As to workmen,I think that we shall have to send a few carpen

ters, even if they have to return home,and possibly a fitter or 

two might be useful; but the chief work will, be in cutting and 

screwing pipes,and there are men both in Stanley and the Camp

I

who could be told off temporarily for that job. We have not got 

further in the scheme of working the Company,as the whole ofany
Mr.Allen's time has been taken up with other details; but we hope 

to formulate a plan,or alternative plans as soon as he is less

engaged.

20. Since writing the preceding paragraph I have seen Mr. 

Lamb,and have put the cargo boat project before him. He thinks 

it quite practicable",and talks of the "Sarmiento1,. I want you to 

cable the word "Rujada",if you think it practicable to send the 

"Garland" to Darwin. I had a long interview,and went into many 

matters in connection with the agency and freights,particulars 

of which I cannot give you now,as I have only just time to fin

ish this. Briefly,! pointed out to him that we got nothing out of 

the agency,and asked for various concessions,as to which heis to 

see me again. He has been making enquiries of .a leading Underwri- 

ter,who has promised to find out about the fire enquiry,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
0 h*f'Jji 0' V - -

A)jl>
Managing Director._r U\ r *

/
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DESPATCH NO. 1076 per "ORCOMA" 1st JUNE, 1910.

PRECIS OF SUBJECTS .

1.Acknowledges despatch and letter.

2.Circular letter to Farmers re.Canning Co.

3 .Mr.Sorensen.
4 P.S.N.Co.and shortness of tonnage per "Corcovado" homeward.
5. Charge of bfi Como:in Ship's accounts,covers interest & Agency.

6. The repairs to the "Deanmount".
7. Repairs to "Great Britain" and the upkeep of property.

8. "Lonsdale's" ultimate destination.
9. Wireless telegraphy and Mr.Stubenrauch.

10.Supplies of Canvas from Mr.Woods and his attitude.

11. Loss of "Malvina".,
12. The refund of £40 towage per "Lonsdale"
13. "Kenuta",Bales of Wool shortdelivered,N.A. 1 Bale, D.H. 2 Bales.

14 Bank Credit re."Copley" applied for.
15 Mr.Mantel is enquiring about Telefunken apparatus 

16.Steel's Pension and services.
17. Financial result of 1909 and Bonus to Staff.
18. The recurrence of incendiary fires in Stanley.Measures to be taken.
19 Canning Works,progress of work,suggestions re.freightage of Plant etc.

to Ooose Green, 
s t e ame r

20.Proposed cargo to Goose Green,interview with Mr.Lamb,P.S.N.Co*s 

Agency geherally.
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Enclosures via .Lisbon.

Originals

Account Current;.1

Remarks on Accounts2

Remarks on Stores.

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

Bills of Lading General Cargo per "Orcoma"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 47 . 10 . 9 

for collection B/L attached.

Final Invoice for goods per "Ragnhild" & “Oravla" 

Precis of Subject Despatch No.1076 

Lis# of General Cargo per "Orcoma"

Suppliers' Cartificates of strength of Whisky shipped
per "Orcoma'1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

iClients' Reports & contracts

M V 4 bales Sheepskins ex "Kenuta"11

H 512 ? •>3 •>

E R 113 3 33 3

AP 414 3 33 3

H G C 215 3 33 3

D H 516 3 33 3

H & B 1017 3 33 3

SI 118 3 33 3

Brokers1 press copies above repobts.

Weston & Westall Invoice for Salt shipped per "Orcoma

Invoices for goods shipped for Holmested & Blake,Ltd 
Vere Packe,<fc Bertrand & Felton.

Measurements of Co's Produce per Sundry vessels.
Copy of letter from C. Christensen dated 27th May.

i19

20

21 • 3

22
23

London 4th June,1910

;;
i

.. i
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals

Wool Market/ Reports .L

Copies of Cablegrams sent/.2

Copy of Cablegram received.3

Copy of letter bo t/he P.S.N.Co.dated 25th fa their4

reply of* t/he 26th May,

5 Copy of letter from the East Yorkshire Cart fa Waggon Co.

dated 18th May,re . enquiry from Mr Clifton.

Copy of letter from Woods Sons & Co.dated 18th May.6

7 Copy of letter from Capt.Dagwel.l dated 12th May. 

Clients 1 A/sales:-

M V 1 cask Tallow ex "Kenuta"8

9 McG- 72 Salted Hides 7 7

10 H 24 •> •> 7 7

11 T R 153 bales Wool 7 7

S 13312 7 7 7 7

13 AP 162 7 7 7 7

H 2814 7 7 7 7

15 M V 15 7 77 7

16 H Cr C 118 7 77 7

17 D H 137 7 77 7

S I 12718 7 7 7 7

1§. H fa B 187 7 7 7 7

20 L 130 7 7 7 7

Press copies Broker's A/s.ales Co's Wool ex "Kenuta". 

Corrected G-eneral Invoice goods per 11 Or avia" .

Copy of letter from the Singer Sewing Machine Co.dated

21

22

23

12th May fa illustrations attached.

-24= #opy--^of--1 ett er
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2Copy of correspondence with Messrs Connell & Douglas; 

^ re Fire Question at Port Stanley.
i

1

'

I

London 1st June,1910
mi
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V. -\V,ry Clin' jfctlhimti> CL , WtmxUti.initpanij

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.
(,

REGISTERED 1902.

' P^tt/ccc/s/4.cA-- - 'S/fa's'/-.6/.
Per "OEOPBSA"
N° 1076 .p/m28th July'-0'/UXon<£.C..

Sir,
!

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 8th June 

and alee despatches Sob 379 and 360 of the 13th and 16th June re- 

spectively; and also to confirm cables passed between ue as per 

copies enclosed.

)

;

2. 379-2. Mr Dean has not as yet approached us on the subject 

of the Pebble Island freight.

3. Par.3a. I am glad to hear you have been successful in 

ering from the Bremen Underwriters your expenses to Monte Video 

and back in connection with the "Lonsdale11.

recov-

r,

;

4. Par.4, Your remark© in connection with wages have been care
fully noted, and I have only to add the matter must he very care-
fully watched, and trust that the ouxxent year will show some

I reduction. As to Salvage, it is a question whether it would not
be possible to arrange with the usual crew for a fixed percentage 

on the amount recovered, without wages, as used to be done in the 

sealing days. It will perhaps he well for you to send your sug
gestions on this point, hut do nothing in the matter without con
sulting the Board.

6. Par.6. I. P. Sollls, the mason and brloklaywx engaged in 

place of Steel, will sail by the August mail steamer.

6. Par.10. I note from your cable advioe that disbursements, etc, 

in connection with the "Copley", will exceed the credit established

V. A. Harding, Ssq.
Manager,

Stanley.

r—~~
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1078 per Oropeea (28/7/10) 2.

by £210. 
credit accordingly.

Messrs Khohx & Burohard have agreed to increase the

7. Far.11. Captain Heats'a error see a serious one, but ae 

Masters are eo scarce the Board think that he had better be given
one of the other sohooners, ae you suggest. Having no British 

certificate, he would not be eligible to take out a new vessel 
from an English port.

6. Par. 12. I have had a talk with the British * Foreign Marine 

Insurance Co., and find that it rests with us to recondition the 

produoe, because the Underwriters will not at this stage accept 
abandonment; but they will pay all expenses, so that you will have 

to send in a full account fox the hire of the sohooner and "Samson1', 
and also for the labour at Goose Green, end the oost of rebaling. 

They also Inform me that the only warrant for selling at auction 

would be your certificate as Lloyd's Agent, that that is the best 

course to pursue in the Interests of all concerned, and this could 

scarcely be given unless the oase was quite clear, and further 

salvage would be a waste of money, and then the ship cargo 

would be put up in separate lots. If they go to separate buyers 

you would have to see that any assistance given by which the cargo 

was saved was anply paid for by the purchasers, for if we bought 

the vessel, for Instance, it would probably be impossible fag the 

owners of the cargo to recover any more after the schooner b*& fryf 

to give up, unless we floated her. She only safe course would

i

:

appear to be to do all that a prudent owner on the spot ought to 

do to Bare the property, until it is quite oleay that further 

expenditure would be more costly than the value of either tMfi
or cargo when repaired or reconditioned, end this be
clearly shown in the certificate. Tou must understand clearly
that in this oase there is no question of salvage at so much per
oent, but expenses eould he rightly put in at so much a day for 

the tug and schooner• Aa to making the Teasel a lighter, the

L
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1078 per Oropesa (28/7/10) 3.
vC, Board, and the Underwriters too would like 

"be floated to Stanley, she cannot Be restored
to know why, if she oaa

as a schooner. We 

shall have to act soon about replacing her, and enquiries have
already been made about a schooner. People in the Islands cannot 
grasp the fact that a steamer would inevitably lose money, unless 

freights were considerably raised, and we are urged to send one.I
We and the P.S.H.Co. have been into the question ad nauseam, and 

come to the same oonoluslon. On paper, If we had a clean sheet 
and could start afresh, we should lose less on one steamer
three schooners j but there would be the ever-present fear that the 

steamer might break down or be wreoked, and then where should 

be? Imagine her going ashore in Beef Channel about Bovesfcer with 

all the wool carrying before her; when would the olip reach the 

sales? We ship, say, 6000 hales a year, therefore a steamer carry
ing 400 would do the whole of the wool carrying in 15 trips; what 
is she to do the rest of the year? She would not pay with part 

cargoes, and would have to he filled each time; there are in many
tij r \ i* ** j

places poor facilities for landing and loading; in faot, the 

Islands are neither large enough nor fit for running a steamer 

though it is hard to meke people who do not go into figures under
stand this. They pay in the Straits and on the Coast of Patagonia, 

but there, everyone knows, they have full cargoes the greater part 

of the year, and they run day and night. We are enquiring whether 

it would be possible to get a small boat on a time charter to run 

the wool during the first three months in the year, and then return 

home; if this is practicable, but it ie most doubtful, we might see 

how a steamer works, and judge what freight we should have to in
sist on, if we put on one of our own.

y

!

rVi!,

W

VtSl
I

I

. i• !

3
vj

6 j
:

;

9. Par.13. It was fortunate to he able to beaoh the "Samson", 
and Baseley'e report shows that, although there are items that

i

j

require attention, there ie nothing very serious the matter. 

Still, it -will he necessary to get her on the slip at the first 

opportunity.
:
!

Sr- J-■rssz-.iz:rr::
M
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1078 per Oropeso (28/7/10) 4.
* 4 10. Par.16. The West aall service dees not seem to be much ef 

an improvement on the old one, and though more expensive, the
passenger accommodation is practically nil.

11. Par.Id. The Board approve of the engagement of Hr Luhke.

12. 380-2. The credit for the "Deanmount" was increased as 

requested, and the hills have been accepted.

13. Par.3. On the 1st inst. we reoeived your cable reporting 

the abandonment and salvage of the "Inverness-shire*. He at once
placed the matter in the hands of oux Solicitors, Messrs Ince, 

Colt & Ince, and, resulting on their negotiations with the Soli
citors representing the vessel, an undertaking was given to pro
vide any bail that might be demanded by us after ascertaining 

values; we accordingly cabled you to release the ship and cargo. 

Tour later cable, of the 16th, advising that Thomas was in charge 

during the salvage tow to Stanley, and that the Captain of the 

"Inverness-shire” was unrepresented, was read with much eatlafae- 

With so few facts before me, I cannot express an opinion 

on this mysterious ease, and we must wait the arrival of your
In the meantime, it seems that everything has 

been correctly done, and a private letter from Mr Connell lately 

received says:

tion.

next despatch.

•Douglas says your tug psople oould not have done 

anything other than they did do, in the ease of Dave's ship." Me 

doubt you will consider this most satisfactory, especially as the 

Captain has cabled Liverpool that some indignation had been ex
pressed, by whom we do not know, at the tug not having pioked him 

The values of the ship and cargo, as given by the Soli- 

? °i'tozs representing the vessel - as per copy snolosed - appear
very low, but the ship is believed not to be worth more than £6000. 
I am unable at present to say more, pending reoelpt of the full 

facts by next mall.
In this connection, I would mention that your long cable from

up first.

i-=t=4i
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5.1078 pex Oropeaa (28/7/10)

Monte Video by the Pastern came to bend without a mistake, the 

other from Punta Arenas by Anglo-American was amtilated, as usual*

Mr Allen has now nearly completed his work in connection 

with the Canning Scheme, and we axe looking for a oowpetent engin
eer, whom he can thoroughly instruct in every detail of the build
ing and machinery, and who, before Hr Allen leaves for Australia, 

will make himself thoroughly acquainted with the plana and speoi- 

This engineer will leave by the August mail to super-

14.

fioatlons*
Intend the erection of everything, and will return home when the
work 1b completed.

¥ith regard to the freightage of the material end machinery, 
it is somewhat fortunate that the P.S.H.Ce. have just bought ea 

old steamer, the "Thorodale", which they are sending out to ***** 

as a hulk at Punta Arenas, and wo have arranged to pay them the 

of £1100 fox carrying 700 tons of cargo and coal tolung sum
Inside Squib Point. The tonnage for this general cargo ie esti
mated to be about 450 tons, weight and measurement, and it has

250 tons of steam coal and so make up thebeen arranged to take
It is further agreed that, in the event of the tonnage of

i

700.
will up the deficiencygeneral cargo being leas than 450, we

The "Thomdale • is now loadingby taking it in c oal at Stanley. 

at Cardiff, and will leave there about the 3rd August for Darwin,
inside Squib Point, and we have toldthe P.S.H.Co. say she may go 

them that the nearer she gets to Darwin or Goose Green, the more
assistance she will receive, and the quicker will be her despatch.

It will therefore be for you to ueo your utaost endeavours
that she foes go Inside, and when the "Garland", in .ca

ls towed to Darwin
to see
foxmity with the instructions cabled to you, 

to reoeive the "Thomdale's" cargo, I would suggest that you see
anchored opposite Goose Green under the shelter ofthat she is

Ten labourersthe Islands somewhere about the 4fc fathom water.
*

in the August mall, and the P.S.H.Co. have beenwill be sent out

1



6.1076 per Oxopeea (26/7/10)

assistance trill fee given their vessel as
You trill appreciate the great

promised that every 

regards discharge and despatch, 

advantage it trill be to have the whole materials conveyed direct
from Cardiff to Goose Green hy steamer.

I am not sanguine about it, but think there is just a sport
ing chance of getting the work so advanced that perhaps some 

canning can be done before the season 

of a guide for our future operations, 

necessary to go to the expense

ends, and so be something
I think it was scarcely 

of cabling Hr Allan’s doubts on

this point.
With regard to the staff required for killing and canning, 

this will be about 50 to 60, and I shall therefore be glad if,
receipt of this, you will telephone to Allanimmediately on

enquiring about the accommodation, and what extra he thinks will
Cook house extension, ox house or houses,be needed, either in the 

and report his ideas on the point to us by oable from Sandy Point.
few oode phrases for your use efeen cablingI send you herewith, a 

in this connection*
I am, Sir,

Tour obedient Servant, 
IKED*. B. COBB,

Managing Director♦° /5per <!> •

;

1
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mali

Originals

Account; Current;,1
Remarks on Accounts,2
Remarks on Stores3
List of* General Cargo per "Oropesa11 

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa11 

Bills of* Lading cargo per ’'Oropesa11

4

5
6

Sight Draft for £72 ,7 . 4 on J.Kirwab for collection
with B/L attached.

Royal Worcester Warehouse Co*s invoice.for goods shipped 

Richard Hornsby & Sons1 invoice

Alfred Wilson1 s accounts for W.A.Harding & D.Shaw#

Final Invoice for goods per 11 Orissa11 
Clients Invoices goods per "Oropesa11

7

8
ditto.9

10
11!

Holmested & Blake,Ltd,12
;

13 Vere Packe

14 Bertrand & Felton

15 Baillon & Stickney

Smith & Sharp16

H.& G.CohTb17

Corrected list of Clients1 Cargo per "Oropesa"18

London 29th July,1910
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Enclosures vis Liverpool

"Originals.

Wool Reports .

Copies of Cablegrams received.

Copies of Cablegrams sent/.
Hall's agreement/ & testimonials.

Henderson's
Copy of letter from W.A.Crump & Son dated 6th July re

Inverness-shire•

1

2

3
4

5 9 99 9

6

Ltd.dated 22nd JulyCopy of let/ter from Hayward Tyler & Go 

re Presswork a*b Goose Green*

Small parcel from Rownson Drew for Sydney Miller.

7 • ,

8
Clients' Reports &c.

252 bales Wool ex "Esmeraldas"9
& contract catalogue9810 9 99 9

dittoS 1611 9 9

16812 9 99 9

& contract catalogue45W P15 9 99 9

ditto97S & S14 9 99 9

ditto27M & G15 9 99 9

91P H16 9 99 9

99P B17 9 99 9

39K18 j j> »

69D S19 > 5) 5

293
Recapping Pins from J.Bourne &

last mail
Brokers* press copy of Report on Company's Wool ex Esmeraldas

Z20 9 99 9

Son to replace those returned21

22

London 27th July,1910
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l

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ,

REGISTERED 1902.

Per Orissa. 

jV° 1077. oru/on '£. a______ 2 9th June, /mo.
f

Sir,
!

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 

377 and 378,which .arrived on the 13th of this month.
nos.

2. 377-2. Your figures show that a sale took place in the 

Store wery seven minutes during the period mentioned,and that 

more than two shipping invoices were made out per diem-.

I have not yet received an answer to the' proposals 

for a revision of terms put before the P.S.N.Go

3. Par.3.

as they have been 

much occupied with their deal with the Royal Mail. As soon as
• ?

•the .answer comes we had better tell our* clients that we cannot go 

on on the old terms. As regards insurance,considering the way we 

have lost schooners in the past,it would he madness to give it up 

or ’to reduce it,and it is part of the expense of running them 

that has to he faced* We heard some time ago that Salvesens had 

undertaken to huild a steamer for the West mail service,and that 

Mrs *A1 lardyce had christened her; hut lately they wrote that they 

were going to run the mail with one of their whalers,.and asked if 

we knew any farmers who would he willing to pay £5 a trip to have 

their letters landed. Upon my replying that if the vessel destined 

for the service was still in this country I should like to see 

her,they agadn stated that the whaler would do the work, It is 

not likely 'bo he such a catch as was thought hy some,as the pas
senger accommodation is only moderate*

4, Par*4. If work was done on hoard the "Ragnhil.d" for cargo 

belonging to the Farm-, surely that account ought to have heen 

charged with the cost,or if not,what account paid for it?
5. Par.5. On the first two voyages of the "Malvina" you may

W. A. Harding, Esq. • ?

Manager,
Stanley.
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have "been able ho make out Y/hab she

"the job or bringing in the Charbres wool>, had 

aster

would have earned per day on

she nob met with dis-
• We need nob concern ourselves very much over bhis account, 

and if ib does nob pay we shall have bo ask more freight?as you
suggesb.

6. Par,6. The apportionment' of the "Lonsdalw" salvage was 

left in your handstand you would probably have deducted from the 

gross amount any expenses bo which we were pub outside the wages 

of the crew.

■1

7. Par*7. The Whaling Company make themselves useful bo us 

at times, I think,and we might respond by charging them 2%#> for 

advancing cash,on the understanding that the accounts are sent 

at periods of nob more than every three months,and that- Salvesens 

pay us in cash,nob by acceptance,which would leave us boo long 

out of our money,

8. Par.8. You can use the word "Fearfulf! when you are" going 

to cable the amount of credit required later,bub don't do bhis 

more often than necessary, Ib is true that ib may have been dif

ficult to gauge the "Deanmounb* s" probable disbursements,bub on 

the other hand we wanted in her case a Bank credit, and some -am

ount had to be given, Looking at the damage reported,I said at a 

guess,,!This looks like a thousand pound job1’,and asked for a cred

it up to that amount,which was given by Lloyd's Bank, Now vie have 

been asked to get it expended to £1250, and this also has been 

done without any trouble, If,however,there had not been a fire in 

port,possibly the original £1000 would^have been sufficient, Novf 

with regard to the "Copley" . This was another case in which: we 

wre not satisfied as to the stability of the Owners,put you made 

things easy by asking for a credit for £1500., so that vie knew pret

ty well, where vie were. It had to be reduced to £1250 afterwards, 

but that Yfas better than increasing it,and your aim should alY/iays 

be,whenever possible,,to name a sum that is fairly likely to be 

sufficient.
9. Par. 10. The lease of Bleaker Island goes by this opportu

nity,the counterpart to be signed by the Lessee.

10. I am sorry to have made .a mistake in the last paragraph 

tut one,in saying that, the credit for the "Copley" had heen re-

1

;
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dueed, implying’ that/ you had done this. Knohr & Burchard,Yfho have 

undertaken to meet the draft,have given us credit at present for 

£1250 only,that "being the sum named by the Captain,and this am

ount has been cabled out to you. Your cable that £1250 would be 

sufficient referred to the MDeanmountM,and I had mixed up the two. 

I told Knohr <fe Burchard that the reduction in the amount asked
for might lead to the detention of the ship,tod you would do quite 

right to keep her if the amount of the credit is insufficient, as 

it is possible that she is not Y/orth the amount of the disburse
ments .

11. 378-0. We all hope that the perpetrator of the fire on 

board the ,!Deanmount,! was discovered,-and that none of the shore 

people were implicated. This fire question is becoming more and 

more serious,and the Underwriters are thoroughly aroused. I en

close a copy of a private letter I received from Mr.Connell late

ly, which shows incidentally what a firm friend we have in Mr.Dou

glas; this is for your ovrn information only,and the contents 

should not be communicated. I am to hear more shortly; at present 

I can tell you that some kind of investigation is going on at 

Lloyd's,at the instance of the Colonial, Office,and that a body of 

Underwriters who approached the Committee seem to have had the 

support of Governor Allardyce, On the other hand,Y/e have means of 

finding out to a great extent what is going on,the Chairman of 

Lloyd's is a friend of our Broker,and our Chairman has been prom

ised that before the enquiry is over he and I will be asked to

I

say anything we wish. If,as it seems,there is a feeling that-v/.e 

or our people are implicated,it is strange that the enquiry is

being held in such a hole-and-corner fashion Y/it$tout giving us a

chance of being represented,and still more so considering Y/hat I 

said to the Governor .about these fires Y/hen I called on him in 

Stanley. I ,am taking care to say nothing myself about the Govern

or's animus,but to let it make itself apparent from circumstances 

that must and wilt come out,and v/hen the time is ripe,probably a 

letter to the C.O.will set the Secretary of State thinking. There 

is one thing about v/hich I .am beginning to crow gently in corres

pondence already; that is that- while the Governor has cleady set



"the "ball rolling on -this side1 with 

the Stanley people,the only practical
a view to prejudicing us and 

precaution against .a recur-
rence of the tires (useless in the case of the' ,!Dea mount1!) has 

been taken by us in the issue of the circular letter to shipmas
ters, and I am asking where the printed warning is that the pilot
should deliver as soon as he gets on board .an incoming ship* 

disappointing not to have heard anything 

more by cable ahout the position of the ’’Malvina" ,for if there is

12, Par,4.

.a chance of saving her we shall not want to buy another 

while if she is a total loss there is but little time to
vessel,

spare,
You will no doubt have reported how the accident occurred,and we 

v/ant to knov/ if the engine was working at the time,for in a place 

like Beef Channel., Y/hatever the Y«rind may have been,it Yfould have,i
i

been right to keep it going,or to have had it ready in case of .any 

mishap occurring.

13. At the General Meeting a final dividend of 20$, making 

50# for the year,v*as declared, and a vote of thanks passed to the 

staff for their exertions during the year.

We received your cable from Rio brought by the "Esmeral- 

das” ,Y/hich should be here in time for our Brokers

I

14.

second sale,

15. There is a cable .at Lloyd1s about the Inverness—shire 

having been abandoned north of the Sea Lions,and one report states 

that she is at anchor,atug,doubtless the "Samson”,having gone to

her .assistance. We .are looking forward to detailed news with in

terest, and hope that we have another good salvage; but there is

the possibility that the tug may turn out to have been one of the 
.and

Y/halers,the v/ord "doubtless" above may have been used out of place.

16* About the canning I have only at present to report that 

practically all the materials,including the buildings have' been 

ordered,and that everything ought to be ready for shipment by the 

end of next month. The P.S.N.Co.do not like' toY/ing .a hulk to Dar- 

win,and would not go inside Squib Point,so I have suggested our 

sending the "Garland" to Mare Harbour in tov/ of the "Samson”,the 

steamer to discharge into her there,and the tug to take her on' to 

Goose Green. We cannot risk her with cargo on board betY/een the 

Lighthouse and Mare Harbour in any case,butVbhe tow up the Sound
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THE MANAGING DIRECTOR. 

TELEGRAMS To’FLEETWING',LONDON . 
Telephone N?AVENUE 443.

lo.ls.tu July.,.£.a.
Per Supplementary Mail.

W.A.Harding,Esq .,

Stanley,
Dear Sir,

The despatch Dor this mall was closed on the 29th ult.,and 

I now write to say that we have received your cable via Punta Ar

enas this morning,which I read as follows:- "Inverness-shire an

chored near Bull Point abandoned by the crew has been towed 

"in here u/damaged claim salvage on the vessel and cargo 

"ship and cargo are arrested."

■

You do not say that the "Samson" has done the work,but I as

sume it to have been the ca.se,as you ask us to claim salvage. Thfc 

is most important news: the ship is described in Lloyd's Register 

as a steel 4 masted bargue,214V net tonnage,belonging to Thos.

Law & Co.of Glasgow,and built in 1894, Being outv^ard bound the car

go is probably of small value,but the ship ought to be worth 

something, I do not think that we can move until we get confirm

ation and full details by mail; salvage in case of derelict is 

usually on a. high scale,and much depends on the amount of skill 

exercised and danger incurred by the salvors.

I

It is hardly like

ly that the faint-hearted crew that abandoned an undamaged vessel

in sight of land would be taken on again, and I assume that .a new

master and crew will be sent from here.

If the cargo is coal,,you will of course be on the look out



for spontaneous combustion. As the ship must have a Government

man on board, there ought to be no fear of incendiarism,but you 

will have objected,no doubt,to the Captain or any of the old 

crevr going back on board.

I .am,Dear Sir,

yours truly,

<2^__

Managing Director.
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would be comparatively easy. The Board are of opinion bhab ib is 

impossible bo geb bhe Works up in bime for nexb season,bub have 

lefb ib in my handstand bhere are bwo main bhings bo be consider
ed, bhe cosb of shipping bhe materials and bhe length of bime ib 

will ba,ke bo pub bhem bogebher. By sail, we can pub everybhing 

sbraighb away from London bo opposibe bhe jebby ab Goose Green, 

ab a probable cosb of 20/,a bon. By sbe.am bhe freight may be dou
bled, and bhere musb be one brans-shipmenb; bub bhe bime occupied 

will be less bhan half. In bhe former case beginning in March

i

/ A'
■

!

i
h

p

I
c.annob be bhoughb of; in bhe labber bhere is a bare possibiliby.
I do nob bhink bhab bhe P,S,N.Co.will really bake ib up,and am 

going bo enquire aboub a bramp. When complebed bhe esbablishmenb
li

will be in every way up bo dabe,all bhe machinery having been de
li

signed and selecbed by Mr .Allan wibh bhe ubmosb care,
Anglo-

IV. Enquiries have been made by bhe South American Bank aboib 

a Mr*George Price Kinsey,formerly of Bubbington Hall,Welshpool, 

aboub 40 years of age,who was lasb heard of aboub 1901 when he

1

ii

was ab Sbanley,and undersbood bo be engaged in sheepfarming. They
i

wanb bo know his present address,or if he has lefb,when,.and for

whab desbinabion,or if dead,.a. certified copy of bhe enbry in bhe
;

local regisbry,whebher he was married,and if dead,whebher inbes-■

babe or nob. Mr,Girling does nob remember bhe name,and bhe whole
sbory may be a rnybh.

I am,Sir,

your obedienb servanb,

• ,/

Managing Director.

r



DESPATCH no.lQ77 per "Orissa” ,30hh June, 1910,

PRECIS or SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatches,

2, On sales in Shore,1

3, On terms of "business with the P.S.N.Co.and the W.F.mail,.

4. Work on account of Farm should be charged accordingly.

5. Dean & Ansonfs business.

6, Apportionment of salvage on ’’Lonsdale.,!

7. Commission to be charged to Salvesen & Co,

8, Relates tocabling for credits on account of ships.

9. Lease of Bleaker Island sent,counterpart to be signed.
i10. Further on Ships* credits.

11. Fires on board ships,proceedings being taken here.
(

13. On loss of “Malvina”,1

15. Reporting dividend .and vote of thanks at G-enl.Meeting,

14. Acknowledging cable per "Esmeraldas” .

15, Incerness-shire reported at Lloyd's as abandoned near Islands.

-

16. Reporting progress as to canning,and remarks on shipment of

materials,

17. Enruiries about G-.B, Kinsey,



HA
\
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals

• i
i

Copies of Telegrams received(

sent.,Copy of > >

Particulars of homeward freight per "Kenuta"

Lease & Counterpart of Bleaker Island for completion &c.

Copy of Balance Sheet & P& L for 1909 

Clients 1 A/sa.les : -

4 "bales Sheepskins ex "Kenuta"AP

T R 1 y >y y

H 5 y y5 0

M V 4 y yy y

H & B 10 y yy y

SI 1 y yy y

I-IO-C 2 y yy y

D H 5 y y y y

Copy of Brokerfs A/sale Co's Skins ex "Kenuta"

Invoice for Camera &c,for A. F. Cobb

Invoice for Records for H.Waldron

Copy of letter to Lloyd's dated 6th June,

Copy of letter from Jacobs & Barringer dated 28th June, 

Copy of letter from R.L.Connell dated 21st June,

Two letter for W.A.Harding.

London 29th June>1910



Enclosures via >Lis~bon!.

Originals

1 Remarks on Ac count;s .

2 Remarks on Stores.

3 Replies to Remarks on Stores,

4 Account Current,

5 List of General Cargo per ’’Orissa11

B/L cargo per ''Orissa” (2)6
i

iV Corrected List of Clients Cargo per "Orissa";

8 General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

9 Suppliers detailed account for goods per "Orissa" 

Invoices goods per "Orissa"I iClients

(2)Vere Packe
10.

Holmested & Blake,Ltd, 

Bertrand & Felton
11

12
H.& G.Colfb

15
W.D.Benney*s Estate

14

Letters for the following -

A,L.Allan , W.A.Harding
5 2

London 2nd July,1910

15 Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £36 . IV . - & B/L attached.
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Per Oravia.
/^r0.24th August.,'o/ub.C-.._y|/» 1079.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.381 

and 382,which arrived on the 8th instant,also of several, cables, 

copies of which are enclosed.
2. ?ar.4. My enquiries on the subject of wireless telegraphy 

came to an abrupt end when I discovered that all systems are a 

Government monopoly which is rigidly enforced. I had a Marconi 

man here,and hen seemed to think that private enterprise would be 

ruthlessly prohibited.

3. Par.6. I have already mentioned that there is no question 

ot salvage on the Malvina’s cargo,but full expenses must be sent 
in. If the vessel is brought in it will have to be very clearly 

explained why she is fit to be a lighter but not to go to sea. A 

lighter,to be economical,should be tight in the bottom,and this

the Malvina is not,or used not to be,and stranding is hardly like
ly to have made her take up. It must not be supposed that the
Board are at all glad at the prospect of a total loss,for after
all the trouble she has been to us she was Just beginning to be a

little useful. Therefore to satisfy us as well as the Ittnderwrit-

ers it must be clearly shown that the cost of re-instating her
would be more than her value when repaired.

corroborative
4. Par.7. Notwithstanding detail,the explanation about the 

Lonsdaleis towage is in the words of a classic a bald and uncon- 

vincing narrative. If you had reported the undertaking,as you

a'-"v-

seem
(\ to imply at the end of your remarks,there would have been 

(.,>casion to enquire about it; but the report was not found in the

6. Par.8. Mr.Buckworth was quite satisfied about ihe 

error in the quantity of his wool,but I fear that we shall find

t* no oc-,v.v
I

l despatch forwarding the accounts and draft.

0* apparent

W. A. fiarding, Es£ 
Stanley.• #
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when the last of* our own wool reaches London that we are a bale
short.

o> 6. Par.9. X was rather fluttered on reading that I had told 

the Board In 1889 that I was keeping a wife for Steel and the wife 

he meant to bring,as it had a distinctly bigamous sound; but I was 

relieved to find that "house" should have been substituted for the 

first "wife",and that the clerical error did not lie at my door.

I am glad to find that his pension is all right. The pensioners 

on arrival do not report themselves,either personally or in wri
ting; Jennings is, I am told, in England, and King I saw on Monday 

for the first time; but where Steel is I do not know.
7. Par.10. The Board will be glad to hear that the bonus has

been appreciated. The circular conveying it,though somewhat marred
otherwise

by a split Infinitive,is Judicious and corrent.A
3. Par.11. It is satisfactory to have got the paper signed 

by our own men agreeing to help to extinguish fires,and I have 

already shown it to Mr.Douglas. If you can suggest a pattern for 

the proposed badge we can get it made here. As to the "Deanmount", 
Mr.Douglad had spoken to me when I was in Liverpool last month 

about the charge of £70 for standing by hers during the night of 

the fire,and I thought that this was a case a in whioh it was des
irable to show that we meant what we had promised; on my return to 

town therefore,after looking up the account I wrote Mr.Douglas 

that on payment of the bill we should return £60 out of the £70, 

and the effect of this will be good.
9. Par.IS. I could see no way of meeting the wishes of the 

P.S.N.Co.over the "Thomdale" but by undertaking to send a hulk 

to Darwin,and in view of the urgency of the case decided to cable 

you to do so. Is it possible that the decks of ail the aulks,with 

the exception of the Garland, are so bad that they cannot be made 

watertight? Has nothing been done to keep them in order? And if 

the decks are too far gone,what is the state of the beams? It 

might be the best thing to have some of them broken up, and free 

the harbour of obstructions. If the Proecis is otherwise sound, 
what would it cost to sheath or redeok ker? I am wondering whether 

it would be better to do this,or to buy another old vessel here,

1 1
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send her out with coals and rough cargo, and dismantle her on ar
rival* You had better send a report on all the hulks* ans state 

what ought or could b© done to make them serviceable* In numbers 

we have more than enough with the Great Britain,J*P*Smith#Proecis* 

Vicar of Bray,Capricorn*and Garland* I am writing from memory,and 

may have omitted one. Has the Capricorn*s leak been discovered,and 

have the repairs to the Great Britain been completed. It seems to 

that when the Canning Works are established a hulk at Darwin 

or Goose Green will he a necessity,and the Proecis,if her decks 

he made good,.is about the size required.
10. There are 260 tons steam coal for the Works,and 200 for 

Stanley on board the Thorndale,as you will have seen,and as the 

stipulated quantity of cargo for Darwin was provided,the whole of 

the Stanley coal goes at one rate.
11. Par.13 and 362-3. The report on the Inverness-shire case 

is most interesting,and the copy of the Court proceedings valua
ble. On the part of the Company I may safely say that it has been 

carried out without a mistake; I say so with some confidence,as 

Mr,Douglas told Mr.Connell that he did not see that anything else 

could have been done,and the salving of the ship without calling 

for the Captain and crew is oommended on both sides; on the part 

of the Underwriters because an hour or two's delay might,I do not 

say it would,have imperilled the safety of the ship and oargo,and 

the crew were already out of danger; on our part because it .is 

likely to make all the difference in the salvage to have taken in 

a ship that was absolutely a derelict,which she would not have 

been if the Captain had been allowed to resume possession. Indir

ectly I have heard that Capt.Flett has complained of our proced
ure,and he would seem from his own account to have elicited a cer
tain amount of sympathy in Stanley; in fabt,until I was able to 

show by the dates of the telephone messages that Thomas left Stan
ley in ignorance of the Captain's request,the Underwriters did not 

know how things stood. If there are any who still think that any
thing wrong was done,you can assure them that the affair was car
ried out according to the strict and acknowledged rules of the 

game,and Captain Thomas is to be commended for the way in which

me
*v \

can
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he played it. The only jarring .incidents noted in the evidence
those in which the names of some of our people were broughtwereP!t
Many years agoit was the practice on the coast of Cornwall,

wreck occurred,for the deni-
in.
according to old records,when a

of the nearest village,headed by the parson,to proceed to 

the scene and help themselves to what they found; things have
sens

changed since then,but Falkland Islndrrs would still appear to 

think that anything wrecked was common property, or we should not 

hear of a boat being given away here,a barometer there,and so ox« 

the recipients might be surprised to know that they rendered them
selves liable to prosecution and imprisonment for receiving stolen 

The case is in the hands of Messrs.Ince as usual,andproperty.
UP**' the salvage will be good; I hope that it will be arranged without

to the Admiralty Court,and there is every probability of 

its being so. I am informed that Captain Flett at the instance of 

the Board of Trade has been superseded,and that the Mate will take

recourse

command.
12. Par.16. Both drafts on account of the Copley have been 

accepted by Messrs.Khohr & Burchard.
IS. The Thomdale sailed from Cardiff on the evening of the 

4th inst.,and if she keeps up her eight knot speed should be in 

Stanley from the 7th to the 10th of September. We have done all we 

can on this side,and now it rests with you and Mr.Allan to carry 

out the rest. Mr.Allen has left for Sydney,having completed his 

work here,and he has done it thoroughly well. We have engaged a 

man named James Cookman,an Engineer recommended by Babcock <6 Wil

cox very highly,and he goes out by this mail to superintend the 

erection of everything,having been most closely into details with 

Mr .Allen himself. He was in Babcock’s employ,and has been a good 

deal about the world erecting machinery; it is a great point in 

his favour that he has had two years' experience in the oanning 

factories at Chicago,and Mp.Allen has formed a high opinion of 

his abilities. Very likely the puzzle might have been put together 

without his as si stance, but with the limited time before us we must 
not take any chances,and although his pay is fairly high,if through 

engaging him we are able to begin this next season,the outlay will

:
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■be amply repaid. We have to find him board and lodging while in 

the Islands,and no doubt Mr.Allan will be able to manage this,It 

seems to be usual when engagements are made for a limited time. 

He carries with him three copies of plans and specifications,

rv

each for you and Mr.Allan,and the third for his own use.
A filling machine will be sent from Sydney by Wildridge & Sin

clair through Montevideo, and bln making machinery has yet to fo 

from Rhodes,as well as wood for boxes and sundries] but all the 

machinery and buildings wanted immediately w:ant by the Thomdalei,’.
sent by this boat,a mall, in advance,and the

one

Ten labourers are 

stonemason,Sollis and wife,are also passengers. Among the labour

ers is a man who has been a rough joiner or country carpenter, 

and use may be made of his services ,at once. We hope to hear 

that with this extra labour to reinforce what Mr.Allan already 

has the work may t>e carried through in time.
14. With regard to the Canning Company we have not yet ar- 

working plan,and the Board is taking a two months*rived at a
vacation. The more we look into it the more difficult it seems 

to be. We are the freeholders,and we have a number of buildings 

already on the spot,together with machinery,fencing,and other

plant,the value of which will have to be determined. Assuming
that all the new prohrty is to be provided by the Canning Company

/»
how are we to deal with the old? Are we to sell it,or are we to 

it? And if the latter,what are we to do about the princi

pal building,the digester shed,which by additions and altera-
will be when completed beyond recognition? How much of it

lease

tions
wj_H belong to us,and how much to the Canning Company? If "the

latter buy,they will not only have their property on land that 

MBt belong to them,but will at the start have to raise a 

amount of capital than may be desirable. I mention all 
these points to show that the construction of a Company within 

a Company,when the contained one will be partly the property of 

.shareholders who have no interest in the other,is not as easy as 

it might appear at first sight, An idea has occurred to me that 

I intend to bring before the Board. It is that we ourselves 

should complete the Works,'and let them to the Canning Company

does
x larger
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on a repairing lease,.at a rent representing 5$,or whatever the 

Board may decide,on the whole value,which will include the cost 

of the present installation as well as the present value of what 
is already on the ground. The P.I.Co*would thus have their pro
perty maintained hy the other,and he at no expense in the way 

of interest or writing down for depreciation. If we ran the works 

ourselves we should have to take account of both, and considering 

that although we should he dealing with the shareholders of the 

subsidiary Company,we are likely ourselves to represent 75# of 

the holding,the plan seems to me to he a reasonable one,and to 

get over most of the difficulties. The Canning Co.will have to 

raise a moderate amount of capital,as compared with what they 

would have to do if they had to pay cash for the whole estab
lishment themselves,and will only require sufficient for working 

expenses and replacements when necessary, 
view the Board will, take of this; but if they object,they will' 
doubtless formulate some other plan. Much the simplest thing 

would have been for us to run the whole thing ourselves; every
one will admit this,but we want to give our neighbours an inter
est in the success of the venture,which means getting a larger 

number of sheep than we otherwise should have to deal with,and

I have no idea what

Ir'S.'i}

keep them away from the other shop.
A
15. The question of the replacement of the Malvina is "by no 

settled yet,and it is not impossible that we may after all 

do something in the way of a steam service. When I was in Scot-
means

land,a letter from Salvesen & Co.was sent down to me,and I called 

at their office in Leith. The letter contained a suggestion that
in doing the ooasting trade and running thewe might join forces 

West Falkland mail. I had a long talk with Mr.Theodore Salvesen, 
and if the Bo and approve I think that an arrangement may easily 

he made for running a boat,which they have in view already in
the River Plate,on Joint account. Mr.Salvesen hit the nail on 

the head when he suggested that we were not shipowners in the
true sense of the term,while they were,and had been for genera- 

it is a truth that is ever present in my mind. On the 

said that he knew that it was useless to try to
tionsj

other hand,he

L
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rim against; us for cargo,as we controlled nearly the whole of 

the produce of the Colony, I assented to "both propositions,and 

modestly remarked that after setting aside our own produce,that 

of our Mortgagees,and other shipm^s that we controlled,there 

would not he much open to competition. Now we have been for years 

running the schooners at a loss,in order to secure other advan
tages, and how to reduce that loss is an ever present problem. In 

1908,after charging the schooners with interest and depreciation, 
we lost nearly £1400,and last year this item increased to nearly 

£2000• And yet the farmers are not satisfied,and their cry is, 

give us a steamer. They know nothing of the figures,and will not 

beli&ve that at the current rates there would be an inevitable

loss. It seems to me that the time has arrived for telling them
that they may have their steamer,if they will pay for it. We can
not raise the schooner rates,because that would drive some of 

the more independent ones into chartering for themselves,* but if 

we gave them steam, it would provide them with facilities for 

travelling round the Islands,which is really what they want. This 

is a sop to offer them,and they will swallow increased rates with 

it,unless I am mistaken. A partnership with ffalvesens would be 

an ideal combinationj they would provide the experience,without 

which no ship can be run successfully,while we should supply the 

cargoes. I have therefore made a tentative suggestion,telling 

them that I am doing it entirely off my own bat, as I do mbt know
the view the Board will take of it,that we should run a steamer

zifelted with 5#together, and that the joint account should be 

commission to us on freights earned through our influence. As to
what these freights would be,I have put forward a request to the 

P.S.N.Co.for a reduction to 22/6 per ton all round,abolishing 

the distinction between near and distant ports,and then that we 

should charge a through rate of fd.per lb.on wool and skins from 

the outports to London. This is the rate st which Braun & Blan
chard took the Chartres wool from Dean & Anson,and I am having 

it worked outj but owing to being shorthanded it is not possible 

until next week to get the result as applied to the produce of 

1909. We could collect all. the wool in three months,in all prob

ability, and then lay the steamer up,* but the sop of passage fac-
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ilities would then "be wanting,and I know that, it would he hope

less to bring our friends into line without that. Salvesens dis

like the mail contract they have taken up with the whalers,and 

anxious to get out of it. A service once a month in a whaler 

is as had as it can he,and the accommodation is of the poorest: 

Mr,Salvesen made no hones about admitting that theirs was a 

stinking trade,and that association with whalers must necessarily 

he distressing to the olfactory nerves. Schooner travelling again 

I know well from past experience,renewed when I was in the 

Islands last summer,is not a thing of joy,especially to those 

liable to sea sickness,and now,when we must do something to fill, 

the vacancy caused by the loss of the Malvina is the time to take

are

as

action. Notwithstanding what I have written,I cannot conceal my 

dislike for the all-eggs-in-one-basket position into which we 

should he putting ourselves; hut the feeling about a steamer 

seems to he so strong,that we may have t©' give way to it,at all 

events to give it a trial. Facilities for working cargo on the 

coast are generally poor,and in some cases non-existent,much

smartness in harbour wCrking and in getting away to sea will 

have to he the rule in future if it is to he kept up; hut Salve- 

sens would have,which we have not,the opportunity of working with 

not accustomed to the easy-going ways of the Islands,and 

crews too that by means of their ocean boats can he changed from 

time to time. The schooners can still he used for creek work,and 

for delivering materials round the coast where it would he waste 

of time to employ a steamer; it would also he prudent to keep 

them,at aHevents for the present,as a stand-by,in case of acci

dent: laid up however,without expenses going on,they would not

cost us £2000 a year as at present.
16. Knohr & Burchard have written to say that the Captain 

of the Copley ban net sent accounts,and they have asked for the 

loan of ours to obtain a settlement of the average. This is an 

oversight on the part of Captains that is now of frequent occur

rence, and I wish you would see that their copies are properly 

posted.

more

crews

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director,



Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Supplementary Account Current 

List of Q-eneral Cargo per "Oravla"
'’Oravia"

1

2
G-eneral Invoice goods per 

B/L cargo per "Oravia" (2) 

Sight Draft on 

Remarks on Stores

3

4
J.Kirwan for £ 57 . 11 . 4 for collection5

0
Replies to Remarks on Stores

certificates of strenght Whisky & Rum shipped
7

Suppliers 

Carroll & Robertson*s invoices
received from Messrs Wilson Sons & Co*referring to 

Butter shipments &c.

8

9
Extract10

Invoices for the following:- 

Holmested & Blake*Ltd
a.CoTdId,Speedwell Isl.d.Account,Mrs Williams,a.Bonner, 

H. Waldron, Bail Ion & Stickney.

Letter for the following;-
A.L.Allan,W.A.Harding (2 each)

11
Vere Packe,Bertrand & Felton,• 3

H.&

London 27th August, 1910

L "'mi
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o Enclosures via Liverpool

"Originals"

Copies of Cablegrams sent.
Copies of Cablegrams received.
Falkland Islands Annual Colonial. .Report for 1909 

Letter from Mrs Cant lie dated 18th August. 

Account Current.
Remarks on Accounts.
Clients A/sales: -

1

2
3,
4
6
6
7

167 bales Wool ex "Esmeraldas"

<s> 988 f

173A9
91P H10

A 99F B11
69D 312
39K13

293Z14

v 25316
16316
97S & S17

M & G 2718
46W P19

press copies A/sale Cofs Wool ex "Esmeraldas"Brokers’20
of letter to Mr.James Cookman of 19th & his reply

of 20th August.Copy
Wilson’s accounts for Mrs Tfewing.B.Shaw <fc A. F*Cobb

21
22

Invoice for Goods per "Thorndale"
Pinal Invoice Goods per "Oropesa"
Clients’ involves for goods per "Thorndale :*•

23
24
26

J.J.Felton,Greenshields Bros.,W.K.Cameron,I}.& G.Cobb, 
Holmested & Blake,Ltd. ,Vere Packe,A.F.Cobb

Prank P.Sollis’s agreement.
B/L cargo per "Thomdale. (four)
TStorman Dewhirst’s testimonials.

26
27
28



1
*3

i

c\
10 Labourers* Agreements & testimonials as follows:^

Alexander McRhee,Robert Y.Douglas,John Macdonald, 
S.McFhee, Thomas Stevenson,Joseph Campbell,

James Ritchie,Alexander McDonald,James Millar,
%/

David Scott.
Copy or letter from C.S&lvesen 8c Co.dated lBt August.

29

Donald

30:

London 24th August, 1910

i
^Hsaa
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' ■ec/ss/t c/L6'/,
P?r Orcoma. r // y^io.077£l07t <£. C.___ 21st, September ,—N? 1080.

Sir,
acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.383, 

3rd inst.followed "by your letter of the 9th
I have to

which arrived on the 

August on the 5th,and another of the 2nd August per "Duendes" on

the 12th inst.
I have nothing further to report on the steamer

Mr.Theodore Salvesen,who has the F.I.
2. Par.2.

and West mail proposals,as
in hand,is away for a holiday. I may say,however,thatbusiness

proposal I mentioned in my last despatchthe Board regard the

with approval-.

3. Par.3. It is a 

"Kagnhild" should be

question whether the cost of work on the 

charged to the freight account here or to 

for which it was incurred; in noFarm,according to the purpose 

case ought Company's Shipping to be saddled with it. If it was
of taking more cargo,the amountfor restowing for the purpose 

should have been passed to the London Office.
Par.4. You say that the "Malvina” had good luck over the4.

Chartres trips,and yet I calculate that she made not more than
. It is unfortunate that£3 per day,which would not have paid hers

remaining schooners has been so bad; possiblythe record of the
have shifted Maatz into the "Gwendolin” by now.

satisfied with the commission to be
you

5. Par.5. Salvesens are
cash advances,that is ho say hhey have paid it withoutcharged on

demur.
Underwriters have settled a total loss on the6. Par.8. The

"Malvina” without waiting for -an account of any salvage. If the
incurred exceed the value of the property,weexpenses you have 

shall prohahly have to take it to repay ourselves. It will,there-

W. A. Harding, Esq. 

Manager,

• >
■:

Stanley.I
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fore,"be necessary to distinguish cl.early between the outlay on 

the cargo and on the attempted salvage of the vessel. We must 
assume from what you say that she cannot he restored as a schoon
er, hut if she can hehrought into Stanley it follows that the oil
engine will he saved in some kind of condition,prohahly had. This 

cost over £600,and may he turned to some account,for although 

many of the small fittings are likely to he rusted up and useless 

it ought to he possible to restore it at some expense. You have 

never alluded to the engine as yet. 

this subject before closing,

7. Par.9. It is satisfactory to hear that there will he no 

hitch about the "Garland" . You have had full particulars of the 

arrangement with the P.S.N.Co. ,and we now await news of the 

"Thomdale". Possibly you may not have found it necessary to send 

the "Samson" round a second time,as if the steamer went inside 

Darwin Harbour she could have got close to the hulk without need
ing a tug.

it

I may have mor.e to say on

8. Par. 11. Have you any suggestion to make about Dixon? The 

Hospital Surgeon writes of "chest deformity" and "old pleurisy", 

for neither of wliich we are responsible. It is an unfortunate 

case,and we ought to help him if we can,though it hardly seems 

that it is incumbent on us to do so. Perhaps you can give him 

some light work at pay sufficient to keep him.
9. Par.12. The loss of the "Hattie L.M."is a serious tiling 

for the owners,and it illustrates the folly of running schooners 

on the coast without insuring. You have pointed out more than 

once what a heavy charge it is,but it is one that has to be reck
oned with,and cannot be avoided. The underwriters have been noti
fied of the loss. Perhaps some of the cargo may be salved and 

rendered merchantable. I do not believe the story about an un
charted rock on the spot,if there had been one it would have been 

discovered long since. This is a point that ought to be cleared
We have lost 10. vessels since the "Lotus", went down in 1871, 

and they have had an average life of about 7 years. But if the 

"Hornet", "Fortuna",and "Fair Rosamond" are eliminated from the 

list,the average life of the rest was not much over three years.

10. Par. 16. The suggestion to have a vessel loaded with wood

i

!

I

I

i
:

* up.

L 1
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is certainly good,and ought to he carried out. It is said that 

framed houses can he got in Sweden and Norway very cheaply, and I 

will see what information can he got on this subject. 'Whether we 

go to Lamb or Lenanton for wood we seem likely to have had mater
ial mixed up with it,if the splitting you mention is not due to 

rough handling. I intend in future to have all wood inspected be-

c

fore shipment.
11. Par. 17. We have heard nothing more of late about the

"Inverness-shireM,hut I am negotiating with an Average Adjuster 

representing the Underwriters on the cargo and freight,and hope 

that we may settle the salvage without going into the Admiralty 

Court. The total value is not much over £10,000.
12. Par.18. Is the oil, for the "Malvina's" engine so differ

ent from what is suitable for the Hornsby engine that it cannot
be used? Has it been tried?

15. Par.20. Steel, has not yet asked for his daughter's pas
sage, and really the request is too far fetched altogether. He 

went out in 1874 with a wife and young family,and the certificate 

I gave liim in 1877 must have been granted on account of an omis
sion in Ms agreement; I can only guess tMs,as at that time we 

were giving return passages in most cases. It applied to Ms wife 

and children at the time,and when he came home in 1889 after 15 

service,his wife was dead,Ms sons grown up and at work, 
and Ms daughter has since married. He married a second time,and 

the daughter for whom he asks a passage is by the second wifej. 

he went out in 1899 at Ms own expense,and how he can have thought 

that he had a shadow of a claim I am unable to see.

iyears

1,4. It is unfortunate that the "Duendes" was before her time 

in Stanley, as she has not come to London owing to the small ship
ment of wool,and it is being sent round from ‘'Liverpool-.

15. I enclose copy of some correspondence with the P.S.N.Co. 
on several- subjects,the principal, ones being freight out and home 

by their steamers. The letter from them is not pleasant in tmne, 
and suggests that they wish the questions between us to be con— 

sidered closed; but Mr .Connell,to whom I have shown it, agrees 

with me that it is blpff,and. he is going to talk to the General



unfortunate .-that the Assistant General Manager Is 

I think that he is less convinced of 

F. I. matters than the other. The

Manager. It is 

away on holiday just now,as
* their power to dictate to us on

cable reporting the adhesion of Bonner,Packe,andarrival of your
Q-reenshields to the proposal that a charge of fd.per lb .should be

be carried by steam puts a different complexion 

to foreshadow a general agreement,
made on wool to

the business,as it appears
Holmes ted and Blake and Cameron on this side have also

asked Mr.Connell to negotiate with Mr.Al.cock for 

in place of the hitherto existing arrangement,and 

suggest the Sandy Point rate,52/6d. This is now adopted 

steamship Companies,and the freight from the outports

on

to which
assented. I have

a weight basis

he will

by al1 the 

in Patagonia I understand is fd.frHmx: to London as a

through rate. Prom calculations we have made there would he a
on our present terms with thegood profit to the steamer even

if weight is charged throughout we shall, know whereP.S.N.Co.,hut
if they continued to charge measurement and we

each lot according 

of light pressing,such

we are,whereas
i

adopted weight the profit to us would vary on

to the pressure,and in some extreme cases
and Browning1 s, as well as other small men,the profitas Bender's

would disappear altogether. If the worst came to the worst,we

with the Kosmos Company,and failing them,theremight do a deal
homeward bound from the West Coast that would jump 

at £7000 or £8000 light freight on the top of their heavy car- 

, We have to show a certain amount of independence,and I

are steamers

goes
think that the P.S.N.Co .will, fall into line. I make out that they

the Islands annually in figures that I ac- 

tually have,excluding what they get from passages outwards that
draw over £22,000 from

do not pass through our hands.
shipping the Cookhouse and dwelling house asked1.6. We are

for by cable,and the despatch constitutes a record in which we

greatly assisted by the smartness of Browne & Lilly ofhave heen
Beading. On the 29th July we sent you some code words to denote, 

the precise requirements,and on the 29th August got your reply 

via Sandy Point,doubtless obtained by telephone from Mr.Allan

The same day Browne & Lilly were in-while the steamer was in. 

formed what we wanted, and on the next they s.ent wort that they

i
i ___ BM



were going into the matter promptly,on the following I gave them 

some further suggestions I had received from Mr .Blake,those they 

got in the evening,completed their plans and estimates early next 

day,brought them up here,and on the afternnon of the 1st inst.tlie 

order was given; work was begUn next morning,and 1-2 days later,on 

the 14th inst.the whole was despatched to Liverpool,both buildings 

having previously been erected in their yard.

12. Referring to par. 11,since I began this I have heard from 

Mr. Connell*, and judge that if Mr .Douglas only were concerned we 

should not have much difficulty in settling the Inverness-shire 

claim. He is trying to get other Underwriters on the hull in line 

with him; but there are still those on the cargo and freight,and 

it appears that they are holding out at present for a sum that we 

c annot ac c ept.

13. Mr .Connell also reports having had. a talk with Mr.Al- 

cock,and thinks that if we wait until Mr.Lamb1 s return from his 

holiday we may be able to put matters on a permanent and satis

factory basis.

14. In making .estimates of probable results if a coasting

steamer is established,we have been looking into the question of

the amounts credited to Company's Shipping for storage in the

G-reat Britain, and all labour employed in receiving and shipping

produce,but we have failed to discover what percentage of the

balance of freight is allowed, an examination of the figures of

several, shipments showing that there is a good deal of variation.

In fact it looks as if the accounts had been subjected to a kind

of fancy process,and the result is anything but satisfactory,see
ing
that in 1908 the sum credited for the whole of the labour and

storage was £726,and in 1.909 £559. The proportion allowed used to

'be about 20$,and whatever it is it .should, be constant.

I am,Sir,





T------
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Despatch no.1080 per "Orcoma",21st September,1910.

PRECIS OP SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatch and letters.

2. Refers to proposal for a steamer., ■

"Ragnhild"tS. On wages paid on account of work on

"Malvina1* s work at Chartres had- not- p'aM'H4. Remarks that

5. Salvesens agree

6. Settlement of Malvinaps claim for total loss'.. 

"Carland" and "ThornCale"V

to commission for cash..

7. Remarks on

8. Enquires about Dixon,;s:. case..

9. Refers to loss of

j

"Hattie L.M." and risks bn 3&&&W

of 'Vbfcd -in Sweden of 'Nbhw&y, 

''InverneBs-sm.re1' Salvage.
10. Approves suggestion to load cargo

11. Reports negotiations about

about possibility of utilizing hht mivlm'% °41 •12. Enquires
IS. Remarks on Steal's request for a passage fvp

’’Duendes" not coming to London.
proposals for freight homeward and coasting steams?. 

16. Reports shipment of buildings for Goose Green.

IV. Further on Inverness-shire.
13. Alludes to interview between Messrs.Connell and Alcock.

19. Enquires about amounts credited to Co.'s Shipping for work 

on and storage of produce.

!14.
'15. On new

~7]
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Ehcl osurefl via Liverpool

DUPLICATES (Origibals per "Oravia11)

Despatch No.1079
Remarks on Accounts
Account Current
Remarks on Stores
Replies tp Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per^Oravia”
List or General Cargo per "Orafria"
List of Enclosures
List of Clients* Cargo per "Oravia"
List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

Clients* A/sales Wool per "Esmeraldas" 

Clients* Invoices goods per "Oravia"
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 57 . 11 . 4

List of Parcels

DUPLICATES ( Original per Thomdale)

General Invoice goods per "Thorndale'.* 

Bills of Lading.goods per "Thomdale**1
List of Enclosures.
Remarks on Accounts
Clients* list of Cargo per "Thrandale" 

Lite of General Cargo per Thorndale 

Clients* Invoices goods per "Thomdale**

London 14th September, 1910)
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Enclosures via Liverpool

ORIGINALS'

1 Copy of* Cablegram sent,

2 Copy of Cablegram received.

3 OBder received from P.S.N.Co.to issue Mr Cookman a

Copies of letters to the P.S.N.Co.of 18th August 8c9th Sept.

and their reply of the 3rd September.

Particulars of Homeward freight per "Esmeraldas"

Debit note for Vere Packe for error in Rownson’s invoice

4

5

6 *

dated 29th July.

Anning fcrCobb’s Sheepskin market report.

Debit note for goods sent in Stationery case for Dr,Turner 

Schooner freight returns ex "Esmeraldas"

Debit note for freight short charged on Z 8c K Wool

ex "Esmeraldas"

7

8

9

10

Photo of Filling Machine to be supplied by Wildridge 8c11

Sinclair, Ltd.

Copy of Invoice goods shipped to Bleaker Island, per "Oravia" 

Wilson’s receipted Account for Mr D.Ogilvie .

Clients’Beports 8c. Contracts:-

ml 2

13

D S14
4 bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"G I

915 15 9 9

16 Z 14 » >

f a io17 9 9

618 9 9

6McGN- 

W P + 1

19 9 9

20 9 9

S 8c S 121 9 9

London 2lBt September,1910

W-
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Per Supplementary Mall. 
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Sir,

I mentioned in par.6 of my despatch via Liverpool that I 

might refer again to the question of the "MalvinA1* 8fri& salvage; 

hut I was unahle to arrive at a settlement before the ft Ml frM

I have now to report that I l&i<l the base cnijt4 th^

Broker,giving njjn your vMhkblok of ktores recovered and 

of the prohahle result oT & 6hl§ by-auctiLbh of the vessel M she

closed.

surance

lies. I also made It bleM* tliat We ‘might get hebr off*in which 

case her value Would he- greatly advdhced,Wlii 1ft on th6 btheh hand 

1 pointed out th&tdLf tfafe &ttetojpt')3 to do do failed Mibh eipensfee 

might h.e ihburhfed,Wd should ask the Jfeade-rwriters to make 

good. that he would aiee them -at once, ajid 1 asked him to 

esplsift that we weire-lh -a delicate poMbiomy^ owners- of the. ves

sel and possible purchasers' if we were dealing with other

It irduid jno-l mattg^but gF Vf tggk the pygr ajad

well over

did

it^th-ey might thjj^Jc thft th#y l^d had.

yesbesxiny to s^y that

He ce^j.e hare

the matter liad been tlipypyghly c^s cussed, 

and that the ^federw^te^s .^ref e propped t*? accept yptjy y^lu^t^on^j

Cheque fsp jfo ^ttlem.e^t of n

sny ph^Lft for tft| already ren

dered by the "Samson  ̂and £ ,-ciQ^ed at .o,n$f f ^ee^ng that the gpods 

you have valued at 870 included two l^rge bp?$,$,a d4^hyyt*he ^nd- 

lass,wheel,a whole suit of sails and nearly another poB^plete^hO^ 

sides practically all running gear and many sundries,all of which

they would tasks a

condition that we

will come in for our other vessels,it is quite clear that the 

bargain is a good one so far,and ’then as to S50 being the value 

of the wreck as she lies,if you can do nothing with her probably 

you can recover that sum at auction,at all events that is your

W.A.Harding,Esq • ?

Manager,.

Stanley.
_-A-
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own valuation. Of -the £120 we receive one-seventh on account; of

•the Underwriting fund. The vessel is now at your disposal to make

the "best you can of her.

2. The practice of shipping goods on commission is increas

ing to an inconvenient extent, judging by the last few shipments , 

and it seems to me that the understanding on which we agreed to 

recommence this "business has "been somewhat overlooked* IE need

hardly recapitulate all, that has taken place With regard to these 

shipments, hut may recall the faot that duMhg th& time Of depres

sion in the Wool' market we found that w*e we*r6 i&frgO

majority of our clients: with good© shirred fiOfa h©Ae 6h a ‘b&rti 

2%jo commission, and were lending them •thfe^&o'ae W&SLttm result

of which was twofold,we got short of money ouroeayes,=®^d we. rob- 

"bed the Store of sales and coneequsnt promts thdt We* should have 

made j we therefore discontinued the iyst^n altog.ether>and our 

clients had to "buy from us> -When wool Ifefci Mp agaiM*ahd our 

friends found themselves with maney'in their pfc*$k6tfe*th6 ihOvlta— 

hie happenedi we were not doing m cqzp4££i.Gn busline© 0, fthd they 

sent orders and cash to various f%rm tondo© whp |

then obliged to say onpe me*© tljat the of wtyq WS*§

independent of us we might as well have thp -cp^^ssipp PR

pur chases, small as it was*BB othey people ^ajfd W$ hegch PtyyJ-R®

again for them to an extent that tp "be l^lited,tjiat

is to say it was to he restricted tp thojgd who h^d puff^pipnh hal£ 
ces in our handsan It seem# now ^hah th^s 

has heen unduly extended^ every farmer sends for his own wool, 
haling materials,as well as other goods,and they are shipped out

to pay for the goods.

in his name,regardless of the fact whether he owes us money or 

not. I see that there wer;e nine invoices hy the "Oravia" last 

month,the commission on which ran to £24.11*5,hut if the largest 

item,£16.17.3,is eliminated,the rest were trifling,and ran from 

1/lQd upwards. All” this means a lot of fiddling clerical work,and 

it does not pay us,hut where to draw the line is the difficulty. 

It is said that you disregard these invoices,and charge the good©
through the Store in some cases, - quite right too,hut let us 

know what they are,and it will save this office the trouble of

It seems to me that this is a question that c.anmaking them out *
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never fee settled to the satisfaction of everone concemSd. We are 

Storekeepers,and have always "bought here at wholes.aLe prices,sel

ling in Stanley at a considerable profit,a profit that is afesol-

\ utely necessary considering the heavy expenses of the establish

ment. If we put the profit all round at 25$,and it is difficult 

to estimate it,it is no more than we want if the net pftfit fdf* 

the year on the Store account is to fee worth havingi Ntrto out 

friends get to know about wholesale prices add dls'coiiht&>Sutld they 

want their goods as cheap as they can feet theft', if We well them 

out of the Store what has Cost da *felQO WO feet $£8 j If 'We "buy on

remuneration ifc &21 itO/v-?tefd the Sloth gets nothing, 

at all. Is it err is it hot worth witL’lb gbihg oh 'With the Store 

business,if it J.S tb he confined to lotjft. oVer-the-cothiter pur

chases? And it it is -hot,what bah we do to make the dbcount mode 

profitable, util ess we ban get more than me see® to fee doing out of1 

clients? 1 shall “fee glad to know what you thihk jpf tlie whole- 

thingi there is another piStat thftt hhs Occurred to tie,the Store 

deliveries to the vaxAois dfefBLr^neiits and. Vassal^ mq4e at 

full selling l35±ceB*and how much th^e feclartorfe VS? the acbO\Snt>and

r ■|y ■

■

I

i
\ r

\

commission our

our

helps to show a p^sjrfit #rh±ch is pore -or leps delusive,it ip im

possible to calculate, and ^Lt pay be nqoftsasry tp ackjpt % paw pys- 

tem *by making all .deJLiyeries #t popp pvtyP*

3. The Pacific i»ye .written pp ^pjf til© vpP$% ff jaM t&et 

Kosmos out, and home, so ftre 9y£d§j&tly prep^r^ £*py ft ;fupt?h3F deal.

/

4. In order that, we jaay Jgjp/ j^e early as }K>$ wprfc
is progressing at Goose Cfcreen,! enclose a fhprt ^
'Soon as anything definite can "be repp^Fted^wh^pii I .do hpt e$pept 

will he on the arrival of this. We shall- have t<q tip get
the Preserver from Australia when we know that the Wov$:$ will he 

ready for use,hut this expense need not he incurred if hy any 

chance we have to wait for a year.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

/

Managing Director.



Despatch no. 1.081 per Supplementary Mail.,23rd September,1910.
!

PRECIS OP SUBJECTS.

1. Settlement, with Underwriters of "Malvina".

2. On shipping goods for clients on commission,and remarks on
'1
!the Store lousiness.
IReporting enquiry Toy P.S.N.Co ..about freight rates. 

Code sent for reporting progress at Goose Green.
3.

4.

r

;

:
.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Liston

jf

Originals

Account Current.1
Bern arks on Accounts.2
Remarks on Stores.
Replies to Remarks on Stores.

General Cargo per "Orcoma”

General Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

Precis of Subject Despatch No.1080
to

List of Additions £jsx Clients

Plan of Rownson Drew & Clydesdale's Conveyor

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 61 .
B/L attached.

Copy of letter from C.Salvesen & Co.dated 21st September. 

Lockerbie's invoice goods shipped per "Orcoma"

Certificates of Strength of the Whisky shipped per "Orcoma" 

List of Code Words re Canning Business.

Hotob's invoice for Hay shipped per "Orcoma"

Final Invoice for goods per "Thorndale" & "Oravia"

B/L General Cargo per "Orcoma"

Clients' A/sales

3

4

5

6

7
Cargo list pent via Liverpool,i

8

9
9 . 10 for collection10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

14 bales Sheepskins "Esmeraldas"Z18

4D S19 9 99 9

9 1520 9 99 9

^ 10 

S & S 1

21 9 99 9

22 9 99 9

W P 123 9 99 9

6McG24 9 99 9

625 9 99 9

Clients Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

Bertrand & Felton,Mrs T.Robson,G.Bonner & Co 

Vere Packe,W.D.Benney1s Estate,Stickney Brothers, 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd,Mr D.Smith,BailIon Stickney, 

Henry Waldron,Speedwell Island A/c.,H.& G.Cobb.

Ltd26 • 9 • 9

London 24th September,1910.
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Per Orissa. C/?
10.jV'' 1082, r-^o/uujn.L'.c____ 19th October ■■..

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt; of your despatch no.,384,
and cablegram* of "the 8*bh inst.from Montevideo.

2, Par.3. I reported in my lash despatch that I had settled 

-the "Malvina" claim hy paying for hhe -salved gear and the wreck 

according ho your valuations • If I had hhoughh hhah you were go

ing ho put hhe lather up ho auction,I mighh have waited to see the 

result,hut as this mighh have delayed hhe settlement of the gear 

it seemed better ho clear hhe whole thing up. As it is you will

letter of 7th ulh • ?

have sold our own property; if under £50 we lose,and hhe opposite 

if hhe bidding goes liigher. It is so small' a matter, and the value 

of hhe gear is so much under what it is really worth,that it

really does not matter.

3. Par.4. We should like ho know why our chances of using

hhe slip ah New Island are diminished with hhe advent of a new

Manager.

4. Par.5. The Underwriters have not approached us again 

about the Inverness-shire,and as we are not going to run after 

them hhe case may come on for trial,. I hear, however, that Mr .Dou

glas is trying to bring the others into line with'him*and we 

shall probably have an offer,

5. Par.6. I am glad that the "Garland" has got round without 

any hitch,and this is so far satisfactory,but we have h-eapd no

thing yet about the arrival- of the "ThorndaiUe" ,fthich ought to 

have reached Sandy Point long, before this.
r X

6. Par.7. The news of the arrival, of the 

Island is also satisfactory, 

and other repairs cost altogether.

I

"Sallino" at New
i !

Please report how much

!V/. A. Harding, Esq. • >

Manager, \

Stanley.



7. Par. 8. I am glad to say that the Smith-Sharp affair 'has now 

heen settled,and I hope that the Mortgage will he ready to send 

out for registration hy this mail-. Our Solicitors have the money 

in hand,and the conveyance of Sharp's .share has heen received.

There has heen some delay caused hy Mrs.Smith1s obstinacy over 

some details,and when I say that you know what I mean. Fortunate

ly when she found that she could only borrow the money on our terms 

she gave way. A further hitch occurred over the amount to he paid 

to Sharp on account,hut I managed to settle that,and enclosed yoU 

will find a statement showing how the figures have heen arrived 

at. The final- balance due can only he ascertained when Airs.Smith 

returns to Stanley,and it is agreed that your decision is to he 

accepted hy Sharp. Mrs.Smith says that there were certain pay

ments made hy her husband which have not yet heen charged to the 

farm,* this may or may not be the case,and it seems singular that 

if Probate of his will, was obtained any outstanding accounts were 

not adjusted then. I have made a mistake all through in tliinking 

that the date of the sale was the 1st and not the 31st March, as 

it appears to have heen,and consequently in paying the interest 

to Sharp we have given him a month too much,of which account will 

have to he taken in the final settlement, as well as of £52 he has 

already received on account of profits.

8. Par.9. With your remarks on the steamer question we are 

in practical agreement, and there is not one point in your long 

essay on the subject that has not heen turned over here the last 

month or two,and discussed ad nauseam. We have always held that 

a steamer could not pay,because we have not expected until quite 

lately that the farmers would agree to a rise in freights. Now 

that they have agreed to it the case is completely altered,.and we 

can see that if a suitable boat gets general -support and is prop

erly managed,she can he made a success. But how to secure that 

general, support is a problem,and to keep it when we have got itj 

for there are people in the Islands ,as there are .everywhere 

else,who like to get a benefit without paying for it,and shippers 

while enjoying the facilities on the coast that a steamer would 

afford,are quite capable of chartering a sailer for their own

5 2
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produce. If* all- the farmers expect too much the v.enture will* be 

a failure; for instance,Mr.Packe wants the “boat to call at one of 

his places once a month,and if everyone asked the same it could 

hardly "be done in a month of 30 days. The steamer will get round 

the Islands faster than three schooners in all probability,hut 

you cannot tell how much faster until you have had experience,and 

there may be disappointment. That she will cost a good deal- td run 

know,and many people do not know; but if she is expected to 

about with an empty hold, calling at ports whetherthere is 

cargo for her or not,such ,an idea must be dispelled. I am sorry 

that at the present moment nothing has been actually settled,al

though negotiations which have been carried on with the P.S.N.Co. 

for some months are so far advanced that I may be able to an

nounce an agreement before closing this despatch. What we shall 

undoubtedly establish is freight on a weight basis,and it will be 

arranged so as to give a substantial difference between the sum 

paid to the P.S.N.Co.and the through rate. Several clients have 

written as to the hardship of paying for weight on their well' 
pressed bales,and say that the money spent on their presses has j 

been thrown away. It is not so at all; for there will be,coupled 

with the rate for weight, a stipulation that the measurement must 

not exceed 2J times the weight,and this will come into force ac

cording to my calculation,as soon as the weight drops below 22.4 

pounds per cubic foot. A table of the respective weights and meas

urements of bales of wool from every station has been compiled, 

and a copy is sent for your information. The points of the agree

ment with the P.S.N.Co.which up to the present have been settled 

are the following. The outward rates .are to be raised: they say 

that since 1900 when they first went to the Islands freights have 

been raised all round with the exception of ours,and that a rise 

in our case has become necessary. They will- charge on the four 

classes respectively,50/.45/.42/6.and 30/.,and as this compares 

with 55/.45/.35/.and 25/.to Punta Arenas,there is not much to com 

plain of. On the other hand,they are going for the first time to 

give us a clean 20$ off the whole,which is what I have been asking 

for for a long time',and if the increased rates have the effect of

w.e

run
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stopping or reducing the importations pf private indivlduals*# 0 

shall not have much to complain of*. They wilt not increase the 

rates hy cargo "boats,hut they want us to desist from chartering 

any outside tonnage. To this I have objected,as we must have the 

means of* sending out coal both to Stanley and Darwin, and their 

reply to this is not yet in. They agree at last to give us a com- 

mision on passages engaged f*or anyone not in our service* and as 

to the homeward freight I expect thejfcr final- answer any time.
With regard to the steamer, Salve sens have approached ub with two 

alternative propositions,to run a boat conjointly with them,or to 

put one on on their own account,and give us a commission on all, 

earnings. The Board Lean to the latter arrangemeht*a# giving us ta 

certain moderate profit without risk,but there may be difficult
ies in the way. We know the advantage that Salvesens have in the 

matter of crews,their slip,and facilities for repaid at New Is
land, as well as their long .experience In the business of running 

steamers. You speak strongly of the difficulty of getting crews 

for the schooners in the Islands,and there 1® ho reason why the 

same difficulty should not show itself if we had. .a steamer our
selves . It would be worse to have the one steamer laid up for 

want of hands than to be partially paralysed by the schooners,be
cause in the one case work would be absolutely at a stand-still, 

while it would be strange if you could not get something out of 

the others. When people talk about the change from' sail to steam 

you should say that it is being brought about by the .general wish: 
backed by promise of support,that the rate# mUst be higher,but 

that it would not be fair to compare them with those that been in 

force up to now,because we have to admit that ye have been running 

for years at a loss solely to support the mall sarvipe*that the 

service is now sufficiently established to run without our help, 

and that in any case,steamer or no steamer,the rates would have 

had to rise,for we can put up with the annual loss no longer.
At the present moment I cannot tell- you what we are going to do, 
but by hook or by crook we shall, provide the means of getting the

ft

wool in in time for the usual sales next ye.ar.
The papers in connection with the "Hattie L.M.1'9. Par. 11.

i
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were sent at once to our Brokers,and the same day we heard from 

them- that a difficulty might he raised on the ground of there be

ing no receipt or Bill of Lading for the lost goods,for the Un

derwriters had asked what evidence there was that they had ever 

gone Her on hoard. I understand that there is no proper system ,at 

work in this respect,which is news to me$ it is so obviously in

correct and slack to ship insured goods without taking a receipt, 

whatever the form may he,that the practice must he discontinued 

at once,and whenever you have to forward a claim,this receipt 

must accompany it. I am glad to say that we have heard this morn

ing that the Underwriters have waived their objection,and are pas

sing the claim,including the salvage. Regarding the latter,in the 

circumstances you will understand that I have not much to &ayj hut 

I may refer you generally to any hook on salvage, and you will find 

what you no doubt know already,that is that there must be an ex

traordinary combination of circximstanc.es to warrant such a high 

rate as 50$. I used to combat any claim over 33 1—3rd $,and you 

ought to hear in mind that such high charges ar.e more than likely 

to act prejudicially in causing Underwriters to raike rates. You 

refer elsewhere to the fact that .as the ship was ^uninsured the 

Master did not make a protest . This is one of the reasons why he 

ought not to have neglected it. Look at the law hooks and you will 

find that the protest is made to protect the Master^ and I think 

the Owners against claims. The Master undertakes to -carry certain 

goods to their destination,and if he fails to do so,the owners of 

the cargo can proceed against him. His answer to this is the pro

test, and in every case of accident it is only prudent on Jtiis part 

to note a protest as soon as he can. Here you will find he qan 

stop,and if the protest is required to establish a claim 4-t iaUst 

he extended at the expense of the persons who want it. You w;L1X 

find this in Kay,.and in all the other law hooks in your office,.

The Underwriters here waive the protest in this cane,hut it would 

have been open to them to dispute the claim on the ground of its 

absence.

•*9
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10. At a meeting In July the Board, agreed to allow Mr.Girl^g 

to take his holiday on full, pay,and at the last Board It was sat--
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■bled -that his salary should he £500 per annum for -the next five 

years-,which commence from the date of his leaving Liverpool-. As 

the other terms will he the same we have agreed that an endors.e-

ment on his old agreement of the change of salary will he suffi

cient.

'll. I send some correspondence with E.Wilkins together with 

10 title deeds of his property in Stanley,which he wishes sold, 

and the proceeds remitted through us. I told him that to do this 

he must authorize someone hy Power of Attorney -to act for him,and 

he replied that G-eorge Turner had a general; Power from him under 

which he could act. This may or may not he the case,.anyhow it is 

not our affair,and all we have to do is to hand over the documents 

to Turner,and receive the proceeds from him-. I pointed out that a 

Conveyance seemed to he missing,that is from John Casey's Executor 

to Mrs .C.Smith,hut that again is not our affair. Yfilkins asked 

for an advance on the deeds,hut I replied that we were not in the 

hahit here of lending on Stanley property,in fact I do not think 

that he is a man who could ask a favour of us.

12. The cable asking for a credit on account of the Marechal 

de Castries seems to imply that she is in Stanley,hut the Owners 

ask if we know this,as their advices point to her being at "Smi- 

lie". A cable from Punta Arenas makes this still more perplexing, 

and until your despatch arrives we shall he in the dark. It is 

al;so reported at Lloyd's that salvage has been claimed,and that 

she is under arrest,* to this you do not allude,so I must .assume 

that it is not at the instance of the Company. In fact,if she is 

safely in Stanley,and has no means of running away,it would look 

like a high handed proceeding, 

that as Yfeddell Island is near New Island one of the whalers has 

helped her out of a difficulty in Smileyfs Channel,.and has arrest

ed her for salvage. VJhether this is correct or not remains to he 

seen. I must again point out,and how many times I have done it I 

do not know,that it is useless to ask for credit, especially for a 

foreign vessel,without mentioning some sum- to he named to the 

Owners,* you cannot know,of course,perhaps within hundreds of 

pounds,hut you can guess better than we can,and should s.ay some-

I can only hazard a wild guess
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thing,which may afterwards he Increased or reduced. In this case, 

after speaking to Mr.Girling about it,I asked for a credit for 

£1000,hut the Owners reply that they can do nothing until.' they 

get a reply to a cable they have sent to the Captain.

13. Referring to par.8,a letter just received from the P.S.

N.Co.giving their final, offer enables me to state precisely how 

we shall stand. They say that they will not interfere with the 

small vessel we charter out,but hope we will not give her more 

rough cargo than we can help. Yfool is to be taken at 52/6 weight, 
when the measurement does not exceed 2-| times its weight,when it 

does,the rate is to be 22/.per ton of 40 cubic feet. I would ra

ther have had it 21/.,because that is the exact equivalent of 52/6 

weight,and the new rate penalises the light pressed bales to the 

extent of l/.per ton. Seeing,however,that the most I asked In the 

first instance was a reduction to the all round rate of 22/6,1 do 

not think there is much to complain of. Coupled with this is the 

condition that we have the control of the whole of the wool ship

ped from the Colony^ this must be an oversight,because they know 

well that Port Stephens and Port Howard do not ship, through us,and 

I am pointing this out. There is another condition that the con

trol of the business must he in our handstand this makes it im

perative that we should act conjointly with Salvesens,not merely 

supply them with cargo, I can now give you the estimate we have 

made up,bas.ed on last year's shipments. Gross freight we charge 

at fd when the weights allow,and on this the P.S.N.Co.get 52/6 

weight. On the other they get 22/.,and the proper proportion^ to 

20,gives 48/8d.as the gross freight. I think,however,that w.e have 

so much in hand,especially if the P.S.N.Co treat each shipment 

as a whchle,that if .we ask 45/.# 5$> we shall do well enough, I have 

been calculating on one-fifth as the proportion to be taken by us 

for hulk hire,use of steam-,lighterage at times,and hulk hire. No . 

objection to this has been raised by Salves-ens, but the return to 

us is so extremely good that we can keep it up our sleeves in 

case there is any bargaining to be done, Thai I have put down 

£1438 as the sum earned by the schooners last year for local 

freights and passages,exclusive of the produce carried,and lastly

V :
l
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there is the mail service,of which we should "be entirely indepen

dent, hut as a matter of policy we prohahly ought to take it up. 

The gross freight at* §d or 45/.& 5$ comes to 

To P.S.N.Co.® 52/6 or 22/.

O 15740

6266

5)7474
1495To Company's Shipping for hulk hire and lahour

5979

1490Local freight and passages
? 600Mail service

£8069Gross revenue

If these figures are approximately correct,there is a good 

future for the steamer,always provided that we keep others out. 

There is not room for two,and opposition would he disastrous for

both parties. Considering the advantages to he gained in better

communication,the extra freight will' not he a serious item,and I 

think that if the first year is successful,and I hope to run a 

year as a trial without committing ourselves further,the accounts 

may show that we coul.d come down a sixteenth or possibly an eighth 

in the rates, I would say as little as possible outside the of

fice of the prospects,for after all they are not assured,and ,al

though we have got out a workable scheme,we have still to reckon

with Salvesens.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

oi>4.

Managing Director.
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Despatch' no. 1082 per "Orissa",l-9th October, 1*909,

PRECIS OP SUBJECTS.

1. Acknowledges despatchletter,and cablegram.

2. Remarks on sale of "Malvina" wreck.

3. Enquires as to slip at New Island.

4. About Inverness-shire,Underwriters have not moved.

5. About "G-arland" and "ThorndaLe".

6. Enquiring as to cost of1 fitting out "Sabino".

7. Reports proceedings in the Smith-Sharp transaction.

8. Discusses the steamer question in full-.

9, Reports that Underwriters are settling the "Hattie L.M."

claim,and remarks on missing documents.

10. Reports arrangements with Mr.Girling.

11. Refers to title deeds of property in Stanley vsent out on ac

count of E.Wilkins.

12. On the subject of the credit asked for on account of the

"Marechal de Castries."

13. Further on the subject of coasting steamer,and commenting on 

Pacific Steam Navigation Co.'s revised rates.

i
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Duplicates

Despatches Nos. 1080 and 1081

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Remarks on Accounts
List of Cargo per "Orcoma"

List of Parcels

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma"

fidditions to Clients' list of Cargo per "Orcoma"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan & B/L attached. 

General Invoices goods per "Ocoma"

Particulars for Erecting Bungalow from Browne & Lilly.

List of Dutiable goods per "Orcoma"

List of Enclosures

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts

14 hales Sheepskins ex "Esmeral.dasZ

D S 4 9 99 9

W P 1 9 99 9

15 9 99 9

F B 10 9 99 9

McG 6 9 99 9

6 9 99 9

Clients' Invoices for goods per "Orcoma"

H.& G.Cobb,Mrs T. Robson,G. Bonner & Co 

Vere Packe,W.D.Benney's Estate,Stickney Bros. 

David Smith, Bail Ion & Stickney,H. Waldron.

Ltd.• 9

London 1,9th October, 1910

iV
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r> Enclosur.es via Liverpool*

"Originals"

Wool Reports1
Copy of Cablegram received 

Labourers 1 Agreements : -
2

3
A • Sutherland, A. Rae, W. Turner, G-. Roberts on , A .M. Kenzi e,

C.Dyer.
Woolsorter's Agreement H.N.Dewhirst.4

A.Wilson's Account Tor W.C.G-irling5
Mr .Bull Ls Schooling Account for Vere Packe6

Clients 1 A/sales: —

51 hales Woof "Duendes"Fell
7

J B 155 9 9 9 9a
J R 319 9 9

10 M & 0 28 9 99 5

s 311 9 j9 5

12 C C W 10 ? *

W E D 1841.3 9 99 9

14 HOC 39 casks Tallow 9 9

press copies Co's Wool & Skins ex "Esmeraldas" &
'"Duendes "

i15 Brokers

1.6 Wool. Sweeping Returns for 1909

17 Copy of Browne & LillyJs specification for Shepherd's House
dated 15th October.

18 Catalogue of Ashford Ram sale showing F.I.Co.&yH.& B's
purchases.

19 Copy of letters from the P.S.N.Co.dated 15th Aand our reply
of the "16th October.

2D Copy of letter from Thomas Sharp dated 12th October.

21 Copy of letter dated 1.0th October from Mrs M.A.Smith.

22 Copy tff letter received from E.Wilkins, dated 28th Slept.&
Documents referred to ('see detailed list attached)

23 Messrs Burrant Cooper 8c Freeman's receipt for expenses
a/c Mrs M.A.Smith.

24 Final Invoice for goods per "Orcoma"

London 19th Octobery191o 

-^Won, 19m ----i
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Prr Oropesa. cp /
/o//y/o/y,:/<c___ 16th November,____/.V 10.Am 1083.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no #385, 
which arrived on the 31st ult.,your letter of 4th ult.on the 1st 

inst. ,and despatch no.386 per "Corcovado"^posted in Montevideo, 

which came to hand on the 12th inst.

2. 385-2. At the time we settled with the Underwriters it 

was not absolutely clear that you were going to sell the ’’Malvina" 

.and gear,in fact there was no object in sending your certified 

valuation except for the information of the Underwriters. It w.as 

desirable to accept a settlement at once,and I see that if we had 

delayed we should have got the property a few pounds cheaper,but 

there is full value for the money after all# We will try to re

cover the Lloyd’s Agency fees for you,but c.annot be sure of get

ting them.
3. Par.3. I seem to have expressed myself awkwardly on the

subject of the "Lonsdale" towage,for in a former despatch I ac-
accounts,

knowl edged your remarks on the isaratgK 

pointed out that you had not written sufficiently clearly. Perhaps 

I should have written," if you had explained the undertaking". It 

may not have occurred to you that by not taking the reduction off 

the final account you place yourself in the eyes of the Underwri

ters under the suspicion of conniving with Porter to do them out
of £40: we know here that it was not so,but I thought it better

it
to notify the payment to Douglas,in case 

cape Porter's memory.

4. Par.5. I hope that the final- repairs to the "Great Brit

ain" will be done as soon as the weather permits. I shall be on 

the look out for a small vessel for the next coal for Darwin,to

and it was then that I

should es-

W.A.Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,

Stanley.
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"be dismantled on arrival,and laid up ah a hulk for the Canning

Works.
5* Par.6. The account that should have ba©n signed hy Capt. 

Piett has "been sent to Messrs .Thos .Law & Co .with a request for

payment. If the "Orcoma" was in port for several hours,there ought 

not to have "been any difficulty in settling this Account.

I have heard nothing from the £ ♦ S. N • Co»aboUt the6. Par.7.
" Thorndaleand suppose that they are quite satisfied with the

despatch she got,considering the paucity of deck hands*
7. Par.8. The suggestion I made in 1079KL4 was referred to 

Messrs.Bischoff & Co.,who consider it quite feasible,and have 

drafted a scheme of which I enclose a copy. This provides for 

leasing the property at Goose Green from us,and suggests restrict

ions on various points ^mainly the holding of shares. The Board 

having in the first instance declared themselves willing to allow 

certain of our clients to take shares in the canning ventur.e,do 

not wish to hack out of it, and will form the Company if so des

ired; hut they wish to ascertain the feeling of the farmers first, 

and suggest that it might suit them equally well if we were to I

pay them a good sum for their sheep,and give them a bonus if the
There would he a certain amount of excanning turns out well* 

pense in forming even a private Company,stalIIps,lawyers, fees,Ac. 

Let us know what Messrs .Bonner & Packe have to say,and the Board

will then decide. If the works turn out a success,I look forward 

some day to having a large lighter in Falkland Bound to bring 

over sheep from the West.
8. Par.9. We have got on with the steamer scheme since last 

mail left,and details are practically settled. We have followed, 

the desire of the Board not to take any share in the boat,and yet 

the arrangement is not unsatisfactory to ourselves. The figures 

have been reduced, and Messrs .-Salvesen have agjreed to a through 

rate of 9/16d,w.e taking the sixth instead of .a fifth of the local- 

earnings for Stanley expenses. This rate is exactly half,or I 

.should say double the Pacific charge, 9/163. being equal- to 

per ton,so that the calculation will- he simple# We have agreed 

that Salves ens are to own to ho at, and that we are to have the

i
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sole control of her working on the coastk height on last year's 

wool at 9/16d.weight or 42/.& 5# taeaa-Urdkefit, 4 according to pres
sure, has be.en worked out at £12,525,"and after jiayiiig the £*S.N.
Co.half,i.e.at 52/6 weight or 22/.measurement,there Will feUaain a 

sum of £6263,of which we bake one-sixth,or £104*i to fay for wag
es, lighterage, and the hire of the "Great Britain". I said that 1 

had a lot up my sleeve,and I think you will agree' that after pay
ing the wages there will, he a good deal of httlk hirfe left* ’be*** 
ducting £1044 from £6263, we get "at the aobUal dmouilb of the local, 

freight inwards ,£5219,on -which the steamed1 e account pays tis 

commission,or about £261-. NoW dealing With freight out from Stan
ley,we get a commission of 5# on the gross amount,uncertain,say 

£65,and on passages and the mail subsidy,as at present arranged 

we get no commission,bait I am going to' ask for it on the former.
The earnings on wool and sheepskins -will be supplemented by the 

transport of tallow and other produce,as .well, as the bases of 

canned meat.; Salvesens estimate the coal at 1300 tons at £3 per 

ton,but this is at present uncertain. The accounts of the steamer
to be made up annually,and of the profit they are to take a

of 10#
preferential dividend on the cost*Which Will represent the oapi-A
bal, and. the balance left is to be divided betwe&p theto arid our- - 
selves in equal shares, lfow*considering that we t&ke no frisk,lay 

out no money, and have no share In the bo at, the terns seem fairly 

favour able, and the long negotiations that have taken place have 

not been waste time-* As ito tallow and the |,eat,the rates have
not been arranged yet,but they -may lae -expected to follow the rise

'
on wool and skins, Hith regard to so|ie remarks whloh you JWuaa on- 

in your despatch,whatJLs really the value of any opinion expressed
t

by people who have no knowledge whatever pf the working expenses 

of a ste.amer,or any means of finding out# Yop hay^ po warrant for 

saying that if we are 4m partnership with 3olyesepLS,they will PQt
i

make any reductions. How c.m you know? You' have never guy of 

the firm,and what you say is pure guesswork, coniaradi^ted, even 

within the last few days by their assent to a reduction of l/16th.
I know,on the contrary,from enquiry that they are a firm of the 

highest standing] their brother,IfOjpd 6alveaen,^s ope. of the Scotch 

Judges,-and the opinion given to jae by Mr*&inslie,also of Leith,of

o

are

4r

i
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Mr*Theodore Salvesen,who has this business in hand,is that he is 

a -shrewd man and absolutely straight* In the matter of crews,you 

have said so much about the difficulty of getting good men now a, 

days that we feel,assuming what you say to be true,that to run a 

steamer of our own with such men to rely on would spell, disaster 

The master and crew have been picked with an eye to sobriety; Mr. 

Salvesen knows that the whalers are not paragons,and that they 

have committed excesses in Stanley* But if any of the crew should 

go wrong,they will have better means of replacing them from other

The steamer is the "Colurn-

(?■

• i

vessels or New Island than we shouldv 

bus",now in the Plate,where she has acted as a sort of tender to 

the boats of the Hamburg-South American Co-* ,to whom she lately 

belonged. She has good passenger accommodation,and is fitted with 

electric light. The drawback at the preseht time is that it has 

been discovered that through beaching her constantly some damage 

has been done to her ballast tanks,and this is being put right in 

dry dock,entailing some delay. I very much regret this,as it means 

that she will, not be available for service until some time in 

January; but when she gets to work,it is hoped and expected that 

she will make up for lost time. The crew are to sail shortly in 

the "Starlight",and Mr.Salvesen expects that on arrival in Buenos 

Ayres they will find the ship ready* You will,therefore,have to; 

ke§p the two schooners for our own work,which must not be allowed 

to suffer,and I doubt if you will be able to get any clients* wool 
in in time for the first homeward boat.

9. You will find it necessary to make a change in your me

thods in using this steamer,if she is to be worked to the best 

advantage. You speak of getting stores out as a proof that she 

will have to use more steaming .days than we expeot* But stores 

will have to go on .each outward trip,and will haye to be got ready 

in time for shipment so as to avoid delay* There will have to be. 

numerous instructions got out for your guidance,among them the 

minimum amount of freight that will warrant a call at a port,for 

it will never do to expend £5 on earning £3* There is no more to 

be said on the subject this time,but I .enclose for your informa

tion extracts from correspondence which will show you how the ar

rangement has been brought about.

Cfr
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10. Par ,10, and 386-2. There is no question that the *%ainsozifl 

must go to Sandy Point,since the New Island slip has "broken down. 

The prices quoted,however,are simply appalling,and though the 

owner or a slip is entitled to a good return for his .enterprise 

in such a place,and therefore £165 for hauling up and refloating 

may "be swallowed,what justification is there for .£186 for scraping 

and painting,for which we have just got an estimate of £10 for 

labour and £20 for materials,£30 in all,from one of the principal 
dry docks here? The people over there must surely have made allow
ance for commissions and baksheesh all- round I Could you not ar

range a price for putting her on the slip oh the basis of so much 

per day,sending over materials and one or two handy men who aan 

lay on paint in addition to the crew*and let them do the work? Is 

there more than one slip,or is it a monopoly? If not,cannot a com

petitive price be got? Prom your account and Baseley's report it 

is evident that we should be doing wrong to allow her to run any 

longer without an overhaul,and it must be left in your hands to 

carry it out as cheaply as possible • I shall be surprised if sfre 

comes away from Sandy Point without dropping £1000,and do you 

suppose that the steamship owners there,Braun & Blanchard for in

stance, have to pay through the nose for everything that is done? 

Would it not be well to consult them, as well, as Mr.Stubenrauch? 

This,I hope,will be the only time she will have to go,for Mr.Sal- 

v©sen tells me that they will have to strengthen the slip at New 

Island to take up the ’’Columbus". With these remarks w.e must 

leave it to you to do the best you can.

11 • I have a word to add on the subject of the "Columbus"and 

the freight .arrangements; I rely on your not divulging to anyone 

outside the office. any of the details of our two deals with the 

P.S.N.Co.or Messrs .Sal vesen. No doubt there will be a good deal 

of curiosity,and it must remain unsatisfied.

12. Par. 11. Let us have no doubt about the safety of the Smi

thy boilerj if it is played out it must be scrapped. It went out, 

to the best of my recollection, at the end of 1888 or the begin

ning of the next year,and has been written down to nothing long 

since. It was originally a second hand boiler,Davey Paxman I 

think,and it ought to be replaced by a new one. It occurs to me



to ask whet/her it would "be practicable to use the oil, engine from 

North Arm to run the rest or a portion of the machinery,and have 

a smaller "boiler specially for the hammer. It is a question whe

ther the 8 h.p.of the oil engine would he sufficient or not,if not, 

that settles itj hut the horse power of the Hayward Tyler -engine 

is also eight,and with an arrangement of pullies and belts,which 

I believe are now in use,it might be worked. If this ideh is ho 

good,then I think you ought to let us know what siaed boiler 

should be sent out to replace the old one* Th&t at Gddse GRbeen is 

doubtless too large,

13. Par, 12 and 386-6, Before the ahiiv&l of the mail per 

"Corcovado" ,the owner of the "Mar^chal de •Ca&thies1' accompanied 

by his London agent came here to talk about the credit, I told 

them that I supposed that if Salvesens did the work at New Island 

they would make their own arrangements about payment,but it seems 

that we are the agents of the ship,which is chartered by Balfour 

Williamson & Co.,and from what I could make out they wished us to 

make all payments. I believe that the owners are people of means, 

but nevertheless I said that we should like a credit bn London,

They went away,and have not returned,so I do not know how we stand 

with them. Now it seems that you a**e providing supplies to some 

extent,and I must get in touch with them; but I fear that I can

not report anything this mail,and I do not yet know the amount

of the credit required•

14, Par. 13. You and Mr.Packe were quite right in protesting 

against the expenditure proposed on account of the drill hall*and 

a stand should be made against tampering with the Land Sales fund. 

Opposition from the Colony in such a case always has more weight 

with the C. 0. than representations from here; but if you memorials 

ize the C.O.we will do our best to support you* Volunteering in 

the Falklands is at best playing at so Idlers,for no one can ex>- 

pect the little band to be of any practical value* It would not 

matter,in fact might be a good thing,if the expense were not so 

enormous,but the services that could be rendered are altogether 

out of proportion to their value.

1.5, The Board have considered your suggestions on the sub

ject of the division of the "Lonsdale's" salvage,and I am to say



t-hat in these cases "the proportion allotted to the crew is what 

we are hound to give according to the Merchant Shipping Act, and 

> that it is open to them,or to any individual member of the crew, 

to sue us if they are dissatified,for which reason we got our So

licitors to arrange the proportions that they,in their experience, 

thought would he awarded hy the Court. This was done in the case 

of the Hyndford and of another, and with this precedent before you 

it was considered that you could work on the lines without
getting Messrs• Ince 1 s assistance . There is hb objection to the 

increased amount given to Base ley, provided Thomas is satisfied, • 

and you need not ask him; but when you suggest that this legal 

obligation should be stretched into giving a bonu^ to others who 

have no claim,the Directors cannot ass.bnt to the establishment of 

such a precedent. Moreover,all in the Company's service have re

ceived lately a bonus on their salaries for i909Vand the applica

tion is consequently scarcely well tiiaed. With regard to your 

suggestion with regard to yourself>the directors are unable to 

see any grounds for it. You went to Montevideo on account of the 

Underwriters, and your expenses were repaid by them* how then can 

you ask to have them paid over again,.especially as you made your 

charges in the ordinary way for your servicex as Lloyd's agent in 

the caise?

t

16. 386-3. The answer to your circular about the Cemetery 

will have to stand over until the ne^rt meeting of the Board.

1Y. The same may be said ^ith Regard to Mr.Packe's wish to 

connect with Pitzroy by telephone, on which Mr .Mantle will have to 

be consulted. There is the question of cross talk,of which he 

made a great point when the subject was considered some years 

ago,and as to the inconvenience in the office,that could easily 

be prevented by leading all- lines into the Store,and having mes

sages for the office switched on to you. A switch of this kind is 

in use in many offices in the City,where .a line into the princi

pals1 office would be an intolerable nuisance.

18. Par.5. I do not know what answer to give you about ac

cidents . It would generally be better to compensate by the grant

of a lump sum-, and you might be able to ascertain what would be 

acceptable. In Perring's case the subject is complicated by the
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uncertainty as to whether the wire was the causae of the injury 

to his finger,
19* Par.7. The owners%of the "Wray Castle" will accept the 

Master*§ drafts for disbursements,as already cabled.

20. Par.9. The Pacific have made no remark as yet about the 

"Thorndal'e".
21. Since I began this,Messrs .Galbraith Hill & Co.have un

dertaken to accept drafts on account of the "Marechal de Cas

tries ".
22. The mortgage and other documents relating to the advance to 

Mrs.Smith are enclosed,and you will please have them registered 

as usual,and then return them. Messrs .Bischoff & Co.ask me to 

point out that they must be taken according to their dates,that is 

to say the conveyance from Sharp to Mrs. Smith must be registered 

before the mortgage.
23. There are 36 rams on their way per "Junin",which left 

on the 11th inst. The P.S.N.Co .decline to takie live stock in the 

mail boats,and there were not orders on hand sufficient for a 

cargo boat,so that we were in a fix. We received ultimately an 

offer to carry the whole in the " Junin",which is making a sp.ecial- 

call for the purpose,on condition that we would ship all cargo

by her at mailboat rates,and guarantee £150 freight. It happened 

most perversely that the orders w.ere unusually scanty,but we ran 

the risk on an undertaking from the owners of the rams that they 

would make up the amount pro rata if called upon. The freight has 

exceeded the sum,and they are Tree; but you should bear in mind 

that there are likely to be rams every year after the Kent sales, 

and ..endeavour to have an order home about the time suitable for 

ship.mmnt by cargo boat. You might also remember that it is undes

irable to send large orders by the "Orcoma": this was done lately, 

and the goods were,as usual,promptly despatched. If the Storekeep

er would look a little ahead,and send larger orders by the ship 

before the " Or coma", reducing her indent to the smallest possibly 

bulk,you would not have so much to handle in Port William.

24. I am sending you some copies of a circular I have ad

dressed to the wool, shippers,which you may like to send on as well
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in duplicate with your own observations in 

those to whom it is posted is enclosed.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

some cases. A list of*

<L* '----- --- -

Managing Director*

.

i
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Despatch no.1083 per "Oropesa" 16th November,1910.

Precis of contents.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letters.

3. About sale of "Malvina".

3. Further on Lonsdale towage rebate.

4. On repairs to Great Britain and purchase of small hulk,
5. Refers to Inverness-shire aocounts.
6. On despatch of "Thorndale",

7. Asks for farmers views as to fortning a Canning Company. 

Discusses and explains scheme Tor working coasting steamer.8.

9. On methods to be observed in working the steamer.'

10. Samson to go to Punta Arenas foh repairs| remarks on estimate.-

11. Enjoins secrecy as to negotiations with P.S.N.Co.and SaiVeserrs. 
13. Remarks and suggestions as to Smithy boiler.

13. Reports interview with owner and agent of "Marechal de Cas-* 

"tries."

14. Company will support, protest against expenditure on account 
of Drill Hall.

15. Remarks on division of "Lonsdalefs" salvage.

16. Reply about contribution to Cemetery Fund deferred.

17. Enquiries to be made as to J4r. Packers proposal re telephone.

18. Discusses accidents^and asks for further information.
19. Credit for "Wray Castle" obtained.

80. No complaint from P*S.N.,Co .about "Thormttale. "

21-. Credit obtained for "Maredial de Castries#1'

22. Encloses Mortgage of Berkeley Sound Farm,and gives instruct
ions as to registration.

23. Reports despatch of rams per 11Junin%and suggests sending 

an order for a cargo boat in the autumn in future.

24. Refers to circular to Sheepfarmers on steadier question.
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£
Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals ■

Remarks on Accounts.1
Remarks on Stores.2

Replies to Remarks on Stores•3

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"4

General Invoice goods per "Orop.esa"5

Copy of letter from W.Cooper & Nephews dated 10th Nov. 
and copies of correspondence with J.R.Robson

6

Particulars of Rams shipped per "Junin"7

Sight Draft for £6 . 7 . 5 on J.Kirwan for collection
and B/L attached.

8

Copy of letter to Chr .Salves.en & Co.dated 17th November.9

List of persons to whom freight circular has "been sent.10

Statement of apportionment of freight under the new 
arrangements

11

B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa"

Copy of letter received from Thomas Law & Co.dated 17th
November.

(2)12

13

Rownson's invoice for goods shipped "Oropesa"

Bellamy1s

Statement of cost & division of expenses of Rams per "Junin11 
and invoices.

14

15 ? 55 9 9 9

16

Letter to W.A.Harding.17

London ’19th November,1910
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Enclosur.es via Liverpool

1 Copy of Cablegrams received.
2 Copy of Cablegrams sent.
3 Documents relating to the Berkeley Sound Farm, 

Clients' A/sales: —
4 J.B. 4 bales Sheepskins ex "Duendes”
5 McG- 4 9 9 9 9

Fell 46 9 9 5 ?

7 C C W 1 ? ? ? j

8 JR 2 9 9 9 9

9 W E D 6 9 9 9 9

Copy of Brokers’ A/sale Co's Sheepskins ex "DuendesM 

Copy of L.O.Cash Account & Mail Agency Account .

Credit notes for claims recovered for seadamaged Y/ool ex 

Esmeraldas & Duendes & Stores,Salvage &c.ex Hattie L.M.

10

11

12

13 Copy of Draft Scheme for Canning Factory,

Copy of letter from P.S.N.Co.dated 28th October.

Bischoff’s duplicates receipt for expenses re Berkeley Souruff
Farm,

Correspondence with Messrs Salvesen & Co.re Coasting steamer.

14

15

16
Copy of contract for the Conveyance of the Interinsular Mails17

& Passengers &c.

Specification of Columbus.

Final Invoice Stores per "Orissa”

18

19
Account Current ,20
Remarks on Accounts21

Letter for A.L,Allan,

Duplicates of mail papers per "Junin"
22

23

London 16th November,1910

i
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hA 1Enclosures via Liverpool

.

Duplicates •

Despatch no.1082 dated 19th October.

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.
Replies to Remarks on Stores:* 

General Invoice goods per "Orissa" 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Enclosures

List of Parcels.

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Duitable Goods per "Orissa"

Sight draft on J.Kirwan with fe/L.attched. 

Clients* A/sales:4-

J R 31-xbales Wool ex "Duendes"

S 3 i »

WED 1Q4 

J B 1$5
ri j

f > 9 9

.FELL 51 9 9f t

M 8c Q 28 9 9 I 9

C C W 10 9 9 9 9

H G C 39 casl£§, Tallow 

Clients.* Reports and contracts

4 bales Sheepskins ex "Duendea'*J B

M 8c G 4 t f I 9

C C W 1 9 9I #

J R 2 9 •

Fell 4 I 9 91

WED 6 9 9 f 9

Clients1 Invoices goods per "Orissa’1

Holmested 8c Blake ,Ltd. ,Bailion 8$ Stickneyy 
A.Pitaluga,W.C.Girling,Bertrand Sc Felton,
W.D.Benney * sEstate,Dr.H.M. S.Turner, Vere Packe

London 16th November, 1910
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REGISTERED 1902.

' ' 'uir/ r/i/ ic/ - ///rr /-6/.
Pei• Or avia.

/mid......14th December,.N° 1084.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no ,387 ..and 

of your letter of the 1st ult

2. 387-4. Considering the danger of using the X Bays that 

has caused lasting injury if not death to several, medical men,it

which arrived on the 28th id.• ?

would hardly he -safe to set up an apparatus at Stanley,unless the

Colonial Surgeon is an expert in its use.

3. Par.6. A standard of timber is 165 cubic feet. I have

seen Captain Anderson,and have spoken about buying a load in Swed

en; but it is not possible to decided at present whether we shali 

charter the "Ragnhild" again or not,and if we were to do so,there

U

would be a difficulty about getting the coal in first. I am making

enquiries about an old vessel of about 350 tons to be laid down 

as a hulk at Darwin, and the probability is that if we buy one we

shall put the timber in her.

4. Par.7. Nothing has been said about Captain Kite by the

and I think it likely that the steam these Captains get 

up is soon dissipated. I have seen them blow it off at other
P.S.N.Co • 5

ports,and assume that they think it necessary to get the work

along.

5. Par.9. Note has been taken of the system of apportionment

of return freight,which we were unable to make out from the re
turns . When the steamer is running the arrangement will- be sim

plified.

6. Par. 11. On the 25th ult.we cabled you to draw on Messrs.

Galbraith Hill. & Co.for the "Marechal de Castries".

7>. Par. 12. The list of repairs needed by the "Samson" has 

been submitted to our Engineers, and a copy of their comments is

W.A.Harding,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.
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enclosed. The vessel does not* pay,and not; a penny more than Is 

necessary should he spent on her. One of the points made hy the 

other side in the "Inverness-shire" case is that her market value 

today is not over £1000,and if that is so,the depreciation we have 

written off is insufficient. Taking her account sinc.e she went 

out in 1900 I shall he much surprised if at the end of this 

even if we ascertain the "Inverness-shire" award,she will show 

any profit at all1. Something might he done to reduce her working 

expenses,for it seems extravagant to send her round the coast 
with men on Stanley wages including overtime. I think that in 

consideration of the bonuses they get periodically in salvage 

cases,the men who go in her regularly ought to he content to go bn 

ship's pay and conditions for the time being. I spoke to you about 

this when I was in Stanley,and you said that you had shelved the 

question up to that time. The crew she carried would he consid-

ft

year,

ered excessive on this coast,and I think that if you go into it

you will see more than one way of introducing economies. As re

gards Baseley's requisitions,you should remember that Engineers

are never backward in asking for things,and their wants have to

he kept down. I hear that Braun & Blanchard have their own slip

and repairing appliances,and suggest that you might come to terms

with them at a lower figure than you quoted lately.

8. Par.13. I wrote to the P.S.N.Co.about your suggestion to 

place the "Garland" at Walker Creek,and Mr.Connell saw Mr.Alcock 

about it. All I can get from them is that you must arrange with 

Mr.Pearson,and this I cabled you per "Oropesa". I have asked the

P.S.N.Co.if they will cable Mr,Pearson to give the matter his

favourable consideration.

9., Par.14, The system of charging commission on suppliers'

invoices only and not on the total disbursements must be peculiar

to the office you mention,for I cannot hear of any other that

Probably what you say is cor-does not charge in the usual way.

rect,that the retail business in Stanley is of little value. Re

garding charges to our own departments,they have for many years 

been made at retail, prices,on the ground that if the Store did

not exist we should have to buy from someone. If it is continued,



you must insist that our own departments get the most favoured 

treatment,that is to say,goods must he delivered on the test terms 

granted,wholesale or otherwise,to clients or other customers. I 

have "been told that all. deliveries are made at full prices with

out discount,and that if there is any article,of which the quan

tity or quality may he dubious,it goes to some department,a schoo

ner perhaps,and the price charged is more than any independent

customer would give. This is really only inflating the Store pro

fit unfairly, at the expense of the other departmentsand the sys

tem prevents your knowing what the legitimate profits are. Wheth

er the argument that if the Store did not exist we should have to

buy from others is a legitimate one or not,I have my doubts. If 

we were not selling to the public,we should still have to hold

stocks for our own use,and we should naturally export them from

this country. In that case the Store would be simply a distribut

ing department,working without profit,but to the advantage of all

the others. If the actual profit made,however,is really small.,the

importations in the case I have supposed would be restricted to

what we actually w^Lnt,the staff would be smaller,and at the end

of the year the accounts might pan out just as well as they do

If the profits legitimately made are really worth having,bynow.

all means let us go on; but we want to know that they are,and to 

get at the fact all inflated charge's to departments will have to

cease.

10. Par.15. We did not understand that Mr.Allan wanted 600

yards of tram, and ordered that length of rails. This has now been 

doubled,and the rails go by this boat. We are in a difficulty ab

out sleepers,because we do not know whether it is intended to lay 

them longitudinally or transversely; with "bridge" rails which are 

sent the former is the proper system,but there might be a diffi

culty about bending them for curves. I am sorry that we have been 

unable to get them off this time,but we will go into the question 

as soon as the mail has gone,and despatch them next month. Prob

ably the tram is of less importance than the other materials,at

all events at the outset.

11. Par.16. The Board regrets to hear that you have been 

suffering from neuralgia, and we hope that your visit to Buenos



It; will-, doubtless, be aAyres will cause this -trouble to cease, 

pleasure to you to travel down from Montevideo with the Governor 

and Mrs.A1lardyce.

IS. In your notes on the hulks you state the "Vicar of Bray" 

to be a so:ft wood ship. She is at the end of her tether no doubt, 

but I think that you will- find that she was built of hard English 

oak; if she had not been she could not have been a seagoing ship

r

for 40 years or more.
13. The Board will give a donation of £50 to the Cemetery

fund in compliance with your request.

14. The Ragnhild arrived on the 30th ult and as far as we• j

know at present,all the cargo has been delivered. You are aware 

that we were two casks of Tallow short last year,and we have been 

into this matter with Capt.Anderson. The Bill of Lading of the

mixed marks was signed five casks in dispute,but the whole number

was accounted for. Capt .Anderson is positive that all the casks

shipped at Goose Green came out of the ship,and the inference is 

that two of these,owing possibly to the marks being obliterated or 

to carelessness at the Wharf,were taken to make up the other num

ber, and the ship having signed,taking into account the five in 

dispute,for fewer than were delivered,we have no claim on her.

One of the clients has got the benefit of our two casks,and I 

should like to know if we have accounted to any one for more than 

you received in Stanley,or if by chance two casks were left behind 

in the hulk,and came on afterwards by steam. Should this have 

been the case we shall have accounted for them twice over,and very 

likely given them more weight in one of the cases than th.eir casks

contained.
15. I enclose copy of a letter from Mr.Mantle on the subject 

of Mr.Packe1 s proposal to run a telephone to Pitzroy. You will 

see that he disapproves of the second independent wire,and advo

cates the Mount Pleasant connection. We are bound to defer to his

opinion as an expert, and therefore ought not to sanction anything 

likely to upset the efficiency of the line as it is at present. 

The second and more complicated plan he mentions ought not to be 

adopted in the absence of a skilled electrician in the Islands, 

for if we may judge by the comic system-in use., in Stanley,which



seems perp.etiuaJ.ly 'to' be calling up everyone who is not. wanbecL,lo

cal knowledge of "telephony is not very far advanced, Mr.Packe 

^ asked that the necessary materials might he shipped at an early 

date,hut he must have forgotten that we were not free agents,and 

that we have an important partner who has to he consulted. Nothing 

therefore can he done until sanction has heen obtained.

16. As there is no doubt now that the first wool will, have

to come by schooner from the ports,and the P.S.N.Co.will he charg
ing their new rates,I think that you had better make the through 

one |d,as no one can complain of it,and it will he only for one 

shipment or part of one. I assume that all the early wool will 

come within the weight stipulation; hut should there he an ex

ception you must adjust the rate accordingly.

17. I have written to Messrs .Chr.Salvesen & Co.for their op- 

i.on on certain matters in connection with the running of the

steamer,and expect their answer in time for the Supplementary 

mail. Of course I nee'd hardly say that you will have to do your 

best to avoid friction with the Government, and I hope that the 

Governor will, give no cause for it, as I am sure you will not..L J.

18. Mr,Charles L.Chute,a barrister,instructed by Mr,Tweed,.a 

Solicitor on behalf of Mr.Bertrand,goes out this time to conduct

a case in the Supreme Court for the latter. Cables have been pas

sing on the subject of funds,but as to what the case is the whole 

afTair is "wropt in myst'ry" ,and I have not attempted to peer

As stated elsewhere,Mr.Chute has athrough the veil of secrecy, 

credit with us for cash received from Parr's Bank.

19. As the result of some correspondence Mr.Mathews on be

half of J.L.Waldron Limited has agreed to ship the Port Howard pro
duce through us,and this will be confirmed at their next Board. 

Mrs.Waldron seems to have looked after the interests of Spearing

& Waldron,and refused to consider our proposals unless we agreed 

to give that firm a commission or brokerage of 5°fj on the freight. 

To this Messrs.Salvesen consented,and the arrangement has been

made. As Port Stephens has as yet made no sign,I have written to

Mr.Carpenter for their decision,and hope to communicate it by

I had to quote 55/.for tallow,giving the steamer 1.5/ 

or 12/6d net after taking off our sixth. This is not as good as 

the wool freight,but considering that the tallow will be collect-

this maiL. • ?
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e& in the latter part; of the season when there may be little or 

no wool,it is better than running with an empty hold, Messrs.Sal- 

vesen & Co.agree to our taking 5$ commission on passages obtained 

through our office,but say that the Captain will also issue tick

ets on board; this wil-l probably mainly be from the outports. We 

are to have an agreement drawn up containing all. the terms of our

r

arrangement,and a copy will be forwarded to you.

20, The Chairman and I had a long interview a few days ago 

with the Chairman of Lloyd's,on the subject of rumours that had 

reached our ears about complaints both in writing and stated ver

bally that had been made against yourself as their Agent. We were 

met by Mr,Beck in the most friendly manner,and came away with the 

impression that what we said confirmed an opinion that he had 

previously formed, A pile of papers had been prepared for him,con

taining references to occurrences extending over nine years,but 

he only gave me the names of two,the Beeswing and the matter of 

the landing and storage of the Admiralty coal ex "Sofala" ,on both 

of which I have the facts,and am going to give them to Mm*. There 

is a lot of malice at the bottom of all this,and I have been in

formed privately that the Chairman does not like the part that the 

Secretary of Lloyd's has played in the matter, I have,in fact,been 

told that but for the interposition of the former it was more than 

likely that the Agency would have been declared vacant. I told 

him that to receive complaints and not to acquaint the person most 

concerned of them seemed to me a most un-English proceeding, and
More may come of this before it is over.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

he did not dispute it.

Managing DirSctor.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch HTo. 1083. dated 16th November.

List of Enclosures.

Remarks on Stores.
Rernarks on Ac count s.
Replies to Remarks on Stores;

List Of Parcels.

List of Clients' Cargo per "Oropesa1'

List or Dutiable Goods per "Orppesa"

List or General Cargo per "OropesfaJ' 

General Invoice goods pernOropesa"

B/L. goods per "Oropesa"

Sight drart on J.Kirwan with B/L attached 

Clients' Account Sales as rollows::-

6 bales Sheepskins ex "Duendes."WED

J B 4 » >9 f t

McG’ 4 9 99 9

J R 2 9 99 9

FELL 4 9 99 9

c c w 1 9 9



I'bo

Enclosures via Liverpool

f' Originals:-

Wool Market Reports.1

Copies of Cablegrams sent.2

Copy of Cablegram received.3

Particulars of Produce shipped in 1-908/9 returned as
requested.

^ Mr.A.E.Allen's estimate of Staff required for’Canning
Works•

Copy of Jacob & Barringer's reply to list of repairs
to tug "Samson".

Copy of letterd from Browne & Lilly dated 1st & 6th Dec.

Copy of letter from Chr.Sadvesen & Co.of 22nd and our
reply of 23rd November.

Copy of letter from P.J.Mantle dated 2nd December re.Mr 
Vere Packe's proposed telephone line. 

Clients' reports & contracts

4

5

6

7

21 bates Wool ex "Corcovado".B B8

S I 79 9 9 9 9

F 4210 9 9 9 9

46H W11 9 9 9 9

9AP12 9 9 9 9

T R 613 9 9 9 9

R B C 3214 9 9 9 9

HP 11915 9 9 9 9

6 bales SheepskinsAFC16 9'9

2R B C1.7 9 9 9 9

2A P18 9 9 9 9

McG 1219 9 99 9

7H P20 y 9 ? 9

>39H W21 a9 9 9 9
O

9T R22 039 9 9 9
-P

B B 423 9 9 9 9

-PP24F24 9 9 9 9 oo
14WED25 9 9 9 9

Copy of letter from E.F.BailIon dated 20th November 

Clients' reports & contracts

26

37 casks Tallow ex "Corcovado"F27

AFC 228 9 9 9 9

H P 129 9 9 9 9
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10 casks Tallow ex "Corcsrvado"R.B.C.r 30
9H W31 •> ?9 9

Invoices for goods per "Jimin" & "Oropesa"iClients

Dr.Turner,Dean & Anson,B.Stickney,

Vere Packe,H.Waldron.

Dr Turner,Vere Packe,Dean Ansoto
Copies of lettersreceived from E.J.Mathews dated l-Vth

24th & 26th November.
Credit notes for Claim pd.by Underwriters "Malvina11

for amount received from Chr.Salvesen & Co*

" Junin"32

"Oropesa"33
34 * *

35

36 9 9

London 14th December,1910

Enclosed in Mr A.L.Allan's letter*
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Remarks on Accounts*

Remarks' on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oravla11 

General. Invoice goods per "Oravia"

B/L cargo per "Oravia"

Code for advising shipment

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 14th & our reply of 
15th December.

Copy of letter from W.Carpenter dated 14th December.

Sundry Credit note.

Particulars of Homeward freight per "Duendes"

1

2

3
4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11
Invoice for Bertrand & Felton for boat per "LenitaM B/L

attached.
12

Clients1 A/sales
SI 7 bales Wool ex' ’'Corcovado"13
B B 2014 9 7

F 4215 9 79 7

AP 916 9 79 7

HP 11917 9 79 7

Jft OrT R 618 9 79 7

R B C 32 

H W 46
* vAccount Current.

Day & Dewar's certificates

Hood* invoice for Tinplates for Canning Account,
Copy of letter from Thomas Law & Co,dated 17th and our reply

18th November.
Brokers', report on Company's Tallow ex rfRagnhild 

Final Invoices goods per 11 Junta'" & "Oropesa"

Clients1 Reports '& ooptracts:-

1 bag Hair ex "Corcovado"

19 9 79 7

20 T 79 7

21

22

23

24

25

26

W27

F 128 9 99 7



47 casks Tallow .ex "RagnMld1'29

230 ^ 99 ?r
9f P31 *9 99 9

53H & B33 5 >7 7

Letters for the following:-

Vf .A .Harding, A .L. Allan, (3 ) Dr .0 .N-Foley.

Copy of ‘letter from Secretary of Lloydls- dated 14th December.33
Royal Insurance Co ! s police No . 1310111.4.

"Orayia”
34
35 Clients' Invoices goods per

BailIon & Stickney, Bertrand & Belton,A.L.Allan,Vere Pafcke*
& Anson,H.& G. Cobh ,.W,p Penney' s Estate, Holmes ted & BlakeDean

& San Carlos North Rifle Club.

London 17th December,1910
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Despatch' no. 1084 per 1'0ravia" 1.4th December, 1910. 

Precis of Contents.

L, Acknowledges despatch and letter.

2. On danger of X rays.

3. About timber from Sweden and hmlk for Darwin.

4. On conduct of P.S.N.Co.'s Captains.

5. Noting system of apportionment of return freight.

6. Confirming cable on subject of credit for 

trie s'.'

7. On "Samson" and her working.

8. Suggestion about "Garland" referred to Valparaiso.

9. Bernarks on system of charging deliveries.

10. Tram for (loose Green,rails shipped.

Approves of Manager's proposed trip to Buenos Ayres.

1.2. Suggests that "Vicar of Bray" is an oak ship.

IS. Grants donation to the Stanley Cemetery.

14. Reports arrival of "Ragnhild", and enquires about tallow short 

on the previous voyage.

Reports expert's opinion on proposed telephone line to Fitz-

"Marechal. de Cas-

11.

15.

roy.

16. Remarks on freight on early wool.

subject of steamer,letter written to Salvesens,reply ex-17. On 

pected.
18. Mr .Chute, barrister, go mng out for Mr.Bertrand.

L9. Port Howard produce to be shipped by steam. Remarks on freiglt

and passages.
interview with Chairman of Lloyd's on subject of Ag-20. Reports

ency,and comments on same.
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6’/. /
Per Orcoma.

11-th January .,____ /S/ll.N? 1085.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.588

and of your letter of the 29th November.
2. 588-2. I thought it best to pass on to Messrs.Salvesen 

remarks onthSir Manager,in order to show them the difficultyyour
in which you might be placed. From their reply you will see that 

so far as the "Columbus11 is concerned you will- have nothing to do

with him,or with anyone but Captain Saanum,and from a further 

letter you will observe that in the event of stores being wanted 

for New Island application is to be made to the Company. You must 

give them the best terms you can,and it may lead to their doing 

an increased business with us. Naturally,as they send out their 

boats,they must be expected to ship their stores direct.

5. Par.5. As your remarks on Accounts of 51st October men

tioned that you were passing the price of the "Sabino" to Messrs.

debit I suppose that it will come forward in the next

own

iSalvesens

account to be settled.
4. Par.5. It seemed useless to cable to you from here in

formation about the movements of the steamer at Buenos Ayres,ab

out which I assumed that you could get later news direct if you 

thought of asking for it. There has been regrettable delay owing 

to a low river,but Salvesens say that the crew had arrived at 

Montevideo,and that the repairs were expected to be completed in 

the second half of this month.

5. Par.9. The delay in cabling -a credit for the "Marechal 

de Castries" was caused by the Owners and their agents here,who 

wanted to understand the' situation before they acted. Generally

W. A. Harding, Es q. • J

Manager,

Stanley.



speaking,it is hardly regular or safe to take a draft on £93. Owners 

cabled instructions from them to their Captain,for the guest-up on
ion of financial, standing comes in,on which it rests with us to

satisfy ourselves. In this case no harm will have been done,as
✓

Messrs.Galbraith Hill & Co.have accepted the draft for the Owners

payable in London.
6. Par. 12. When the accounts for drying and re-conditioning

the wool ex "Malvina" come forward,I expect that you will, have ad-
and "Lafonia" ,for weded the charges for the use of the 11 Samson" 

cannot settle until we get them.
V. With regard to a supposed error in the word "Altior,a" ,to

which you refer in your letter of the 29th November,it was per

fectly correct,being the telegraphic address of Galbraith Hill 

& Co.
With regard to the cases of rifles and .ammunition 

saved from the "Hattie L.M." being,according to the report of the
8. 388—6.

consigneesjirretrievably damaged,it would appear that you did not 

out the intention expressed in your notes of the 22nd August
i

carry
to open and repack the goods on arrival- in Stanley,or it would 

not have been left to them to find out their condition. As you

said in those notes that the salvage could not be determined un

til the condition of the goods was known,we have intimated to the 

Brokers that there will be a further claim. It was quite right to 

ask for an offer,and it is likely that there will be some value 

left,as I am informed that although the rifles if rusted cannot 

be depended upon for accurate shooting at a target,it is quite 

possibles that most if not all the cartridges may have resisted 

the water,and are still fit for use. They are not like sporting

cartridges, and in dealing with those of similar make it is one 

of the Government tests to put them, under water for a long period. 

I hope,therefore,that you may get an offer that you would feel it 

right to accept. ; In your remarks on the receipt given for cargo 

coastwise the practice you state is incorrectj you say that a 

receipt is given to the Master of the vessel to be signed by the 

Station holder,but what is needed in case of loss is the proof

In the first case the question
i
«that goods went on board at all..



is "between the ship and the station,and possessed no interest for 

the Underwritersj what they want to know is whether they were .ac

tually on board the ship or not,and this can only be shown by .a 

receipt given before she leaves her port of loading# When things 

are done in an irregular manner,no doubt the Underwriters allow 

a certain latitude,and their attitude may probably be expressed 

by the words,"poor things,they are honest and don't know any bet

ter", but it will, not do to rely too much on this,or on their tak-
i

I
ing our word,for some cantankerous Underwriter may be on the polr- 

day prepared to dispute our mere assertion# Get a recdipticy some
from the Captain or Mate,and you avoid this possible difficulty

Regarding salvage,I think that you have missed the fact 

writing generally,and not on the subject of this par- 

in the remarks I made on percentage• I referred to 

of 50$ you cited, and I am bound to say I smiled,* thes.e 

irrefutable precedents were established by -Mr.BailIon,and I can

not think that you were writing seriously# I will refer you to 

the case of the "Balcarry" in 1870,as it was one that taught me 

about salvage than any other I ever had to do with* She was 

wrecked on the coast of Tierra del Fuego,or I should say strand

ed, and a contract for salvage was made by Mr*Dean with the owners 

of three schooners,the Louisa,F-airy,and Southern Cross,<at 75$ on 

Stanley sale value# The cargo was said to be worth £50,000,and in 

quantity far more than Stanley could have absorbed. All went mer

rily -until a Captain Sceales arrived on behalf of the Salvage As

sociation,when a dramatic change took place# He simply brushed 

the agreement on one side, to Id the salvors that such a rate was 

unknown in the civilized world,and would be recognized by no

at once

that I w.as

ticular case

the cases

more

Court,that 50$ had been given on rare occasions when all the cir-
favour,and that unless they agreed, icumstanc.es were in the Salvors 

to take ZZ 1—3rd$ on English sound value,he would throw the case
!

into Court. This wasagreed to,and the whole of the salvage was 

carried out on those terms,much of the cargo’ was sent on to Val

paraiso, and finally the ship herself was brought in* After that I 

set my face on all- occasions against anything over that percent

age as long as I remained in the Islands* G-oing from the general 

to the particular,! do not think that in a small, case like that



V

of "the "Hattie11 the result to the salvor was any more than was 

justified,and it would,perhaps,have been better if the claim had

been pmt in for the daily cost of the cutter When the value, of

goods salved is small.,the remuneration of the salvors is admitted

There has been so much said of lateto be due on a higher scale. 

about the pirates and robbers of the Ealklands,that my general re

marks were made with the idea of getting you to arrange salvage

when possible on a scale more in accordance with the usual, cus- .

tom.
9. Your cable about the "Alsterberg" duly arrived,and the 

Owners very promptly arranged a credit with the Dresdner Bank, 

London,which we advised via Montevideo. i Cables continue to come 

at times through the Western Unoin from Punta Arenas,seldom with- 

out mutilation,while those through the Eastern Telegraph Co.are 

almost invariably correct. I wish that it could be ascertained 

how to ensure our messages coming by the latter; this I have men

tioned more than once.

10. I enclose a copy of letter from Mr.Raymond Beck,Chairman 

of Lloyd's,following the interview the Chairman and I had with 

him^and the contents you will see are satisfactory. I replied to 

this in another letter,copy also enclosed,but this so far has not 

been acknowledged,and probably will not be. I think,however,that 

I managed to get in some wholesome truths that may make them more 

careful- in future.

11. The tallow per "Ragnhild" has been going off in small 

lots,at prices some shillings under those of a few months ago,but 

still fairly good.

12. At the last Board it was resolved to make Mr.Oswald an 

allowance of £50 per annum in lieu of a house.

15. It was also agreed that we should buy a suitable vessel 

to be laid down as a hulk at Darwin. Messrs .W.Lowden & Co. sent 

up a list,a copy of which I enclose,and of the seven vessels men

tioned the 11 J.S .Sherry" seems to me. to be nearest to our require

ments, having regard to age,price,and depth of hold,though the "Ar- 

go5*1 being of oak and copper fastened might last even longer,though 

possibly of too small a tonnage. I suppose that 400 to 500 bales

1
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■would "be enough -bo1 provide For at the outside,assuming that it 

might he possible For a vessel- not to be .available during the 

whole se.ason,a most unlikely contingency. There is no hurry about 

this,and my idea is that when a suitable time .arrives we should 

buy the vessel,and send her across to Sweden with coal From the 

Tyne as ballast,to load a cargo oF timber.

14. No Further progress has been made towards a settlement 

oF the "Inverness-shire" case,and the other -side are taking up an 

impossible attitude. They deny the abandonment oF the ship,and 

their latest Freak has been to make us an oFFer,without prejudice, 

oF £750,which has been emphatically declined by our Solicitors.

The probability now is that the case will* have to come into Court.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

■r-

:
i

y

Managing Director,
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Enclosures via Liverpool*
j

Originals.

Wool Market; Reports.

C.ablegrams sent;.

received. !y y

Copies of letter from -Hayward—Tyler & Co.of 3rd & 9th
and our reply of 4th January.re Mr Packe1 s

complaint;.
Copies of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 27th 29-th.

December & 3rd January.and om^raplies
/ December.

Precis of contents of Despatch No. 1084

28Lh & 30th

List; of Wool Sales for 191L

De^it note for charges on Rams per "Junin" 

account; Dean & Anson.

Corrected

Debit note for Insurance Private Effects D.Smith. 

Copy of Letter from the Chairman of-Lloyd's dated

20th and our reply of the 21st December. 

Clients' A/sales,reports and contracts

H & B 3 casks Casings ex "Duendes."

H & B 3? casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"

y yy y

y yy y

s 11- y yy y

31S I y yy y

9V/ P y yy y

2K y yy y

^14 y yy y

l!
!D S 6 y yy y

1 bales Hair ex "Corcovado"P

1V/ 9 9y y

10 casks TallowR B C y y

3*7P y yy y

2AFC 9 yy y

H W 9. y y?9

H P 1 y y9 y



H-

.n
2 bales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado11R. B.C.

AFC 6 9 9 9 9

9H V/ 9 99 9

9T R 9 99 9

YH P 9 99 9

\12Me a- 9 99 9

2A P 9 99 9

14W E D 9 99 9

4B B 9 99 9

24F 9 99 9

Y Salted HidesR B C 9 9

30AP 9 99 9

s 55 9 99 9

-s & s 36 9 99 9

22W ? ?

9V/ E D 9 99 9

28F 9 99 9

"Ragnhil'd11H & B 61 9 9

51J B 9 99 9

4Y 9 99 9

20S 9 99 9

10AFC 9 99 9

8Fell 9 99 9

YJ D M 9 99 9

3YMcG 9 99 9

.11 Esmeraldas1'75 casks Casings ,ex 

copies A/sales & Sundry reports & contracts 

Skins & Tallow & Hides ex ."Ragnhild" & "Corcovado"

N H I 
F S

Brokers1 press

Copy of letter from the. Dresdner Bank dated 2nd January 

Particulars of Old Sailing vessels to be' used for Hulks.

London 11th January,!^!^-
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail 

via La Pal lice

"Original"

Remarks on Accounts.

Account Current 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma"

B/L General Cargo per "Orcoma" (2)

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

Miller v Bertrand 

Final Invoice goods per "Oravia"
General Electric Co's list of export discounts 

reports & contracts:—

/Ny 33 casks Tallow ex 

J B 35 

H & B 16 

Invoices for the following:-
Bertrand & Felton,Vere Packe & Dean & Anson.

Letters for the following.
W.A.Harding,A>L.Allan,S.Miller & E.Redman.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

CODE.8

9

10
i(Clients

"Ragnhild11

12 3 39 3

13 3 99 3

14

London 13th January,1911
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xla, JUiTOrpaol
• X ■' . i r

n
.« ? -Duplicates

Despatch No.1084 dated 14th December 

Remarks an- Account s «

r Remarks on Stores •5 WI
-Replies W Remarks on Stores

X ■

List of General Cargo per “Oravia"

General Invoice goods .per ,,Qravia,, 

List of Dutiable Goods per “Oravia”

hist of* Parcels
»•»

hist of* Enclosures: * x »

List of* Clients' Cargo prr ,#OravlaM 

Clients' -Invoices for goods per M'Orppesa"

'Vunin**

^ Ora via"
9 99 9 .9 9

f » 9 99 9

Account Current

B/H boat for Bertrand & Felton per "Lenita" 

Clients' A/sales

6 bales Wool ex “Coreovado"T R

R B C 32 9 99 9

HP 119 9 99 9

A F 9 9 99 9

B B 20 9 99 9

F 42 9 99 9

-H « 4d 9 99 9

XfJ.ientBD" Reports A carttraets: -

HL- 2 casks Shallow ex“Rasftft1 Trif

W F 9 9 99 9

47 9 99 9

1 bag Hfeir exHCorooyaho"w;
F 1 • 9 9 1 *

i



1
\o

Clients1 reports & oontraotsx-
x

HP i bask Talow ex^Coroovado”’ *
A

Hf 9 i
i i f y

RB C 10 * ty y

AFC 2 y y
y:-i.

only)37.— »>.......99

V E D 14 bales Sheepskins ex,#Caraav&do,#

B £ 4 .1> > » >

K B C 2 > » » y

areC " *1F 24 ^ •\i y y y y

(oontrabts only)A F 2 f y y y
>

AFC 6 y y y y

T R 9 » »
i

;
H W 9 -

I 9 9 9

HP 7 9 9 9 9

Mot? 12 9 9 > 9 9

V-

i

..•
■-

>

i*

» »

';

i •

»»
j

( f

*; f < c

i.

t i

k - ... ------------ ----—-



Despatch no.1085 per "Orcoma",11th January, 1911. 

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch and letter.

2. Explains arrangement with Salves.'ens as to management, &c. 

5. Expects price of "Sabino" to he included in accounts.

4. On delay of "Columbus" in Buenos Ayres.

5. Refers to Marechal de Castries,and drafts for ships accounts.
6. On charges for dealing with salved wool.

7. Points out that cable about ilarechal de Castries was correct.

8. On the subject of the "Hattie L.M." and Salvage generally.

9. Acknowledges cable about "Alsterberg" and remarks on message 

having come by "Western Union".

10. Encloses copy of letter from the Chairman of Lloyd*s and of

reply.

11. Reports sales of Tallow per "Ragnhild".

12. Conveys resolution to give Mr.Oswald an allowance in lieu of

house.

13. Reports decision to buy a hulk for Darwin Harbour.

14. Progress in"Inverness-shire "ca.se.
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/INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.'

REGISTERED 1902.

6S,
Per Orissa.

y^Ll.N? 8ih_ February1086. -9--------

Sir,

I have -to acknowledge t/he receipt of your despatches nos.389 

and 390,which arrived on the 23rd ult. 

reporting the shipment of 1675 hales Wool and other produce per 

"Flamenco11, and are glad that in the face of the hindrance caused by 

the delay of the steamer you have been able to send so much.

2. Par.3. I have already reported the freight on tallow,and 

am going to make an arrangement with the P.S .N.Co ..about the freight; 

on other sundries. As regards rates from Stanley,you have to be 

guided by those laid down in the contract with the Government, 

which you are aware give an advantage to the ports near Stanley •

In anticipation of any suggestion that this should be extended to | 

produce, IE must point out that it is even less applicable with the 

steamer than it was before. The rates are general from all. ports 

in the Islands,and comprise discharge,storage,and reshipment in 

Stanley, and as the time occupied in the actual sea work on the 

coast,comparing near and distant ports,is likely to be very much 

less thari with the schooners,it will be seen that there is no rea.-

As regards salvage, correspondence which may 

not have been in your possession when you wrote will have since 

shown you that,as the manang.ement of the steamer is absolutely in 

the Company's hands,her use as a salvage boat canjiot arise,and 

therefore it is unnecessary to mention it to Messrs .Salvesen. Be

sides this,she has not nearly the power of the "Samson",and would 

be -unsuitable as a tug,except in calm weather. Of course if she 

fell in with a vessel in distress on the coast,it would be to our 

advantage,as well, as Salvesens1,that she should offer assistance.

We have also got your cable

son for an alteration.
t •

W.A.Harding,Esq • J

Manager,

Stanley.
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I have pointed out to the P.S.N.Co.that the 20# rehate is a mat

ter that concerns the two home offices,and they degree that it 

should not he entered even on the Purser^ copies of the Bills of 

Lading. Should you see it again,please mention it. Sending for 

Nilaen to accompany you in calling on the G-overnofe on the subject 

of the "Columbus” was unnecessary*and in fact wrong* hut you may 

not at the time have understood the position as clearly as you do 

. Nilaen is Salvesens1 Whaling Manager,you as representing the 

Company are their Stanley agent,especially so as re|grde the steam

er, and he has no right to associate himself with or to control, 

you in any way. You have already been informed of the view Sal-

take of clause 5,which they maintain was for a, certain pur-

str.exS.hen you in hold-A
ing this position I am able to send you a copy of a letter from 

them to the Colonial Secretary,which puts the case in the plainest 

possible terms. The establishment of the steamer in the coasting 

tra.de may be looked upon from two points of view: ours and Messrs.

is that she will be there for the purpose of carrying 

goods and produce from and to Stanley, aiding a little to her earn

ings, greatly to the benefit of the community,by carrying mails 

and passengers,the remuneration for which is inadequate,though a 

certain amount of sacrifice is necessary to bind the shippers to

gether j on the other hand*the Government and others may think 

that she is primarily a mail,passenger*and pleasure steamer, at 

liberty at odd times to devote herself to the collection of prod- 

If this is really so,the sooner it is knocked out of their 

heads the better. With regard to your expression of opinions,!

now

vesens

pose only,and will now be inoperative. To

iSalvesens

uce*

have looked up what I wrote in reply to your despatch 385-9,-and 

cannot see that it went beyond fair comment on what you had writ

ten. After carrying on negotiations of an intricate character with 

the P.S.N.on the one side and Salvesens on the other,and having 

concluded them after a period of some two months with advantage 

to ourselves and to the satisfaction of the Board,! was not best 

pleased to receive opinions which,.as I paid at the time .and re

peat, were founded on pure guesswork. One of your main points was 

that if Salvesens ran the steamer they would not make any reduct-

l

;
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ions, and this was shown to he incorrect shortly afterwards. Even 

in the despatch now under reply you support your opinion by quot

ing their remark on 11th November,"Our reason for -embarking on 

"this venture is mainly because we think it will with your co-op- 

"eration prove paying"jbtcb you should not have stopped there,for 

the next words were, "but we are quite at one with you that it 

"cannot be continued as a monopoly unless the service is run on 

"fair lines. If the steamer were to show a profit of 50# or 60#, 

"it seems natural that shippers would consider this too much,and
There is no use in enlarging 

on this subject; what I wish you to understand is that when your 

opinions are founded on facts,especially when those facts are 

known to you and not to us,then the Directors are glad to have 

them,in fact expect them; but when they rest on imperfect inform

ation, inference, gossip, or what not,then we are better without them 

5. Par.4. When the "Samson" is at Sandy Point every thing ne

cessary will have to be done,including the fitting of the new 

crank-shaft,which has beSh waiting for an opportunity for several, 

years* I forget if I have mentioned that I was told that, Bnaun & 

Blanchard had thei;r own slip; if this is true.,is it not possible 

that as you make yourself useful to them in Stanley they might

The fact that we have thrown up 

her class makes it all the more imperative that no necessary re

pair should be neglected,and whatever it may cost go she must, and 

as soon as you can arrange it* With regard to your suggestion that 

the bottom might be found to be so bad bb to require new plates, 

have you any reason to think that she has struck anywhere and dam

aged it? For if not,I can hardly think that a vessel of her age 

always in the water can have .rusted sufficiently to injure the 

plates to a dangerous extent* She Js not 2Z years old yet; what 

about the bottom of the "Great Britain",which is 70? 

a shipowner I will .ask him whether the bottoms of iron ships .are 

liable to quick decay. *

"look about for some cheaper means".

reduce their terms a bit for us?

When I see

6. Par*10, You will,of course,report when the -rams have 

reached their respective destinations,so that we may claim the 

return for no loss.
i: 7. Par. 11% The draft on account of the "Wray Castle" has beer.

L



accepted.
8. Par.13. The "Wavertree",judging from the excellent photo- 

■T> graphs sent hy Dettleff,is heyond repair,having regard to the fact 

that she is destined to become a hulk at Talcahuano. We have teen 

asked to make an offer,hut the Underwriters ha.ve been told that

could only give a nominal sum,and I think that they are contem

plating towing her through the Straits. As things are now in Stan

ley, we need no longer fear any competition over produce,and so it
it used "to "be that we should hold the only

we

is no-t as urgent; as 

hulks at all costs. If we could get her for £600 or £700 we might
"Great Britain" were to breakkeep her as a stand-by in cane the

ouh in the hoti^om.
9. Par. 13 and 390-5. All the arrangements about the "Aister- 

herg'1 are satisfactory,both here and in Stanley.
390—2. The Directors will leave it to you and Mr.Allan10.

to arrange with Messrs.Packe 3nd Bonner about the supply of sheep,
mutton turns out well we might

realization. As regards the Butchery,they 

better await the result of the canning before

and think that if the first year s

give them a bonus on

think that we had 

committing ourselves to any change in the Stanley butchery,out
an expect it may prove desira.-quite agree that if it is^good as we

to shut the retail business down altogether# In that case noble
doubt the price of mutton in Stanley would rise.

. Fleming & Haxton are already on the look out for11. Par.4

a, successor to G-.F. Gordon.
The news about the "Plym" is disastrous; you say 

corroded right through,but is this possible in
12. Par.6.

that one plate is 

so short a time? Is it not more likely that she has been aground

and sitting on a rock? Should this have been so,probably a patch
hear by the same mall that one boatis all that is required. To

rusted thro ugh, while the state of the other is douht-has .a hole
ful in the extreme,is sufficient to confirm the Board in thei^ 

conviction that with the applianoes we possess in Stanley,or rather

the want of appliances,it would he madness to think of owning a

steamer ourselves.
The Directors complain that the carbon copies of des

patches are often unreadable. Whether it is that your carbons are
13.

V
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used too long,or that the rollers of your type-writers are too 

soft,we cannot judge here; hut better copies must he got somehow, 

and I am sending you some black carbons which I find better for 

taking several copies than the purple variety. These remarks ap

ply .equally to the copies sent by Mr .Allan.

14. I enclose some correspondence with the P.S.N.Co.on the 

subject of a cheque for £25,stated by you to have been drawn in 

payment of passage money,but asserted by the Purser of the "Ofav
ia” to have been cashed by him for the late Master of the "Deccan". 

The facts are set out in a memorandum enclosed,and you may be

able to put them straight,which we cannot possibly do. It is a sin

gular thing that this cheque,advised at sea on the 2nd December,- 

1909,and another in favour of Captain Purnell,which was on a sub

sequent statement from Stanley,both bore the same number,and the 

latter has never heen presented.

15. I have to refer to the gratuity given to Rowlands on re

tirement, which you have paid £50 in excess of the sum authorized 

by the Board on the 11th March,1908,and referred to by you in ac

knowledging the instructions sent you as a, handsome gratuity. The 

Directors note that the payment was made in error,but consider

that you should not have trusted your memory,which in this case

They will not ask for a return of the excess,orled you astray.

call upon you to pay it yourself,which in such a case some Com

panies would do; but they cannot get away from the faot that you 

have incurred censure for carelessness in the matter. It seems 

somewhat strange that,although we conclude that Rowlands was told 

at the time that £200 had be§n voted him,he appears to have said

nothing about a mistake when he received £250.
16. The Crown Agents 1 Shipbrokers asked me lately if I could 

suggest to them any way of shipping 60 tons of house coal,for which 

the Government had indented,and as I was una/bl-e to do so,they 

wanted to know if we could supply it,and at what price. I told 

them that I believed the retail, price to be 60/.per ton,but that

At the outside theyou could let them have that quantity at 50/. 

coal, per "Ragnhild" cost 37/6 over the side in Stanley,-and it is

better to get a moderate profit like this than none ai all,. Be-



sides this,it will be a distinct gain if we can induce the Govern

ment to make a practice of "buying our coal instead of importing 
their 
gccck ownn . If they had done the latter,the cost of landing would 

have fallen on them; I think,therefore,that you cannot he expected 

to cart it up and deliver it,and that if you put the hulk,in which 

I hell eve a supply is stored, alongside their jetty, you will he

doing all that is reasonable. It ought to answer their purpose to

must remember that they never have the Chance 

do,at 13/9d in the Tyne,the London price,which

. buy from us,for you 

of getting it, as we 

they have to pay,being much higher.
1,7. I send a copy of a letter received this morning from 

.Salvesen & Co.giving the disastrous hews that the “Columbus" 

is going on slowly,and may yet be detained until the end of this 

month. I hope that by this time you have arrahged to get news of 

direct from Wilsons,which wfill be more tha# three weeks later

Messrs

her

than this*
13. It is surprising to learn that,although we sent out some

rum lately which was certified by our.Wine Merchants to be proof, 

Customs at Stanley have discovered it to be 15.7 overproof,and

less that S10.13.7 on on© cask,or nearly 2/.per
the

have charged us no 

gallon. We cannot sit down under this,and we have got an official 

certificate,enclosed herewith,stating the specific gravity to be 

proof as originally certified. You must get this rectified with 

as little unpleasantness as possible,and you might blandly suggest 

that the officer of Customs for once was in error; but if this is

you will have to hint that we shall, have to appeal to the 

and that we shall have to ask for an enquiry as to the train- 

Customs Officers at Stanley have gone through and their 

capacity for fulfilling tireir duties.
19. The Board desire me to say th&t it is evident from your

un-r

C.O • 9

ing the

late despatches and from various circumstances that have come 

der their notice,that you are badly in want of change and rest.

You cannot continue the same old round,day after day and year aft

er year,without feeling the need of freshening up, especially in 

Stanley,where everything runs in such ,a. narrow groove. They think 

it necessary to <say,therefore,that in the Company^ interest as

6
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well as your own it; is imperative that you should hake ah leash

holiday,and desire hhah you will- make arrangements ho 

do hhis wihh the leash possible delay.
20. I am wrihing ho Mr.Allan fully on the final, .arrangements 

for canning,and will noh duplicahe my remarks. As notified by cable 

we are sending ouh a Preserver named Huhcheon,who has been -well 

recommended,having been wihh Moirs of Aberdeen for soihe bime,and 

gives us the impression of being a practical man.
21. The Inverness-shire case may have ho come into Court,as 

the other side show signs of fighting ho the lash.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Isix months

1

i

Managing Director.

*

i



Enclosures via Liverpool
F) >1

r

Duplicates r

List of Dutiable goods per "Qrcoma"
r f C

Despatch No.1085 dated 11th January. 

List of Cargo per "Orcorna"
r

!
.

• c
Cargo per "Orcoma"iList of*,, Clients 

List of* Parcels 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores.
f r

Oeneral Invoice goods per 'jOrcoma"

r

r

c

f X

List of Enclosures

Clients1, Invoices goods per M0rcomaM 

Clients1 A/sales,reports & contracts

t p

p

4 tales Sheepskins ex "Corcov.ado"BB
c <*

HP 7 99 v5 9
• C

TR 9 9 99 9 <rs
. f p c r ■-

HW 9 9 >9 9
p t c

WED 14 9 99 9 c- r: c

AFC 6 9 99 9

RBC 2 9 99 9
•I

IP 2 ' 9 99 9

VMcG 12 9 99 9 / I
F 24 9 99 9

rHF 1 tag Hair d9 9 Io

HW 1 CQ9 9 I9 9 CD
3HP 1 cask Tallow 9 9 CO

<4HW 9 9 99 9

AFC 2 9 9

F 57 9 99 9

RBC 10 9 99 9

ex "Ragnhild"JB 28 9 9

!Z 55 9 99 9

DS 6 9 99 9



f
•20

12 casks Tallow ex "Ragnhild"K

WF 9 9 99 9

B 12 

SI 51

A 14
S 11

li

/\ 47' Salted Hides ex "Ragnhlld" 

Med 37 

JDM 7 

ARC 10 

Pell 8 

J B 51 

S 20
II u. ;.

W 22

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9
il

■ i
9 99 9

I 9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9
.. :7i .

9 99 9

9 99 9
I

"Coi-^pvacLo"9 9
1; * *» i

55S 9 99 9
,1 . * :i- » r ■ i'j i.‘

S &S 56 9 99 9

AP 50 9 99 9
X -~r

• ? r P
7RBC 9 99 9

r
■ p c

9WED 9 99 9

r P ;v
28P 9 99 9

' f

P

•r*

• P • P

; r r p

{ p : P

*i

r p • r

P p

!* P

f. r

r

r r
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i
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Enclosures via. Liverpool

Originals.

;

Copies of Cablegrams sent,.

Copy of Cablegram received.

Wool market report,.
Precis of Contents Despatch No*1085

Copy of letter to the P.S.N.Co.of 24th add. their reply 

of 25th Jany.re rebates on B/L.

Custom's Certificate re strength .‘of Bum shipped per "Orissa 

October last by S.H.Day & Co 

Bills of Lading goods peb "Oropesa" returned,

Mr Hughes's certificate as no quality of Lamb's timber 

shipped last mall per -"Orcoma"
P.S.N.Go's order to provide Mi*- Bedman with a return pa.ssa.ge 

Mr Hutcheon1s agreement.
Wilson's credit note for 10/10 for Duncan Shaw.

Debit note for freight on Sealskins ex "Corcovado" Mrs Best

Wilson's account for Papers sent to Mr Oirling.

Credit note for H.Waldron for ta.llow damaged to Wool ex

"Corcovado"
from

Copies to letter fc® P.S.N.Co.of 23rd 25th & 27th and our 

replies of 24th,26tji,27th & 30th Jany.re cash 

to Capt.Purnell.
of letter to dies .Salvesen & Co.of 23rd & their reply 

for the 24tn Jany.

1
i2

3
4

5

6
Ltd.• ?

7

8

9
.

10

11

12

1.3

14

15

Copy16 «

Clients' A/sales;-
J.B. 35 casks Tallow ex "Bagnhild"17

H & B 16 9 91.8 9 9

33 ? 919. 9 9 Contract & 
Brokers 
memo. r.e. 
shortage

i1 casks Sealskins &x ’‘Corcovado"A N20

press copies Co's Tallow &x "Bagnhild"
ed

Schooner freight returns ex "Bsmeraldas" returned as request 

Clients Invoices goods p&'r "Orcoma11
Bertrand & Felton,Baiiion & $tickney& W.D.Benney Est.

iBrokers21

22

23
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Copi*es of letters received

26th, 28th, 30th &anuary & 

Letters for the" following:-

from Jacobs & Barringer of 

3rd Febry.re "Plym"
24 the

*1

A.L. Allan , W« C . Girling, Vere Packe,Mrs T.Lawes (2)

c.»

I

I

London•8th February,1911.
*

. ic-

»

• .-J
‘' ; ‘

r * >. i 1 .
' *

1

• . i -i i

/ I ; •

II

&

»
r. > /* /->

»
■* :

I

il •

t »

f f r p
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals.

Account, Current, .1

Remarks on Account/S.2

Remarks on Stores.3

Replies to Remarks on St/ores.

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

B/L cargo per "Orissa" (2)

Sight dradTt on J.Kirwan with B/L attached.

Particulars of homeward freight per "Corcov^>do,l 

Mather & Platt’s invoice for goods shipped.per"Orissa” 

Harker's invoice for goods per "Orissa"

National Rifle Association invoice for Rifles per "Orcoma," 

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

Copy of letter from Mr B.J.Mantle re Mr Packe's order

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

for Telephone Sundries,

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.dated 8th February. 

Final Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

14

15
i Invoices goods per "Orissa"Clients

16 11/3G.J.Felton

17 Dr.Turner 8 .5.2

Vere Pa,ck.e 5 .7 . -

Holmested & Blake 40 . 14 . 1 (copy) 

Letters for the following

18

19

W.A.Harding,A.L.Allan,Dr Turner,E.Redman.

London 11th February,1911

i
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Despatch no. 1086 per "Orissa.",8th February,1911.

Precis of* Con-tents.

r. Acknowledges despatches and cable.

2. G-enera.1 instructions regarding "Columbus"

5. On proposed repairs to "Samson".

4.5. Omitted in error.
Arrival of rams at destinations to be reported.

7. Acceptance of draft a/c "Wray Castle".

8. On possible purchase of "Wavertree".

9. Arrangements about "Alsterberg" satisfactory.

10. Arrangements about purchasing sheep left to Managers. Closing 

of Stanley Butchery to be delayed.

11. Successor to a.R.Gordon being looked for.

12. On reported damage to "Plym".

Complains of bad copies of despatches.

14. Enclosing correspondence with P.S.N.Co.about a cheque.

15. Refers to unauthorized gratuity to Rowlands.

16. Arrangement with Crown Agents to supply coal to Government.

17. News of delay of "Columbus".

18. On overcharge of duty on Rum.

19. Instructs Manager to take a holiday.

6.

15.

Advises despatch of Meat Preserver.20.

Inverness-shire case likely to come into Court.21.
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Per Orop.esa.

N° 8th March#1087.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no#59.1* 
and of your letter of the 25th January, Tooth of which .arrived on 

the 20th ult. Your cable reporting a profit of £55,000 also ar

rived on the day of the last Board meeting,and gave great satis

faction to the Directors.

The question of subscribing to the Memorial to 

King Edward VII was discussed at the Board,and it was decided to 

put our name down for a hundred guineas. The position is the same 

as before,that is to say the Articles do not provide for payments 

of this kind,and in giving a subscription the Directors make them

selves personally liable for the money unless their action is con

doned by the Shareholders at a General Meeting. Considering the 

successful year the Board are willing to take the risk,and the 

proposal will be placed on the Agenda for the Meeting in June.

5. Par.8. It is unfortunate that the two lost casks of Ta.l-

2. 591-2.

low ex "Ragnhild^ cannot be traced; it is evident now that we have 

to put up with the shortage,

•5. Par.9. I brought the subject of the Telephone before the 

Board last week,and it was decided to allow the Darwin line to be 

taken to the Exchange on certain conditions. You will remember 

that when Homer had finished his work he,or possibly Mr.Mantle on 

getting his report,strongly urged that there should be no connect- j
The reason was that as that system 

of a most primitive and unsatisfactory nature there was every 

chance of local conversations getting on to the Stanley-Darwin

ion with any local system.

was

W.A.Harding,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.
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line. If,however,it is intended to reorganize the Stanley local 
Exchange system hy employing an Electrician to set it in order, 

we think that the objection raised "by Homer falls to the ground.
There should he an operator at the Exchange always in attendance 

or within call., and then when you wish to speak tqfcarwin from the
office it ought not to take 15 seconds to get on. Against this 

trivial delay you would have the set-off of not feeing liable to 

the calls of people who want to speak themselves,and of collect

ing payments from them,as public messages would naturally fee sent 
from the Exchange and the fees received there. Another advantage 

would fee that when the office is closed communication with Darwin

would not fee cut off as it is at present. We assume that most of 

the principal inhabitants will fe© subscribers to the Exchange', 

which,with no watered capital,ought to fee run on cheap lines. It 

might fee necessary to stipulate that the Company and the Govern

ment are to have precedence in the use of the Darwin line,but this 

must fee left to your judgment. In England a trunk call always has 

priority,and there would fee still more reason on our line as we 

own it with the Government.

4. Par.10. The freight entered on the Bills of Lading per 

was not optional.,hut was stated in each, case as 52/6 

weight. It will not matter,as if there is any difference we can

"Flamenco"

arrange it,the produce feeing consigned to us. On looking further 

into this,I see that you are referring to consignments to Hoare 

and others,and I cannot say that much judgment has been exercised 

over them-. I recommended you to charge -Jd per lb.on schooner 

borne wool and skins,and in stating this on the Bills of Lading 

at' 95/4d per ton,no doubt it is true,but why go out of your w.ay to 

call attention to it? Then as you reduced the freight from 9/l6ths 

to -Jd,why did you not make a corresponding reduction in the meas

urement rate,which you have maintained .at 42/.& 5<jb? I fear that 

we shall, not settle this freight without getting some protests.

Mr.Connell was here last week,and I gave him a list of all pos

sible varieties of cargo' homeward,with the freights that I want 

him to suggest to the Pacific Co.in each case,and I hope to fee 

-able to send you definite instructions before this mail closes.

The continued detention of the "Columbus" is most unfortunate] Mr,

i

!



T.Sal.ve sen was here on Monday,and told me that the 22nd February 

was mentioned in the Captain1 s last Setter as the probable date 

of Leaving,and yet we have heard nothing of her actual departure.

" They are taking advice as to damages they have sustained by the 

delay,hut are not sure of their ground yet,

5. Par. 11:. You wild- have seen from subsequent correspondence 

and instructions that Mr.Nilsen has no^ standing in the matter of 

the "Columbus", and that therefore it was unnecessary to send for 

him on the subject of the mail service. Both you and the Governor 

seem to have had a wrong impression on the subject,so that it s.eefc 

not to have been clearly explained.

6. Par. 14. If you have not already written to Lloyd1 s there, 

will be no use in doing so,as we hear that they are perfectly sat

isfied with the explanations already given,and reopening the quest

ion would bore them.

7. Par. 15. The P.S.N.Co.do not want the "Wav.ertr.ee11 at any 

price,Salvesens would give £200,and it might answer our purpose 

to raise a little on that; but I believe that it is the owners1 

intention,having settled with the Underwriters,to have her towed 

to Sandy Point,and I was asked last week if we could undertake it 

with the "Samson". This I declined on the ground of insufficient 

power for such a tow,having also in mind her somewhat decrepit 

condition; now Mr.Salvesen says that they may offer with one of 

their Store ships,and possibly Duncan Pox & Co.can give a price 

on behalf of Braun & Blanchard.

8. Par,16. Considering that Government money is being used 

to crush out of existence the Assembly Rooms Company,an institu

tion originated with the a.ctive assistance and approval of the 

then Governor, and one that has undoubtedly been a boon to Stanley, 
I think that fair grounds might have been cited for getting a 

price voted that would have returned 20/.in th £ to the Sharehold

ers, many of whom are or used to be working men in Stanley. Other

wise it is,perhaps,a boon to the Shareholders to get as much as 

18/.back.

9. Par, 19. I have looked up the correspondence about a slip*, 

and am not surprised to hear that the Governor is likely to be 

deterred by the figures. There seems to be no reason why we
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should, not/ put; up a small slip ho h.ake hhe "Plym",which cannot/ 

(ir.aw 6 ft#when light/,.and t/he cosh of hhis ought noh ho "he great/#

I cannoh see hhe ohjech of puhhing up a slip for hhe whalers,when 

Salvesens hhemselves will have one before long. If you or any of 

hhe nauhical shaff see hhe possibility of gehhing vessels drawing 

more hhan 6 ift.up for repairing or cleaning,the Direchors wiLL be 

ready ho consider hhe question. The small, dock or ponhoon would 

be altogether hoo coshly.

10. ftzr.2'1. The pump you have asked for has been constructed 

under hhe directions of Mr.Barringer,.and has been sent by passen

ger train from Dartmouth ho catch hhis steamer. The Direchors are
Plym1s

glad ho hear that the plates can be replaced ah Stanley#
IV

hhe "Samson" and "Garland" would be much thicker of course,and 

will hake much longer ho rush through,uniess those of hhe latter

Those of

were much thinned by acid.

11, Par.25, The gale of hhe 21st January seems ho have been 

serious,and we may be fortunate in noh having sustained more dam

age ho our floating property. You mention hhe mate of hhe "Lafon- 

ia" as having done good work,but do noh give bis name or say that 

what he did was meritorious.

i

This caught hhe eye of some of hhe 

Board,and it was decided ho leave it ho you ho give him a gratuity 

or noh,as you may think fit,with hhe Company's thanks,say up ho
£10 or so,

12. The "Flamenco" arrived on hhe 27th ult 

be up hhis month. It is hoped that half hhe skins may be included 

in hhe sale of hhe 10th insh.

and the wool will*• 5

13. I regret very much ho say that hhe Filling machine or

dered from Australia as long ago as May lash has noh been sent in 

time ho meet hhe "Orissa",and will only be despatched from Sydney 

ho reach Montevideo on hhe 28th insh# I have written ho Wildridge

and Sinclair,complaining strongly of their neglect.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director#



Enclosures via Liverpool
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Huplicates

v - V - "k‘. *1 1

DesJ>etoh No. 1086 dated 8th February.

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Storea.

Remarks on Ac counts.

General Invoice goods per "Orissat" 

List of* General Cargo per "Orissa"

Lists of* Enclosures.

List of* Clients' Cargo per "Orissa" 

List of* Dutiable Goods per "Orissa" IList of* Parcels.

Clients' A/sales *-

33 casks Tallow Ex "Ragnhld"
1
A

JB 35 9 9 9 9

AN 1 oask Sealskins ex "Coroovado"

Second of* Exchange for £59 . 12 . 8 on J.Kirwan and B/L

Clients Invoices *-
£23 . 19 . 11 )

105 .1.7 ) per "Orooma"
63 . 7 . 6 )

8/5.2 )
5.7.
40.14 . 1 )

Bertrand & Felton 
W.D.Benney' s Estate 
Bailibnn & Stickney

Dr Turner 
Vere Paoke
Holmested & Blake,Ltd

) per "Orissa"



So

Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals.

1 Copies of* Cablegrams-sent-.-

2 Copies of -Cablegrams —received.

3 -JfilUam. Fitchett.'-B. agreement -testimonials.•

.Wool., .statistics ...for 1910.4

Mrs M.Turner's Letter of* 22nd Jany.to Chilprufe Co.& Money 

order attacked.

A/sale for A. Nilas on 1 cask Sealskins ax, '•Corcovado*1

5

6

7 Copy of letter from Jacobs & Barringer of 22nd Febry.

re "Plym"

H. Hughes '& Certificate re Timber shipped per "Orissa"'8

9 Copy pf letter to the P.S.N.Co.of 22nd 8c their reply of 

the 23rd Febry.re loss of posts ex "Antisana" 

Copy of letter to Chr.Salvesen 8c Co.of 20th 8c 21st.8c their 

reply of 21st 8c 22nd February.

Gladstone Morris1 s agreement 8c testimoniala.

10

1.1

12 Copy of letter to the P.S N.Co.of 22nd 8c their reply of 

23rd February re "Wavertree".
13 Account Current dated 8th March.

William Cooper & Nephews's invoice for Dip on Consignment 

Debit note for Bertrand & Felton for 2/9.

14

15

London 8th March, 191.1

1
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Enclosures per Supplement;ary Mail via Lisbon.

Originals :

!Remarks on Stores.
Replies to Remarks on Stores.

/ Remarks on Accounts.

List of G-eneral Cargo per "Oropesa"

/ B/L general cargo per "Oropesa" (2)

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for collection & B/L attached* 

G-eneral Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Copy of letter from the South American Missionary Society 

dated 9th March & copy of letter to Mr Whaites. 

/ Precis of contents of Despatches Nos 1086/108*7 

/ Copy of latter to Dr Turner dated 9th March.

1 ;

8

3

4

5

6 /

7

8 /

9

10
Clients' Reports & contracts:-

4 casks Tallow ex "Flamenco"Z✓11
Cluh 55 casks18 1 9 99 9

{report only)L 8013 ✓ 9 999 9

s 31 hales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"14 /

J L 2915 9 99 9

H > 216 9 99 9

Cluh 1717 / 9 99 9

/ 2F18 9 99 9

T R 319 ✓ 9 99 9

W P 5✓20 9 99 9

1121 ✓ 9 99 9

S I 1422 / 9 99 9

/23 9 99 9

/ H & B 6624 9 99 9

/ Heart 725 ; 99 9

)! S & S 826 9 99 9
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27 ^ 24 "bales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"

28 / Z 36 9 9 9 9

f Invoices goods per ngia3H53?[E0:i!:xxxMOropesaMClients

29 Spwedwell Island Account £ 18 . 7 ,8

30 H.& 0.Cotfb 18 . 7 . 8
Bertrand & Felton 15 10 1031

Stickney Brothers 82 932 3

Letters for the following:-

W.A.Harding,A.L.A1Ian

London 11th March,1911

;

♦

i
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Despatch no. 1087 per "Oropesa",8th March, 1310.
'Ti

Precis of Contents.

1. AcknowLedges despatch,letter,and cable.

2. Company to give 100 guineas to King Edward Memorial.

3. Alludes to shortage pf Tallow per "Rggnhild" .
4. Discusses subject of Telephone being led to Exchange.

4. On freight per "Flamenco",condemns entry at per ton instead of 

per lb.as instructed.

5. New island Manager no authority over "Columbus".

6. Lloyd's satisfied with explanations given.

7'. Wavertree likely to be towed to Sandy Point.

8. On purchase of Assembly Rooms by Government.

9. Alludes to slip,and possibility of constructing one for "Plym".
i

Pump^fshipped for "Plym" .

11. On gale reported,commends action of Mate of "Lafonia".
12. Reports arrival of "Flamenco".

10.

13. Announces delay of Filling Machine ordered from Sydney.
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(Mti' Jhilliimtii (L nutpniij, fitmih.fr.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. > - -----'-------

REGISTERED 1902.

r>
O' /, //. \ O',

Per Oravia.
Cy" /

<=^^07l^C07U£. £_M 1088• X^ii.fifchL April#

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no. 393 

and letter of the 21st February,which arrived on the 20th and 

21st ult#respectively#
2* Par.3. As Messrs*Salvesen & Co#reported lately that the 

"Columbus" was on the point of leaving Buenos Ayres,we hope that 

she has by now arrived at Stanley# She will have lost the cream 

of the coasting work this year,and the Owners have spoken of 

claiming damages for the delay# We note that you have asked for 

space for 1500 bales for the May sales.
3. Par.5. As you say,the matter of Iiloyd's can now be drop

ped. i

4. Par#7# I shall now take up the matter of the hulk for 

Darwin,which I did not want to hurry before getting your opinion#
It is my intention not only to have the vessel we buy thoroughly 

overhauled,but to give her a small steam winch or donkey engine

for working cargo#
5. Par#8. The "Inverness-shire" case is set down for hearing

after Easter. The other side have Increased their offer to 51500, 
which has been declined# It Is probable that they will come to 

our terms at the last moment 5 the Solicitors are not a first 

class firm,and are noted for their shuffling ways. • ,,
0. Par#9# I am glad that you have written at length about

the "Samson”,and I agree with what you say for the most part# It
is true that we never expected to make much of a profit out of 

her ordinary working,but that plums in the way of salvage might <
be expected from time to time# We have had these plums,but the |
worst of it is that the fruit has not been large enough to con*-

fi.

W. A. Harding ,2sq.
Manager*

Stanley.
■'u.*
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penamte for the smallness of the ordinary cro^B»that %% tfc 

when depreciation la taken into consideration. As regards the men. 
usually employed on her not going; on ship's tarns, fhen aw$if from 

Stanley,I have referred to your remarks in 3T9-4>and see that, 
they get regular shore wages with overtime* and you suggest that 

their share of salvage ought to he reduced, E&Sh the worst of it 

is that it cannot he reduced, as they are entitled to a certain 

percentage under the M.S.Act,and therefore they have it both Ways 

out of us. What I meant to suggest was that as you have a regular 

set who man the "Samson",they ought,in consideration of the sal-' 
advantages that they reap on occasions,to he ready automat’*

r>

vage
ically to drop into their positions at sea-going rates when she 

from Stanley,giving,in fact,some little return for thegoes away
privilege they enjoy. But if this cannot he brought about,there

about it. The purchase of theis no use in saying anything more
hands,and I take all the responsibility.11 Samson11 was lejft in my

other of t/he Directors would have ’bought her
out to have "been her actual condition#

Neither I nor any 

if we had known what turns 

I have turned up the 

find that in the 

unless she went

correspondence that led to her purchase*and
first instance Mr.Barringer advised against it

first through the no.3 Lloyd's survey which was
carried out/and we toolpthen due. This I find in the contract was 

her over immediately afterwards, Mr Barringer specified certain
of his Engineers was down atfurther repairs as nec0saary,and one
. In the first instance she 

and of the fact that 

by the proprietors of a

Hull all the time she was fitting out
attractive both on account of her price,was

owned and had always been run 

-M1141MS yart.for X argued that tW at least »ouia too.
to seed. This Idea turned

she wqs
ship 

better than to let their own vessel run
ready to repair anything 

Mr .Barringer did not make
out to be quite fallacious; they were 

But their own property. I believe that
for the boat going to aila plane where repai

sufficient allowance
expensive and. in some cases 

advising about a tug for this

had-difficult to carry out;
coast it might have been all '

were
*been perfunctory dne,we cam*right. The Lloyd's survey may have been a

work at Hull may have beSm scamped; however it
doutob ~not -bell f and the 

may have been the result was disastrous * and there is no
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we were rather badly had. ?ince that was discovered no, expanse 

has been spared In putting the vessel in order,and now we ape 

0 confronted with, the difficulty about "the bottom. As regards Ath
erton and your remarks which lead to the suggestion that h® 

voluntarily because he knew that trouble with the boat night be 

expected,you may or may not have forgotten the facts} but if you 

will look up my despatch 1034-18, and your own nos, 318-12, 321-14* 

and 322-7,you will hardly deny that he left to avoid being supers 

seded} it is not clear why he was referred to at all, £ think 

that our somewhat dearly bought experience shows that iron or 

steel vessels are unsuitable for us,and that if and when we have 

to replace the "Samson",it must be with a wooden tug,but whether, 
the tug and the launch can be economically combined is a question 

for future discussion: I have an idea that it has been considered 

al'eady,and answered in the negative,but when I do not know. You 

need not suppose for a moment that you have written too plainly,, 

it is just what I like when you know what you are writing abouti
I

Regarding Engineers’ indents,you explanation is re-assuring* I al - 

luded 'to the subject,because, in my own experience I always found, 
whether .with Martin,Noble,or any of ,the others,that X had to -put, 
a curb on their requirements,and satisfy myself that they were..j-. 
really needed. The idea that the Company has plenty of money and 

can pay is deeply rooted.
■ r''7, £ar,10. The stranding of the••"Lafonia" was unfortunate so 

Soon after the other miBhap. You say -that she came off without 

damage,but I hope that a protest wan noted in case it should tum 

out later that the bottom was damaged.
8. Par.II. I am sorry that I omitted to inform you that the

Royal’Mail E.P.Co.had written us saying that they were about to 

appoint us their agents j I take it to be a matter* of fori,as they 

bwn the P.S.N,Co.,but at present,at any rate,the latter Sail un^' 
der their own name,and I correspond with Liverpool, We have re
ceived nofiLce that on the first of this month the London business 

was to be transferred to the Royal Mali Office .here,and we may 

have later on to deal with them altogether,the Pacific Office be
ing their Liverpool branch. It has been rumoured that Mr.Albook

* .

• >■
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ie "bo come to London, and Mr. Lamb “be the bead in ]^veippol,b$t 

whether this is authentic or not I do not know* I haye w^tt,en 

o to the R.M.SfP.Qo.to explain your letter* • •
;rrVl • .* 4

9, Ps*r»13, What you Bay about the ’'Ply*" is most sattaf-act- 

ory,and you will evidently be relieved to get the clrcvaatlng 

pump you asked for.
10« Par,IS. One of* the sealing bills was at sight,the other, 

at three-days, The former is preferable,as it does through the 

Bante as a cheque with a penny stamp*while the other entails send* 

ing for acceptance and requires a bill stamp.
11. Par. 14. It would seemin the -circumstances that as Messrs, 

Miller and Chute had to come in sending the "Samson'1 was unavoid
able, although as it turned out they would have been brought in

• f • ‘f \ *

by the whaler. It la to be hoped -that you got paid enough to cov
er expenses,and it should not be taken as a precedent that If 

anything happens to the regular mall boat the Governor has a 

right to call for the "Samson"*
13. Par * 16# The ascaunts-current were most useful, as we "were 

able to collect the whole of the money in a few days
13. Par.IT* Your application for leave has crossed the 

Boards message on the subject,and as there is no reason why you 

should not come* by Bandy Point we cabled "Ruramur" to Montevideo 

last week. You will have the advantage of being able to make 

some definite- arrangement about the slip for the "Samson".
14. Besides the despatch now under reply,your no#393 cover

ing the annual accounts has been received. Generally speaking 

they are very satisfactory,and require little comment except of
a favourable nature. Par.3* Farm account we knew would be good as 

long ago as last7 May. Par.3. It is satisfactory to see the sales 

in the Store keeping up* Par.4. It was wrong to capitalize the 

repairs to the ^Great Britain" and the "Charles Cooper", as they 

form no addition to the property,and in the case of the former re
pairs should have been undertaken from time to time as required. 

The effect of this is to raise the profits fictitiously by Sf$0» 

and to cost us £36*5/.in income tax* Both these amounts will at

once be written off. >Par.B Vd.. The "gamaon" and the schooners 

show a so-called profit of £1933,13.4>but tills is subject to do*

* i

V
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preciatdon amounting to 5819,9.4,ajad would be so treated In the 

accounts of any shipping Company, Par. 10, ft would have teen le»
° gltdjnate to charge the new type-writer and safe to Office Furni- 

ture instead of General Charges, On what principle is stationery- 

now charged to the latter instead of Consumption? She regaining 

items call for no speoial remark.
15. Jute is up, and tagging would te dear if "bought now, I 

should like to know what stock, you have at present towards next, 
season*s wants,as if we can defer ordering at the usual time the 

market may come down.
16. We have sold the wrecked wool ex "Malvina" at good pric

es,and I hope that you have sent full particulars of the whole, as- 

there is nothing to show whether the bales are from Chartres or 

Roy Cove,and the original shipping specifications and. weights are- 

needed "before we can settle tip the claim. In your despatch 581-6 

you report the salving of 156 bales,"but do not mention how many 

there were of each mark,all these particulars are required. The 

British & Foreign are leaving it to us to realise the whole of 

the salved property,and we shall account to them for the proceeds 

less our charges, for freight and reconditioning.
17. Among the enclosures was a draft by Dean A Co,On Mr.W, 

Carpenter in favour of Dean & Anson,sent forward for collection^ 

but you omitted to get it endorsed by the payees,an oversight 

that should not have occurred. X have sent it to Mr .Anson In Italy 

for endorsement?',and hope that it will pass,though it 4-s not 

strictly regular. Wo bill should leave the office that is not 
complete.

O
..."vs-

C j

18. Dr.Turner wrote to ask ub to pay Sewell A Crowther for 

some goods lie is getting out, not exceeding £100 in value,tut X 

replied that as he had no account here we could not he of service 

to him* Even if he had had the money in Stanley it would have “been 

irregular to make such a req.deat; hut since the mail came in I — 

find that his balance is only 1550 odd>and am rather astonished* ~ 

Beweil A Crowther have applied for the money,and we have referred 

them to Dr#Turner* You will of course see that he does not borrow 

money from us to finance .his private trading*
19* The wool sold at unexpectedly good pricesfthough not up

L
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■bo last year's* The market has strengthened since the sales he* 

gan, and the fact that there Is not so much tool forward as usual 
may he In our favour,

20, I have teen in communication With the P,0,N« Co ♦through 

Mr.Connell on the subject of freights,and enclose a list Of rates 

settled for the present,though I am not satisfied with them* Hfe

o-

cannot get the old rates down proportionately with those on wool 
and skins,which after all are the most important,aa dealing with 

the greatest hulk of the shipments. I have put against the ocean i

rates a suggestion of what ought to be charged through,and I do
raise on them* The only concession that, Inoh think that we can

got at present Is 556/*on canned meats direct to LandCttiin* 

of 40/*>but I want something “better than that* In your B11$b

have
t

stead
"Flamenco">for ottr own consignments you enteredof Lading per

62/6 weight only,but it should have been 63/6 Height or 22/• ? 

measurement at ship's option* The consequence is that Andersons
*

here,knowing nothing of the arrangement,have charged the weight
•bales that are far below the stand-rate throughout, even on some 

ard* To protect ourselves we have ourselves charged the proper 

In the account-sales,and if the mistake is discovered itrates *
will not affect us.

I am,Sir,
yottr obedient servant,

»

1
Mfr-ngging Director*

i

I

,

*: •

.
i *

;

I i
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals

Wool Reports.1
CopieB of Cablegrams sent.2
Account Currant and Vouchers.3
Brokers' press copies sundry reports and contracts 

for goods ex. "Flamenco" ♦

Clients' Reports & Contractss-

4

B 15 Salted Hides ex."Flamenco”5
L 276 y >

Z 377 t t

(J? 5 bales Wool i8
reports only

Z 649 i9 9I

15 casks Tallow10
L 2011 9 9

S 89 bales Wool12
contracts only

Hi 4013 /9 9

B 114 9 9

AP 115 9 9

Sb i16 " 9 9 i9 9
>

17 Particulars of Homeward Freights

18 Letter for A.L.Allan.

;

L0NL0N5th April, 1911

■

!



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Remarks on StoreB.
Replies to Remarks on Stores,
Remarks on Accounts,
List of* General Cargo per "Oravia"
General Invoice goods per ,,Oravia11 
B/L cargo per !<Qravia,, (2)
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £58 , 15 • 5 for collection

B/Ii attached,
66py of letter from Thos ,Cook tfcvSondated 5th April 

together with documents relating therto.
Copy of Cablegram received,
Copy of Correspondence with Ince Colt & ince & document

\ } attached for signature re 11 Invemess-shire 

Thompson & Weitonfs invoices for goods shipped per "Gravis." 

Clients Invoices goods per "Oravia"

J1
y2

3 ✓

4 ✓

5 ✓

✓6 • U'

7 ✓

8 v

9 ✓

10 v
II 0

J
111

£2 * - • 1Vere Packe 

Mrs Allardyce
Holmested & Blake,Ltd.30 . 13 , 7 

do.
Letters for the following:^
~ A.L.Alian,tf.Awarding 4 W.C. Girling.

12 /

8 . 8/13
li v

3 . S/15

/ ✓t/

h 1

London 8th April*1911

\
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Enclosures via. Liverpool.

duplicates

Despatch No.1087 dated 8th March.

Remarks on Stores
i

Re pies to Remarks on Stores?

Remarks on Ac counts
o

List of* General Cargo per "Orpesa"

List of* Enclosures

List of* Clients Cargo per Oropesa"

List of Parcels

List of Dutiable Goods per Oropesa

General Invoice goods per Oropesa 

A/sale A N 1 cask Sealskins ex ,,Corcovado,,

Second of Exchange for £ 47 . 14 . 3 on J.Kirwaa & B/L atrtiached 

Clients/ reports 8c contracts*-
i

Z 4 casks Tallow ex '’Flamenco" L

Club 40i

L 20 i >

L 29 bales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"

2 f

S 8c S 8 t

S 31

>

-<3>li 1

H 8c B66

Z 36

L 6 »

v ■> t

T R 3 »

»

>

Clients' Invoices goods per"OropeSa"

Speedwell Island Ac count., H. 8c G.Cobb, 

Stickney Brothers.,Bertrand 8c Felton.

trn
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«Despatch no. 1088 per "Oravia"»&th April, 1911.

Precis or Contents.
Vw;\>\ »•« v.

It Acknowledges receipt o£ Despatch and letter*
2. Owiets of "Columbus11 may claim damage for delay*
3. Subjeet Of Lloyd* b Agency to be dropped.
4. About bulk for, Darwin.

"Inverness-shire'1 case to be heard after Easter. Offer in-
-t-.

*v * > ^ •. . , ^creased^Imt nOt~ atec'eptecU 

6. On "Sanson" and Engineers * Indents,
7„ Ref ers1 to stranding of Iiafonia,and asks if Protest noted#
' v„; • *’. »-> ■ '•/

5. Estplains letter from Royal Mail Go.
9* information about "Plym" satisfactory.

10# mils on demand preferable to three days* sight#

11. Trip of "Samson” to Pox Bay*
IS. Early accotmts-ciarreixt appreciated*
15. Qji Manager1 s application for leave,
14, Acknowledges despatch on accounts,with remarks on the latte*. 

18. Advises rise in the price of bagging,
16. Asks for particulars of fialyed wool.
17, Draft sent forward without endorsement,
18, Reports letter from Dr,'Turner asking for a payment to be made, 

which has been refused*
-Id. Reports Bale of Wool.
30. Encloses list of freight rates.

i, •*

‘ •

• «* .*■

5.>

L

I
ii

3.-

h

f >.
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Cilljtr Jhtlhlciit^ (Cmuproty, Wimited.

C^? ^
6' S, \ y,U/v 'c c/.//Ao/, c s&ee£

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

Per Orcoma. C/?
JV? 11.'on aon^E. c. _   8r& Hay,1089. O

Sir,

I have *to acknowledge the receipt, of* your despatches 

394 and 395,which arrived on "the 18th ulb.
394-2, I have submitted the rates on outward cargo sug

gested by you to Messrs.Salvesen & Co#,and they have given them 

their approval# I was mistaken in saying that these rates had 

been laid down in the Mail Contract; I see that it referred to 

passage rates only.
3# Prom a copy of letter from Messrs #Salvesen A Co#you will 

see that they are annoyed at the attitude taken up by the Oovern-i 
or with regard to Mr#Nilsen,and have instructed the latter not to 

interfere in any way in the management of the "Columbus". 'They go 

so far as to suggest giving notice to terminate the mail contract* 

but I have advised them not to do this.

I nos#
:

2.

i

4. Par#3. On the subject of treating steel plating on a 

ship’s bottom,I send you copy of an opinion I have got from our 

Shipbrokers.
5. Par,4. Upon information received from outside sources we 

had settled with the Underwriters in the matter of the rams. It
should be remembered in future that as we have in all cases a re
bate for no claim,information of the arrival of rams at their 

destination should be forwarded without delay. Mr .Blake was in
formed that the majority of those per "Junin" were suffering from 

lung worm and bronchitis,and that one of them had foot-rot; this 

you did not mention in reporting their arrival. I wrote to the 

P.S.N.Co.suggesting that they had been allowed to stand in wet

W. A. Harding*®? q. • >

Manager,
Stanley.
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bedding} but on the return of the ship I have teen lnf<r med that 

the Commander was complimented by the Stock Inspector on their 

condition# It will "be interesting to learn the truth of the mat

ter.
6. Par. 10. I have given notice to oUr Brokers about charter- 

vessel for house coal, and am also pushing an enquiry for aing a
small hulk for Darwin. If we get the latter first,the coal will 
be shipped in her. It appears that the "J.S.Sterry" is not cop
pered, and that to do this would cost from £800 to £900,so she is

out of it.
7. Par.19. Mrs.Smith has been informed of what you say about

freehold of her llses. I believean application to purchase the 

that she intends to go out in the autumn.
8. Par.22. I have arranged with the P.S.N.Co.to ship steam

A

coal in the "Kenuta", sailing on the lath inst. We shall have to
timber to bring the freight up to their requirements,put In some 

as orders for rough, goods are scarce.
9, Par ,24, The "Corcovado" arrived on the 30th ult.
10, 395—2. The goods outwards are insured f,p,a,,so we have 

the Underwriters for the broken grindstone. Probably
roughly handled, and the weather had nothing to do with the 

but in the face of the protest we can do nothing.
of the "Wavertree" have accepted the

no claim on
it was
“breakage |

11* Par,3. The owners 

draft without protesting against the charge for towage,and I shall

not open the question unless they write,
12, Par.4. In your Bills of Lading you are again making the 

mistake of charging the freight at per ton instead of per lb.,and 

there is a serious error in oUr own,inasmuch as you have only 

stated the freight on weight,without giving the alternative on 

measurement in the event of the weight not coming up to the re
quired standard. To make this clear I am having two stamps pre
pared both for our own Bills of Lading and for outsiders,and you 

will only have to fill in "the rates.
13. A man named Albert Beaven has written claiming to have

been one of the crew of the "Samson” in salving the "Inverness* 

shire", and I have replied that he is not on the list sent home*



I notice "that/ this gentlemanfs name appears on 'the drunkards• 
black list/,published In *the Official (Gazette of 1st March,

14. Mr,Homer has asked if Mr.Packe will employ Mm on the 

Installation of his telephone lines,hut I have informed him that 

I have no aurhority to engage him,and he will write to Mr«Packe 

himself.
15. You have discontinued sending a list of passengers home

ward hy the steamers,which is inconvenient when questions about 
home-coming friends are pub to us,

16. In a private letter you tell me that the cable announcing
?

-the expected arrival of the meat filler gave the date as 21st 
April. I find that the wrong date was actually given,hut not the 

one you mention} "Addoceor" ,the 3th was sent,and should have been 

"Addocendos",the 5th,which ought to have been understood. The word 

for the 17th April is "Addolcire".
17. The "Inverness-shire" case is down for hearing on the 

4th inst.before Sir Samuel Evans.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

i

Managing Director,

i

y
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Enclosures via Liverpool
!

Original jb ! I

Copy of Cablegram received.
Copy of Cablegram sent.
Particulars of homeward freight per "Flamenco11
Final Invoice goo&q per "Oravia"
GowamsA Cray's invoice for boohs supplied#
Copy of letter from H.Langridge A Co.of 21st April 

re ships' bottoms#
Copy of letter from the P.S.N.Co.of 26th April re 

Sheep per "Junin"
Copy of letter from A.Beaven of 24th March.
Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen A Co,dated 28th April 

and our reply of 1st May.re "Columbus'1
KAport A contract AP 4 bales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"
Brokers1 copies sundry A/sales Ac .Produce ex "Flamenco”
Account Current and Vouchers.

1

21
;3;

4

i5

6

7

8, l

9

hO

11

12:

Specimen copy of B/L showing rate of freights. 

Letters for W.C.Gbirling,A.L.Allan.

13

i

London 3rd May, 1911.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

v * k
Duplicate© \

Despatch. No. 1088 dated 5th April.
. *Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.*
Remarks on Stores Replies to.

List of Gemeral Cargo per "Oravia”

Sight draft and B/L for J.Kirwan’s shipment JQfjp ^Oravitf1 

List of Enclosures.

List of Clients Cargo per ”Oravia”
f • * - " - ’ ;

List of Dutaible Goods per ” Ora via.”

List! of Parcels.

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

Particulars of Hhmeward Freights psoc 

Clients’ A/sales &c.
a

4 casks Tallow ex ’’Flamenco1'ZT

55A rt »

L. 20 9 9

H: G GT 53 bales Wool

S 89 9 9

S 8c S 57 9 9

HZ 40 9 9

a i 9 9

AP 1 9 9

JH 9 9

HI 2 bales Sheepskins

T R 2 9 9

F 2 9 9

a & a 8 9 9

B 11 9 9

W P 5 f 9

S 311 9 9

L. 29, 9 »

L ...
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M & 6 &&■ jfte Sheepskins ex "

*

It6 «£ 14*

Flamenco M
i a

» ff »

9 9f 9

V t :rrx ^,±d i ravaci a ••.£•-• -•-»' »»i»

JTB^ If 

*% %

»»•> >

9 tt 9
* W'

9 & h«vi,^B ^oo 1 ex "Flamenco )
1 reports only.

x. ’ * 1c ..-..,» >■ s- :.:-

k$T SRltied Hidesft ;o - .''reports <82-
Contract® 

" only.i: * ■'• f 9 9 [- , i

"OROSESA" W^&RkVU."(JiUafc®*' Invoices goods per’
• . y) •■'*■'■■• - . ; ' : .• •»

Stickney Brothers, Holmes ted &"'Blake f Ltd • f
r *“ >• w-cMrs A1 lardycef,Vere Paeke.
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Enclosures via. P&llice Rochelle

Duplicates.

Despatch no. 1089. dated 3rd May.
List of Enclosures

Remarks on Stores^.

Remarks on Accounts

List of Dutiable goods per "Orcoma"

List of Parcels

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma" 

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma" 

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan with B/L attached for collection 

Invoice for goods shipped per "Orcoma" for Bertrand & Fefcton 

Clients A/sales;-

37 Salted Hides ex "Flamenco"Zx

L 2.7 » t t t

B 15, f yy y

64 bales Wool ex Fl^jneaco"Z

5 y y 9 9

iClents reports & contracts;-

4 bales Sheepskins ex "Flamenco"AP

J B 49 9 99 9

))

Originals
tx)/&//__

Suppliers* Invoice goods per "Kenut-a"
General Invoices goods per "Kenut-a"
Mat. of Dutiable Goods per "Kenut-a,"
List- of General Cargo per "Kenut-a"
Remarks on Cargo per "Kenut-a"
Letter for W.C.Girling,
Inveioo foi"' V
Plans & Specification Ac.for Building shipped hv Browne

A Lilly.
London,13th May,1911
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1351. )

REGISTERED 1902.
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Per Orissa.
N° 1090. 31st May ,s/naon .£ c._

Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 396 and. 

397,which arrived on the 15th inBt.,the letter of 1st nit .per 

"Ronald" having arrived previously on the 6th Inst. The "Corcova- 

do" delivered the wool in ample time for the late sales.
2. 396-2. I wjbote "both to the P.S.N.Co.and the O.P.Q, about

the missing Supplementary mail,but have had. no reply from either 

The mail from the Islands per "Orissa" was carried on toyet.
Iiiveipool and delivered two days late,but we got the Supplement
ary despatch via Lisbon as usual, this I also complained about, 

and the explanation given was that "the bags from Stanley were
not marked to be disembarked at Lisbon as usual,and therefore had. 
to be brought on to Liverpool". I do not see that this follolis at 

all,and have suggested that the mails,whether specially marked or 

not,ought to be landed at Lisbon with the rest of the correspond
ence from South America. This points to the desirability of your 

enclosing the Directors' copies of the despatch in the Lisbon en
velope, which please do in future.

3, Par.6. Lists of freights have already been sent,and if 

you are in doubt about any of them I hope you will ask for inform
ation. At present,owing to the delay of the "Columbus",the returns 

made to the schooners have been unusually favourable.
4. Par.6. The "Columbus" seems to have begun well,and I hope 

will soon clear up the wool remaining for shipment. I,enclose co
py of a letter from Messrs.Salvesen which requires attention; 

there may be some drawbacks and misunderstandings at first,but I 

hope they will be righted. I hope to be able to tell you before
W. C. Girling,Esq.,,

Acting Manager,
Stanley.

i
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closing tills what view Messrs,Salvesen take of the special calls,
^ which were contracted for while the Whalers were running the 

malls,hub now,as Mr.Harding says,may hamper the steamer's move
ments very considerably.

5. Par.8. X assume that the Assembly Booms Company will re
cover the whole of their insurance,and that they must wind 19. I 

do not recollect about the land,bub believe that It was granted
by the Government for the purpose of building the room. j

6. Par.9, If there had been any possibility of erecting a 

slip at Stanley except at huge expense,we should have done it. We 

went into the question most exhaustively, and took the opinion of 

Dock managers and experts here,all of whom told ub that the slight 

rise and fall of tide was an absolute bar. To lay down and fix a 

slipway tinder water to a depth sufficient to take up a vessel ev
en of 10 ft.draught only would be a most costly proceeding.

7. Par, 13. It is not quite correct to say that Mr.Salm had 

decided not to take the casings this year,that is to say so far 

as his correspondence with us goes. What he did was to ask us to 

accept a lower price,and on this being declined he did not write 

again," it comes to the same thing in the! end,
8. Par. 14. The letter applying for the purchase of the Berke

ley Sound freeholds has been signed by Mrs.Smith and her son be
fore a Notary,and is returned herewith. I wrote some time ago to • 
Mr.Sharp's Solicitors suggesting a final settlement by the pay
ment to Mrs.Smith of a small sum,* but at the time of writing I 

have not received their reply.
9. Par, 15. We have written to Mr.Christensen on the subject 

of the "Nor" Whaling Company's account without getting a reply up 

to the present.
10. 397-3. The message from Mr .Allan about Harris confirms 

my original opinion and suggestion that a certificated Engineer 

would be needed at Goose Green. We shall have time to arrange de
tails for next season when we hear what has been done this year. _ >

11. Par.5. I am sorry about the flanges for the Plym's pump; f 

the omission, to send them was due to an oversight on the part of " 
Messrs .Jacobs A Barringer, who had the order in hand and overlooked 

them.
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12. Mr.Mathews writes that he wishes the JLW Wool got In 

r without any delay*as they do not wish to risk missing the Septem

ber sales. His first Instructions were to collect It a little 

later.
15. The P.S.N.Co.asked me to urge you to give the "Kenuba" 

quick despatch, and I put a word about it in the cable advising 

the shipment. I assume that she would discharge the steam coal on 

one sideband takejlighters on the other.
14. We are In treaty through. Lowdens for the "Fleetwing"of 

Portmadoc,to be sent to Darwin as a hulk. We have never before 

obtained a hulk except by chance,that is to say when a vessel has 

been condemned,and then she has always had some vital defect nat
urally. In this case,if we buy her,we shall have a hulk,which 

though built in 1874 has always been well kept up,and,unless I am 

much mistaken, just about the right size,as she will carry 400 

tons dead weight,which I think will be enough,' her draught also 

is fairly light, We shall probably caulk her all over,so as to 

ensure her lasting for many years. If bought,she will go out with 

a cargo of house coal. When her equipment has been sold or allow
ed for, she ought to be fairly cheap,* it will be an interesting 

experiment.
15. I reported by the 'Supplementary mail that we had been 

successful in our action in the Admiralty Court, and had had judg
ment- in our favour for *5000, A report; of the case was in the 

’’Times'-'7 of the 5th inst.,and there is '-rather a fuller account- in 

the Shipping ftasette of the 6th• We are going to send the Weekly 

Summary from the office in future,as it often contains interesting 

shipping news. We cannot get the £1500 paid into Court until the

i } v

authority signed by the crew returns from Stanley,the rest may be 

settled any day.
16. We have sold our wool ex "Corcovado" at slightly better

, ... - > - * *■ ~ '

prices than in March,and also better than in May last year. So 

far this year *s prices are approximately 0*67d. lower than those 

of 1910,the quantity sold up to the present being 1765 bales ag- 

ainst 2154. As fax* as the wool goes,therefore,we are likely to be 

from *6000 to *7000 to the bad as compared with last year,but 

there will be compensations in other directions.

■ .> i 1
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17. Messrs.Salvesen's reply to a letter I wrote them on var- 

n ious points came in this morning, and. I enclose a copy of it for 

your guidance. I hope that the arrangements will work amoothlyj 

"but, if there does not seem to he sufficient time "between the ar

rival of the mail and the appointed day of sailing to get cargo 

on hoard,the Governor will have to he asked to Sxtend it. If they 

work as the log of the first voyage seems to show,it doeB not 

seem reasonable to expect the crew to do "boating work in Stanley, 

or,in fact,anything hut to receive the cargo on hoard. If you can 

manage to get her into Stanley some days before the arrival of 

the outward mail,and use the time in loading her with orders 

which the Storekeeper must have packed in proper time,I think that 

there ought to he no difficulty. To try to get these goods on 

hoard after the arrival of the mail is only courting trouble,for 

all your hands will he on the lighters. Whether it will he possi

ble to get away any goods that may have arrived in the mail for 

outports is doubtful,and you will understand that I can only give 

advic© and suggestions, as the practical management of the boat 

must he carried out by you according to circumstances.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

---y

Managing Director.

k.



Enclosures via Liverpool

Orig lals

Copy of Cablegram received.1
iiH sent.2

Wool Reports

Invoice of Goods shipped per "Kenuta" for Yere Packe.

Copy of Letter from Chr Salvesen and Co of the 20th and our 

reply on the 22nd May.
Elstow school account for Mrs Oswald.

Certificate re quality of timber per "Kenuta"

Broker*s press copies sundry reports &c.

Clients reports and contracts.

3

4

5

6

7

8

16 Salted Hides per “Corcovado11S9
HMitit iMcG 5010

ii8 Caisks of TallowS11

JB 164 Bales of Wool12
itS&S 97 Bales13

HS 7414
uAFC 4315
itTR 15116
HS 13317
iiP 16618

H&B 154 H19
iiHOC 7920

of letter received from Chr Salvesen and Co Dated 30 andCopy21

our reply of the 3ist May.

Letters for the following

A L AllAn (2) 

W C Girling

Vere Packe

LONDON 31st MAY. 1911.
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Enclosures via Liston«
« • * «■

/ i

• *.1 1 •v
Originals : ..'r

;

Account Current A VoUchers*
Sealed Documents relating to the: Berkley Sound Farm ^

Remarks on Accounts,
"i’*v \t )'

Remarks on-Stores

1 i.e
2

■!.

:r3 o•>

■' 4*
i • i

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Oeneral Cargo per 11 Orissa11
5

*•-
6

General Invoice goods per "Orissa1'
J.Kirwan for fi 14 . 13 . 1 for collection

7
Sight draft-;on 

Chi lprufe,Dottle Fortes & Salt Union's invoices

Clients* Invoices goods per "Orissa"

8
9

/

Packe, Bertrand. & Felton# Bail Ion & Stickney 

H.& Or.CofbjSpeedwell Isld.<fe CKBonner & Co*
Vere19

u ■/.« . rr- i
Letter for W.C.Girling.11

\

vlr;*
w"

London 2nd June,1911

I

/
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Despatch no.1090 per "Orissa",31st, May,1911.

Precis of Contents.*

In Acknowledges despatches and letter* Announces arrival of 

"Corcovado" .

2. On irregularities in delivery of mails.
$. Refers to local freights.
4. Remarks on ’'Columbus".

Affairs of Assembly Rooms Company.

6. On impracticability of laying down a slip.
7 • Refers to Salm and Casings.
8. Affairs of Berkeley Sound Farm.

9, Reply from Christensen of "Nor" .Whaling Co.not received* 

10. On Engineer needed for Goose Green.

3kX* Explains omission to send flanges for pump.
IS* Port Howard wool to be collected at once.
43. Reports desire of P.S.N.Co.for Quick despatch of 

14. Remarks on vessel to be sent out as a hulk with house^htaCL* 

Remarks on Inverness-shire decision.
4ft* Sale of Wool ex "Corcovado" *

Enclosing copy of letter from Chr.Salvesa* ♦ CO.with^ap^a,

<_•
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Cllir jfitlUimuV (Lo mpmit), WinixUti.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) © -----—

I
REGISTERED 1902.

o-y.
Per Qropesa.

y^u.28th June,N? 1091'.

Sir,
r. • > .(i

I have to acknowledge the receipt of despatches nos.398,399, 
and 400,which arrived on the 12th Inst.,and or your letter of 

17th ult.per ’’Esmeraldas11,which came to hand on the 16th. 
cable advising us that Mr .Packe is not coming home at present is 

also to hand©
2© 398^1. The agents for the "Kosmos11 Co .have paid the Bah- 

ara's account.

3, Par,3. The Governor's proposal to exact Estate duty on

the property of deceased shareholders in Companies doing business
in the Colony is a matter of great importance,and we have asked
our Solicitors to look into it. In the case of deceased owners of
property in the Islands it is a simple matter,for on proof that
the duty has been paid in the Islands a refund of the amount paid
here Is made. I have asked a friend who knows the Colonial Secre
tary of Trinidad to find out,if he can,how the Ordinance passed

there works; from Mr,Harding's remarks I judge that nothing has 

been done of late,and there may be a hitch. It would,undoubtedly, 

be a good thing for the Colony if it could secure Estate duties 

in the way proposed; but it occurs to me to ask whether the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer views It in the same light. On some hold

ings in this Company the death duties would amount to several 

thousand pounds; will Mr.Lloyd George willingly surrender this? 

Has any consideration been given to the shareholders in Norwegian 

and other Whaling Companies doing business In the Southern seas 

and in South Georgia,some of these shareholders being resident in 

the Islands,and others here? How do the Norwegian laws affect the

Your

W. C. Girling,Esq.,
Acting Manager, 

Stanley.
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shareholders in Companies registered in Norway? 'these are all nstb-r 

ters that will have to he considered, and many difficulties may
arise. It is too early to Write about the subject at any length, 

but I expect to be able to give you a legal opinion by next mall. 

We should object to be called ragp upon to supply the Government 
with our Report and Balance Sheet,or to disclose our accounts; bticb 

in our case the value of the shares could be given as here,that 

is to say the last price at which' transfers have gone through, 

which is always accepted at Somerset House.
4. 399-8. I have a letter from Mr.Harding written at San Ju

lian,in which he says thjit he does not expect to catoh the "Qri- 

ta" ,and may come by the Royal Mail boat following her; but he haft 
since given no indication of his whereabouts by cable.

5. Par.3. I passed your remarks on to Messrs.Salvesens,and 

send you a copy of Uasir reply. Things will shake down I expect, 
in fact it would be strange if there were not some hitches at 

first. One thing you must remember: it is not the custom to call 
upon crews to act as lightermen; in Stanley we have done it be
cause both the crews and the labourers are in our pay,that I sup
pose is the reason for the practice; but the general rule is that 

the men in a ship have nothing to do with bringing cargo along
side. As to Reef Channel,I am the culprit,if the prohibition is 

wrong. More than 25 years ago the "Malvinas11 went ashore on one 

of the reefs there,although it was daylight and the Captain knew 

the place well. She knocked a hole in her double bottom,and went 
to Montevideo for repairs at a cost of £2000. Not long after 

that,Capt.Winther,than whom no one had a better knowledge of the 

Islands,put the "Ranee" ahore In North West Pass* result another 

voyage to Montevideo at a somewhat similar cost. Only last year 

we lost the "Malvina" in Reef Channel,although Capt#Maats was we^L 

acquainted with the spot. I know how much longer it takes to go 

round Saunders Island,and what a temptation it is to take the 

short cut; hut with the warnings given hy these three casualties, 

and considering the vital need of keeping the "Columbus" off the 

rocks,I told Messrs#Salvesen months ago that I would not risk the

channel.. If their skipper can persuade them that there is no dan-
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ger,let >rifn do so,and I shall not he responsible. I gave no' other 

warnings,and do not, understand Cept.Saanum's objection to the 

Chartres. You will find,! feel sure,in the correspondence sent
out,that the Manager and Capt.Baanum are to decide together as

amount of freight that would warrant the steamer going to
The proposal the Owners make as to the col- 

fair. You omitted to send an ac-

to the 

any particular port.
lection of passage money seems 

count of cash received on account of the "Columbus”,and I sent
cheque for £850 on account,a statement that they sent up

like that amount had been received. In fu—
them a
showing that something

this should come ettry mail, just as you adviBe payments to be
The cable advising an accident to the

crank-shaft,is disturbing; but

ture
made to the P.B.N.Co.
"shaft",which we understand is the 

it is to be hoped 

and a new shaft, was to go by

that temporary repairs have been carried out,
this mail, although I have not heard i

that it has actually been shipped.
settlement yet of the "Inverness-0, Par.4. We have had no 

" -business,although Messrs,Ince reported lately that theyshire
I notice that two ofexpected to get all the money in shortly, 

the men had been left out 

but Mr.Beaven's name is

of the first return of hands engaged,
still omitted,although he is still puttie

his claim forward,
7. Par.8. The^e)’has been no 

furniture for some time,but it ought to be capitalized like the

rest of the property. However,it is a
entries.

considerable addition to Office

small matter,and no notice

need be taken of past snfcfc
get all the bagging8. Par.9. When we give the order we 

we want in less than a month. At present the market is uncertain,
can

are still holding on for lower prices.and we
endorsed by Mr.Anson in time; but9. Par. 11. The draft, was 

could not Mrs.Dean have done it?
10. Par.18. Dr.Turner has 

payments for him,which have been 

him that we cannot aot as his 

of the state of hiB account.
11. Par.14. The Board are willing

again asked us direct to make some
refused,and I am writing to tell 

agents here,without any knowledge

to take Messrs .Packe and

Bonner as your sureties.
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12. Par. 15. We have received payment of Messrs .Salvesens1
account.

13. Par.18. The sample cases of tongues and oasings have not 

(\ yet been delivered, and It looks as if they had been- oarrled on to

Liverpool. I hope that they may turn up before the mail leaves.
14, Par. 19. It is most important that there should be Gov

ernment inspection of the Meat Works while canning is going on, 
and you should impress this on the Governor. Knowing the necessity 

I told Mr,Her ding months ago that it should be applied for. You 

should mention that at the time' of the "Jungle" revelations,the 

Government certificates were of the utmost service in preserving 

the reputation of Australian canned meats,and you can show him 

the enclosed label taken from a can,and the certificate that ac

companies every shipment; the latter Is sufficient to disprove his 

misgiving as to its not being accepted outside the Colony. Is it 

possible that he wished to bring pressure to bear upon us by Or

dinance, and that we* have anticipated him by asking for inspect

ion? Whatever may be his idea,surely he will not wish to do any

thing to injure a new industry,especially one that he has in his 

public lectures so strongly advocated.
16. Par.20, There is no reason for discontinuing the extra 

charge on Keppel produce,unless the shipping facilities should be 

improved. In fact,it would be rather a relief if Mr,Dean were to 

continue to bring in his own wool,as Pebble is an impossible 

place for loading in bad weather.
10. Par.21. The Board would not wish to stand in the way of 

regulation that Mr.Townson thought necessary for the purposeany
of keeping out disease among horses.

17. Par.24. Mr.Packe has written about telephone wire,and I 

lost no time in putting his views before Mr .Mantle; but the lat- 

to defer an interview on the subject until- after theter asked me
Coronation,and it is now rather late to go into the subject fully. 

Mr.Packe asked me to> engage an Electrician,and as Homer offered 

to go out at £3 per week with an outward passage only I have tak
en him on. I thought that as he had had all the experience of put-

the Darwin line,he would be better than any novice.ting up

.1
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18. Par.25. Unfortunately you have no chance of getting . 
cableB repeated when In douht as we have,and X do not see that 

anything can he done. I suppose that they would not allow you to
(C cable to Montevideo or Punta Arenas for a repetition without pay

ing for it.
19. In one of my letters to Messrs.Salvesen I mentioned thfeb 

we were sending out some forms,and these are not yet ready. I SJjjB—
pose to get one out showing the cargo brought In by each voyage 

Of the ‘'Columbus" ,so that we may see clearly when a cargo boat
arrives what we have to account for In the way of freight,and

will have to be sent In duplicate,so that a copy calfc go t<>these
ieith.

of the Annual Report is enclosed as usual for the20. A oopy
office. You will see that after putting 55,000 to reserve we b&fa 

paid 35$ for the year,free of Income Tax,carrying forward a laTg- !

ST sum than was brought in.
21. At the General Meeting a vote of thanks was passed to

and the staff generally for the successful adminis-the Managers 

tration of their several departments.
22. Some correspondence has been sent to me anonymously an 

subject of the Church and school building at Darwin,in addi
tion to a letter received by Mr .Allan from James Smith, the orig
inal of which I also have. I have taken some pains to look up the 

subject from the beginning, and will now go thoroughly into it, as 

have to represent the Company if Smith carries out his

threat to take legal proceedings.

the

you will

out as Minister of the FreeIn 1872 the Rev.A.Yeoman oame
Church of Scotland,the Company giving him a house and a guarantee

minimum, in the event of the subscrjJJ- 

0n his arrival,and for some time 

in the Cookhouse,and. it was not until 
schoolmaster for Darwin,that

of,I think,5100 a year as a 

tions not reaching that sum. 
afterwards,he held services 

the Directors sent out Mc.Pherson,a
a project was set on foot for building at public expense a room

and for teaching the children# Theto he used both for services 

Company at that time was poorly off,and the Board held the view 

subsidized the Minister and provided the Sohoolmas-that if they 

ter,those who benefited should subscribe for a building to be
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used, by both,agreeing at, the same time to give the freight out.

A subscription was raised,and. I suppose that at the present time

the only contributors alive are my self,and probably Smith, but I
have no copy of the list,and cannot verify this,

■ also
sion was limbi put up and the building re-roofed,also by subscrip— 

tiqnjthe Company giving the iron at cost price. We had advanced

Later on a divi-

money in anticipation of the subscriptions,and some time after
wards, as there seemed no hope of getting the money in,the Company 

wrote the balance,579,4/

I

off as a bad debt. To go back some 

years,in despatch 452-9 of 7th June,1873,the Board wrote that Mr.
•»

Yeoman had asked for a grant of a quarter of an acre of land at 

Darwin on which to erect the Church; but that they were not wil
ling to alienate any of their land,although they were prepared tq 

give an undertaking that so long as the Church was used in a pro
per manner and kept in ra-pa.l-r by the Presbyterians in their ser- 

vice,the same should be held to be public property not liable to 

be removed,or rent charged for the land. In the course of time,for 

want of support,the Free Church of Scotland abandoned Darwin, and ■. 
since then,in the absence of any representive of that Church,other 

arrangements have,as you know,been made for holding religious ser

vices,not only at Darwin but in the Camp generally,by payments tp 

the Chaplains or Clergy of the Church of England,and,I believe, 

other denominations. There is no copy here of the undertaking I
under the Board*s instructions in 1873,and it is quite likelygave

that it is this that Smith has up his sleeve. Now,what is the po
sition of the building? It is not vested in any Trustees,the Pres
byterians have gone,the subscribers are nearly all dead or away 

from the Colony,- not that the fact of their having paid subscrip
tions would give them any right to it — and since the departure Qf

* ' f

the Rev.W.H.Philip I think that there is no doubt that all expen
ses of upkeep have been borne by us. When the rest of the settle
ment has been painted,the building has had its share,and if there 

subscription,! have not heard of it. What the condi- 

building today would be,35 to 40 years old as it is,if
for our care,it would not be difficult to judge.

ser-

has been any 

tion of the 

it had not been 

It has
vice,and the condition on which the use

not been kept in repair by the Presbyterians in our
of the land was granted

iBCCWPMgJT



Has not teen adhered to. I have said that a subscription gives no 

rights to the donor\ hut should the contrary opinion he held % it ts 

incontestable that the Company are by far the largest subscribers,
t —

k reckoning freight*,the unpaid balance written off, and upkeep" for so 

many years,It cannot he put tinder S200, In the circumstances the 

Directors hold that they have a right to constitute themselves 

Trustees for the publicj they do not claim ownership,hut desire

that the building may he used an heretofore as a school,and also,
/

in preference to the Cookhouse,as a place for holding religious 

services by any Clergyman or Minister of any denomination who may 

he visiting Darwin. In most settlements the Cookhouse would most

:

likely he used for the purpose,hut this building is far more ap-
The Directors think that this is the common sense viewproprlate,

to take of the matter,and intend to hold to it, Should Mr.Smith 

or anyone else he ill-advised enough to make any trouble,the Board 

would have to consider the propriety of having the building rem
oved altogether,and erect a new one,as to the control of which 

there could be no doubt. We are in a different position now to 

what we were in 1873,when the smallest expenditure had to he care
fully considered, and the Company cannot allow the existence of any- 
building on their property over which they have not control. _ I 

have thought it best to write thus fully to you, as you will have

to take the matter up on behalf of Mr.Harding should any steps he 

taken by Smith,and you will please communicate Board's viewB
information I send you a list of the despat-to Mr.Allan. For your 

ches in which the building is mentioned. 

23. I have been lately to Portaiiadoc to see the "Fleetwing", 

bought her for conversion into a hulk. She is in excel-and have
lent order,with the exception of her copper,and she is being tho-

lightly metalled,so that she ought to remain 

register tonnage is 321,but she has carried 

Brazil,and she will be loaded with house coal 
just the right size for Darwin,but I think that

hulk to be grounded or scuttled off the Jetty at
bulk that has

rougly caulked and 

bight; for years. Her 

420 bona coal bo 

when ready. She Is 

Mr •Allan wants a 

doose Green,and this should be done rather with a

her best days,and not one with a sound bottom. I am thereforeseen

ia
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going to suggest to Mr,Harding that he might find it convenient to 

send to Gtoobe Green one of the older hulks,and keep the "Fleet
wing in Stanley,where she would he most Useful in receiving por- 

tions of cargo that may have to he discharged and kept dry,
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

%

Managing Director.

!
i

!

I
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch Mzb.L090 dated 31st May, 1911 

Remarks on Accounts.
■

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

L 1st or General Cargo per ‘'Orissa'* 

List of Dutiable goods per “Orissa"

List of* Parcels.

List of*.Clients' Cargo per “Orissa"

General Invoice goods per “Orissa"

Second of exchange for £14 13 . 1 on J.Kirwan. 

B/L .cargo per“ORISSA"

List of Enclosures.
Client.pi ' Xnvoicoa gvjwvio 11 Or»i a on "

Client So* A/sales & reports. &c.
i FlamencoAP 4 bales Sheepskins ex “

S 8 casks Tallow, t}

McG, 50 salted Hides ex "Corcovado"

S 16

H: & B 154 bales Wool. ex "Corcovado"

!y y9 i

I
S 8c S 97 t yy

AFC 43 y yt

T R 151 9

H G C 79 9 99

S 133 9 99

74S y y9

J B 164 > y9

F 166 9 99

lGeneral Invoice goods per ^ Kenuta. 
List of Cargo per “Kenuta"
List of Dutiable goods per Kenuta 
Remarks on Stores
Invoice goods shipped for Vere xacke

per
Kenuta direct.

f
i
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Enclosures via Liverpool

i
Originals #

1 / Copy of Cablegram sent;.
Mr Hughes's certificate re quality of* Timber shipped

per ’‘Orissa11

2 /

Copy of* letters from Chr.Salvesen & Co*of* t/he 15th <& 19th & %
, 27 th

3 J

and ou r reply of the 16th June# 

Clients’ reports & contracts.

2 hales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado”4
6 2S & S 9 99 9

6 AFC 4 9 99 9

7 T R 1 > >

8 McG 10 9 99 9

9 2F 9 99 9

Brokers’s press copies of above reports also Co's.Sheepskins
ex "Corcovado11

/ Co"s Annual Report 8c Balance Sheet.

Final Invoice goods per "Orissa’'
Particulars of Despatches relating to Darwin Church*
Copy of Letter to Dr.Stanley Turner dated 28th June.

10

11
/12

J13

✓14

i

London 28th June,1911

i
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Enclosure per Supplementary Mall via Lisbon

>

Originals

1 / Account/ Current; A vouchers.
2 / Remarks on Aceounhs.
3 Remarks on Shores
4 Replies ho Remarks on Shores 4
5 Lish of General Cargo per "Qropesa" 

General Involve goods per "Oropesa”
V Sprahhs & Young & Marten*.s 

Reporh & conhrach Hides per 

Clients1 Invoices goods per nOropesa!

/

•• -»
V
/

if
6/

invoices goods supplied#
J ney.

7Earneraldas" a/c Balllon & Sj&icfc
8/

& 31 . 12 . 9Dean & AnBon
Stickney Broa« 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd. 5 . 

Gr.Bonner & Co.,Ltd.

/ 9
37 i 2.7 

7 . f
/ 10

/ 11 

/ 13

/ 13

56 , 9- .10
14 . 1 for collectionSight. Draft, on J.Kirwan for ^

Lehhers for hhe following: - /14 // Packe y A • L * Allan > (2)W.C.GirlingjVere 

Detailed Balance Sheet, & P.A !*• for 1910/is
collection,see remarks.order returned for/ 19 Money

* r‘, l

London Ish July>1911r*-1 ^

lv



Despatch no *1091 per "Oropesa",28th June, 1911, *
i

Precis of Contents.
■v*tf ■

1. Acknowledges despatches,letter,and cable.
2. Reports payment on account of ''Sahara".
S. Dlscuae^ proposed Estate Duty Ordinance.

Of letter from Mr.Harding at Safa
5. Refers ^ "^bauabUB'’ and I\er management,

6. SettlUfaejrit Qf "’Inverness-shire" clallji expect#®-• 

cap^taO-ijit^'Office

. Reports holding order for tagging for lower 

9. Refers to uaopdorsed draft in favour of Dean > ^fafio'n.
I ”

10, Remarks $x\ Dr.Turner's account.
11, Messrs.Packe and Bonner accepted as fop
12, Payment of Messrs.Salvesens1 account reported.

4. AdVlfeo*

PUrniture.7. On
8

IS. Advises non-delivery of tongues and casings sent PS
Inspection of Canning Works by Government nedessary,

15. Refers to the collection of Keppel Island produce,
16. Board will support Inspector In the matter of tippae djfaeades.

reports engagemej^ qf •

6 I

14.

17. On Mr.Packe's telephone^

18. Onrepetition of mutilated cables.

19. Refers to forms being prepared for stating feeight pep ‘LGt&jr

umbus."
20. Encloses Annual Report and states Dividend.
21. Records thanks at General Meeting to Staff.
22. Fully explains position of Darwin Church building.
23. Reports purchase of "Fleetwing".

:
*

h



CLlir jfictlhlaitti Sglrntd# (L , Wimite ft.omyixnv
-<[ INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) •>

REGISTERED 1902.

SfasY’/C' ■0'/. <^is/ccc//i'lrA c

Per Or avia.
y&n.N° 26th July,1092.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.401 

and letter of the 13th June,doth of which arrived on the 10th

Inst.
2. Par.5. Note Is taken of Beaver's position,and It is clear 

that he has no claim for salvage* "but at the same time our Soli
citors say that if he gets nothing he will probably put some low 

East—end lawyer on to us, and that it will be better to give him a 

small sum to sign cleato.

3. Par.6. An apportionment of the salvage has been made,and 

the original document is sent with this. Mr. Ince has discussed it 

with Mr .Harding and myself, and says that the various amounts aw
arded to the different ratings are in accordance with the law.

4. Par .7. The Board will not object to making an advance of 

£300 to Wesell,if that will be sufficient to clear him. From his
account in the Stanley ledger it would seem that his expenses are

that he would not be playing any tricks withsmall,and we assume 

his produce,such as sending It over tto PUnta Arenas.
to

5. Par.8. In the circumstances It seems that it was inevit- 

schooner would have to take up the work or the "Col-able that a
um'bus,, for the time during which she was laid up,mainly because

"but it would have been better to let the 

the mails to the West in place of of'- 

agents. It would have been putting

produce would be delayed; 
Government ask you to carry

tering to do it as Salvesens 

them under an obligation for one thing, and there is the further
consideration that under the Contract it is provided that Incase,

to be taken Tip by another of their Wha-of accident the service 1b

W.C.Girling,Esq.*,
Acting Manager,

Stanley.

1N
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ling steamships or other suitable vessel. We did not give them a 

^ chance of doing this,but this is not of much consequence; the main 

point to consider is that although we are Salvesens' agents for

the management of the "Columbus" we cannot accept the liability
one of the duties of theof putting in one of our own vessels as 

agency,tinless it suits our purpose,and this is just what the prompt 
offer of the schooner looks like. In matters of this sort care

taken to avoid the creation of precedents. If themust/ always be
Government had asked you to send the schooner,and you had replied

it with pleasure to oblige them,even at some 

should have avoided giving them any apparent ;
that you would do

inconvenience,we 

claim on us on another occasion.

6. Par,9. It was 

-u.ee when you heard

quite right to send the schooners for prod- 

of the accident to the "Columbus",but I hope
the steamer was able to gothat you laid them up again as soon 

to sea,even at f speed. It would not be carrying out our engage-
wool carrying ourselves unless the

as

ment with Salvesens to do any
actually hors de combat,and I should be very sorry"Columbus" is

to have any question of our good faith raised on this side.
arrived long since,but he has7, Par.12. Gordon must have

not written anything about his passage, 

8. Par.13
Board's views on the subject 

Darwin. We cannot admit

I gave you at some length in my last despatch the 

of the Church and School building at

that although the Company have said that

who benefit by its use it is li-they hold it in trust for those 

able to Government overlooking,but the Board do not wish to raise

an argument on the subject. In future,while the building lasts,Mr.
•the necessary lighting and clean-Allan Is *to be instructed to do 

ing at the expense of the Company, and not to have any offertories;
accounts to be forwarded to Stanley, 

received it would appear that the build-
consequently there will be no 

Prom information lately
state,although all the repairs done for

so-called belfry had to be tak- 

leaking badly,and the

ing is now in a» crazy
have been at our expense,theyears

because the roof underneath wasen down
complaints about this and the bell are

from the "Rotomahana",wrecked on

childish. The latter came 

the Elephant Cays in 1884.
I hear
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No subscription had. been paid towards the building for years be

fore that,and who gave the bell I do not know. For the future not 

one penny is to be expended by the Company on the building, and 

the Board have decided forthwith to put up at the Company's ex

pense a new schoolroom of construction and design to be approved. 

This building will be at the service of any Clergyman,Priest,or 

Minister who may wish to hold services at Darwin when visiting 

the Camp. As to the old building,it will have to be removed,and 

it is hoped that common sense on the subject will prevent any un
seemly squabble taking place. It should be borne in mind,that it 

is not a consecrated building,that it is old and rotten,and un

suitable to be used as a school,that it is vested in no body,that 

it has only been through timely repairs by us that it has not fal

len down already,and that the conditions on which the land,or

rather the use of the land was granted have not been conpiied with 

by the 11 Presbyterians in our service11. Furthermore,if the Free

Church of Scotland,whose Ministers at one time resided at Darwin,

could have been held at any time to possess any control,that has

lapsed through their departure.

9. The Board approve of your having fallen into line with the 

Government and others with regard to the pay of daily labourers,as

mentioned in par. 17.

10. Mr.Harding and I went to Portmadoc to see the ,,Fleetwing,f 

on the con^etion of her repairs and coppering. The former cost a 

mere trifle,as the ship was in excellent order; we saw her high

and dry,and the general feeling was that she was too good to be

turned into a hulk. The half-time survey has been passed,and she
She was towed round to Liverpool,is still on the first letter.

loaded a cargo of house coal, and sailed on the 19th inst. Capt. 

Parsell sailed for Lowdens for some years,and Mr.Connell pronoun
ces him to be a most careful man. We could have got a Welshman at 

Portmadoc at £12 per month, but I was not satisfied that he was 

free from suspicion on the drink question; the man chosen is high 

class and gets £17 per month,with a premium for a passage under

r
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90 days of 10/.per day; he had asked £20 

c the terms mentioned at my suggestion.
per month,hut agreed to 

The mate is said to he a
good seaman,hut has been drunk all the time 

taken ourselves the insurance of ship and freight,hut have done 

the cargo through Lowdens as well as the collision risk,and

in Liverpool. We have

cov
ered our liability under the Employers1 Liability Act at Lloyd's.

She carries 355 tons or House Coal,and would have loaded more if

very light,measuring 

55 ft#to the ton,the result of which was that she went down by 

the head,and could not fill up forward. The same would probably 

have happened with a closer coal,but the tonnage would have been

the kind selected had not turned out to be

more. We shipped a few fire bricks at Mr .Harding's request.

11. The "Fleetwing" will remain at Stanley as a hulk for re
ceiving perishable cargoes from ships in distress,and will have to

be dismantled. Mr.Harding would like her to go to Darwin with the 

year's supply for the settlement,but on giving the matter careful 

consideration I cannot see my way to sanctioning it. From a cal

culation I have made I estimate that the cost of sending her 

round,and consequently losing at least a month in getting the 

crew away,will cost in wages,provisions,in surance,ballasting at 

Darwin,pilotage, &c., <fcc., at l@a*3t £100* The cargo to be carried 

will be not more than 150 tons at the outside,I cannot just 

find out what the annual consumption is,but I think it is not

now

more than 120 tons. Even if 150 tons,the freight will come to 13/4 

per ton,and for a less quantity proportionately higher. But I do 

not think that at present you will be able to do in Stanley with 

2oo tons only,and you will be unable to spare 150. 
is not the only objection; once arrived safely in Stanley I do 

not like to risk a brig in ballast trim on the coast. She may get 
round all right,and again dhe may not,and being our own insurers
I do not relish the idea of losing her. The cost of sending the
II Samson" to take her would bring the expenses up to a still higher 

point. The freight per "Columbus" would only be 10/.per ton* but 

it is one of those cases in which we are at liberty to use a 

schooner,that is to say a trip with a cargo that would take too

This, however,
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long to discharge to be worth the steamer's while,and the solution 

of the question appears to be to send one of our own vessels at a 

convenient time with a scratch crew.

by the first steamer to Liverpool,the Captain and I suppose the 

Mate second class. Let him bring with him the Chronometer and 

charts; we have had to supply the latter again for want of a set 

that ought to have been returned when the last schooner went out.

The crew must he returned

Possibly some of the men make get Camp work} if so,let it he quite 

clear that they are allowed to sign off without any liahility on

our part to return them to England at a future time. If she ar

rives some time before a mail, leaves,use your discretion as to the
;

employment of the crew; discharge if you think it advisable,hut I

would suggest that as sailors they might be more usefully employed

in stripping her. For what comes out of her,whether provisions or

gear,credit will have to be allowed,so that we can get at her net

cost. If taken into the Store quite moderate prices should be set

down; you may possibly think that some would be worth putting up

at auction. An inventory of what she had when taken over is en

closed, and I believe that Capt.Parsell has a copy. There are three 

boats that we bought at Portmadoc,one new one at STS.10/. and two 

second hand at £3.15/.each,oneof which is reported as being de

fective in the stem. Mr.Harding,however,is satisfied that we can

make money out of them. You will-^ve to surrender the Certificate 

of Registry to the Board of Trade's representative,and declare 

that she is no longer a vessel; it is important that this should

be done at once,for if it is not home by the 31st December we 

shall be having all sorts of demands made upon us for light dues, 
information,&c.

1.X. Enclosed is a copy of a letter from our Solicitors to the 

Colonial Office on the subject of the Ordinance to amend the Pro
bate &c.Ordinance of 1001. I do not suppose that it will.be neces
sary to say anything about this for the present,as the Governor 

will hardly get permission to go on with it until the C.O. have

come to a decision.



13. Mr •Harding has "been going into the question of the Stan

ley telephones with Mr .Mantle,and has also seen the Crown Agents 

on the subject. We find from the General Electric Co .that the

switchboard sent out by the/nwas for an earth circuit,and therefore 

useless. I enclose a letter from Mr.Mantle,and you will see that 

if the board is returned the Gf.E.C.will exchange it for one for a 

metallic circuit,and that it should be sent at once. Mr.Hubert 

tells me that the new one can be adapted to work the Darwin and 

Mr.Packe's lines,unlike the earth board which cannot work the me
tallic circuit.

14. I enclose copies of some letters from Dr.Turner,and you 

will please reply for me that correspondence on the subject of 

his account should not be sent to the London office,and that we 

cannot receive instructions from clients of ours in Stanley ex

cept through the usual channel.
inent,and he makes a garbled extract from a letter of mine in

was
which I said that he had no account here and xsxs not in a posi

tion to instruct us to make payments bear the meaning that his 

reputation had suffered. The whole letter is so silly that 1 will 
not waste time in pointing out its absurdities; but I may as well 
explain that several times he has written to Mr.Goddard,with whom 

he was formerly acquainted,asking him to do small commissions for 

him,and that the latter has told him on each occasion that he 

should put his requests through Stanley. Latterly he has written 

to me with regard to the disposal of his balance,and when I have 

looked at the Stanley ledger,months old of course,I have found 

that it was a debit one. There is only one way of acting that 

meets our requirements,that is he must tell you to advise payments 

in the usual way,and they will be made. Advice of sums to Ills 

credit here to be disposed of according to his instructions sent 
direct from Fox Bay will not do; we do not keep clientsr accounts 

in this off ice, and will not in any circumstances. 1 have never en- 

couragSd^irect correspondence from the Islands,and am not going to 

begin.

The tone of his letter is impert-

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

DIrBGtO“



Enclosures via. Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.1091 dated 28th June.

Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per “Oropesa" 

List og General Carfeo per “Oropesa'1

List, of Enclosures^

List of Parcels.

List of Dutiable goods per “Oropeeih"

List of Cargo per “Opapesa" (Clients)

Second of Exchange £ 19 . 14 . 1 and B/L attached. 

Bills of Lading .cargo per “Oropesa11 

Clients reports & contracts
9 Salted Hides ex "Esmeraldas”

2 bales Sheepskins ex “Corcovado"
B 8c S

F

S 8c S 2 y yy y

AFC 4 y yy y

McGi 10 y yy y

T R 1 f 9y y

2 y yy y

Clients' Invoices goods per"Oropesa."

Messrs Dean & Anson,Stickney Brothers 

Holmes ted 8c Blake, Ltd.
Particulars of Despatches relating to the Darwin Church.

y

G.Bonner 8c Co. ,Ltd.9
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i

Enclosures via Liverpool*
!
I

Originals.

Wool Market, reports.
Particulars of homeward freight per "Corcovado" 

Apportionment of Salvage ''Inverness-shire” (Original) 

Copies of Cablegrams sent.
Thomas Albert Homerls agreement for Vere Packe,
Copy of letter from Mr .Mantle dated 6th July.& 20th July.
Copy of letter to Sewell & Cvowther of 11th July & copies 

of Dr.Turner's letters of 1st.5th & 6th June.

Clients' Reports 6 Contracts:-

9 249 bales Wool JEsmeraldas”
16M V

50W P

<3> S3

H i B iaa

p H 69

❖ 164
« \

65J B

95F B

219L! .

155WED

Copy of Brokers * reports on Company's Wool ex "Esmer&ldas"

Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co.dated 21st July to the
Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Inventory of Bpig."Fleetwing.
Letters for the following

A.L.Allan (2) W.C.Girling,* H.W.Townson.

26th July,1911London
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall
i
i

Originals.

List of General Cargo per "Oravia" 

General Invoice goods per ,,OraviaM 

Wool Market repoljfcs.
Remarks on Accounts,
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores.
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 53 ,

1
2
3
4
5
6
Y 14 . r with B/L 

attached for collection.
Certificate of Coal shipped per "Fleetwing. 

General Invoice goods per "Fleetwing"*
Clientsr Invoices goods per "Oravia"

Vere Packe, Bertrand & Felton,Holmested <fc 
J.J.Felton's Estate, & H.& G.Cobb. 

Clients 1 lie^orts & contracts; —

3 hales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas”

8

9

1
i 10 Blake

if L

012 8 9 9 9 9

WED 1413 9 9 9 9

114 9 9 9 9

:r116 1 9 9 9 9

M V 416 9 9 9 9

<$> 1IT 9 9 9 9

M V 2 casks Tallow13 9 9

& contracts219 9 9 9 9

Letters for the following!—

W.C.Girling (2.) Dr Turner,: 'T

___ __ 1(0ndon 29th July, 1 dn



Despatch no.1092 per "0ravla",26th July,1911.

Precis of Contents.
:1

1. Acknowledges despatch and letter.

2. Note taken of Beaven's position in re "Inverness-shire".

3. Advises enclosure of apportionment of salvage on "Inverneifcs-** 

shire".

4. Agrees to advance asked for by Wesell.
5. Discusses offer of a schooner to carry West mail.
6. On laying up schooners when "Columbus" was repaired.
7. Reports that Gordon,ex-schoolmaster,has not written to Ujs.
8. Gives instructions as to dealing with the Darwin Church.
9. Approves action in the matter of labourers on Coronation d§y.

10. Reports sailing of "Fleetwing",with remarks on cargo.
11. GlveB instructions as to "Fleetwing" on arrival.
12. Refers to letter from our Solicitors dn proposed Ordinance.
13. Reports action in matter of Stanley telephone.
14. Refers to Dr. Turner, and states that we will not kdfefc 

accounts in London.
I * '

i Sxsksi



V,/" (LItr Jklkiaitd JI&land# (Limtpattii, itnritiul
' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.r~\.

REGISTERED 1902.

' S$&ee£.6S.
Per ORCOMA 

N? 1093
C /? y^a.oruloro.E. a___ 23rd Augus t

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt, on the 8th inst., 

of your despatch Ho.402 and letter of the 11th July.

Your remarks on the working of the 

"Columbus" have been read with interest, and the Directors 

are glad to note that you approve of Captain Saanum, wi th 

whom it is desirable that we should co-operate as fully 

Mr Cobb and Mr Harding are at present in 

Edinburgh,where they will have an opportunity of fully 

discussing with Messrs Salvesen,the little difficulties 

which have arisen from time to time, and there is little 

doubt but that a better understanding all round will 

result.

2. Par.4.

as possible.

3. Par.5. Mr Harding is taking up the matter of the 

Assembly Rooms fire,with the Royal Insurance Co.,and you

will be advised of the result later. Meanwhile I may say 

for your information, that the course proposed by the Royal 

in this casejis strictly in accordance with the practice 

of all Eire Insurance Companies here. There can be no 

question about this, and if the impression exists,that

in the case of a total loss by fire, the full sum insured
If you refer to a Royalis paid, it should be dispelled, 

policy you will see the clause "the Company will pay or 

make good to the insured the value of the property so 

It follows ,that, in the case of a loss or 

total destruction, they are at liberty to, and invariably
destroyed".

V. C. Girling, Esq. 

Acting Manager, 
Stanley.

\



(1093, per 0RC0MA, 23.7.11)

2.

do, hold a survey and determine the value of the property 

destroyed, and pay accordingly*
4. Par.8. Your difficulties arising from the insuf

ficiency of lighter and hulk capacity, when two steamers 

like the "Kenuta" and •Orissa" arrive together, are ap

preciated and the matter has been fully discussed with
He agrees that the ”Garland” should he brought 

hack to Stanley and the "J. P. Smith" sent to Goose Green 

to he scuttled at the end of the jetty.
The remarks in par.5 of last despatch 

anticipate your question as to the employment of our 

schooners under clause 15 of the Mail Contract.
I much regret to hear of the accident at 

Goose Green to the hoy Cartmell, and shall he glad to know 

in what capacity, if any, he was employed; also has any

thing been done in the factory,in the way of erecting 

guards,where possible,to protect the workers from moving 

machinery.

Mr Harding.

5. Par.10.

6. Par.11.

Your remarks as to repairing the 

"Gwendolin" are noted, hut until we have had an opportunity 

of discussing the matter with the underwriters, we are un

able to decide what is best to he done.
The copy of the letter from Mr P. H.

7. Par.12.

8. Par.13.
Weiss, applying for the post of Preserver at Goose Green, 

is to hand, and he certainly does not err on the side of 

Please make every enquiry about him and his 

abilities, and also the pay he asks, and advise us of 

the factories at which he has worked in Australia and
Mr Harding has another man in view, and one

It is great assumption

modesty.

Patagonia.
may yet offer from Australia, 

on Mr Weiss’s part to say that he is aware that our plant

is not so modern as his, for if that at Goose Green is



(10*$, per 0RC0HA, 23.7.11)

3.

not so fully up to date as any Patagonia faotoiy, then 

the heavy outlay Incurred In the employment of Ur Allan* 

who is known to be about the best man in Australia at 

this work, has been thrown away.
With regard to the condition that he must haw* lull 

charge of the factory; when replying it will be neowssasy 

for you to lay it down that he must not be ower the Bagla*? 

eer, but that the whole place must be under our Camp 

Manager, Mr Allan, and no other.
9. Par. 14. I think that in charging 20/- for sheep 

supplied to the "Kenuta" you went beyond the mark, and 

fear it may induce the P.S.H.Co* to take their supplied 

of mutton elsewhere. I cannot see that skins in July are 

ever worth 8/- each net.
10. Par. 17. We gather from your remarks that proceeds 

of produce will place Mr Belton's account in credit, anjl 
we have therefore passed his indents on to the various 

suppliers. Our total commission will not exceed £2 to £3 

on his order.
11. Par. 18. The question of carpenters will be diau- 

oussed by the Board with Mr Harding before he leaves.
12. Par. 19. The matter of lighters has the Managing 

Director's earnest attention, and he proposes making en
quiries in this connection when in Liverpool this week, 
and will no doubt be able to write you further by next 
mail.

!

!?•(

m c

It is annoying to hear that the copper13. Par.20.
flanges for the "Plym" were not the correct size, and the 

blame for this rests entirely with Messrs Jacobs & Barringer.
Your remarks as to running the "Lafonie?14. Par.21.

for produce are noted, and the only valid excuse we can 

give for so employing her again ,i8 ,that we have undertaken



9*
(1993, per ORCOMA, 23.7.11)

4.

Thereto get in the wool, and the "Columbus" has failed, 

is great risk of a misunderstanding with Salveeena result
ing, hut the matter will he fully discussed at the inter

view with them in Bdinhurgh to-day.
15. I enclose oopy of letter from H. Bevan, whose 

brother was aboard the "Samson" when she salved the "In
verness-shire". Please send me written statements by 

Thomas and others in reply to the statements he makes.

16. In accordance with Capt. Thomas's wish a passage 

has been booked in the "Orissa", sailing 21st September, 

for his daughter.

17. Your cable of the 13th inst. is to hand, advis

ing that the "Renee Riokmers" had put in damaged, and 

asking for a credit to be established by the Owners for 

£1500. This has since been arranged.
The further matters referred to in your cable, in 

connection with Mrs Poley and Mr Paoke , have received 

attention.
18. I was also glad to receive your cable of the 

21st inst., advising the shipment per s/s "Junin" of 1150
wool, 60 balsa of skins, and 360 casks 

tallow, and Mr Carpenter bas been advised that of this 

shipment 282 bales are from Dean & Co.
19. You will learn from the newspapersreaching you

in
by this mail,that labour troubles especial^oonneotion 

with Shipping and Railways,have practically dislocated the 

whole trade of the country for some days past, and though 

the worst phase in connection with the Railways, seems to 

have passed, no agreement has yet been arrived at in Liver

pool, where the whole of the Dockers are looked out. In 

consequence of this the "Grooma", so far as our advices 

at the time of writing go, will carry no cargo whatever,

bales Clients

1
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(1093, per 0RC0M4, 23.7.11)

5.

and her sailing date has "been delayed until Triday the 

The goods you hare indented for Till there
fore he shipped by the following mail.

The "Ragnhild" has been chartered for a luaqp 

sum of £862-10-0 to oarry a full cargo of timber from

25th inst.
!

20.

Oottenberg to Stanley, and there is every probability 

of your sailing ship order of Sovember last, for direst
▲ copy of the charter isshipment, being sent in full, 

enclosed.
I am i

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

I

I
. j
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DESPATCH No. 1093 per "Orcoma",23rd August, 19L1

PRECIS OP .CONTENTS.

1. Acknowledges:: r e c eipt of Despatch No.402 & letter 7th July, 

Working of Columbus , Mr Cobh & Mr Harding interviewing 

Salvesen & Co.

Assembly Rooms Fire Insurance claim.

Lighter & Hulk difficulties.

Employment of Schooners for Mail Service under Clause 15 

Accident to boy Cartmell at Goose Green.

2

3

4

5

6

7 Question of repairing "Gwendolin"

Mr Weiss's application for post of Preserver. 
Charge to P.S.N.Co.for sheep toc^iigh.

Mr A.E.Felton's Store Indent.

8

9

10

11 Question of Carpenters.

Lighters. Managing Director taking enquiries.

Copper Flanges for "Plym".

Running the Lafonia may lead to misunderstanding with Salveser^. 

Enclosing copy of letter from Beaven re Inverness-shire salvage. 

Passage booked for Capt.Thomas's daughter.

Acknowledges cable re Renee Rickmers.

Acknowledges cable advising shipment per "Junin"

Labour disturbances have delayed "Qrcoma" and prevented shipment 
of Stores.

Ragnhiid chartered for direct shipment of timber from Gothenburg.

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

!

1 j
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Enclosures via Liverpool
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9 2 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"

B & S: 9 Salted Hides > >

M V 2 casks Tallow f j

Clients,1 mlnvoices goods er uOraviaM

Vere Pa eke, Bert rand & Felton, H.& G.Cobb & J.J.Felton.
Clients* Reports:-

9 249 bales V/ool ex "Esmeraldas*1

M V 4 bales Sheepskins ex Esmeraldas**

9 8 9 9 9 9

WED 14 c9 9 9 9

1 9 9 9 9

1 9 9 9 9

2 9 9 9 9

li

i

j
!

V.
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ENCLOSURES VIA LIVERPOOL.
I

ORIGINALS.

Copies of Cablegrams received.

sent.Copies

Charter Party ship "Ragrih-ild".

Copy of letter from Henry Beaven dated 8th August. 

Copy otf general Instructions with regard to 

construction of Mr.' Packe's 8c Stanley Telephone® 

Account Current and Vouchers.

Remarks on Accounts.

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

Letters for the following;- 

W.C .Girling,A.L.Allan.
Remarks on Stores.

.

!

I
London 25th August,1911(

I

i

i

:'.

I;
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\ ■wv CL hr jfalhhtnii (Linupauii, Crntttr d.

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

C/f / / C£
Per Orissa. 

lV° 1094.
7

sm.■^Zon don a.___SO&L&getarifcftit,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of yotir despsiPivap.40? 

and letter of 9th nit."both of which arrived on tat4 infit.follow
ed hy your letter of the 15th Inst.on the 11th. C^hlesran* were 

also received on the 28th ult.and the 9th inst.

2. Par.3. I do not think that Mr.Theodore is a nan

who will submit to instructions from his Captain In JBatter pf 

Reef Channel. Mr.Harding and I went to the officej#st li&itia last 

month,the former twice,and the discussions lasted. heurs,re

sulting, I think,in so complete an understanding Oh IfeptB*aides as 

to make any future misunderstanding most unlikely. ^tb".Jhlyesen 

proposed a contribution of 1/ .per ton towards the expenses
and the balance will have to be borne partly hy the fctor«f»anA 

partly by the consignees of through goods. It r6Suits practlGaily

delivering goods sold from the Sto$^8 fseeing 

that we make a profit on them is not unreasonable.W&JL3. get 

this arrangement put in writing as soon an Mr .SalWfesfeen returns 

from a holiday.

3. Par.V. After prolonged search the case of Sf|*r£2»jB pf tongdl 

was discovered and sent here.
4. Par.8. When Mr.Harding and I were at thp C.Qf.lhSt Week y(& 

spoke of the inspection of the Canning WorkB as beiftg of YriWl 

importance to us,and pointed out that other OovernMfli^ts TaaHTnage 

suitable arrangements for the protection of Bfclppefc*.
5. Par. 13. In sending out the forms it was ia&entaA thajr

should be fillied up and forwarded by each mail-,®® >aa pa provide 

a record of the work aonejnanthly by the "ColumbUs". JS& woHl# Wb

",

i

in our

■

W.C.Girling,Esd

Acting Manager,. 

Stanley.

• 9

I

■M
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necessarily coincide with the Manifest or

next shipment,hut would give us a good idea of the IfiPt-PEi

and of the capabilities of the steamer.
6. Par. 17. Mr.Salveseij. did not see that,in the circumstanpos, 

anything else could have been done but to provide some means of 

getting the mails away; but when you say that on the break-dovta Of 
the steamer the Lafonia was "at once" constituted the mail-boat* 

it looks as if we were to be called upon in such a case as a mat
ter of course,and that is just what we will not have. While we do
not object to obliging the Government and the people,we cannot and 

will not admit that anyone has a call on our services as a right, 

for it might be extremely inconvenient. When Mr.Salvesen returns 1 

will se8 what we can arrange about the two voyages the "Lafonia" 

has made. I think that we may have to instruct you not to carry
the mails in the event of the steamer being disabled without a
guarantee of payment by the Government,and then they must approach
us in the first instance.

7. Par.19. The "Renee Rickmers" belongs to good people,and 

payment of their acceptance is guaranteed by Samuel Montagu & Co . 
A cablegram instructing you to take the Captain's draft on owners
was sent from here on the 2nd inst.to catch the mail boat at Punta
Arenas on the 4th; but tills same boat brought your advice that the 

ship would be detained pending further instructions,which indicates 

that our cable was not delivered,and the owners are much disturbed,. 
From your dates we do not think that the repairs will have been 

completed by the time the "Qrcoma" arrives,and in that case there
will have been no detention.Unfortunately the same cable advised 

you that the mail boat carried no cargo,which it was desirable for 

you to know.
8. Par.23. I will speak to Mr.Harding about Hudson when I 

see him; the classer sent last year was not successful,and will 
not be engaged again.

9. The owners of the Kinross-shire will accept the Master's 

drafts for disbursements,and this was cabled last week. Mr.Bull 
has been informed that R.C.Packe's visit has been abandondd,but

1

has not replied.
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m.
v* mat*

iftat
10. In your letter of the 8th ult.you ask about

the west of the Church,and I had better reply 

the facts may remain on record. W. Biggs' a stateostesjit 16 iftcerrect',

the land Is a portion of lot no. 10,granted orlg]L*|ai^ * Wp
f Jr'*

named HearndenjSSO1 by 66*. Of this a piece 

to James Biggs,and another of. the same d 

these are on the front road,and account fqp 

these two portions,which we bought from the
tiK >jee*t4oa, Of

ae-

\

to Biggs was mortgaged to Mr.Dean on the 

curity for an advance of £84.8/. and intere&tj|*4ftiC a

,i»8*fU theutory declaration by the latter dated 26th
effect that over 30 years before then he hail dBCtenp* 

sion,and that none of the debt had been repaid wfe 

was a gaucho in our service in my time,and X 

the eastern piece to the Deans,I think &h the

We hold Biggs's mortgage and Herkls's $«nvey9Ape, 

from the Deans,dated 17th May,1889

L iuto possesi. 
diam Her Ids 

\r mis selllmf 

Wf id* moth-

well aser.
lattera conveyance

will be found to have been registered. 2*his aoOdaafcs 

whole of the land we hold on section 10,and ypU vpjL

%&*»

there is no room for a "no-man*s-land". The refithihdsrjOr '^^utheru 

half of the section is of no interest to usj but I fin*! facte

explained in an enclosure to my despatch 40O,r^plyiJBg 1K> sate

in the se»uth«-ea.tewi ooqueries by our Solicitors . The piece 

66' by S3',belonged to Mrs .Yates,but the other tar© pieces >$«1 by

33* on the east,and 165' by 33' on the west,still stool .1*
k \

naJaes of Phillips and Mackintosh w&registry in the
at the time understood to be In dispute. 2Sie*e jpaqr ^P

You can fell

\were

1tno-man•s-land’ito which Biggs refers.

past years appear not to have been register ed,<j^jj£,6M.^ 

the part of land owners may cause trouble in the jputerfev 

11. Mr.Harding is going out in the

facts,but as our title is so clear,you need

Some of t4v?the register,or go to any expense.

i1

MOrtega" 4 Is^rA^l^V^be^

fore ouif next outward mail, and intends to make a 4*849 "to ©tyfeno* 

Ayres. I intend to ask him when he is here nexfr'a who
!

f
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very sorry,"but, I see that' I an repeating the information :$■ 

HUdBon,the wool sorter,in paragraph 8. His testis
- I am
gave you about 
monials seem to he good.

13. We hear from Liverpool that owing to the congested ettflfce
Docks and Warehouses in consequence of the strikes, large

of goods for shipment still remaining ttndealt y^Sx,
of the
accumulations

doubtful if all our cargo will go this timej hut the P.S^.it is
Co.have promised Messrs.Lowden to do all they can for us»

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Direcrbor.
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Enclosures via LIVERPOOL

CSriginals

of Cahlsgraja sent; 16th September^
received 9th Septeitf&r.

contents of Despatch No. 1091
1098

Copy1
2 5 >

Precis of3
> *4 >)

'
Clients1 contracts

i

5
6
T

c?8
F B

10-
11

B/L Potatoes from La Pal lice per 

Letters for the following:*- 

W.C.Girling.
A.L.Allan (2)

A. H.Harris.

vr

13-

life.I

3S&

20th September, 1913.London
r-yT^TT

i
1m- —f
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall

Originals

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Remarks on Accounts 

Account Current and vouchers 

List of Cargo per "Orissa"
List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"
List of Clients' Cargo per "Orissa"
General Invoice goods per "Orissa" .
Suppliers detailed invoices goods shipped per "Orissa" 

tetters for the following:- 

A.L.Allan.
W.C.Girling.

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan £S40 . 19 . l for collection,B/L
attached.

1
2

3
4
5
6
V

3
9

i
10

j London 23rd September,1911
1

I
!'

t ■~r.—- T— -T
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V? Whniti'ti.(I hr JhtlkUuth J*lmu)0 Clmupainj.
•___________ ,(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.1  

REGISTERED 1902.

' ^$Uicec/u//U:/s cfae-e/s.6'/.
Ps>r Qropesa. 

N? 1095,
C/? fcbWber,11.o /wum ■:£. a___ .

Sir,
to acknowledge the receipt of STOW desosUh no .404 

letter of the 5th $^terfber,feotn of which arrive* an
I have

and of your

tiie 2nd Inst.

2, 404-4. The Board 'cannot find fault with Mr.Girling*** **>

the matter of the ^OTUmbtis* and the nail service, 

he en. placed before Messrs .Salvesdn with, the
ptLanat/ion in 

and tjie facts have
eliciting thelf wishes Tor the future»ln the event of •»- 

Copies of some letters are enclosed,and % **

Hflrfl tholr ^Spiles,bwt ih the absteoee oT 

the Continent We hare not received thaa.

View of

either breakdown. 

sorry not to "be able to

HCr* Theodore Salvesdn on 

You ane aware that ihe only afct of Mr .dirling* e to which except-

offer of the schooner,when we think±6n. was taken was that of the 

that it wottld have been bettor to wait to he asked for her* t»fc

that he acted,as he thought at the tifte,the Board fully recognize
best intentions,and they do not blase h±n. Wetil *« 

arranged with Messrs .Salveseh as to the bourse to be
with the

definitely
tsdwh lit future,yoU Must not jot the ®alla without an

GoveriMent to "us^for referring ue to the® willfear jgayt&ent by the

not; do,and might lewd to coaplications.
We had hoped to hear before npw of the arrival of 

ta»e "Jlea^r*ng%bttk t*5 *** portioned in aay cable-

to jeay that The Governor ■“** * nihtake, 

t6 hdi Soytn letting ^he cat oat ef Ote bee
f. Par.9. I atf sorry 

is jporntiLssiblc

t?he ^rowa Agent© pbout* ta^ telephone and t*» 

swiiohr-boarii. We had everything nicely it train,Mr Mantle W

WJL.»fgi*K»g,SSM • f

i

Stanley.

i-T-rrr----- TTT f V-p- '7'
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. prepared a specification so stringent,and so little to the liking 

of the General' Electric Co. as to fill their riiM&e “with horror, 

a-nd on the top of this he would personally have inspected jLt on 

completion. As the Crown Agents had teen made aware of the rpttCRl 
of the first switch-hoard and of our haVid£ taX&n some step* with 

regard to the new one,I thought it better to see Ur. Grind1«,and 

tell him all the circumstanced. He feezed to think that practi
cally the best thing had been cLpne,apd said that we should probab
le ashed by the Crown Agents to carry the transaction through. But 
the latter have lately beep ip communication evidently with the 

and have written tp us fop a copy of the specification, 

which has been sent to them. Meanwhile,the G.E.Cp.decline %p quote 

a price to Mr,Hubert for the specification,on the ground that they 

do not know at present with ~whom they havd to deal,and there it 

stands at present. Now if the Governor had sdnt the swltcJMsoapd 

hope through us,we should have -got the new one,and the fey items 

in addition that were necessary-.and the whole work would have 

been inspected by Mr .Mantle . Of course you know that the latter 

is acting through Hubert,as his pane cannot come out,but he would 

be actually the authority on wiidto we should rdly.
5. Par. 12 and letter of 5th ult. It is most unfortunate ab

out the delay of the "Renee Rickmers'’ ,but Mr .Girling oould hot 

help himself in the circumstances, and did the right thing* Ibo' 
fact Is that the credit -ought to have beep cabled to catch the 

outward boat at Montevideo,but as this was not done it was a bit 

of bad luck ‘that the cable despatched on the 2nd ult .to catch, the 

"Qsrhpesa" on her day at -Sandy Point,the 4th,did pot arrive in 

t±me,aa she left earlier. In future all cables will be sent from 

here op the Friday • lb woUld be well- tO epQVtire when the itefesage 

did arrive,for although the Owners cannot pone Upon fte fer deten
tion, as we did not undertake to cable at all,! should like to 

show that we did -ell we could,apd if -through carelessness it was 

not forwarded *we should be pomp let ely exonerated.
6. Par. 14. The repairs geperal- renovation of the "fly*" 

do great credit to both Mac Nicpljt and Basel&y. We «pe fortunate 

in having such resourceful pebble in pur service,

Gr # E $ Co • 9

*T^t' r T*— 1 -nr- 'itTT
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7. Par, 13. The owners of the Klnro^S^M^ toil! &ce£b tfife

bfee'h '$ fel&U«Master1 s drafts,and this has

8 . Mr.Cumming Of Liverpool fdddil&e^&ed a Utah hatted flUbfjdh 

for tfeg vacancy at d06se Gfeeh>'aiia life al^il^d f»r Ms 's|*pe
w'lihafawttjon the groUhd t&at bhfere la not irtteh prospect of ptofto- 

tfipM. £&6g a yfeuf wpuM hate suited him,but t thipk that h* was 

possibly rather too good a nan for the placed ’besides bajU^j a

Board PC Trade certificated flap,tie has an mttj.ee of Ms owp la 

Liverpool,where he ha,B teen trying 1>0 get t® a bttfelaees as imu*- 

suiting Engineer and Surveyor. It is most aeoessaijfipy to g»t a

man quickly,and I aid going to Liverpool to see $fe* .<3UmBifng after 

this toat has sailed,or rather to See her off,and then try to en

gage an Engineer on the spot• I shall want to know as early as 

possible What accommodation there will be fob hi* at dposp Green, 

for if you engage Weiss,and he gets Harris’s house,t asspiic that 

the Engineer will haye to take the one sent out last year.

9. As intimated to you already,it is of preat importance that 

you should come to terms with, Weiss when y6u see him in jfoptevid* 

eo,for he is not only the best man we have heard of,but the season 

is so close at hand,that it will be dangerOUB to delay lohger. to 

have lately heard that a Jh*eserver is being looked f°r *or Son 

Carlos,which suggests that the result of the season there was pot
l

entirely a success. It Bids also been stated that ope of the Can
ning Works at a place op the Coast Will be. shut down this season 

because a Preserver oannot be found,and we learn freii Brisbane 

that there is no possibility of getting one from there; otl this 

points to the necessity of securing ope before ft i® too late.
10- $n abstract pas been made of last year's correspondence 

with Chr.Salvesen <S Co.,and from this the terms of pur agreement 
for the working of the '‘caiurabus" have been colleoted oh to t»« 

sheet,a copy of which is enclosed for your use.
11, Mr.Girling*s fidelity £opd lyys been signed by ^.Bonnfer, 

and 4.,a now forwarded for cojnplsWoii 9414. return*
12. Correspondence with T.Dannew^B & Co • who e$e connected

with the 11 Labor emusn Co. is enclosed, and | /should like to k&ow Move 

about these people,as they do not seeiti straight, fhey tQpk ho-
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t-ice of our application for payment of an account gou sent far 

collection, and have now delayed the matter pending a refdl^itoj) to 

your office about some charges that they say h£& beei) jaadte 

over on another account. It looks to me like ah excuse or A tihWf- 

fle,and I have warned them that we may give you iastyilotlews as 

to their credit that may cause them some intionvenierice « 

with people in the Baltic,it will- not *o t.0 nfehd ttCfceUnt* &jMj& t# 

be paid on presentation] there should be a, bill: sigujed £a etery 

case,and even then we shall be taking some risk.

I am,Sir,

your obedient aervsnt,

Managing director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool*

Duplicates.

Despatch No.1094 dated 20th September.

Remarks on Accounts,

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

List of General Cargo per "Orissa" 

List of Clients* Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"

Second of Exchange for £ 40 . 19 . 1 on J.Kirwan
B/L attached.

List of Parcels.

List of Enclosures.

Bills of Lading cargo per "Orissa" 

Clients* contracts

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"P B

H 1 9 99 9

W E D 14 9 9 9 9 '■

■

L Z 9 9 9 9

MV 4 9 9 9 9

I
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Enclosures per "Oropesa"
via Liverpool

" Originals11

Copy of Telegram sent.
Copy of 

Wool Market reports.
B/L 1 case Wallpaper shipped per "Orissa"
Copy of letter to Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 26th & 29th Sept.

& 10th October & theirs of 27th Sept.
W.C.Girling1 s Fidility Bond for completion.
Copy of letter from T.Dannevig & Co.of 9th & our reply 

of 13th October.
Harry Eowsell's agreement & doctor's certificate.
William Scott's

received.9 9

9 9 9 9

Clients1 reports:-
H W 40 bales Wool- ex "Junin"
F 131 9 9

AB 184 9 9

HP 126 9 9

J B L 3

J R 31. 9 9

B B 22 9 9

M & Gr 59 9 9
r—i
rHc c w 17 o Ol9 9 P rH

rH •\s 33 CD U9 9 0
P
OT R 6 P9 9

*"3 ooZ 151 9 9
po p oo i
rH

D H 106 l9 9 • •

ft .WED 18 £o
■u

9 9
£ M 3 off®

rH Ih1;
!S I 115 o

rH p
J B 129 <H PJ 9

Jp«Sunday Brokers1 press copies of reports & contracts. 

Clients1 reports & contracts: — k l *
ofl

<H O
CQJ B 50 casks Tallow ex "Junin" cq P 

o i§F 40 9 9 9 9s 14. P* 9 9 9 PS I 1,6 09 9 9 9
PH W 14 9 9 9 9

H P 1 9 9 9 9
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% ' Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

1 Accounti Current 1095 dated 18th October & vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts•
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores.

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa”

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Oropesa*1

List of General Cargo per "Oropes'a"

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Suppliers detailed Invoices goods per ’’Oropesa"

Matters agreed with Chr.Salvesen & Co.for the joint 
working extracted from correspondence to date. "Columbus11

Specification for a Metallic Circuit 25 line Telephone
Switch Board.

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.dated 19th October 

Clients1 reports:- 

D H

2
5

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

lb

12

15 55 Salted Hides ex "Junin"
14 J S 5b 9 9 9 9

15 J D M 15 9 9 9 9

16 S 6 » 9 9 9

17 McG 43 9 ? 9 9

18 J B 21 ) 9 9 9

19 WED 4 9 9 9 9

I20 Brokers* press copies reports & contracts of above.

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan 35115 . 10 . 7 & B/L attached
for collection#

21

London 21st October, 1911
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inupctnt), Simiteit.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.'; - -

REGISTERED 1902.

6' /, l_fysict:c/y/Ac// '^Ple-e/A
Per Oravla. 
JVF 109fi, 15th November,. /O' u>.

Sir,

I have ■bo acknowledge the receipt* of your despatch, no.405 upa 

letter of 4th. October per "Oravia",which arrived on the 29th ult., 

and of no.406 per "Corcovado" ,to hand on the 8th Inst .via Rio.

The following cables have also arrived:— from Punta Arenas on the 

21st ult.and from Montevideo on the 29th ult.and 3rd and 10th 

inst.
2. Par.2 of desp.406. I wrote to Messrs.Salvesen about the

ports supposed to be dangerous,but have not as yet had a reply. I 

think that you may assume that Beef Channel! is the only one to

be absolutely barred,on account of its bad antecedents. It was

reported that Capt.Saanum had said that he must be allowed to go 

through the channel,so that the new idea that he may declare other 

places to be unfit to enter that are certainly safer,is not Quite 

intelligible.
3. Par. 3, You will arrange with Mr .Allan about the hulk to 

be sent to Goose Green. I fear that the "J.P.Smith" is too large 

and too sharp in the bottom,and I am still of opinion that if the 

"Vicar of Bray" can be safely moved,she is the one of all others 

best fitted for the place.
4. Par,4. It is very sad about the mutilation of young Cart- 

mell,and you must let us know what we can do in the way of help
ing himj no doubt a surgical instrument maker could supply a 

false hand or arm if correct measurements could be sent.
5. Par.6. You have only to look at the account-sales to see

W. A. Harding,Esq 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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tliat. tlie value of sheepskins 

V.J the hest do not 

long wooled ones,

taken off in July cannot he 6/,or
average more than 6/.,and they are the very 

It must he remembered that the sale of live
sheep is nearly all prof It, whereas mutton has to hear the cost of

The net
Is about 3/6d each all

we should not take

kl lling, and the skins that of drying,haling,and Interest.
average value of the Stanley skins here
the year round. I do not wish to suggest that
SI each for live sheep if we can get It; hut If this price fright- 

,so that they are driven to get theirens the P.S.N.Co.

Punta Arenas,I say that rather than 

do very well In selling wethers In quantities 

6. Par.9. Produce from Port Stephens 

than that from Port Howard,and the Inference

sheep at*
let* that* come about we should 

at 15/.
Is no more clients*

that the 282 hales
mentioned had teen Included In the 1150 

7. Par.10.
was incorrect.

The excess over the credit arranged For the ’’Renee 

Rickmers” ought to have been cabled,so that we could have got an
extenslonand It is more by good luck than anything else that we 

have got both the hills accepted. You know,of course,that an 

English shipmaster can pledge his ownerfs credit For necessaries, 
but that the reverse Is the case with the Germans. IF an English

owner is doubtFul as regards means,we ask For a Bank credit,or 

something equally sound,and should that be procured the amount Is 

always stated and must not be exceeded. However large the means 

oF a German owner we are bound to ask For and get a credit,and 

this again must not be exceeded without notice. I may as well add 

that when the account runs into Four Figures it is only Fair to

draw at not less than 60 d/s,because it gives him an opportunity 

In most cases oF settling with his Uhderwriters,amd the best oF 

Firms do not care to be a long time out oF pocket pending that
In the case oF the ’’Alhyn” 60 d/s has been arranged, 

and For the ’’Claverdon” 90 d/s.
8. Par. 12. I wrote to you to Montevideo that we had not lost 

any time over the credit For the ”Albyn,,,and that IF not advised 

by Punta Arenas it would be because we had not got it. Communica

tion between this country and Finland takes some time,and we had

settlement.
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only had. a conversation with the London agents of the owners, 

Messrs.Andorsen Beolcer A Co.,up to the 30th October,when we re
ceived a credit for S2000 In favour of the Captain from Messrs, 

C.J.Hamhro & Son,who,I need hardly tell you,are a house of great 

eminence In the City. A copy of this credit Is enclosed,
9. Par. 13. I am doing my best to push on with the electrio 

lighting project,and expect to ship the whole by next month*s 

boat. To get It ready In a fortnight so as to go by the "Oravla" 

would have been impossible.

10. Par.14. Perhaps on your return to Stanley you may be 

able to give some information about the lease of Great Islandj I 

have an Idea that something has been said,but cannot find details,
lb. Par.16. Has Husband a return passage,and if so,it is de

pendent on good conduct? If he has been frequently drunk on duty, 
there might be sufficient reason for not giving it. VJhen is his 

time up,and do you suggest another being sent out to replace him?
12. Letter of 4th October. We have enquired of the Eastern 

Telegraph Co.about the message handed in here at 11'.36 a.m.on the 

second of September,(actually not long after 7 a.m.at Punta Aren
as) and not delivered there until the morning of the 4th,and they 

say that there was no interruption that would in any way have -af
fected the due transfer of the message to the Argentine Govern
ment Telegraph Department in Buenos Ayres,but that on receipt here 

of the returns from the Buenos Ayres cable station further enquiry 

will, be made.
13. With reference to Dr.Turner's letter to you of 20th 

September,he seems to have a muddled sort of brain,for he com
plains that a payment of SI00 on his account had not been made 

here,and asks that it may be remitted by cable to Sewell A Crow— 

ther. The fact is that the payment was made as soon as advised, 
but to a named Smith,not to Sewell A Crowther at all,although 

the latter firm,from what they have written us,seem to have ex-
I have explained the circumstanoes to them.

14. The first cablegram reporting the "Corcovado" shipment 

correctly gave no Company's wool,but the second,in which the mes-

,

pected it.

i
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sage was repealed for some reason "that* is not clear yet,gave 10 

"bales. The steamer arrived on the 13th,and the Bills of* TjuUng 

show,as expected,that there is none of* our wool- on "board,and the 

second syllable of* the code word,'DA',ls probably a mutilation of 

•BA1.

15, Your cable about Weiss arrived on the 30th ult and the
reply accepting the terms with one exception was despatched the 

same day. If furniture had been granted it would have opened the 

door to numerous possible claims,the extent of which it would be

• >

Impossible -bo foresee* For instance,if the Preserver,a new arriv
al in the employ,had a partially furnished house given "to Mm, 
would lb nob be reasonable on the part of bhe Docbor and perhaps 

bhe schoolmasber ab Darwin bo complain if bhey were nob granted 

bhe same advanbage? I am glad bo see from your lasb cable bhab 

Y/eiss has agreed bo go,as lb removes a doubb bhab has long been 

hanging over usj bub bhe intimation bhab he will nob be ab Goose

Green until March is disappoinbing,and although you,no doubb,urged 

his going earlier, I am writing bo him in hopes of persuading him 

bo anbicipabe ib by a month. Mr.Allan will want bo begin as soon 

as bhe shearing is over,and there will be many things bo do after 

Weiss1 s arrival before he can geb going.

16. The cable announcing bhab bhe "Fleetwing11 had nob arriv
ed Is rabher disburbing,bub she was a long bime gebbing away from 

bhe English coasb,and I still hope bhab she may have made a safe

The Owners of bhe "Claverdon" are said bobhough a long passage, 
be a substantial firm,and we have cabled you bo bake frafb on

bhem. The mabber of Mr.Packe's wire Is having abbenbion.
17. Afber treating with several unsuitable or unwilling can

didates for the post of Engineer at the Works,I have come across 

a man named Philip Mills,who seems in every way suitable. From 

his testimonials,one of which I send in the original.,he is unusu
ally promising,and an interview with him here gave me an excellent 

impression. He served his time with the Lancashire & Yorkshire 

Railway, and the Chief Sdperinbendenb Engineer speaks of him as a 

young man of more than average ability,a good time keeper,and his 

character all that could be desired. He has been 3rd Engineer in

i
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one of* -their "boats,hut lias already got a Chief*1 s Certificate,and 

he has "been qualifying himself with the International Correspond
ence schools in various "branches of Engineering, He has just got 

married,and I hoped to the last to he ahle to get him away by 

this boat* hut unfortunately she is crammed with passengers both 

first and second class,and all the berths were filled up long be
fore he was engaged,so he will have to wait for the ^Orcoma" • I 

told him candidly when we came to terms that I could not say pre
cisely what house he would get at Goose Green,for I assume that 

Weiss will have Harris1 s,and he quite understood that he might 

have to rough it for a time. However,his position may be entirely 

altered by the retirement of Baseley from our service,reported by 

Mr.Girling in a letter per "Corcovado". It Is too early to speak 

about Ills transfer to Government, be cause the facts are not clear
ly known yet: If he knew of the appointment to be created,and ap
plied for It,possibly the Governor is not so much to be blamed] 

but if he was enticed away,the Governor has been playing it pretty 

low down.
of stepping into Baseley1 s shoes, and the question is what is best 
to be done about Goose Green. Mills will',of course,have to go 

there to work this season if required,and I think that the Gover
nor,who has kindly(l) offered to place Baseley's services at our 

disposal until the arrival of his successor,might stretch this 

into leaving him with us until Goose Green has finished. But I 

have a further idea that I wish to discuss with you. Is it neces
sary after all to have a qualified Engineer at Goose Green? If 

Harris,who was not trained as an Engineer,was considered fit,is 

there any reason why a man who has been in the trade since he was 

a, boy,although he has not actually served his time as an apprent
ice, should not be equally qualified? I have in my mind John Kel~ 

way,who was little more than a, child when he first went into the 

shop with Martin,and has for many years driven launches,fired 

boilers,and worked constantly as a fitter under one or other of 

our Engineers. If you and Mr .Allan think that he is up to the 

work,it would still be understood that Mills might have to super-

I have told Mills that he will have an opportunity now
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Intend to some extent,certainly to tnnfr? a visit or inspection
when thought desirable,without allowing Kelway to 

titude that Harris assumed when 

(loose Green,

take up the at- 

you sent Atherton to report on
I am making this suggestion because Kelway is an 

old servant who has earned promotion if he is fit for it,and be- 

a permanent En- 

you and Mr .Allan

cause with Weiss at Goose Green the employment of 

gineer there seems expensive and superf lfcus $ but 
must understand that X am merely throwing it out

:
’

as a suggestion, 
and if from your better knowledge of Kelway as he is now you
think him unfitted for the post,put it aside at once. In that 

man recommended by 

Weiss,for Mills has the definite promise of Baseley*s post if he'

case you will have to come to terms with the

likes to take it.

I am making enquiries about an old schooner called the 

"Kate",at present laid up near Wexford,83 tons,built in 1863,and 

offered for S175. She carries 170 tons d.w

18.

and in size is suit
able for conversion into a lighter. She would have to be coppered, 
and sundry repairs are needed before making a voyage\ but even if 

the cost price is doubled it compares favourably with the

• 9

sum
you were quoted for building a lighter in Sandy Point,£700,and 

the difficulty of getting the latter over would be insuperable.

I am now awaiting an estimate of the cost of re-instating the
II Kate11, and if it seems reasonable I shall advise the Board to buy 

her. I think that v/e can get work done fairly reasonably at Bide
ford, or some small Welsh port, and the cost of towing her over 

would be trifling.

19. No time has been lost in getting an estimate of the cost 
of Electric lighting at Goose Green,and the plant has been order
ed on the understanding that it is to be shipped without fail by

* the "Orcoma" • I shall arrange for Mills to go to Nottingham to
sh r| v see the engine and dynamo when ready,and he will* get hints and 

instructions .about the installation from the makers themselves.
20. Captain Thomas lias written to suggest an increase in his 

salary,which I have mentioned to the Boardj but the Directors do 

not see their way to granting it,in view of the extras which he

i



receives from time to time, not ably his share of* all salvages, 
gained by virtue of his position in our service . We hardly think 

that he can have put forward the request seriously,or if he did, 

it was on the principle that there is no harm in asking for a 

thing,even if you don't expect to get it. An open letter in reply 

is enclosed.

21. I am sorry to have to complain of inaccuracies in the 

rates of freight stated on the Bills of Lading and Specifications 

in several instances per "Janin". Details of these are given else
where, and I need only say here that the errors most unfortunately 

have taken place with regard to produce for outsiders,and in one 

case the net freight payable to the P.S.N.Co.has been revealed,.a 

thing I gave an earnest warning about some time ago. I beg that 

you will take measures to avoid these irr.egularities,which have 

already caused us some trouble with one of the shippers. All rates 

have been clearly stated,and if there is a chance of making a mis
take in the hurry of despatching a steamer,surely the rate for

each particular parcel for shipment can be set down before her

arrival?

22. The "Bagnhild" is said to have sailed on the 19th ult • 9

and we have heard nothing of her since. We could not get the boats

as specified,so have taken our chance with some at £5 each,at

which price we cannot come to much harm’.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
:
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Despatch no.1096 per "Oravia",16th November,1911.
r?

Precis of Contents.

T ;
1. Acknowledges receipt of* despatches,letter,and cables.

• ‘ ■- ‘

2. On ports alleged to be dangerous.
3. Remarks on hulk for Goose Green.

i

4. Enquires about Cartmell. junior.
5. Discusses sale of* live sheep to steamers.
6. States that Port Stephens produce does not rank as clients1.
7. Remarks on credits obtained for ships' disbursements.

8. Credit arranged for "Albyn".
9. Electric Light installation for Goose Green ordered.

10. Enquires about lease of Great Island.

11. On replacing the second Blacksmith.

12. On delay of cable of 2nd September.
13. Refers to a remittance on account of Dr.Turner.

14. Points out discrepancy between two cables.
15. Expresses satisfaction at Weiss's engagement together with

regret for his late arrival.
16. Replies to cable of 3rd November relating to "Claverdon"> 

"Fleetwing",and Mr.Packe's wire.
17. Reports engagement of P.Mills as Engineer,and discusses fu- 

ture arrangements at Goose Green.

18. Schooner "Kate",prohahly purchase of as a lighter.

19. Advises intended shipment of Electric lighting plant.
C’b •-* -v

20. Refers to Captain Thomas's application for increased pay.

21. Complains of errors in freight per 11 Junin*' •

22. Reports sailing of "Ragnhild".
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Enclosures via Liverpool/

IOriginals I

Copy of Cablegrams received.

Copy of Cablegrams sent.

Copy of letter from Lamb Brothers dated 8th November re'
Teak*

Precis of contents of Despatch No.1995

Copy of letter to Salvesen & Co.dated 24th & their reply

of 31st October
Prank Hodges*s agreement & Doctor1s certificate.
Phillip Mills's

.v- ft'tio^r.

9 9

John Vernier's 9 9

Copy of letter from T.Dannevig & Co.dated 23rd October. 

Particulars of Homeward freight per ’’Junin"

Copy of letter from C.^.Hambro & Son dated 30th October. 
C1ients' reports :- 9

5 bales Sheepskins ex "Junin"H P

S I 5 9 9 9

A P 3 9 9 9

5D H 9

J B L 1 & contract9

c c w 1. 9

H W 8 9

s 4 9

T R 2 9

B B 2 9

M & Gt 4 9

5J B 9

McG 10 9

)J S 1
I

9

iBrokers' press copies above reports . 

B/L Timber per Ragnhild"



\w

Bills of Lading General Cargo per "Oropesa" (3) 

Particulars of Schooner "Kate.
General Average Statement "Malvina"
Letters for the following

Capt.H.Thomas,Vere Paclce & A.L.Allan.

London 15th November,1911

.

i

i
i
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Enclosures via Liverpooln
M . *;o »tr' Xv *-.1 V. U«cw.'

Duplicates W? «•* r

o»• r e *

Despatch Noll095 dated 18th Qdtober.h

-; ndoB'rdnco * cqc.'l 1 

Gener&IiXtfvdics^ godds^pef*"esa11 --» 

List of^ General- Cargo fj*er "Oropesa" \i H 

List of Clients1 Cargo <per "Oropesa"^ H 

List or Dutiable goods ?per "Qrdpesa"! 

Remarks on <■Accounts.

Remarks Jon Stores. ..;: ”: J : -2 * f‘

List or Parcels.

t..< £

a •,
Replies to .-Remarks on .Stores. -g 

Second or Exchange ror <5113 * $10 . 7:B/L attached. 

Bills or Lading cargo .per "Qropesa"

h U

l -l u

List or Enclosures >)r c

IClients1 Invoices goods per "Orissa" 

Clients1 A/sales & reports:- '*

17 hales Wool ex "Junin"C C W

H W 40

T R 6

J R 31

WED 18

H P 126

S 33

M & G 39

;131P.
A P 183

J B 129

J B L 3
:

131Z

5 casks Tallow ex "Junin"J B

2 hales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"P B

{8 9 9 9 9

L 5 j > 9 J



iiv ''■-,:xr:r

14 hales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"
. - cvi -*'* -*

n
WED

W P 1 •lie - ,f9 9 9 9

Club 2 9 9 9 9

H. - 1- y;8.s nJ jo 5<X
Clients1 Reports <fe contracts: - •• .

S #..a- 15- casks. Tallow SxjX'JVftin11 ^ *'

14. v.M 9 9 fyjf. • 0 f “': **r' Jr . t ; •

S I" - 16i •

H W "

H P1' *V 1 . 'ic Js.t"i 1

' q»*f»ooa aid iltfuC! -X ' 4 i&X
P 40 !. n *,' f- '-K.A

21 Szlhed Hides "ex . ’'JurLin”^: .^r '

9 9

J B A

D H 53. ' rJi\9 _ m , , : •,,

, McG , 42 . : i - 9 9 ‘ ’ *9 9u

WED". 4 . • a lh§k ' a 12 i

> 9

s 6 * • • *>r J J-r

J D M ' ■ . r§'* • • 1 { w*

3L - ; ■/ * .ji .•r* £ . v :;,\£.

9 9
■
i

J s t .•J..- .

• I :
.‘O fOCi*

-. • r t# w w1 I •

« H<■ t* ?

3 "i rar f ' t

;;-v-

r c r f

hi a w* »«f r r

os.r t« « « t

■ •3 s>< <

* ^ * £ k**'«
;

.r ~ r v r. __
: f* r

:iVi <■: ar t

riu J \<« < *

•n
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JSJf tf t
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Enclosures via Lisbon

ORIGINALS

Account. Current. & Vouchers.I-
Remarks on Accounts2
Remarks on Shores.3

Replies ho Remarks on Shores.

List, of Cargo per ,r Or avia"

Corrected lish of Duhiable Goods per "Oravia"

Correched lish of Clients' Cargo per "Oravia”

General Invoice goods per "Gravi-a11

Shahemenh of Coashing & Ocean Freight per "Junin"•

Clienhs' Invoices goods per "Inca11 & 4'0raviau

Sight Drafh on J.Kirwan for £ 21 . 2. 6 & B/L ahhached.

Weshon & Weshall's invoices goods per '’Oravia11

Bowden's invoice for Coal & Coke per "Inca"

4

5

6

7

8
9

.
10

11
•;

12 i

13

Buller's invoices goods per 7Inca11 (S^Qravia M14

Lehhers for hhe following:-

W.A.Harding (4) W.C.Girling,Vere Packe. 

Sample of Corsar's 2 Blue shripe Canvas15
'

London 18hh November, 1911-
I

5

i
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Cllir JhilUUuiit 3$lmtd# (l imtmmij, l£ixniUft.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ——

REGISTERED 1902.

64, c (s/f/r/ r/s/yr/ S%tee£,
Per Orcoma, 

N° 1097.
£ /?

ii.'eeru/o'/'UE. a____13th December «-

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of* your despatch no .407 and 

letter of the 31st October,"both of which arrived on the 25th ult 

also of cable via Punta Arenas on the 18th id.
• f

2. 407-2. The strike of labourers has arisen through 'a cause 

I had not anticipated,though you will remember that we discussed

the possibility while you were here,and agreed that it would be 

good policy to anticipate any demand for a rise by giving the jet

ty men one voluntarily. The men do not see, and Mr .Girling appears 

not to have pointed out that the case of the "Columbus” differs

from that of the PSNC boats in an important particular,that is 

that while the work done on the latter is wholly for account of 

the owners and paid for by them,the cost of loading and discharg

ing the "Columbus" is for our account,and therefore,if they are 

entitled to l/,per hour on board the coaster,there is no logical 

reason why they should not ask us for the same. Since we treat

them very well' in finding so many constant work between the mails, 

I expect that you will- have been able to come to- terms with them.

Considering the numerous strikes here of late,and the general rise 

in wages,it would have been more than we could .expect if there

had not been a corresponding movement in the Islands. Many of the 

Stanley men have families depending on them,and if they admit, 

which I expect they will,that they are fairly and considerately

treated by us,you ought not to be put to serious trouble. 5

W. A. Harding, Esq • ?

Manager,

Stanley,

! a
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3« Par,4. William Biggs has 

and the trouble of disinterring the

explained the whole

caused us the waste of some hours 

Dean papers from the Bank. 1
■'j

i
case to you personally,but I may as well ex

plain it still. more fully, as the ownership of land 
of doubt. The plot in which Biggs must not admit 

was interested many years
■

’•V ago
is no.10,originally,like all the 

ty 66 ft.,and containing 2420 

absolutely incorrect to

front blocks in Stanley,330 ft, 

square yards,or half an acre. It is

I say that the land measures 99. ft.,and this

both Mr.Girling and 

no.9 containing £ acre,and 

This no.9 was

can only be accounted for by assuming that
Biggs have ignored Town Allotment meas
uring 33 ft.only on the front, 

broad, but the G-overnment took 33 

for the remainder

originally 66 ft#- 

ft.out of it for Dean Street,and

23rdwe hold the Crown Grant to J.M.Dean,dated
November, 1849,and his conveyance to us dated 17th May, 1889. This
probably disposes of the rubbish about "ho man's land" .and land 

to the Westward unaccounted for,and we have to deal with no. 10
only,a plan of which, copied from 

480,including also no.9,is enclosed.
one I sent home in 1889 in desp. 

Now we have the conveyance 

James Biggs,and a mortgageof a portion of this from Hearnden to 

of the same from Wm.Biggs and others 

being precisely the same in both instances, 

deeds are enclosed herewith,and

to J .M.Dean,the boundaries 

Extracts from these 

a copy of a Statutory Declaration
made by Mr.Dean on the subject. 

Biggs's father died owing £88 odd to
Prom the mortgage I gather that

Mr.Dean,and that in consider
ation of the latter not talking proceedings against the Estate a
mortgage was given by the parties interested, 

repaid,Mr.Dean foreclosed and took
No money having been

possession* the remainder will
be found in the Statutory Declaration. I think that if the des
patches at the time of the Dean purchase had been looked up,all 
this information could have been gleaned without referring to this
office.

4. Par.5. Mr.Girling was right in opposing the large sum to
be spent on the Town Hall* no doubt an institution of the kind 

would be useful, and after the destruction of the Assembly Room 

expenditure on itindispensable; but care should be taken that the 

is not on too lavish a scale. It will be interesting to hear what 
reply will be made to the objection that the appointment of Colon-
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ial Engineer having* made
5, Par ,6. Possibly Mr .Allan

without the consent of the Council, 
has "been wise in his own inter- 

threatened, "by Harris,and disturb-est in compromising the action 

ance of work has been avoided; at the same time,if there had been

miscarriage of justice as on a
allowed it to pass
ility have caused a permanent improvement in the administration

?e
former occasion,we should not have 

without taking action that would in all probab-

of justice in the Islands.I•;
Since the "Samson" was about to be beached and

to me to ask whether,if
6. Par.11#

have her tail shaft examined,it occurs

this is possible,the new 

Much has to be done to the tug,and as the slip at New Island is

crank—shaft could not at last be put in?

not to be set up,are you proposing to wait until we have something

to make the best terms you can at Sandy 

that she was in such a despar-
of the kind of our own,or 

Point? I understood some time ago 

ate state that there was some risk in running her.

7\ Par. 12. The cable deceived on the 18th ult.reported the 

"Lafonia" ashore at Port Harriet,no doubt on the trip with Mr*

stated that hopes were enter-Packe's telephones. As the message

that she woufcd get off next tide,we naturally hoped to heartain@d
further news,but, the "Orissa" brought no cable. This may be ex-.

but at present It seems that If theplained when the mail arrives;
worth reporting the safety of the schooner ought tocasualty was

that if the stranding was of a trifling 

nature,it was a mistake to cause us anxiety by such an alarming
have been made known,or

message.
all much relieved to hear of the safe ar-

It seems thfct she.
8. Par.13. We are

rival of the "Fleetwing" after a long passage, 
must have been the vessel in sight the day the "Orcoma" left,and 

I wonder that she did not get the latter to report her. We might,
if we liked,raise a question about the departure of the mail boat

the ground that it caused us to spend a full month'sa day early,on
wages extra before the men could be shipped home. But 5 hope that 

the time was well spent in discharging and stripping the vessel,

and that there was an opportunity of getting rid of some of the

men in the Camp.
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9. Letter of 3let/ October. Please note that It Is a waste of 

words to cable that a credit has not been received for a ship,we 

know itjourselves,and it means that we have not got it. When we are 

asked for one we write for it at once,and advise it when we are

6

in possession of it. Owing to the long course of post with Fin
land,the Albyn* s credit was delayed,and I told you in writing to

There was a regrettable delay 

over the credit for the "Renee Rickmers "while I was in Scotland, 
but you know how that was,and it will not be repeated.

Montevideo that it would be so.

10. The cable about the "Nuuanu" made it appear that condem
nation would be inevitable,as you asked for £2000,and the value 

of the ship when repaired could not be much over £1750, as she is 

29 years old,and not worth £2 per ton* I had written to Boston, 

and in the meantime cabled you to act with caution, and not to re

pair j however,we were agreeably surprised to hear from J.Harhley

a firm of high standing,that cash was deposited inCooper & Co •»

London with Brown Shipley <$> Co.,and that they could draw up to

£2000 on production of accounts signed by the Captain and certi^ 

fied by Lloyd*s Agent. This credit they could not transfer to us, 
but as the money would be available at once agreed to the draft*

being at three days* sight. This will, have surprised you until you 

have tMs explanation. We hear that the cargo is valuable,which

to a great extent accounts for the course taken.

11, We shall be interested to hear how the "Columbus" has

had a look in for savage on this vessel,but may assume either

that the "Samson" was beached and unable to go out,or that she

picked up the vessel when returning to Stanley. Messrs.Salvesen

have asked for bail,and it is a satisfaction to think that what

ever she gets half will belong to us.

12. I enclose some correspondence with Messrs.Salvesen & Co. 
on the subject of the strike of labourers,in which' I have advanced 

the theory that what led to it was the fact that the crew of the

"Columbus" were kept from working in harbour at cargo. This is in
accordance with British practice,hut contrary to the custom of

stiff on the point. Therethe Colony,and Messrs.Salvesen are very



is a good deal in their contention that while the ship is in Stan
ley they want their four deck hands to attend to the shipfs gear, 
as it is the only time they have for attending to current repairs, 

and it is true that the less they work the more there is for 

shore hands to do,and consequently more wages paid,hut it may he 

difficult to make the labourers see this. You will- have to re-ad- 

just all the accounts sent forward up to the present,and you will 
see In doing so whether there is any large discrepancy between 

what the stevidoring costs us,and the 6d per ton which'they pro
pose to pay,for if there is,you will- see that they are quite pre
pared to meet us. In the last account no charge was made whatever. 
If our men go on hoard the "Columbus11 to discharge wool,I think 

that the 6d is payable to us on that as well. I shall be interest
ed to hear if my theory of the strike is right or wrong, 

really a fact,as advanced,that the "Columbus11 has put a number 

of men out of work,or is this a polite fiction?
13, Mr .B.Sbickney has sent us a certificate signed by Capt, 

Saanum to the effect that 79 fencing standards were lost over

board at Pox Bay on the 9th of May,and he wants us to recover the
aThis is a good specimen of the wy things should not 

be done; it has been kept for six months and more,and then sent 

here direct, in/stead of through your off ice, with no explanation 

whatever. I sent it to Leith,and was told in reply that the inci
dent had not been mentioned, I question very much whether there 

is any claim on the Underwriters,especially if Capt,Saanum did not 
note a protest,and I also doubt If 79 standards would not be too

c

Is it

Insurance!

/If the accident did not occur throughstressheavy for one sling, 

of weather,which fact It is incumbent on the ship to prove,it

looks like careless handling,for which the owners are responsible.
14. The "Ragnhild" was off Prawle Point on the 22nd ult,,one 

month and three days after leaving Gothenburg,so she is unlikely

to make a good passage.

15. As both the Stanley and Goose Green Engineers are being

changed,! hope that a complete inventory of tools and gear has

been taken at both places. Such an inventory ought to be kept up
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fully -to date, and it occurs "to me "that we have never 3iad a copy# 

The in-going Engineer ought to he responsible for all the 

ty put in his charge,and notes should he made of any items that 

wear out and want feplacing•

16. Mills the new Engineer goes this time,and although many 

of our swans have turned out to he geese,I do not think that 

will he disappointed in him# He is a better educated man than we 

have had yet,and if it is possible to judge from his 

and manner I feel confident that he will turn out a good acquisi
tion# I have made use of the time he has been forced to spend in 

Manchester by sending him on a few expeditions# He has been to 

Nottingham to see the engine and dynamo for Goose Green at work, 

he has visited the Wtrks of Edwin Mills & Son,the hydraulic people 

we have come across,and he has been to see several of their pres

ses at work in Manchester. He says candidly that he has not in

spected any other make of press,but he has taken note of these, 

and will have an opportunity of comparing them with those in

proper-

you

appearance

use

in the Camp. I lent him a drawing of one of our own boxes,and 

gave him particu&rs of the presses,which the firm are prepared to 

supply for £150 complete with one box# As Tyler's price is about 

£280,this is worth looking into. I cannot say anything more ab

out Goose Green,as I am waiting to heaff your opinion about the

suggestion I made last month,but it is clear from what you have 

written from the Plate that it would not do to send another En

gineer from here, as even if you decide with Mr .Allan that a per

manent man is required at Goose Green,Weiss will he able to get 

one from Sandy Point. Mills's agreement was for Goose Green,and 

I have left it to you to alter it or make a fresh one on the lines 

of Baseleyfs. There is,however,an important alteration to be made, 

consequent on the Governor's recent action,and that is that the 

clause requiring him to pay his passage money in full to provide, 

a successor,should he wish to leave before the end of five years, 

must be maintained,or he may be stolen from us at the end of two#

I omitted to mention that Mills met Mr .Hubert in Manchester, when
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"tlie latter went down to Inspect the cable for the electric light
ing, and had a general talk with him about the installation. As he 

also took notes at Nottingham,and had various matters explained 

to' him,he will be more useful to Homer than If he was an entire 

novice. You will understand that Homer is the man I assume

c

you
will' make responsible Tor the work,and that nothing done in the 

way of instructing Mills has been by way of supplanting him. I 

thought that the opportunity of bringing him into communication
with the manufacturers and experts was too good to be lost.

IT. When you were here we discussed the advisability of fenc
ing in allotment no .9 and our portion of no .10,and as you now have 

the exact boundaries I suggest that you should do so. It will* on
ly be carrying out the Ordinance or regulation made by Governor 

Goldsworthy,details of which I have not time to look up,and it 

will- serve the useful purpose of finding out whether by chanoe ary 

right of way has been established through the land having been 

used by the public for so many years. I think it would be so

here,but doubt if it would apply to a Colonial Township where 

much land not built on has always been left open. The site is a

good one,and sooner or later we ought to put up a good house on
it.

IS. When I was Lloyd1 s Agent I think that my instructions wise 

to report by cable the arrival, of vessels bound to the port,and

If so,the "Fleet-especially if overdue; is this the case still? 

wing” ought to have been cabled to them as well as to us; she got 
on the overdue list,and was quoted at 36 guineas,causing Lloyd's

to make anxious enquiries of us. As you know,we did the whole of

the hull our selves, and her long passage prevented our taking a 

sporting risk on the ,1Ragnhildn,the rate on which was very heavy.
I did not care to risk two fairly heavy insurances at the same 

time,but if I had known of the arrival of the "Fleetwing" I should 

have had a look in.

19. Your letters to me from Buenos Ayres and Montevideo have 

been read by the Directors,who are pleased and relieved to hear



■that you have secured a Preserver,especially as lie is so promis

ing as Weiss seems to he. There must he no concession in the mat

ter of furniture,as you know yourseIf; the only thing that occur

red to me was that if w'e had to part with him after one season we 

might take it over to the extent you named,£70 or £80,at cost

£

price,and sell it to his successor. Whatever extra compensation

he may get,furniture must he ruled out absolutely. The pay is

high,and we cannot employ him all the year round profitably,un

less he can adapt himself to some kind of work in the Camp, After

searching for many months,our friends in Queensland have found ,a

man,whom they consider suitable,willing to go at £4.10/,a week,or

£5 if he looks after the tallow. This is about half what Weiss

will1 get,and he only asks for half pay while travelling] but after 

all,it is hardly now a question of money,and this man I judge to

be of lower standing. In the matter of casings alone,if they are

properly treated we should save a large portion of the salary we

are giving] for two years in succession we cleared from £400 to 

£500 on what we sold Salm,and now,through the scandalously bad

way in which they have been treated,! will not say cleaned,we find 

that we cannot sell them,and shall- have to submit to a knock-oub

price. I am sending to Mr.Allan copies of letters which all tell

What Weiss says about making a profit on sheep at 

Puerto Bouis at 8/9d each seems too good to be true,considering 

the comparatively light weight of the wethers over there, 

work this season will be most interesting,and I think that every

thing possible has been done by all concerned to bring about suc- 

• In the course of time we shall find out if we can get the

the same tale.

The

cess

Works run on cheaper lines,but to set them going on a proper foot

ing we have practically to pay what Weiss asks •

20. I mentioned last mail that I had a Carpenter in view,and 

he goes by this boat. Mr,Lilly speaks well* of him,and I hope that 

you will find him a useful' addition to the Stanley staff. I have 

put his wages at £10 per month with a house,which makes his posi

tion somewhat better than that of an independent journeyman car-
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penter at once,and you will no doubt make him a suitable allowance 

when on ship work. He goes out intermediate,and repays his passage 

money: I do not know whether he willenquire why Mills is in this 

respect on better terms than himself,but the answer is obvious; a 

carpenter is a man who need never fear being out of work in the

S

Islands,while an Engineer leaving our service,unless the Govern
ment happen 

chance of it.
be poaching at the time,would have very little 

If Bradfield turns out a success no doubt he could 

recommend others to follow him from Reading. I would not defin

itely engage him until he had be.@n to see Jesse Phillips at Read

ing to have a talk about the place,but when I found after that 

that he was keen to go,I got him to sign his agreement. The ad

vance, including the passage for his wife and children,is rather 

high, but he quite understands that if he can pay more than the 

amount stipulated per month he is to do

21.. Reverting once more to the subject of casings,it 

clear that the most profitable and sure way of turning them to ac

count is to sell them to a man who will receive them direct from 

the sheep,and perhaps you would do well- to write to Weiss by this 

boat to ask if he can make a contract with someone on the Coast, 

guaranteeing a certain quantity. I believe that it is the practice 

there to sell them in this way.

22. The Board have approved of the purchase of the "Kate11, 

and after some rather long negotiations we have come to an agree

ment with the owner. He asked £175 at Bannow in Ireland,but we 

found that to bring her across to Cardiff,where she will be fflrttcfi. 

out,would cost from £42 to £50,and we are now about to buy her de-

Although her cost is much lower 

than the price asked for any other old vessel of suitable size, 

she will run into £600 or more delivered in Stanley,the cost of 

getting her out being high, even after allowing freight on a cargo 

of coals.

so.

seems

livered at Cardiff for £225.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant

Managing Director.
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DESPATCH no,1097 per "Oreoma",13th December,1911.

Precis or Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch, letter, and cable.

2. Discusses strike of labourers.

3. Explains fully the ownership of Stanley Town lots 9 and 10. i

4. Comments on Estimate for Town Hall.

5. Alludes to the Harris - Allan action.

6. Enquires as to possibility of shipping Samson*s crank-shaft.

7, Comments on accident to Lafonia.

8. About arrival of "Fleetwing".

9. Applications for ships* credits not to be repeated. 

10. Advises and explains credit on account of "Nuuanu".

11. Remarks on claim for salvage by "Columbus".

12. Discusses theory of strike,and refers to correspondence with

Salvesen & Co.

13. Refers to claim for fencing lost overboard by "Columbus".

14. Reports "Ragnhild" in Channel.

15. Asks for inventory of Engineers* tools.

16. Reports departure of Mills,and discusses his agreement and

other matters in connection therewith.

17. Suggests fencing in allotments nos.9 and 10.

18. Asks about Lloyd*s instructions re cabling arrivals.

19. Approves of Weissfs engagement,and remarks on coming season.

20. Reports engagement of Bradfield as carpenter.

2L. Suggests selling casings delivered on the spot.

22, Reports intended purchase of "Kate".
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicaties

Despatch No. 1096 dated 15th November.

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per 11 Inca"

List of Dutiable (roods per 11 Inca"
i Cargo per "(Enca"List of Clients

List of General Cargo per "Inca"

List of Enclosures.

General Invoice goods per "Ragnhild"

General Invoice goods per "Qravia1'
List of Parcels.

B/L cargo per "Ragnhild"

Second of Exchange for £21 . 2 . 6 & B/L attached. 

B/L cargo per ,,0ravia,, (2)

Invoices goods per "Oropesa"

General Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Clients1. Cargo per "Qravia"

List of Dutiable goods per "Oravia"

Clients1 reports on Sheepskins per " Junin"

A/sales Produce per "Junin"

Bonner's account for Rams shipped per "Inca"

Clients

iClients
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

\. . WbpJ—Market ..Reports r y 

Copies of Cablegrams sent.
1. Sj m

2.
Copy of Cablegram received.

Extract from Mortgage Deed,William Biggs 8c Others 

to J.MoDean, copy of declaration by J.M.Dean

3...

4.

and Sketch of Lots 9 8c 10.

Copy of letter from Anglo Egyptian Cigarette Co.,5.
dated 24th November.

Copies of letters from Salvesen & Co.,dated 1st & 
Dec

5thAand ours of 29th Nov. and 4th Dec.

H.C.Bradfield'S Agreement.

6.

7.
Clients Re-ports and Contracts;—

26 casks Tallow ex "Corcovado"8. H 8c B

219. L

310. z
2911. / 1r

^HN 25 

IP C> 6 

38

W.P. 48

i »12.

13.

14.

15.

R B C 1216.

D S 417.
G I

100 bales Wool18. Z
D S19. 66G I » >

R B C 2920. > *t i

8821. > ft t

122. > >t t

Brokers (Press copies# sundry Reports and Contracts.

Copy of letter from Rickmers Reismuhlen &c.,of tli® 
11th and our reply of the 13th instant*

23.

24.

I
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Hobbs' account for Fodder supplied for Ramds per 

"Inca"— omitted from last mail.
25.

; London 13th December, 1911

>

v
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Account; Current; & Vouchers.1
Remarks on Accounts.2
Remarks on Stores 

Lis# of General Cargo per "Qrcoma"

Copy of letter from Charles Brewer & Co.,dated 5th Dec. 

W.B.Fordham's invoice for goods sent per post.

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of the 13th & 

our reply of the 14th December.

Clients1 Invoices goods per "OrcomaJ 

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

Copy of letter from P.J.Mantle of the 15th December 

& copy of letter from the Crown Agents letter 

of 14th December and amended quotation . 

Certificates of strength of Whiskies shipped,
Clients' reports & contracts:-____

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

H & B 5 bales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado" 
D S 6

o '

9

11z 9

^ 14 
EfiC V 
AFC 8

9

9

6H 9

S (5} S 4 9

31F
J B 5
H W 8
D H 5
SI 5
B B 2

Me G 10

5
12 /

9

9
contracts

only’ ?4S
3AP

C C W 1 >
J s 1 9

M & G 4 9

5HP
JR 2

Letters for the following

A.L.Allan & W.A.Harding.

London 16th December,1911
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Ps V Supplementary Mail.
N? 1099. ^12.rr/uxo/t <£. c. ___12th January ,

Sir, ,

Since closing the mail via Liverpool two letters Lave 

rived from Messrs,Chr,Salvesen & Co 

ed, together with one of my reply of this date,

ar-
copies of which are enclos-

In the first they 

mention that they have put the salvage claim in the hands of Mes-

• y

srs,Thos.Cooper & Co and suggest that we should do so also on 

account of the "Plym". I have replied that in all shipping cases 

we have "been in the habit of consulting Messrs.Ince Colt & Ince,

* 5

and that I have put the interest of the "Plym" in their charge, 

specially desiring them to act in co-operation with Messrs,Coop

er, and pointing out that as we have intimate business relations 

with the Owners of the "Columbus" there must be no friction, what

ever on the subject,but that they must work in conjunction with 

the other firm in support of our common interests. The other let

ter refers to the working of the "Columbus",and deprecates the 

employment of an outside steamer like the "Araucania" ,but as what 

they say is based on inaccurate information they have received I 

thought it well to write at once telling them that they were in

error, showing that the charter could not have been avoided,and

adding some general remarks for their consideration as Bo the oo- :
i

casional employment of an auxiliary vessel,when the work laid

out for the "Columbus" is more than she can do without a prejud- i

icial waste of time,

2, The South American Missionary Society have, written to 

ask where their wool is,as they have received no word of it, I 

replied that I understood that all the 1911- produce had been coif-

W. A. Harding, Es q. •)
Manager,

Stanley.

L 7
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leered, and that perhaps Mr .Dean had lif'ted it/. I have since seen 

t/he lather,and find that/ my surmise was incorrect/,so hope "to hear 

or its shipment shortly.

V

s. Mr.Dean is in a fix about working his Islands,and does 

not know whether he ought to send out 
"Richard Wiliams" or not.

a vessel to replace the 

He asked me if I thought that you could 

do it with one of the schooners, and I said it was most unlikely
that you could spare one with a crew in the working season. The 

crew,however,would not he a difficulty,as he would find the 

himself,and if we were only to supply a Master in whom confidence 

could he placed,and if the Columbus work runs smoothly,which I 

admit is a big "if",we might earn something appreciable by lettirg 

the Gwendolin at so much a month,if we could agree a price with

men

Mr,Dean.

4. At the Board meeting before you left you were authorized 

to arrange an extension of Dr.Foley's agreement for two years,on 

the condition that he was to be under the Camp Manager. You have' 

not reported any steps taken in this,and as we hear of serious 

trouble between Mr.Allan and himself,which has led to breaking 

off all relations between them,we think that it is undesirable 

that the Doctor should remaip in our service after his term has 

expired,and I am enclosing an open letter to him to this effect.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director*

i --
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Account Current and vouchers#1

Remarks on Stores & Replies*2

Remarks on Accounts.3

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"4

General Invoice goods per "Orissa115

6 Copies of letters from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 10th & 11th 

and our reply of 12th January#
Lawler Ayres & Co’s invoice for goods shipped7

i

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"8

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Orissa"
t]

Messrs G.Bonner & Co.Ltd. & Dean & Anson9 .

Let/ters for the following:-

C .N. Foley, W. A. Harding, A. L. Allan10 !

Canning account - details of Amounts capitalised.11

London 13th January,1912 J__  • s
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Clllir jfttlUlctuxi (Lomytmv, WmxxUft.

^^U/,ceo/M/U>/.y S$tee£

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.1 
REGISTERED 1902.

6'-?.
Prr Orissa. 

JV° 1098. C /?
-J-9 12.■O'/t,£c. ___10th. January,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.408 

together with two letters of the 28th November, all- of which • 
rived during the Christmas holidays. Your two cables via Punta

Arenas and Montevideo arrived in London on the 24th and 30th ult, 

respectively.

2. 408-2. The Directors have considered your remarks on the 

"Columbus",and we can only hope for the best during the coming 

season. Even if it should cost more than £50 to put a schooner

in commission for a short period,you are ap^rently forgettingA
that the 550 for 'worrying the mails is a subsidy only,and clear 

prof it, so that what with cargo and passengers in and out it 

would he strange if the trip resulted in loss. Should the "Colum

bus" be incapacitated for a time,it must be clearly understood 

that we are at liberty to set aside for the time our undertaking 

not to carry produce,and therefore a sghooner forced to go out 

with a mail would have to return with a full load.

ar-

I have writ
ten to Leith on the various points you mention,but at the time of 

beginning this their answer has not arrived,and therefore this 

paragraph is incomplete. With regard to the comparison with the 

*Araucaqia" ,i have not heard the Straits steamers mentioned as 

regards work; but the two services are so different that you can 

hardly compare them. Probably a boat like the "Araucania" has 

plenty of work all the year round,while that of the "Columbus" is 

limited to carrying a certain quantity of produc,^ annually,'which

|

W. A. Harding, Esq.., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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cannot be increased however fast she may do her work,and even if
what is practically a double crew could he afforded,many of the 

famters,unless they have changed their
for her. Whether steam

F
ways,would not he ready

on the coast is going to pay or not is 

still a question,and Messrs.Salvesen & Co.are wise in keeping
down expenses; at the sane time I think: that they would 

to put on a few more deck hands,and I have
3. Par.3. Capt.Parsell earned great praise for the

do right
suggested it to them.

way in
which he got the "Fleetwing" out,"both as regards the tender hand

ling of her gear,which was not too trustworthy,and avoiding put
ting into the Plate for water,which nine out of ten 

have given Mm a gratuity of £21,and he is well satisfied. I gath# 

er that the long voyage was due not so much to the slowness of

men would. We

the vessel,as to the contrary winds,heavy gales,and the necessi

ty of nursing her to save the masts.

4. Par.4. The Governor and Mr.Packe cannot he more vexed 

than we are about the delay over the telephone materials,hut you 

fortunately were on the spot to explain that the strikes in Liv

erpool and elsewhere were the sole cause so far as the general-

gear was concerned,and that the P.S,N.Co.,after offering us one 

cargo boat,replaced her with the "Po^i",which again had to give 

way to the "Inca",on account of her long passage home. They will-

not take creosoted wood in the mail boats in any circumstances.

After the "Qrcoma" left I wrote to the Crown Agents divulging Mr. 

Mantle's identity as our adviser,and matters have since progres

sed as smoothly as could be wished. They wrote that they would

be "grateful" if we would ask Mm to inspect the board when com

pleted, and tMs he has lately done,so that it is to be shipped by 

tMs boat'. I had to bring some pressure to bear on Mm-,as he has 

condemned some of their work offered to us,and did not like the 

Job,having the meanest opinion of their telephone work; however, 
he found that instead of doing it at their works,they had put on 

a special, man who used to be in the N.T.Co.'s service,and iie had 

done it himself at their place in London,so Mantle was able to 

pass it as quite up to the mark. Not having seen the board that
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home,your question about it cannot be answered,but if there 

was anything wrong with it,it would not be surprising,considering 

its origin.
5. Par.7. What you say about the engagement of Weiss you had 

already reported from the Plate,and there is nothing more to be 

said except that we all hope that he will' mate the Works a suc

cess. With regard to the filling machine,we have after much con

sideration decided not to send another. We have reports from 

several quarters in Australia that if properly used the Heine 

filler is up to double the work required per day,and beyond this 

we have the statement of Wildridge & Sinclair that the best ma

chine made in London is Waller's,but that it is almost identical) 

with Heine's,and if the latter is unsatisfactory the other would 

be so also. Wow Waller's is the one you recommended,and if Weiss

came

is accustomed to its use,the Heine will give him no trouble. All 
our correspondents are absolutely confident that the trouble has 

through want of experience,and this will now be remedied.. 

As to how Mr.Allen came to order or to suggest a filler cost^p j 

£310,this is a puzzle that we have been trying to find out 

ourselves, and the only solution I can think of is that as it

only part of the machinery that he did not design him

self here,his principals in Sydney must have made a mistake 

over it,and sent a machine large enough for works five times 

the size of ours. I cannot understand how it is that no one

from New Zealand in the "Ko- 

work in the Argentine,possibly 

has not written,so I suppose that

arisen

Was the

has seen Mr.Allen,for he came over

torua'',and was going to do some

visiting the Islands. Weiss 

after seeing Smith he was satisfied.
last meeting that each Direct-6. Par.11. I found at our
the Samson-Lafonia salvageor had a private smile over

agreement,before

the Board
same owners,there can be no 

bly on the cargo, (see Keay #704) and anything we may have to

shall not put forward in the

joining in the general- amusement it afforded 

. But it won't do: as the two vessels belong to the
question of salvage > except possi—

recover for expenses on that we
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II. Pur.9, It. in most fortAtaafce tbi.t the Lb,fonm v/x-.s got o&L 

completely paralysed in t/be col-uncU m.ged,or you v/ould have been

lection or wool, The steps taken to get her off v/ere quite cor-
«..,ana uh.e statements made by Captain Thomas and yourself v,rererect

clear tJiC. sufficient; but it is unfortunate that 

: t the time,as it lay make it difficult
no claim was made 

for us to get as much, as
we ought for the service rendered, 

din Thomas,whose statements on occasions like this
I am rather surprised that Capt

ure invariably
fc.dmira.hle,did not. remember that,as Master of the tug assisting al 

vessel in distress notwithstanding that that vessel belonged to ! -
*>

the same owners,was ent.itled to consider that 

to make would be,not 

obher vessel.

any claim he chose
on his owners,blit on the underwriters of the 

xf he had made a claim that coxild be considered r 

senable in the circumstances, and it had been accepted by Osborne

- »:

ea-

acting as agent for all concerned in the Lafonia,including the 

derrrriters, it would have been hard to xkkkoa upset here; as it is 

the underwriters,who at first offered £50,have not at present got 

beyond £250,and I have mentioned £300 as the minimum we can ac-

un-

i

cept,■without prejudice,the alternative being a claim. in the Vice- 

Admiralty Court it. Stanley. Very likely we may tilke the former

sum if we cannot, get more,but on such an occasion it does not do 

to be too modest to begin with.■ \

Then as to the Protest,it is not 

clear why you thought the matter could wait until you heard from

us; a note of pro best is made when i Master does not know whether

.-here will be a claim or not in certain cases to protect himself

and if there is none he goes no farther; but in this case,when a

claim is undoubted,the note should be followed by an extension a ex

soon as the latter can be drawn up. In this case the underwriters

seem willing to accept the statements made without insisting on a

formal protest,and when insurers and insured are well known to one

-mother it seems to be waived; but as it is clearly and strictly

the right thing to do,it is always safer to extend it. On this

point I can refer you to the Instructions to Lloyd* s Agents under

the heading "Documents11"The necessary documents in cases of 
"claims ag Inst the underwriters on the ship are:- 1. The Protest,

L
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form of a claim. Such' an agreement/ "between the two Masters,prac
tically in the presence of the Owners1 representative,is too 

thin altogether,and cannot he upheld} it would do us infinite 

harm with our Underwriters, and lose us our reputation for fair 

dealing. It has a smack of Yankee smartness,hut is prohahly of 

Cymric origin. If any skilled work was done in getting the "La- 

fonia" off the heach,you will doubtless report it,and in such 

cases the Underwriters always deal liberally} hut we must not 

hear anything more about salvage.

Y. Par. 12. We shall he glad to know the details of the ad

vantageous deal with the "Araucania" ,and also of the cargo of 

wood for Darwin Harbour,of which,I think,we have had no advice 

as yet. Is the wood from the Straits much cheaper than what we 

have in stock,is it as durable,and for what purpose is it to be

used?

8. Par. 13. Probably the work of putting in the new crank

shaft for the 11 Samson" could not be done in a tide,whatever pre
parations it might have been possible to make beforehand,and the 

question of the slip which is in your hands must not be allowed 

to drop.

1

9. Par. 14. I am unable to report anything as yet about the

salvage claim by the "Columbus", as Messrs.Salvesen have not yet 

letter about it,although they promised one some weekswritten a
I am sorry that it was necessary to cable you not to repair 

without instructions,but it was the only thing to be done on the 

facts as understood from the cable. We did all we could to get
not in stock,Christ-

ago

the steel plates for this boat,but they were
on,and they could not be rolled in time. Thismas holidays were 

means delay In getting 

rests mainly 

ter,sent you 

nor credit. How 

£2000 on property worth only £1750 at the outside?

10. Par.15. I hoped that some of the crew

the work finished,and the "blame for this 

with the Captain,for according to his Owners' let- 

last mail,he asked them neither for instructions 

could he expect any prudent person to advance

of the "Fleetwing"

L .
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might take work in the Islands?and save us the expense of ‘bring

ing them home,more .especially as they arrived just at the time 

when labour is most in demand,
11«. Par.16, It is to be hoped that Weiss will reduce his 

labour account when he sees the plans. The discrepancy between 

the Australian and South American estimates is large.
12. Par. 18. Progress with ships is noted. The Owners of the 

"Claverdon" asked us to include an enquiry about her in one of
our late cables,and paid us for the number of words used*.;

I notice that you had some produce in by the "Araucan- 

ia" ,and as the quantity was small I do not suppose that anything 

will be said about it,but you must be careful* not to infringe 

the agreement with Salvesens ,and in such a case it would be well 

to say something to Capt.Saanum about it,lest he should send a

damaging report to his Owners •

14. The cable reporting the floating of "Lafonia" was wel- 

. how it arrived on the 24th December is not clear,even al

lowing for the delay of the "Oravia" ,and it must have been hung 

up somewhere.

IS.

come

cable via Montevideo you ask for an Engineer,as15. In your
you cannot get one,presumably at Punta Arenas. After considering

most carefully,we have decided not to send one un~the question
ar§ convinced that it is a neoessity to have one perman-

this subject per "Oravia", 

consider the question in all its

til we
I wrote fully onently at (loose Gr.een.

and you have barely had. time to
discuss it with Mr.Allan. Until canning came to thebearings or 

front we had a so-ce 

■the place,managed the machinery

called Engineer at Goose Green,who was head of 

,tallow boiling,and the work of

place generally .and yet had,except Just In the season what Is
and wi li be in the fubur c, ib

bhe
called a 11 soft job".

inevitable that Weiss

As things are
will bake charge of bhe Works andseems

surroundings generally,occupy Harris's 

with the sole exception

house,and superintend all 

of the supply of steam. For 

resident Engineer, 

Stanley Engineer,Martin,going o\fc
"Oravia" is

operations
Goose Green started there was noyears after

and it was run by a foreman,our
, If the suggestion I made perfor the season only

i }
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not considered feasible,you will have to aend Mills out temporar
ily, following up your own suggestion in your letter of loth Nov
ember from Montevideo with regard to Baseley, Consider what it 

would cost,and what disturbance it might raise if we established 

a full-blown Engineer at Goose Green permanently. To begin with, 

his house will- have been taken away,and the Preserver’s must be
enlarged and improved before he will be satisfied. Then after the 

season,there will be two heads instead of one,probably Jealous

of one another,and if Weiss will have a slack time,what can be
. nr

said of the other,who will have nine months in which to do

thing hut keep the machinery oiled? And this man we cannot expect 
to get under 5180 to 5200 per annum; it is an expense that we 

are not warranted in incurring unless driven to it hy £heer 'ne-

r- • •
\

v'vV'\

'V no--v
vV

cessity. I feel sure that if the Governor acts up to his promise

you will- he able if cornered to get Baseley,s temporary assist

ance, even if he is not allowed to stay with us until Goose Green

After the season is over we shall have many months 

in which to make up our minds as to the best course to take in
has finished.

We have yet to prove that Canning will pay with 

our limited supply of sheep,and the utmost economy will have to
future reasons,

he exercised. There is another point; Engineers are not to he

picked up hy the road-side,it took a long time to find Mills*and

several otlier candidates had to have their claims examined,and 

their characters and abilities enquired into,before we got a 

likely man. If it should he proved that a qualified Engineer is 

really wanted,I think that for this work it might he well to 

have a single man,perhaps of a lower standing than Mills1 sj it 

would save us some expense,and such a man might he put under the 

Preserver with less fear of friction. As to Weiss,no suggestion

V. *>

V

has been made as to his employment in the off season,but a man

at 5500 per annum will' he a great expense if we cannot get any
thing else out of him,and I have been wondering ifhe could take 

some kind of work in Darwin or Stanley as a clerk,as Preservers

L
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<io in the off-season in Australia.

16, Messrs .Spearing <S> Waldron are sending out a bcbiler for 

Port Howard in a sailing ship,and have asked if we can take it 

on “board the "Great Britain" while she is discharging in Stanley.
I said,naturally,that it must “be left in your hands entirely,as

- *
I would do nothing to hamper your movements,and as far as the 

"Great Britain" was concerned I told them that in the wool sea
son it might he considered out of the question. I said,however, 
that you would do what you could, and if it came between mails it 

might be possible to spare them a lighter. Or you may let them 

have a hulk,just whatever you find the most convenient. They may 

want gear for lifting it,and I said that we had heavy blocks and

falls,which had been used for our own boilers,and these’ they 

could have for a consideration. The total weight is under 10 tons. 
This reminds me to ask if you are now using the forms of agree

ment for hulks prepared by Mr.Ince.

17 • I can say nothing further about the "Kate",as she is 

still on the mud in Bannow Harbour* We have had boisterous weath

er for many weeks now,and we are told that there are vessels in 

Bannow that have been trying to get out since October.
18. J.L.Waldron,Ltd.have shipped some no*10 Ryland's wire to 

Port Howard,and they have asked us to make us an offer for it,as 

Mr .Mathews insists on having no.8.. I have declined to negotiate, 

on the ground that we only ship fencing as and when required,but 

if any should be actually wanted you may make a good bargain.

19. Although Mr.Girling by the last mail but one reported a 

serious strike in Stanley on the subject of the "Columbus",you 

have omitted any reference to it,and we should like to know how 

it has been settled.
20. We are forwarding some samples of a new kind of roofing 

called Pollite,together with a descriptive pamphlet,and it is 

worth looking into,as it is very light,and would save the use of 

heavy rafters.

21. We have heard nothing of late about wireless telegraphy, 

but hope that it will soon be in operation. We shall- have to ar-

L
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range for the use generally of the word saving code,as with a ccin
stant service our messages are likely,even with the greatest ec
onomy ,to cost us more than at present with a fortnightly chance
only.

22. As there has teen trouble lately over shipments of flour 

by steamer from Liverpool,it occurs to me to ask you if you can

not get your supplies altogether from Argentina or Chili? Up to 

20 years ago all our flour came from Chili,and it was only on the 

failure of a wheat crop in that country that we found that we 

could,temporarily as we thought,ship from here at a lower cost. 

But it does seem absurd that with a large wheat growing country 

like the Argentime,practically next door,we should still’ have to 

buy in Liverpool-,and even more so that you should import flour 

that has paid freight from Australia to England,and again from 

Liverpool'to Stanley. One great disadvantage of sending it in 

general cargo as we do is that,being a sensitive article,it 

quires flavours that are foreign to it, in the event of its being 

stowed near anything pungent,such as creosote or sheep dip,and 

the result to us is disastrous,for your customers return it on 

Jz;our hands. From what you report elsewhere about the wholesale 

repudiation of one of the last shipments,it looks as if import

ing flour will soon be a luxury we cannot afford to indulge in.

a

ac-

You will have to look into this question carefully,and devise a

remedy,which I think will have to take the form of a resumption 

of Chilian importations,or an arrangement by which you can get

The objection raised by some that 

the flour makes heavy bread that will not rise may or may not be 

a valid onej you have now at Darwin an undoubtedly good, experi

enced baker, and I should send rejected samples to himj if he can 

make good bread of it,you cannot be responsible for want of skill 

in an amateur.
23. I have to close without any letter from Messrs, Salve sen

the supply from Buenos Ayres,

& Co,

I am,Sir,.

your obedient servant,
/c Managing Director.L A •'
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DESPATCH no.1098 per "Orissa",10th’ January, 191-2.

Pr.ecis of Contents.

!• Acknowledges despatch,letters,and cables.

2. Remarks on working of "Columbus",and comparision with "Arau- 

cania".

3. Comments on good management of "Fleetwing" by Capt. Par sell*
4. Refers to telephonic matters,

5. Filling machine not sent; comments on same,
6. Repudiates salvage claim on Lafonia.
7. Asks for information about Araucaria1 s trip and her cargo.
8. Refers to question of slip.
9. Delay over Nuuanu's repairs attributable to Captain's advices 

to his owners.

10. Hoped that some of the Fleetwing's crew would have remained.

11. On Weiss's estimate of labour.
12. Refers to progress on ships and cable about "Claverdon".

13. On carrying produce per "Araucaria",

14. Remarks on cable apparently delayed,

13. Discusses proposed engagement of permanent Engineer.
16. Advises shipment of boiler to be temporarily discharged at

Stanley.
17. Reports "Kate" delayed by bad weather.

18. About wire offered by J.L.Waldron,Ltd.
19. Enquires about strike of labourers.

20. Calls attention to samples of "Poilite".
21. Enquires about wireless telegraphy.
22. Discusses fbur question,and suggests importing from South 

America,
23. No letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.up to time of closing.

L
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r Enclosures vis, Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No. 109,7 dated 13th December.

Bemarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores.

List of 0-eneral Cargo per Orcin»&u

list of Dutiable goods per "Orcoma"

List of Enclosures

List of Parcels.

List of Clients( cargo per MOrcomaM 

Clients* A/sales

D S 66 bales Wool ex "Corcovado"

88 » »

BBC 29 t i

<§> i » »

2 100 y f

38 casks Tallow

^ 4 y

2L

R B C 4 y

Z 3 y

y

: W P 5 y

<$>
>

Sundry Clients,' reports & contracts Sheepskins ex
MJuninM & Corcovado14

i •

))}))))))))))))))))))) J)>

i
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Annual Wool Market* Report for 1911

Copy of Cablegram sent 22nd December.

Copies to Cablegrams received on 24th & oOth December*

Copy of letter to Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 1st January.

Correspondence vrith the Corwn Agents re Telephone
Switchboard.

Letters for

W.C.Girling & A.L.Allan.

London 10th January,1912

L
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CLljr Jhtlkhtuit Jglmtft# (Imttpmtij , Winnie it.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.;

REGISTERED 1902.c C/9 , . ( /?
ft'/, -y/u/cec/w//,c/t.- ■L/'fae.e/Z

/V Oropesa.
jV? 7th. February,____/^12.1100......

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.409 

and of your letter of the 26th D4fc.,both of which arrived on the 

22nd ult.,also of cables on the 14th and 27th ult.and 1st Inst.

2. 409-2. I understand that Capt.Saanum has absolute dis

cretion as to the ports and passes to be barred. Pebble is an 

unprofitable place to serve,as loading is difficult at the set

tlement if there is any wind,and Tamar and North West passes are 

undeniably nasty: I have been through both many times. With re

gard to the Lighthouse materials,I enclose correspondence with 

Messrs.Salvesen,who do not much relish the job of landing them,' 

but are prepared to do it if there is no other vessel, available.. 

They think it wilt, mainly benefit the PSNCo.,and that it may in

terfere with the collection of wool. Probably they are writing 

you direct on the subject.
3. Par.3. I thought that the fear of pitting had been dis

posed of in re the "Garland" by the investigations we made when 

you were home. Iron does not pit like steel,and the "Garland" was 

built of f" iron,twice the thickness of the Samson's plates. I 

enclose copy of letter from Mr.Connell,which you saw here, We 

believe that the hulk is good for years,she is of a useful ton

nage for receiving cargoes,and lias far and away the best deck

of the lot. The quantity of ballast you mention is exaggerated, 

the "Garland"would have sailed with 400 tons or less,and being 

stripped to her lower masts could not want anything like that 

quantity. The other vessels are just ripe for grounding,which she

I

W. A. Harding, Esq. •»

Manager,'

Stanley.

L
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is not,and,as 

not stand 

is obscure

regards your remark that the. "Vicar of Bray" would 

a roof over her or any weight on her deck,the meaning

, especially when we think of the "Action" and the 

Egeria", I do not think that the " J.P.Smith" is suitable,but
3 vvm should, have preferred the "Capricorn or the "Proecis",if if was 

impossible to move the "Vicar". If the Norwegians were able to 

take the "Sabino" to New Island,after over 18 years' 

gleet,the task of talcing one of the older hulks to Darwin should

CM

absolute ne-
U.

not be insuperable; perhaps one of Salvesens1 Captains will tell 

Captain Thomas how to do it. I have mentioned the subject to the 

agree that if one of the older and riper 

hulks cannot be transferred to Goose Green,the "Garland" will

Board,and the Directors

have to remain therej at the same time they agree' with me that 

to scuttle her means the destruction of valuabletV
property,for

which no sufficient reason has been given*

4. Par.5. If you can get 15/.each for full woolled wethers 

you should sell them,and take less after shearing. It Is not 
right to lose trade by asking prohibitive prices,

The "Kate" is still weather-bound,but 

the weather moderates is expected at Cardiff,as the Owner has 

crew engaged all-this time.

5. Par. 13 . as soon as

■a

6. Par. 16, I thought that it had been explained that the

"Inca" was taking the place of the "Prtosi",and since on the 24th
November we cabled her sailing,it must have been .evident that

8th
she got away before the ist of December.

7. Par.18. Our Solicitors say that you would have to be pro
vided with a special power of attorney to sign a lease,and sug

gest that it had better be executed by the Board,which will be
done next month.

8. Par.20. Note has been taken of the periods during which 

our vessels have been laid up,

9. Par.22. Notwithstanding the information you have given 

about the "Claverdon",the Owners insisted 

week to ask when she actually sailed.

10. Par, (same)

on our cabling last

The plates for the "Nuuanu" go by this boat,- 

the order having arrived too late for shipment after Christmas.

L
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The salvage awarded ho the "Columbus" will* go into the general 
account; I felt sure that it was Salv^sens1 intention that it 

should without question.

Messrs.Thos.Cooper & Co.
Mr.Ince is working in cooperation with

11. The "spindles'* or insulator holts were not sent in con
sequence of an error on the part of Bullers,who have apologised 

for the oversight,and paid the cost of your cable,
The advice of shipments by "Junta" and "Kenut'a" 

isf actory ,and show that so far the "Columbus" is getting we lb. 

through her work. Wool has been strong at the late sales,and w,e 

are hoping for good prices next month.

12. are sat-

13, Apcording to the new Ordinance I see that a person in

tending to import stock lias to give notice of what he expects, 

with other details, in deluding probable date of arrival, in de
fault of which he may incur a fine. Is this practicable in all 
cases? Suppose he has given a provisional order,and does not know 

if it has been executed; suppose a friend in England has sent

him a live present; suppose,again,he is a new arrival-,and has 

brought a dog with him,not knowing the regulations,what is to 

happen? SI

14. The Board have decided to grant Mr,Oswald a gratuity of 

£50,in consideration of recent extra work in the office.

14, Mrs,Smith has asked for a list of her drawings while in 

England,and this will be sent under cover to you#- On another oc
casion,should she again honour this country by her presence,we 

shall ask her to open a banking account and draw her own cheques, 
as her demands were often put forward at inconvenient times to 

the office.
16, The large order given to Herbert Dickinson of Hudders

field is not in accordance with the rule that this office is the 

one from which all orders must emanate,and it was irregular to 

sign the copy given to Mr .Dickinson^ traveller. It has come at 

.an unsuitable time, just two months before we know what the stock 

on hand is,the amount,roughtly calculated by Mr,Dickinson at

£1200,is about twice as much as we have paid to any other firm 

for similar goods,and although we sent out a similar but smaller

L
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shipment from him early last year,not a word of comment on it, 

good or had,has reached us. You were,of course,away from Stan
ley, hut it ought to have heen remembered that when goods go from 

a new supplier,we always want a report on them. There are sever-

al points on which we must have information,before we send out 

this large and miscellaneous assortment. Looking through the it

ems, one cannot hut he struck hy the fact that to show them and 

sell, them to advantage we have not nearly enough accommodation, 
nor have we,to the hest of my belief,a person in the Drapery 

Store capable of handling them. When we spoke about that Store 

last year, I understood you to say that a change was imminent/ but 

the September Wages list shows no nl«knfc;m 'alteration,and we want 

to know what you propose doing* It has been a vexed Question for 

a long time whether it pays us to keep this Store going dr not, 

in the face of the large importations by parcel post,and the 

Petition of the smaller Stores,and we should like to have the 

truth proved one way or another. We know that you were up to 

your eyes in work,owing to the late arrival- of the "Oravia" and 

other causes,and attribute to that your having passed the order 

without comment* nj* explanation. For the same reason you were prob
ably unaware of its unusual size and comprehensiveness, 

been difficult to decide what to do best in the Company's inter

est; but we have been pretty carefully into the matter,and have 

had a number of samples up from Huddersfield,which have been 

pared with goods of the same class supplied by I.& R.Morley,Cook, 
and with a few exceptions we find them of good value. We have 

had a good report of Mr.Dickinson's standing,and the result of 

some correspondence was that he sent up his Manager to see us; 
from him we found that his traveller had spent some weeks in 

Stanley, and that he had undertaken not to supply any other firms 

with the goods ordered for us,with other information which we 

should have preferred getting direct. The order has been confirm
ed,but only half is to be shipped before we get your reply to 

this. In his correspondence Mr,Dickinson shows himself to he 

straightforward man,and you will understand that we recognize the

com-

H
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advantage of your sending orders on samples seen on the spot] hut 

it would he better simply to make notes,and not to give a copy 

of an order to any traveller,far less to sign it.

1?\ I have delayed replying to your par.12 in the regular 

order,as I wanted to get some information. I accept what you say 

about John Kelway,and drop my suggestion with regard to him; hut 

I take up- what you say about the necessity for having a really 

competent man on the spot with a Babcock & Wilcox boiler,and 

while agreeing with you so far,we probably entirely disagree as

For while you are thinking 

of a man with every imaginable kind of certificate,! am able to 

tell- you that a fairly intelligent fireman is all. that is needed, 

and on the authority of Babcock & Wilcox themselves t Their London 

representative came to see me at my request,and in answer to my 

enquiry told me that most of their boilers on the Coast of Afri

ca were being fired by niggers,and that many in this country were 

in charge of labourers] that they are much safer than the Lanca

shire and other boilers,because where the latter would burst,the 

Babcock would only consume a tube,and that it is because of this 

safety that there is such a demand for them in places where skil
led labour is scarcg, It may be necessary for an Engineer to go 

out before the season,to tune up the various pieces of machinery* 

but as they will all be run by others,not the Engineer,it is dif

ficult to see where he will come in,.except to fire the boiler, 

which is a job for a man of much lower grade. If I led you to 

think that Mil-ls had the option of Stanley or Goose Green,I made 

a mistake,the fact is that I never thought for a moment that he 

could have a doubt about it,for the Stanley berth and house at 

520 per month ought to- be jumped at# I did write that you would
have to re-arrange his agreement,or something like it,and in my

him
last letter to Mills,of which I send you an extract,I told Jgfcsa 

that he would occupy the position about to be vacated in Stanley, 

That an Engineer is permanently wanted at Goose Green I do not 

believe; but if there is no trustworthy man to be got this sea

son, or Mills has no time to instruct him,no doubt -either the lat-

to the amount of competence required.
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’ter .win have "to go 'temporarily,or you must/ get/ Weiss to "bring 

someone from Punta Arenas, We should not grudge any expense which 

is shown to he necessary for the safety of our men or the advan

tage of the working* hut when it is clear that a permanent Engin

eer is a needless extravagance,we are hound to remember that 

without economy in every direction the prospect of success is

At the time' Mills was engaged I believed that 

to Harris was needed,although I did not lose sight of 

the fact that there would not he sufficient work for him all the 

year round. Since learning more about the canning than I knew 

at the time my opinion has changed,and the transfer of Baseley 

to the Government,notwithstanding the want of consideration with 

which it was carried out,may prove a blessing in disguise.

18. We have just had a cable from Weiss asking for a Waller 

filling machine,and in the circumstances cannot help^wendlng it, 

-although it will- almost certainly prove not to be needed. It is 

perfectly clear that the Heine filler,properly used,is capable 

of dealing with twice the jbumber of tins wanted per day,this we 

have got from people in Australia of whose competence to give an 

opinion there can be no question, and on the top of that we have 

Wildridge & Sinclair^ statement that although the Waller filler 

is the best one made in this country,it is no nearly identical 

with the Heine,that any objection to the latter would equally

apply to it. Still-,as the Preserver asks for it,notwithstanding 
the other

that XZ did not have a fair trial last year in the hands of an 

ignoramus,we have arranged that it is to be shipped wifihout fail 

next month, as we cannot run the risk of failure for the sake of 

£50 or £60* at the same time we believe that -every penny spent 

on it will have been wasted.
19. 19. I enclose some copies of correspondence with Mr .Man

tle about the working of the Stanley telephone,including suggest
ed rules,lists,<6c.to be printed,some of which I have altered 

slightly,and am sending the same to the Governor. You will notice 

that the operator has the power of tapping the line,and that here

not a bright one.

.a successor
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such a proceeding is punishable by law. I have sbruck out the 

reference bo bhis,as bhe Act may nob be applicable in bhe Colony 

and ib may be necessary bo pass an Ordinance, 

ble behind bhe scenes now,and a point is cleared up bhab has al
ways been a doubtful, one bo bel.ephone users,that is whebher bhe're 

is absolute secrecy or nob.

20. Correspondence wibh Messrs.Vorwerlc Qebr.db Co.is enclosed 

on bhe subjecb of an advance bhey wish made bo Reddemann on prod
uce, which you will find sufficiently clear.

We are let a lit-

I am,Sir,.

your obedienb servant,

Managing Director •

i

;.
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Despatch no. 1100 per "Oravia",7th February, 1912.

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch,let/ter,and cables.

2. Refers to correspondence with Chr.Salvesen & Co.and barred
ports.

3. Discusses question of hulk for Goose Green.

4. About price of sheep sold alive.

5. Reports "Kate" weather-bound.

6. On substitution of MInca" for "Potosi".

7. Lease of site on Sea Lions to be executed in London.

8. Acknowledges list of vessels laid up.

9. Reports cable sent about "Claverdon" on account of Owners.

10. Refers to plates for "Nuuanu",and to salvage by "Columbus".

11. ^Comments on shipments per "Junin" and "Kenuta".
/

12. “'Explains delay in sending insulator bolts for telephone. .

13. Enquires about new Stock regulation in re imports.

14. Advises gratuity to Mr.Oswald.
15. Alludes to list of cash drawn asked for by Mrs ,G.P.Smith.
16. Discusses order given to H.Dickinson of Huddersfield.

17. On engagement of Engineer for Goose Green,deprecating a per

manent one.

18. Reports having ordered a "Waller" filling machine.

19. Refers to printed matter for Stanley telephone.
20. Advises request by Vorwerk Gebr,& Co.re advance to Reddemann.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

DespatcB.es Nos. 1096 & 1907

List of General Cargo per nOrissa" 

Bills of Lading goods per "Orissa"

Lis$ of Parcels

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Enclosures

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

List of Dutiable goods per "Orissa"

Remarks on Stores.

Remarks on Accounts

Clients 1 A/sales 

Sundry marks Hides ex "Corcovado

Sheepskins
9 9

"Junin"9 99 9

"Coraovado"Tallow*9 9
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Enclosures via Liverpool

’’Originals"

Copies of Cablegrams sent.

Copies of Cablegrams received 

Wool Market reports

Report & contract '/ H > 1 cask Sealskins ex "Corcovado"

Copy of letter from Herbert Dickinson dated 1st February.

Copies of letters from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 13th 24th <& 
30th Jany.& our reply of 26th Jany.

Copy of letter from Hayward-Tyler & Co.,Ltd.dated 1st
February re broken Valve of Mr Packers piimp.

Receipts for Roy Felton & Mrs Clement.

Copy of letter from P.J.Mantle dated 22nd January.

Copy of letter from Pullers,Ltd .dated 19th January.

Copies of letters from Vorwerk Gebr.& Co.of 30th Jany.& 
3rd Febry.& our reply of 1st Febry.

Copy of letter from R.L.Connell dated 37th July,1911.
Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co.dated 3rd Febry.re 

missing "Weddell" case of Copper Hails &c.

reports on Company’s Wool & Skins ex 
"Corcovado"

Copy of letter from P.J.Mantle dated 6th February. 

Extract from letter to Mr.Philip Mills dated 12th Dec.11 

Letter for A.L.Allan.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

tCopy of Brokers14

15

16

17

London 7th February,1912
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Supplementary Mail via Liston

Originals

1 Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa1* 
General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

Account Current

2

X

4
5

a
7 Clients • (Unvoices goods sliipped per "Oropesa" 

Suppliers8 i Invoices for goods shipped per ’’Oropesa*1 

Letters for the following:—9

W.A.Harding.(2) 

A.L.Allan
Mrs L.V.Oswald. i

London 10th February,19lg

I

l
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V / . Ctlrr Jhtlldcutci 3&imxb& (l ampui tn,Wmxiteix.
»( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) e----- :

REGISTERED 1902.

\

' A
r0'u/cec///yrr/. f./faee£.G/, p__

Per Qravia.
jV° 1101. _''/& 12.— 6th March,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch 410,which 

arrived on the 20th ult.,also of1 letters per '‘Junin" and "Kenuta", 
and cables on the 12th and 26th ult. Both the cargo boats arrived 

in the Thames on the 1st inst.

2. 410-2. I got from the Surgical Aid Society the names of 

some Surgical Instrument makers in London,and have ordered the 

hand for Cartmell from W.R.Grossmith of the Strand,being the 

first on their list, I thought it better to get it from, someone 

with whom we could be in touch in the event of anything going 

wrong,than from a firm,however eminent,in New York. Or os smith

says that Marks is well known,and a good maker] in price it is

rather less here.

3. Par.3. The question of the Great Island lease had been

overlooked here; the Board have now decided to let David Smith 

remain in possession during his life at a rental- of 560 per an

num, but will give no undertaking as to a prolongation after his 

death. You did not point out that the sum of 540 was made up by 

525 for Great Island,and 515 for the Swans,but this seems to be 

the case,though we have no copy of the lease of the latter.

4. Par .4. It is unfortunate that you have failed to grasp 

what I wrote about the labourers', pay,for when you say that so 

far as they are concerned the "Columbus11 and the PSN boats are 

the same you are absolutely wrong,and I thought that I had made 

the difference so clear. In loading and discharging the "Colum

bus11 &e are the stevedores,and y^e employ the men,not the "Colum-

I

W. A. Harding, Es q. • 9

Manager,

Stanley.



"bus", Just/ as the stevedores in the Docks .employ and pay their 

men, who work Tor them and not for the ships. In the case of the 

PSN "boats,the extra labour goes on board,and receives pay from 

the ship herself; I think you must see the difference, 

pity that you did not apparently think it worth while to report 

the arrangement,in continuance of the information Mr.Girling gave 

before your return,and I suppose that it must have slipped your 

memory,as you cannot think that the question of wages is a detail 

in which the Board take no interest. Considering the state of un

rest in the labour world,and the calamitous coat strike in this 

country now in progress,we can hardly expect to be fortunate en

ough to escape the movement altogether, and I think that you and I 

agreed that it would be wise to anticipate possible trouble. Gen

erally speaking,the men in the Islands are well paid,and are able 

to save money; but I fear that an exception to this exists in the 

of the Stanley labourer,whose pay of 8d.an hour has not var

ied for thirty years or more,notwithstanding the rise in the cost 

of living,and a married man with a family is not too* well off. If 

the pay of this class were raised to 9d.per hour all round,in

cluding working on the "Columbus",which must be admitted to be on
be

account,what would^the addition to the annual- wages bill,and 

would carpenters,who are well enough off,considering what they 

make on ships,expect to have a rise too?
Charging Salvesens 6d a ton for stevedoring does not meet 

expenses,and if we can show that,they are willing to reconsider 

the rate,. But while we are actually losing on this,it is clear 

that we'ought not to be paying more per hour for the labour,and a 

frank explanation of the situation might cause the men to see it. 

Considering the scarcity of men you mention I wonder that none
of the "Fleetwing" could be induced to stop in Stanley, 

I wonder of the arrival of the "Columbus" actually put a single 

man out of work.
5. Par. 7 There is nothing more to be said about the crank

shaft for the present; I did not know that when the "Samson” was 

put ashore the boss of the propeller might not have been possibly 

out of water. As regards the slip,I think that the next move was

It is a

case

our

of the crew
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to be with, you,that is you were to find out from Mr.Kobins if it 

was practicable to put down the cradle he suggested in a place 

where the rise and fall amounted to only 6 feet.

6. Par.a. I do not anticipate trouble with the Underwriters 

over the hire of the "Samson",'especially as we cannot put in our 

claim on the salvage basis. You are aware by this time that the 

contract was illegal,and have probably sent fresh accounts,for 

we cannot proceed without them. You will understand that if the 

cost of refloating the schooner comes to more than was agreed on 

for salvage it will be paid without question,and that the irregu

larity consists in the salvage agreement having been made between 

two ships belonging to the same owners,and that cannot be got

over.
Par.9, It is a pity that it was impossible to get the

plates from here by the return steamer after receiving the order,
out of the

but it has been explained that it was 

not anticipate trouble over an increased credit,if you cable for

question. I do-
J

\

it.
8.. Par. 10. We have sent the accounts in to Leith,and have 

charged 6d per ton on the wool discharged,to which no objection 

has been stated up to the present.
9. Par. 11. A letter from Salvesens herewith leaves the set

tlement of the small- claim for 79/.for lost standards to yourself 

and Captain Saanum,and apparently goes on to suggest that you 

should tell him how to deal with such cases in future. I had writ

ten to suggest that the ship should pay.
10. Par.IS. As I said last month,I had not conceived the pos

sibility of Mills having an option,or of choosing Goose Green,as
I looked on the Stanley berth,with the higher pay,better house, 
and possible salvage piciings,as a distinct promotion. In connect
ion with the question of managing the boiler,! enclose a copy of 

a letter from Babcock & Wilcox. I feel, diffident about making any 

further suggestions about the man to run the boiler and attend 

to the machinery,but it occurs to me that one who can be trusted 

to take charge of the engine room of the ’'Samson1' ought to be 

capable to deal with all. the plant at Goose Green,and that a man

:
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or the calibre of F.Atherton ought; to "be good enough.
11-. P&r.l5. When I was in the Islands I had to he 

omical,and I sometimes
very econ-

gave the expression "seriously overdue" 

liberal, interpretation,cabling the arrivals
a

of our own vessels.
I do not know if it is actually laid down that ordinary arrivals 

are to be communicated by mail.} they are reported from Australia, - 
and Underwriters are always glad to hear of them. This reminds
me that the "Ragnhild" has been reported at Lloydfs.

I have a letter this week from Weiss,who 

that he may be able to contract for the Casings. The price he 

mentions,£10 per 1000,is not high,but it would be all- clear 

fit,and we should not have to deal- with the ring here, 

just arranged to send the present lot to Hamburg,when a man from 

Manchester turned up asking for samples} Lowdens say that he seems 

keen on getting them,but we have been disappointed too often.
13. Par. 17. I am sorry that I did not cable that a married 

carpenter was coming,but it did not occur to me that you would 

expect a single man to be sent.

12. Par.16. says

pro-

I had

/

Par. 18. The "Kate" is almost becoming a joke} she has 

not left Bannow yet,and the latest news is that owing to high 

tides they have not been able to get at the keel, for caulking. 

However, she is to be delivered at Cardiff, and the loss is the 

owner1s.

14.!

15. Par. 19. I have heard nothing from the PSNC about the 

"Oravia" salvage contributions. They probably want the money to 

settle with the salvors,and may say that you should have remitted 

it,whether you had collected it or not. In such cases it is usual# 

collected from the Underwriters after the claim has been settled, 

not before,and it is no answer to say that all the goods have 

been insured. However,if the PSNC are satisfied,it is all the 

better for us.

16. Par.20. The Directors have discuss,ed the subject of Dr. 
Foley,and have the views you have .expressed in a private letter. 

In a case of this sort they would always be unwilling to move ex-

IT - •
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cept upon representations made by their Manager, But when it is 

stated that not only Mr .Allan and the Doctor 

terms,hut that the latter has fallen out with the 

Mr .Moir,a situation has arisen that in the Board1 s 

impossible one,and

are not oh speaking

Overseer and

opinion is an
Kfe if it cannot be amended it must be ended. 

We all recognize Dr .Foley fs abilities,and are very sorry that 

things should have come to this pass,for we may never get so good
a man professionally» You have the character of being a peacemak
er, and if you can restore harmony at Darwin,it will be greatly 

to your credit,and no change will be needed. But it must be clear
ly understood that the Doctor is in future to look to the' Camp 

Manager as his immediate superior officer,and I must'sky that' I J 
thought until now that this requirement would have decided Dr. 
Foleyls action,when you communicated it to him.

17. Par.23. I wrote to the PSNC about the rebate being 

tioned on the Purser ps copy of the Bill of Lading per "Orcoma", 

and they say that it was on their office copy only,but that it

men-

will not occur again.

18. Par.24. It would be well to get a certificate from Mr. 

Townson on the preparation of the meat,but the point turns out not 
to be as important as at first appeared.

1-9. Owing to the coal strike,the Wool sales,which should 

have been commenced this week,have been indefinitely postponed.

20. I hoped that you would cable the amount of the y'earfs 

profit,as has been done for the last two years'; I hope that this 

does not mean that there is a very great falling off.

21. In writing on the subject of the Doctor I should have 

said that although you sent a copy of your letter to him you did 

not forward the reply,which we should have liked to see.

;
■fvX /

22. In writing to Leith you should remember that the name of 

the firm is Christian Saivesen & Co., (though abbreviated) not 

Salvesen & Co.

23. Among the "Lafonia" papers I find no Survey Report, and

/
j

though, this may not he absolutely necessary,you should have at 

least given a certificate that on her return from Port Harriet

_
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the bottom w^s not sighted,and if there was damage of any other 

Kind there should certainly have teen a survey, .The stranding 

practically gives us an opportunity of having the bottom caulked 

and metalled,and if there had been a dock or slip,this would 

have been done. In settling with the Underwriters w.e must hold 

over their heads the possibility of a further claim for this 

purpose. I enclose copy of a letter from Mr .Stark on this subject.
24. I am getting rather fed up with Harris,who is not content 

with having written a ggod deal before he left the Islands,but 

has sent me another letter from Santa Cruz,enclosing copy of one 

to you in defence of Dr .Foley. I am not going to answer it,but 

should you be writing to him, (and not else) I should be glad if 

you would say that the Directors have not been influenced in any 

way by gossip of the nature contained in his letter to you. He 

refers to my not having returned him some correspondence,but 
every original paper that he sent me went bank to him.

25, A letter that arrived on the morning of the Supplementary 

Mail last month (wire I should have written) gave 50 to 100 tons 

as the weight of ballast required to shift the "Garland1'] this

was on the authority of the former Owners overlooker,who knew

the vessel well.

26. Mr.Packe has written about an advance,and I have read

your remarks on the subject to the Board, It has been decided to* 

inform him that they are willing to give him an overdraft for

£4000,and having every confidence in his integrity they do not 

wish to put him to the expense and trouble of executing a u^t- 

All that they will ask him to do- is to engage not to givegage.
anyone else a prior claim on his property, and to continue to do 

his business through the Company as heretofore, I hope that Mr,

Packe will be satisfied with this arrangement,
27. I have to draw your attention to a letter from Salvesens in 

which they enquire about the cost of putting ’a patch on the boil

er of the "Columbus",the total being 548,for work that would have 

been done at' home for £11. You said that Mc.Nicol- had worked early

L
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and late for over a fortnight, and consequently the. labour account 

must have been high,much higher in fact than the total cost that 

would have been incurred here,and it is quite possible that the 

charge may be reasonable. To anticipate any objection the account 

ought to have been signed by Capt.Saanum, and I thought that it 

was understood that all papers should be certified by him. If 

there is any item- that could be reduced,that is if the charges

are according to the scale for ships in general,you should on 

this occasion,and on all others when work has been done for the 

"Columbus",give her the most liberal treatment you can,Just as 

if she were one of our own vessels. You will see from the en

closed correspondence that all accounts to the 31st March will 
be wanted as soon as you can forward them. All freight earned up 

to that date will be accounted for here,but it seems likely that • 

the "Kenuta" is the last shipment that will have to be dealt with.
28. The lease of the Lighthouse site has been executed,and 

has been sent herewith. You will notice that in following the 

draft from Stanley it has been antedated a year,and if required 

this can be corrected,though as it is a purely formal one for .a 

nominal consideration it may not be thought necessary to alter it.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

<L __

Managing Director.
/

. -
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DESPATCH no . 1101. per "Oravia",6th. March., 1912.

Precis of* Consents.

1. Acknowledges despatch,letters,and cables.

2. Order Tor artificial hand given.

3. Decision as to Great Island lease.

4. Deals with the question of labourers1 pay.

5. Remarks on suggested cradle or slip.

6. On claim for stranding of "Lafonia",papers wanted.

7. Regrets that stefel plates had to be delayed.

8. Reports having sent "Columbus" accounts to Leith,

9. Settlement of claim for lost fencing to be arranged.

10. Question of arrangements for engineering department at Goose

Gr e en.

11. Refers to cabling home arrivals.

12. On disposal of Casings this season.

13. Regrets misunderstanding about married carpenter.

14. Reports further delay of "Kate".

15. On "Oravia" salvage contributions.

16. Remarks on question of Doctor at Darwin.

17. On entry of rebate on Bill of Lading per "Orcoma".
V

18. Approves getting a certificate from Mr.Townson about meat.

19. Reports postponement of Wool- sales.
I

20. On cabling amount of yearrs profits.

21. On letter from Dr.Foley not included in correspondence.

22. Points out error in style of Salvesen's firm.

23. Remarks on certificate required with reference to claim for 

possible damage to Lafonia*s bottom.

24. Refers to correspondence with Harris.

25. On ballast required to shift "Garland".

26. States offer to give Mr.Packe an overdraft.

27, Remarks28, Advises onenc
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

Despatch No,1100 dated 7th February.

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks & Replies to remarks on Stores.

List of General <& Clients* Cargo per "Oropesa"

List of Enclosures.

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa*1.

B/L general cargo per "Oropesa".

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of Parcels .

Report on Mrs Hansen’s Sealskins ex "Corcovado"
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals.

1 Copy of Cablegram sent 16th gebruary.

2 Copy of Cablegrams received 12th & 26th February.

Particulars of Wool Sales for 1912.5

Copy of letter from Babcock & Wilcox,Ltd.of 14th February 
with instructions & illustrations attached.

4

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen 8c Co.of 22nd 8c 24th Fety.
8c 1st March.

5

Copy of letter from H.Langridge 8c Co. of 23rd February.6

Copy of letter from Pacific Steam Navgtn.Co.of 22nd Febry.7

Correspondence with Lamb Brothers re Teak .8

Lease of Site for Lighthouse for completion by Government.9

Copy of letter from John Stewart & Son,Ltd.of 4th March
re Teak sample .

10

a.Letter for A.L.Allan. c/^11

London 6th March,1912.

w^ ...
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

•1 Account Current and vouchers
•2 Remarks on Accounts.and replies :to Remarks
•3 Remarks on Stores and replies to remarks 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia'1 

List of General Cargo per "OraviaJI 

Lamb,Babcock & Scott's invoices.

4

5

6
i7 Invoices goods per "Oravia"Clients

Letters for the following:-

W;A.Harding. (2)

■A.L.Allan

•W.C.Girling.

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £56 11 * 2 for collection
B/L attached, 1

8
■

j.7 >/

London 9th March, 1912,

1

\

i i
... i
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Cl In' JittUdmtft (Imupnmj, Wimxteti.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ■ *

REGISTERED 1902.<
6'/. J^sUwcc/m o

VC/?/ c. ?/

Per Orcoma.

N? 1102. oru/o7U£.c._____ grdJipril.,____ 'A9\%.

Sir,

1 have bo acknowledge t»he receipt, of your despatches nos.
411 and 412 and letter of the 21st of February,all of which ar

rived on the 19th ult. Cables about the "JfNuanu" and shipment per 

"Potosi" were received on the 14th and 27th ult.,the latter five 

days after the arrival of the steamer in Montevideo,and two days 

after the sailing of the "Orissa” from that port.

2,Despatch 411. The accounts for 1911 are very satisfactory, 

and the fear that you had not cabled the profit because it was a

Whatever it is,we should likepoor one proved to be unfounded.

to have it cabled in future. Our records put the sales for 1909

in the Store at £26513,but they may be incorrect. The stock of

Stores,nearly £40,000 looks much too high,notwithstanding the 

fact that there had been so many recent arrivals. As the "Ragn- 

hild" had not arrived on the 31st December,the cargo might have 

been treated as "goods in transit",and they will be shown so in

our Balance sheet. It will take some months to- work down the value 

to a normal one,and there may be an excess in some articles.
We shall write off the repairs to theCompany^ Shipping.

"Plym" at once.
Schooners. If any accident should happen to the "Columbus" 

there may be work for the schooners later on,besides which you 

have occasion to’ use one or both for exceptional work. We 

shall, therefore be content this time with the writing off of the 

Plym's repairs.
Consumption and G-eneral Charges .

may

I think 1 have said before

W. A. Harding, Es cl • 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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t/hab ib is a pity that an account/ has not/ "been opened for Stanley 

Office furnit/Ure, as such things as a type—writer would he better 

charged that way bhan bo General Charges.

We have balked bo Mr.Sawyer,our Auditor, and have 

decided bo capitalize bhe Canning Works bhis time, dividing bhe 

accounb under bhe heads of Planb and Buildings,bub keeping ib 

parabe from bhe Farm. As bo bhe working in bhe pasb year,bhe num— 

her of sheep canned having been so small,we shall leave ib in 

Farm Accounb,which will geb credib for all bhe produce from Goose 

Green, tallow, sheepskins, meat, tongues, and casings,so bhab when bhe 

wages and expenses on esbablishing bhe Works are baken out ib 

will nob injure bhe Farm materially, 

will have bo go bo Canning,and ib is nob clear why you did nob 

make an entry credibing bhe Shore for bhe coal, sent up in bhe 

f,Thorndale". Your suggesbion bhab Farm should in future sell 

sheep bo bhe Works at a price bo he decided is practical and ex

cellent, and oughb bo he carried out.

se-

CerbfcLnly bhe cosb of coal

Other remarks on debails in bhe accounts will be found under
another heading.

3, 412-4, Ib looks as if bhe scare ahoub the filler will

burn out as we thought,for Weiss knows the Heine machine,and ap

proves of ib.

4, Par,5. The answer you give ahoub bhe ,'Samson,,JiL8foniaM 

salvage is quite complete,and exonerates Mr.Girling from any

hlame. Six years have passed since I wrote bhe despatch quoted,

and during bhab time I have gob to’ learn more about salvage than 

I did then. The instructions which I gave,in perfect good faith,

were I am sorry to say incorrect. Kay on Shipmasters and seamen 

states that the master and crew of bhe salving shipare entitled 

to salvage remuneration in all cases,even when the ships belong 

bo bhe same owners^ if bhe services performed are nob within the 

contract into which they originally entered with bhe owners, I *

must have read into* bhis that bhe salving ship was entitled to' 

salvage,or rather bhe owners of it,and that this is incorrect is

shown by sec.4 a little farther on. In bhe late case the men were
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engaged specially for *the purpose of floating the "Lafonia" ,pro*b- 

ahly at high wages,.and therefore are entitled to nothing extra.
I enclose a copy of my letter to our Insurance .Brokers of the 27tli 
June, 1906,in which I put forward the view I have just mentioned,

and this was in reply to an Underwriter who had stated that the 

claim we made was *barr.ed. The correspondence shows that you were 

in London at the time, and you may perhaps recollect what occurred* 

We settled finally for a Imp sum of £200* In the case of the 

"Malvina" no salvage agreement was made,and we recovered all our

expenses. You have not told us what men were engaged at Port Har
riet or what they cost,which is unfortunate,as we could have made 

up a statement of expenses,including the hire of the "Samson",par

ticulars of which we have in the extracts from the log hook. It

looks as if our hill ought to he more than £300,and we shall have 

to negotiate with the Underwriters for a settlement. Meanwhile,

let us have all the particulars you can give us. If you have no 

ship work in hand, it would he a gibed opportunity of heaving the 

"Lafonia" down and remetalling her,for then we could make a

complete claim.

5. Par.6. You have only now mentioned the purchase of wood
it

from Sandy Point,and a reference to the accounts shows that juuue

was a large one,amounting to £1399. If materials or Store;r
. ■A

actually needed,and can "be used to adventage,the Eoard would 

not object to their being bought at places in South America,but

will admit,I think,that to order in such a wholesale way with-

are
y:

A aiA> \
you

out even notifying them of what you are doing,is scarcely correct,
and at this time it seems particularly unsuitable just as you are

of all kinds of wood from Sweden in thegetting a large cargo 

"Ragnhild". The Board do not wish to stand in the way of any use
ful business,but they expect you to advise them fully as to what

you are doing. The stock of timber must now be enormous.'
6. Par.7. We can decide the question of having an Engineer 

at Goose Or.een much better after Weiss has been through a season, 

and I need say nothing about It except to remind you that the
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water tube toiler is not the terror you imagine,- rather the co»- 

Mills seems to have misunderstood what his position is,trary.
and I hope that when ho settles down he will prove to te a useful 
servant; your letter giving him a gentle snuh was excellent.

n

7. Par#9. We have since heard that Waldrons have arranged 

at out the wire they wished to dispose of*.

8. Par. 11. You are quite right in assuming that the Direct
ors would like you to give all the assistance you can in the way 

of appliances or otherwise to hfclp the construction of the wire

less installation.
9. Par ♦ 12, Just now is an unsuitable time for approaching 

the PSNC on the subject of freights . They passed us by when they 

raised the Conference rates by 10$; but last week they sent a 

circular announcing a further increase of 10$ on account of the

coal strike, cal ling it a surcharge towards meeting the extra cost
included. It is impossible to objectof coal,and in this we are

to this,as we hear that as much as 48/.per ton has been paid heee
suitable time arrives,! willfor bunkering coal-. As soon as a

flour before them.bring the subject of freight on
"La-10. Par. 14, I rather hoped to hear that you had let the

she could be sent to sea) to Mr .Dean,hefonia" (assuming that 

finding stores and crew,and putting her under the charge of Os-

have to consider the cost 

,and Mr• J.H.Dean seemed ready to pay anything 

accommodation,in fact I think he would be pre-
months annually,in prefer-

borne. In doing so you would of course 

per day of insurance 

in reason for the
pared to take her on terms for some

to byying a new boat. As regards the wood,we have bad an

with Lamb Eros .about the "Yang" $ and I
ence
unpleasant controversy 

showed Mr .Connell when here lately what you had written about

the price of oak. He saw them about it,and they rpoduced the xn-
at Llangollen at 7/.per foot on the

does not seem unreasonable, 

be bought cheaper in Londont

voice showing the purchase 

spot,so that in proportion the price 

It seems,however,that English oak can 

a fact that we shall have to remember.
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II* p^r*15. As you were able to settle with Dr .Foley, it was 

judicious and tactful not to give him my letter. I was rather 

puzzled over this,because he wrote acloiowledging the receipt of 

one from me,but I think I must have sent that privately from home.
12. Par.IT. The deck cargo on the '’Ragnhild" 

we shall want a certificate of the loss to make

!

was insured, and
a claim on. These

cargoes are,of course,always wet; we had one or two as you know 

from New Bruswick. Do not fail to send a full and particular 

account of the cargo,as it is our first venture from Sweden.

13. Par .18. X can only say that as soon as we can ship ooai 

we will do it,but at present it is impossible. You will see ac

counts in the papers of the great strike,which is only just at 

an end as we hope'. I have already told Langridges that we shall 

want a ship, and they suggested last week a possible shipment from 

Rotterdam.

14. Par. 19. I have written to Messrs .Maclean Stapledon of
fering them our agency at Montevideo,and have asked them,if they 

accept,to send us copies of all invoices as F.L.Humphreys & Co. 

used to do,a practice that has fallen into disuse of late years.

I propose that they should do the business as Morton did,and draw 

map upon us for their advances.

15. Par.20. The further credit for the "Nuuanu11 has been

cabled out. It is not surprising that the Salvage Association are 

disturbed over the amount of the disbursements; everyone I have

spoken to thinks that she was a constructive total loss,a view I

took when X cauBioned you not to repair until we had a credit.

16. Par.21. We have paid the amount due on our own goods per 

"Oravia",and one or two shipments for clients. X think that if a

similar case should present itself in future,you should endeavour 

to collect the contribution at Stanley from all parties,and remit 

it to the PSNC. It would be more in conformity with the established 

practice in such cases,and save a good deal of trouble. A commis

sion would naturally be due to us for the service.

IT. Par.23. The Yost Co.say that the riveting you mention

was wrongly done,and they have sent a new carriage with apologies.
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• 18. Since writing the foregoing,your despatch, per H.M.S. 
"Glasgow” has arrived.

19, Par.2, I shall have to’ ask for the Board's authority to 

send you the original deeds you ask for. It occurred to me to 

look at the old Registration Ordinance,no*12 of 1853,and I have 

discovered that it did not come into forqe until the 1st January, 
1854: as the Mortgage from Biggs to' Bean was dated 14th October, 
1853,it was not at that time incumbent on the Mortgagee to regis
ter the deed,and I think that if you point this out it will be 

admitted that we need not petition the Court as suggested. I do

not pretend to know the law on the subject,but I should expect

to find that undisputed possession for over 30 years would give

the holder some right to the land, and the Conveyance from Dean

to ourselves is in order)I think,therefore,that we had better 

wait until we hear from you further as to the position.

20. Par.4. The Census return is interesting] it is hardly 

likely that the population of the Islands,a pastoral country ful^- 

ly stocked,will ever increase materially,unless some new industry 

should spring up.

21. Par.5. It is a good thing that you have had the Samson's 

bottom examined and cleaned, and there is no doubt that we must 

in future have her out of water periodically, or we may suffer 

for neglecting her. You will not drop the enquiry about a slip 

or cradle,t hope,and if it can possibly be managed we must have

one.
22. Par.6. We have not received the accounts of the "Glas

gow” .
23. Par.8. The stop vqlve for the "Samson" will be ordered

at ohce.
24. Par.9, Your remarks about the wood per "Ragnhild" are 

satisfactory,and I must say that I am surprised to hear 

that the actual quality of the cargo is so good,as you will re
member that it was only "thirds",and that some'people predicted 

that we should be sorry we had embarked in the venture. What you

very

i



say about Protest,papers,&c, shows that you are anticipating the 

request for them in this despatch*
.25. I enclose copy of some correspondence with Salvesens,and 

you will, see that it is a fact that the Government are going to 

get out a water boat,presumably to compete with us in delivering 

water to ships,all of which,we may assume,are consigned to* us# We 

shall have to consider the propriety of endeavouring through the 

Colonial Office to curb the Governors mercantile propensities, 

for it has always been understood that competition with merchants 

is no part of the duty of a Government,
26, The PSNC are writing to you with reference to the short 

delivery of some produce by the ,f Junin",
27. The Wool sales are to begin on the 11th inst,,and you 

will notice that there has been a revision of the dates of the

The sale of Sheepskins has also beenremaining series in 1912.

deferred,pending the settlement of the coal strike#,.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

i
Managing Director#

I/ J i !

\.C
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Despatch no • 1102 per "Orcoma" ,3rd April, 1912, 

Precis of Contents,

1. Acknowledges despatches,letter,and cables,

2. Deals with accounts for 1911.

S# On Meat Filler.

4. Explains instructions about salvage and previous

5. Remarks on purchase of wood from Sandy Points

6. On Engineer for Goose Green#

7. Advises arrangement about Waldron1 s wire having been made.

8. Assistance to be given r.e Wireless installation*

9. On rise of outward freights by PSN steamers#

10. Remarks on proposed hiring of "Lafonia" and on wood from Lamb.

11. On termination of Dr,Foley*s services#

12. Asks for certificate of loss of deck cargo ex "Ragnhild".

13# Coal shipment prevented by strike#

14. Advises offer of Montevideo agency to Maclean & Stapledon#

error#

15, Remarks of "Nuuanu" #

16. Suggests collecting average contributions in Stanley in future.

17. About Yost type-writer#

18. Acknowledges despatch per H.M.S."Glasgow”.

19. Discusses question of titles to land#

20, Refers to Census return.

21# On necessity for examining "Samson"fe bottom periodically.

22. H.M.S.Glasgow*s accounts not received.

23. Will order a stop valve for the "Samson"•

24. Refers to wood per "Ragnhild".

25. Correspondence with Salvesens; remarks on water boat#
:
i 26. On cargo per "Junin" short delivered#

27. Reports alteration in dates of Wool- sales#
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

Despatch No.1101 dated 4th March,1912. ,

Remarks on Accounts .& replies to remarks.

Remarks on Stores and replies to remarks.

List of Parcels.

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

i List of Enclosures.

List of Dutiable goods per "Oravia'6-

H 2 casks Sealskins ex CorcovadoA/ sale for

Second of Exchange for £ 56 . 11 . 2 on J.Kirwan.

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia"

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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i
Ehblosures ' via' Liverpool *' i

...u ^Originals- , j . i

•■

1 Cppies of Cablegrams received: 13th & 26th March.

2 Copies of Cablegrams sent/16th.,-27th,28th 8c 29th March#

Clients Reports

3 37 bales Wool ex "Junin"7l

v4 4 ? ) 7 7

5 V£enuta"H 8c B 324.

6 J B 101 * > 9 9

7, " Junin"SI 1 9 9

c ..8 * rjK 33 * 9 7 7

9 L 34 7 77 7

10 "Kenuta"AP 145 9 9

,l Junin"11 C C W a 7 9

"Kenuta"12 S 17 a 7 7

W ED 16 casks Tallow "Junin"13

<914 2 7 77 7

C^b 52 

H. gt B 30-' Salted Hides

15 7 77 71

16 7 7

B 6C S 1217 7 77 7

18 10K 7 77 7

Copy of letter from T 8c S.Plmm dated 9th March with 

prices for New Season's Butter-.

Copy of letter from R.L.Connell of 25th March.

DuCroz Doxat & Cols notice re dated commencement of 3rd 

series of WTool Sales.

Copy of letter from the Pacific Steam Navigation Co.

dated 27th March.

Copy of letter to Q-lanvill Enthoven 8c Co.dated 27th Jany.
1906.

to Chr.Salvesen 8c Co. of 19th 26th March 
8c 1st April 8c theirs of 29th March.

Copies of Brokers.' Reports on Sundry Produce per Junin
8c Kenuta

19

20,!
21

22
:I

23

Copies of letter
24

25
i

j!
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26 Copy of Letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 2nd &

of the 3rd April-.
Letters for the following;—

A.L.Allan (2)

W. A. Harding..

Dr Foley.

our reply

London 3rd April,1912
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c
Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Account/ Current/ & Vouchers#1
2 Remarks on Accounts#
3 Remarks on Stores#
4 G-eneral Invoice goods per "Oronma1'

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma"
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for collection & B/L attached#

5
6

London 4th April,1912

j

Ji
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CLlir jfitlhlctut) Jglmtfr# (bompmw, WxmxU'it.

6' /, (//U/y'<c/s/ ?./:/ Swlee//,

: INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.,' ' —

REGISTERED 1902

Pr/- Supplementary Mail, 

N? 1104.
:?

.40 ii.toru/on/z. a_.__3rd May,

Sir,

Since writing via Liverpool I have received, your unofficial 

letter of the 3rd. ultconveying gratifying news about the start 

at GooBe Green,which has been communicated to* the Directors. Weiss 

seems to have acted most Judiciously in beginning very slowly in 

order to get the men acquainted with the work,and So feT he Seteift® 

to be bearing out the favourable opinion we have fbrtted Of MM,
both from your reports and from his own letter®. I tf&tb

of 1050 fctefe# H# #9
cannot expect that he will get fe&iS fifetuadh.

find that if meat gets here iii JUhb it it to' heet a good
ii ;-^srorb«tea,t5r yau fthcWtd

jaake a shipment,at all events send H|s a fed aejaples of
meat,as well as of tongues

designed by Mr,Allen for an output

t

I
1 market,so that if there

**^w.% % fmti *nr WMt*
tors,who hold the mortgage deed execute 10

say that they have none of the leases or

2. The Auditors cadi

to he with them, I think, how ever, that if you can W*$

keeping them in the safe in Stanley the Auditors will be satis

fied. Mrs.Smith spoke vaguely about paying off a first instauI#Stfb,
but gave no definite instruct ions, and as I see that their balaa&Gfe
in December was under £900 it could not have been done. She
give us notice when the time comes in the usual way.

3. The Marconi Company say that the action of the Uruguayan
Government is not to keep messages from passing through Moa1#v;£{4<- 

to
eo,but StfJE constitute a Government monopoly. The Marconi Company 

have supplied or will supply the apparatus,and those using it w4.ll

W. A. Harding, Esq. • 9

Manager,

1 Stanley,
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have to pay a fee,probably represented by

would seem,therefore,that you will not have to depend on Sandy 

Point as

so much a word. It

a receiver though, since the cable charge is the 

to Montevideo,now reduced to 2/9d
same as

per word,there would he no ob- 

happened to be outject in usuing the latter unless Randy Point 

of order#

4. On talking over the Lafonia salvage with 

have come to the conclusion that
our Eroker,we 

even if the Underwriters
to pay us a lump sum,we have no figures whatever

agree

as regards ex-[

penses that we can put "before them, I have therefore decided to 

cable for these next week,and they must include 

stores if any,such

off, If the men lived ahhore

all wages and

rope,supplied for the purpose of heaving

you had no doubt also an account for 

provisions. I hoped that when you knew that the salvage claim

as

could not be put in you would have sent these particular^ 

first mail.

5, A singular mistake has occurred oyer some Skjfife Shygted 

1?y Stickney Eros,,which we are going to get remedied «i jp
can,but it will be an intricate and difficult affair* Jt 

that by the same steamer there were some 16 bales fr©& Pun^a 

as also with a Club mark,and these went to John Hoar© A Co.,irho

sold them;and have accounted for the proceeds to the consignee. 

The two lots got mixed up,and Stickneys are some 5oo skins short, 

I- have seen Mr.Ansdell today with Mr#Rhodes Cobb,and we shall try 

next week to sift the matter# As the Explotedora Co#ship under 

the Club mark I am suggesting to Mr#William Stickney that he had 

better adopt another.

6. Looking at the large increase in the stock of Stores in

Stanley,nearly £40,000,it occurs to me to ask if you cannot manage

to reduce it by watching your indents most carefully,and only

sending for what is actually wanted. I know that some large ship-
all

ments had arrived at the end of the year,but still you had the 

stock in hand shortly after the beginning of January,and it would 

take a long time to bring it down materially# Adding to it tlie 

stocks of various kinds of Stores in the Camp>there was a total 

of £49,574 in unconsumed stores at the end of the year,and this
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is getting into large figures. A stock of £30,000 was the usual 
■thing ten years or so ago,and an endeavour should he made to keep 

down to this. We have to pay for all supplies here,and what with 

our own shipments and the goods obtained from the Plate and else
where we are not always too full- of money in London,in fact a had 

wool year with a heavy reduction in the proceeds handled would 

he embarrassing. Although we have borrowed since the beginning -Of 
the year more than I hoped we should have to do,we are all right 

now,and I am only looking to the future#
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

r

Managing Director.

L
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^Enclosures via Liston.

Originals

1 Account Current 
Remarks 

Remarks

General Invoice 

List of General 

Corrected list 

Parcel Receipt for 

Sight Draft for 

Eden Fisher & 

Clients' Invoices

& vouchers* 

on Accounts.& Replies.2

3
on Stores & Replies.

goods per "Orissa" 

Cargo per "Orissa"

4

5

6
of Dutiable Gobds ]ber " Orissa" 

package of Oxley's Knives
7

8
£ 52 # ? • 9 on J, Kirwan for 

^ Co's invoices
collection9

Co.6 C.H,Hobbs

goods per "Orissa"
10 Vere Packe,Bertrand & Felton & Mrs Hansen

JuninM 1 "Kenuta" 

& ft • A.Harding.

11 Copy of freight Accounts " Orissa" "
L.Allan & F.H.Weiss.Letters for A.12

ZZ Clients' Reports:-.
13 J.B. 221 bales Wool ex "Potosi"14 T R 146

9 9 9 915 S & S 145 9 9 9 916 AFC 40
9 9 9 917 1Co' s press copies of N A 358 bales <fe W C TArex "Potosi" 118 b 1 W°01

i

London 4th May,1912

>

!

t
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'N/* Jhilhlam^ Jglmtd# (Unitrotnv, Winnie i\.
c ■ INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ' 

REGISTERED 1902.
O

6'/, ic/s
Per Orissa. 

JV° 1103.
y

12.1st May ,c^^-o /'ueon-.i: c.__

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 414 and

and of no#416 per "Solstreiff" 

on the 20th id. Your letter of 7th March per HfM,S. "Glasgow’1 ar

rived on the 9th ult.

415 per "OriBsa" on the 17th ult • 9

2. 414-2. Mr,Dean thinks that his work will he carried on 

this season with the Port Stephens cutter,hut would like to phfoo

ter a schooner next year if possible,or possibly buy a vessel. I 

told him that the difficulty with us would be that if we let him

have either of our vessels,we might have to send for it in the 

middle of the season in the event of any accident happening to 

the ’’Columbus'', I think that he would be prepared to take this

risk,and it would undoubtedly be of advantage to us to get the 

hire for several months free of all expense to ourselves.

3. Par.3. With regard to the MJ.P,Smith",my idea is that her 

bottom is much sharper than that of the "Vicar",which I have seen 

in dry dock,and therefore that there would be more likelihood of 

her canting over when grounded,* but if you think she would be bet

ter than the other,use your own judgment. The "Snowsquail" affords 

an illustration of grounding a sharp bottomed vesselj when brought 

ashore she was intended to lie upright I was always told.

4. Par.6. From what Mr .Dickinson's Manager said when here I

judge that his traveller will go to the Islands annually with sam

ples, and we shall probably benefit by the opportunity this afford- 

He has asked iave to send Ejlfew extras this time,being some 

new goods that he thinks will take. It is satisfactory to hear

ed.

W. A. Harding, Es q • 9

Manager,

Stanley.

r
__ _____r—



that you axe arranging a change in the management of the Drapery 

Store,and we shall look for your reports on thiB,as well as fur

ther information on the subject generally,as the figures you give

are neither clear nor convincing. You say that the sales amounted, 

to £1650,and that as the all-round profit is 33# the gross profit 

is £550. But if you mean that the profit is 33# on cost intogoods
store,you will' see,if you look again,that the cost of the gn&H

would he £1240,and the profit at 33# (which we assume means one- 

third or 33 1/3#) £413 only,for if your cost was £1100 and the 

proceeds £1550,the profit would he 50# not 33. You deductgross
from the gross profit £84 for wages,which does not seem to in

labour in getting the goods into Store,£35 forelude cartage or 

rent and coal,an amount v/hich seems extremely small,and interest 

on Capital £125,which we assume to he 5# on £25005 deducting

these from the gross profit we get a net profit of £169 per an

num, subject to a loss on unsaleable stock which you put at £50, 

though considering the class of goods this seems an almost impos

sibly favourable estimate. If these figures are correct,it seems 

carrying on this Store at a loss5 but I hope that you-that we are
have unintentionally done it an in justice, and that the'result is

clos^Ly,A
account of the cost of all goods that go

It wants looking intoreally better than you make it. 

and you should send an
We know that into the Store,separately from the general- invoice.

stock of some £2500 or more,and that theDecember iter there is a
increased the last two years; but you should let usfigures have

have the values just mentioned, say for 1911,to complete the in-

formation required. If this Store really pays,or can be made to
a strong impression that under repay, well and good,but I have 

cent management it has been ajdrag on the Store generally,and that 

better to drop it,unless Mrs.Conroy can show betterwe should do

results.
5. Par.10. The sale' of flour at 2d.per lb.does not seem to 

yield much of a profit,when freight and charges are considered, 

what do you make it? I do not see,without explanation,how this 

remark that Argentine flour ought to cost less when

than when it has paid freight to Liverpool
answers the

sent direct to Stanley



a&d back to the Plate. This seems self evident,and the explana

tion why it costs as much or more has yet to he found.

Par. 11. I thought it hardly necessary to notify the PSNC 

about the entry of discount on the Bill of Lading per "Oropesa", 

as they have said so recently that it will not occur again. If it 

does,please report it.

7. The "Bagnhild" papers seem to he in order,and the claim 

for loss of wood is being put forward.

Par. 13. It is evident that you cannot he more precise than 

you have been in asking for space in the cargo boats,and if their 

despatch from the West Coast is irregular you cannot be blamed fbr 

giving them incorrect advices.

9. Par. 14, It looks as if the engagement of Weiss is wholly 

satisfactory,and as men have been brought from Punta Arenas the 

Works should run this year very differently from last. I got a 

letter from Weiss written before he left,and am pleased to* see 

that he evidently has an eye to economy in working.

10. Par.15. We had not heard anything about the wireless 

Companies having been turned out of Uruguay,* this is surely an 

international matter,and it is to be hoped that stfong pressure 

will be brought to bear on the authorities there,for it is only 

by the co-operation of all countries that wireless telegraphy can 

be made completely efficient. If as it seems messages from Stan-

6.

8.

ley cannot pass through Montevideo- or Maldonado,the Chilian au

thorities have only to adopt the same attitude at Punta Arenas, 

and the costly installation will be of no practical use. In these 

circumstances,is not the xaqa extension of the system to- South 

Georgia rather a wild-cat scheme that ought to be opposed?

11. 415-2. I forwarded the New Island account to-Leith,al

though it seemed somewhat incomplete. No reply has come as yet.

12. Par.3 and 416-2. £he news about the boiler of the "Colum

bus is serious,and much to be regretted,as she was getting along

so w,ell with the collection of wool-. I enclose a letter from 

Salvesens,reporting that they have a cable about the boiler,and

detailing what they intend to do . No doubt you have got the "Laf-
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ofria" at work again,and it is a thousand pities that the "Gwen- 

dolin" cannot also he put in commission. This break-down only 

shows that the fears expressed over and over again in the matter 

of trusting to one steamer for the whole of the coast work have 

been justified; it must always he risky,for even if the hollers 

and everything in the steamer were in the best order,there is 

always the possibility of striking a rock,which would he as had 

or worse, I have heard nothing from Salvesens lately,hut must 

now write,and will tell them what you say about the way the 'patch 

was put on. The "Columbus" has earned a good deal of money^and 

if it had not been for the p loss of time and work when the crank 

shaft gave way the estimates made of her earningB seem likely to 

have been justified,

13. Par,3. The despatch of the Samson to Darwin wit& th£ 

passengers from Punta Arenas was justified,but any proposal to 

use her for the West mail service would not meet with the approval 

of the Board. In fact,until she has had her overhaul,which we as

sume will have to be at Sandy Point,her use should be confined 

to what is strictly necessary. From Salvesens1 letter I judge that 

the mail service will be performed by whalers.

14. Letter of 7th March, It is becoming more and more clear

that it was a mistake to repair the "Nuuanu".

15. I have written to our Solicitors for a definite state

ment regarding the law on the subject of titles to land the pos

session of which has not been disputed for a period,and shall

have the answer in time for the mail, I am told that after 12 

years the claimant has to prove his title,and that 40 years1 pos

session entitles to holder to ownership. I have xb£ also ber told 

that the mortgage is of no consequence,and need not be brought in 

at all,as it is the undisputed possession that counts,it would 

therefore be wrong to apply to have the mortgage registered now, 

after 59 years! I enclose copy of an extract from some replies I

enquiries in 1889,which you no doubt have, 

but it might take some time to find them, You will see that I got

made to our Solicitors

a copy of the mortgage,no doubt from W,Biggs,and that he knew at



that "time ‘that/ Mr.Dean had taken possession. There is no doubt 

t-hat; our title ■to the land is "beyond question,and no doubt Messrs. 
Bischoff*s letter will clear the whole matter

16. It is unfortunate that the PSNC have had to complain of 

your disregard of their instructions about the deposit to be ob

tained on cargo per " Oravi-a", and on another occasion you will 
them

have to carry out jcfraring-A
doubt that we,as agents,are responsible for the money. I have 

explained already that it is to the consignees of the cargo,and 

not to the Underwriters,that the shipowners look for the

up.

CK,for I fear that there is no>;<* i** :-4 <■ t v. ■<> «•. i

money,
and it is incorrect to apply to the shippers,who in many cases 

would have no funds in hand to advance in anticipation of the

settlement to be made later on by the Underwriters. We have paid 

our own assessment,and I hoped that you would have sent an ac

count of the rest,which could have been paid here in advance of 

the collection you are bound to make. If not remitted from Stan

ley it will be a loss to the mail agency,for I assume that you 

would be entitled to charge 5$ on the amount, just as you■ do on

passages and freights.

17. I have mentioned to the Board what you wrote me private

ly about selling land, and they have no objection to parting with 

lots that cannot be of any use to us. When I built houses for the

carter and gardener,I intended to do so also on the piece between, 

but that might go if you think it desirable; there are also other 

lots you mention on the|hill,but inside the town fence,and possi

bly some behind the Marmont Row buildings. You should ask a price

considerably over the upset,and the front road lots should not be 

parted with for any consideration. If you meet with any buyers

the conveyances will have to executed here under seal-,and the

sales must be made subject to the approval of the Eoard.

18. The wool has sold at very good prices,better than we had 

looked for,and as the "Potosi" arrived on the 26th we are Hurry

ing the wool into the sale of the 4th. I shall ask the Brokers to

post you the prices,as it will be on a Saturday afternoon.

L
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19. With the approval’ of the Eoard I have written to the C. 

0.suggesting a repeal of the Ordinance providing for the taxation 

of the principal exports of the Colony,on the ground that it was 

a temporary measure passed for the purpose of restoring the Colo1- 

nial finances,which no longer need holstering up,and also that 

the system of taxing .exports at all is a vicious one. We are in

formed that no self governing Colony imposes such a tax on the 

industry of the inhabitants. It cannot be pretended that more 

is wanted to carry on the Government,and the tax now canmoney
only be maintained on the principle that the Colonists are to be 

punished for being successful. This may help our friends in Leith 

who are protesting against the tax on Whale oil, lately imposed,but

up to the present not approved as far as we know.

20. I now enclose Messrs.Bischoff & Co.fs reply to questions 

about the title to the land in Stanley,and it is quite satisfact- 

. You have neither to produce nor register the Mortgage,and

have to do is to sit tight and plead the Statute of Limi—
ory

all you
tations. Mr.Dean1s Statutory declaration,I may mention,was given

for our satisfaction,and is of no interest to any outsider. The 

of undisturbed possession turns out to have been 20 yearBperiod
at that time,hut is now 12. I think that in par.15 my remark ab

out the period of 12 years was not precisely correct,hut it does 

the whole thing is cleared up hy Messrs.Bischoff1snot matter,as

letter. There can be no harm now in asserting our title by fenc

ing the whole or a portion of the land.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Despatch no. 1103 per "Orissa" ,1st/ May, 1912.

Precis of Subjects.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letter.

2. On vessel for Pebble Island.

3. As to hulk for Goose Green.

4. On Drapery Store.

5. Remarks on the importation of flour.

6. Subject of discount on freight not mentioned to PSNC.

7. "Ragnhild" claim in order.

8. No "blame due to Stanley re wool shipments.

9. Remarks on labour for Goose Green and satisfactory letter

from Weiss.

10. On exclusion of wireless messages from Uruguay.

11. New Island accounts sent to Leith.

12. On failure of Columbus's boiler.

13. Approves despatch of Samson to Darwin,but expresses objection 

to her use for other purposes.

14. Repair of "Nuuanu" not justified.

15. Discusses subject of land near Church.

16. On contributions to be collected re "Oravia's average.

17. Gives permission to negotiate for sale of land in Stanley.

18. Reports sale of Wool ex "Junin" and "Kenuta".

19. Tax on Exports,some remarks on.

20. Further on land question on receipt of Solicitors1 letter.
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Enclosures vi-a Liverpool,

Duplicates.

Despatch No.llQ2 dated 3rd April,1912 

List of General Cargo per ?,,bOrcoma,T 

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma”

Remarks on Accounts.

Second of Exchange for £ 51 * 7 .2 

List of Enclosures.

Remarks on Stores.

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Orcoma" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orcoma”

List of Parcels.

Clients* Wool reports

37 bales Wool ex "Junin'*z
9 4 9 r 9 9

S I 1. .9 9 9 9

9c c w 9 >» 1

34L 7 9 9 9

"Kenuta”S 179 9 9

145AP- 9 99 9

J B 101 9 9 9 9
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Enclosur.es via Liverpool*

Originals

Wool Market Reports,

Copies of Cablegrams sent.

Copies of Cablegrams received.

Copy of letter from J.W.Harker & Co.dated 13th 
April re Pile Driver*

Shepherds* Agreements in favour of A.MacAulay,- 
M*Macken2ie & R.Montgomery.

Copy of letter from Chr*Salvesen & Co.dated
15th April*

Original letter & report from the International 
Correspondence Schools re P.Mills*

Copy of letter from C.H.Hobbs & Co.dated 19th 
April re Hay.

Copy of letter from Anning & Cobb dated 26th April 
re Sheepskins ex "Junin11

Clients® Sheepskins contracts

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

20 bales Sheepskins ex 11 Junin11S.10

18McG11 9 9

3F12 99

14WP13 9 9

cfh
/(' 1814 9 9

12SI15 9 9

11z16 ) 9

3117 L 9 9zz
4F B18. 9 9

6WED1-9 9 9

H & B 2620 9 9
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Cs

Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co.dated. 30th April.

Copy of letter from Herbert Dickinson dated 30th April and
Proforma Invoice attached. ;........
to the colonial Office dated 24th April

22

Copy of letter 

Extract from Enclosure in Despatch No.480.
23

24
Letters for the fo;llowing

A L.Allan & Mrs Allan (2)

W.C.Oirling.

W.A.Hacding.

1

hors.on 1st May, 1912

*
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tlee/s.P'r Oropesa. 

1105. /
^Zo/2,aony£. aAr° 2 9th Max* -.. yp/12.

Sir,

1 have ho acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.417 

and letter of the 15th ult.,which arrived on the 13th inat.
2. 417^2.

Board, assented was that he
The arrangement with David Smith to which the 

was to occupy the Islands formerly 

leased to him,at £60 for the remainder of his life,Swan Island

"being included. They do not wish to grant another lease,and 

free to deal with the property after his death. I think that the 

same arrangement was made with Fell,Both he and Smith having "been 

heads of their departments for a long time "before they left our 

service,in fact I "believe that David Smith was at that time the

are

oldest; servant; we had. I doubt; if there was ever a lease of Swan 

Island* we used it ourselves for some time as a fattening grounds 

but it was not always convenient to attend to the sheep at the 

proper time,and we gave up the use of it* Smith asked for it,and 

was allowed to occupy it at short notice.

3, Par.3. I think that if you had carefully re-perused the 

remarks you made on labour,you would have seen that they came to 

us as an expression of your own opinion, and you would have been 

inclined to revise your opening sentence,and to say that you had 

inadvertently done an injustice to your intelligence. With regard 

to the arrangement not having been reported by you,Mr.Girling in

formed, us on the 30th October that the men had reiterated their 

demand for a 50<jo advance of wages when working afloat,and,if the 

dispute was settled on your return,you will,I feel sure,see on re- j 

flection that you should have let us know by the following mail,

.

V/. A. Harding, Esq. i•)

Manager,

Stanley.

!

i
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instead of waiting until the 22nd of January,when the information 

was given in reply to a question from this side, The settlement 

cxyqld not have teen influenced ty the Board's opinion,and the 

news oould have teen conveyed in a line or two. To turn to the 

subject of the wages question itself,the Board consider that the 

'best, way of preventing the spread of labour unrest from this 

country Is to anticipate demands by granting an advanc,e before

It is asked for,in such cases as may appear deserving if it. The*

cost of living in. Stanley has risen,and wages have been station

ary tor over 30 years; a Stanley labourer with a family is about 

the worst paid man in the Colony,and the. Directors approve of 

your raising his pay to 9d.per hour,notwithstanding that it will 

carry with it a proportionate increase in overtime pay. You must, 

however,make it understood that it is an all-round rise,as you 

put it,and that we contract to load the "Columbus" at a rate that 

barely repays expenses,so that the wages paid fall upon us and 

are on our account, just as much as those earned on landing goods 

from the mailboats ,for the delivery of which we oontraot. The 

Directors agree with your views on carpenters' wages,and do not 

suggest a rise in any case hut the labourer s', as men in other 

branches are well enough paid. In connection with this question 

I have to announce that in consideration of our xg prosperity it 

has been decided again to give a 10# bonus all round on last 

year's salaries and wagesj this will be calculated in the usual 

way,but if you have any suggestion to make tending to an .exten

sion to the more permanent among our day labourers,the Board

would be willing to give'it full consideration.
4. Par.4. We are much interested in the slip question,and 

from what you say it looks as if the time had come when we ought 

to have one of our own,provided that the difficulty of laying the 

below low water mark turns out to be a bogey. Mr.Salvesenways
has been in London lately,and since his return to Leith we have 

been in correspondence on this subject. The position is this:—

:

they have landed the materials for one at N.ew Island,but for some 

unexplained, reason do not wish to go, on with it,and would rather

-
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we took it off their hands 

likely that they 

ia and the Shetlands 

time,hut this is

and pub it up in Stanley. I thunk it 

may he thinking of concentrating on South' Georg- 

,and abandoning New Island in the course of
pure conjecture . The slip is capable of taking 

up the "Columbus",and therefore unnecessarily large 

son"
for the "Sain-

is a good fault. We hear from 

wants to put up the slip you have 

once,and we think that if we do not

and the Whalers,though this 

Mr.Salvesen that the Governor
mentioned perhaps more than 

take it over the Government 

that seem to visit Stanley just 

slip if there were 

than those charged at Sandy Point,

may do so. With the number of Whalers 

now,most of which would use the
one,it ought to pay well,even at lower rates

Bub if there were two compet
ing with one another,the probability is that both would show a
loss. That/ -the venture is under consideration we know from what 
Mr,Harcourb,the Secretary of State,said,when Mr. Blake, Mr .Salv.es-

en,and I saw him a fortnight ago. The Directors are willing to

build a slip in Stanley,if we can satisfy ourselves that the
scheme is a practicable one,and there are certain questions bo be
considered,most of which are referred to in a letter to Salvesens 

dated the 21st inst a copy of which is enclosed. Owing to Whit

suntide,this portion of the despatch is written in advance,and I

• 9

may have more to report before the mail closes. 

5. Par,5. The account of expenses on the "Lafonia" is exact
ly what was wanted,and the papers have gone in for adjustment. I

said that I was going to cable for them,but I found that I had 

written about them already,and that they were likely to arrive 

this mail,so did not do so.:

6. Par,9. We paid the PSNG our contribution on the "Oravia" 

some time ago,and I understand that the Crown Agents would do the 

same. As to the small consignees,their amounts should be collect

ed and remitted without delay..

7. Par,10. The meat,we are assured,will sell on its merits, 

and the value will not be enhanced by a certificate.

8. Par.11. The reason for not cabling the profits is not

very convincing,for the question of depreciation is one for this

■i
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office,and the 

suits of the
amount from Stanley is a rough guide as to the re

year which we are glad to have a few weeks in ad* 

vance of the mail,. At all events,let us have it in future*what
ever it may he. 

9. Par. 14. I have given Messrs .Salvesen your ea&a&aa&idtt 
about the holler repairs,and they
they have accepted it without demur.

apparently satisfied,asare

I am endosing a 'hupy at ts*
survey report and recommendations,from which it wouM -ae&a 

when the patches have been put on there will he life in -the boil-
that

er yet.
10. Par.16. 

to pay heavily. Langridges
Coal is a difficult Question, and #« tb&ll hav&

are on the look out for -m hut
without success at present,however I judge that yaa^are ,ntt inf a

hurry, as you do not ask for a shipment by steaiU Ifeen-ih Xdver-

Pool I asked Mr.Lamb what he would deliver 600 tbtft -for,and his 

reply was that the "Magellan" was just tJAWtiff With

go of their own,and that he would do, it f$p 'Sfe/6,cMi.f. The coals

and he wants about 333/..-height. 1 nearly 

closed with him,but he wanted to make ab6\Ifc rate of

delivery, and I told him that that TtfjSt* ybUT-affair,snd that 1 

could not guarantee more than that y©U wtSeaAjpufc a bejk- or hulks 

alongside,into which they could discharge as Cast os -they could. 

He wanted to be sure of delivering *00 ton® -a day, and at that 

dropped the matter. In such a caae^#|^t, wfigp. it =be epfe to say^ 

As to house coals,SalvesenB know of % sailer .going out that would- 

take coal from Blyth,and mention EG/ .freight.'?: -replied with a 

counter suggestion of 25/., and have heard no saore at present.

11. Par. 18. Please explain why you Aid not gable the arrival 

of the "Wiscombe Park" for repairs, especially .as she belongs to' 

a single ship Company. We have lately got the #mcnajb of hear lis- 

bursements by cable,and I shall write to ±&h -Mane^afflg Chr^e^^but 

it is too late to ask for a credit.

a cap-

now cost about 21/ • 9

wa-

12. Par.19. It is most satisfactory to hear

has reaohed Darwin in safety,and Captain Thomas is to be congrats
with his accustomed skill.

Estafcgt.

13. Par.21, It is difficult to know where to begin in reply-

ulated on accomplishing the transfer 1
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ing to your remarks about the "Samson",which appear to have been 

written in much haste,and perhaps under pressure of disturbing 

influences. I will say first that when she was sent out,she was 

intended to; he used mainly as a tug for bringing vessels into 

harbour and for transporting lighters,hilt also,should the occas
ion arise/for performing salvage services. The idea of using her 

as a passenger or despatch vessel was not contemplated,and if it 

had been suggested the proposal would not have found favour,for 

absence from Stanley might mean the loss of a valuable tow. Her 

use in the mail' service a few years age was not liked,and yttr 

know that I submitted personally to a good deal, of discomfort in 

my passages by schooners in 1910,when I declined the use of the 

tug to carry me to the Camp stations,solely for the purpose of 

showing that I did not consider that she was intended for that 

sort of work. The explanation you now give of the trip to Darwin 

before Christmas is quite satisfactoryj what the Directors do not 

like is hearing of these trips from others rather than yourself; 

they have been mentioned at times casually,in no case ip re#ly 

to enquiries, and among them we have heard of a picnic to Kidney
Island,which may be capable of explanation,but in the absence of 

it strikes us as most undesirable,especially considering what we
What 11paunderstand to be the boat's present shaky condition.

should be taken in future is quite clear: the Company's work toUst 
not be allowed to suffer,and should there be urgent need in the 

Camp of any materials or stores that she could carry, or should 

there be passengers to be conveyed to or from a mail boat,you
warranted in using her for those purposes,repobt-would be fully

ing the fact at the time. As regards clients,in the present cir
cumstances we are under no obligation to them,as we are not res- 

for the breakdown of the "Columbus"; but we shoulA do 

to help them,and,as you say. that the working expenses
ponsible
what we can
of the "Samson" are £13 per day,it would not be too much to ask

and tear and incidental, ex-515 per day from them to oover wear 

penses. Should, others,not oBents,want to use her,she should not 

for less than £30 per day. We should like to have details ofgo



t-he charges that make up the £12 

standing expenses,for the total dehits 1
per day,and *the amount; of the 

in the year are high,in 

-shire11 she would have
f&ct had it not *been for the 11Inverness 

year frota £?00 to £800. 
the balance of profits without

lost last
It is interesting to see that 

depreciation,as shown in the Stan- 

£4987.19.5,hut that 

we bought her the total

ley hooks from 1900 to 1911,is 

been written off since
as £4800 has

profits for 11§ 

she now stands in our hooks atyears amount to £187.19.5 only,and 

the value of £1200,which is about right.. She was purchased less 

cash,(see Timeswith a prospect of an immediate return in hard 

article this mail) "than with

venience; she lias been most useful,in fact
a view to general utility and 

indispensable,as
con-

one
of the working units in our business; at the same time,while we 

do not regard her a profitable investment,we like to thinkas

that she is run without actual loss.

You call attention to 

hurriedly for
my use of the word "probably": writing 

a mail it is not always easy precisely to measure
my intended meaning would have been bet

ter expressed by eliminating the word altogether.

phrases,and in that case

You refer also

charter of the "Araucania" 

and the use of the schooners,in a way that fails to do them jus-b

ice; they had a perfect right to enquire,and the explanation in

to Messrs.Salvesens1 objections to the

both cases was accepted without further question. Since my de

fence of your action in the former case was stated in the clear
est terms,it is impossible to understand your remark that it was

condoned but not approved. Whwn you complain that you are not al
lowed to use any and every opportunity at hand to- cope with the

work left undone by the "Columbus",you are stating the case with

i

a want of precision; the Samson carries four tons I think,and 

cannot seriously be regarded as a freight earner,but the schoon

ers, if fit for work and if crews are obtainable,should be used 

without hesitation. You will say at once that men are the diffi

culty; but the "Lafonia" might go to sea with Capt.Thomas and a 

scratch crew,as you have yourself suggested,and she would do 

thing. Unfortunately the error in not repairing the "Gwendolin"

some- i
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is now proving serious,and. we rather wonder "that; when hampered 

"by ship work you did not, try to get the repairs done overtime hy
contract. Would it "be quite impossible to borrow Osborne for a

month or two?

Finally,we know that you must be harassed and worried to 

distraction,and the Directors fully sympathize with you in 

difficulties, At the same time you should console yourself with 

the fact that they do not blame you for the trouble you are in,arfc 

that others have no right to do so'. It is clear that the situa

tion has not been created by us,but by all those who in 

and out of season have clamoured for a steamer,and it is on reco* 

that I,and you yourself I think,have always feared the polioy of 

putting all our eggs in one basket,and have said so. This should 

be your sufficient answer to those,if there are any,who blame you 

and the Company,and,although it is annoying to us to see the car

riage an of goods and produce delayed,we must in the circumstanc

es put the best face on it we can. The Directors,as I have said, 

do not hame you,and pass without remark over some hurried expres

sions, to which^in other circumstances,they might have taken ex

ception.

your

season

14. Par,23. Messrs .Salvesen report that on the 22nd inst.

they received a cable announcing the arrival of the "Columbus"
hadat Montevideo. If she has not the same trouble that the "Samson"

had over getting into the dock, - connected with tides I think - 

she ought to be back in the Islands by the time this reaches you.

15. Since writing par.4,we have heard that the builders of 

the slip offered us have given their opinion that owing to the

gradual slope of the beach at Stanley the length would have to be
and that an engine would be required to pullincreased by 100 ft 

vessels down. This being the case,I fear that the additional' ex-
• 7

pense would make it beyond us,and that the only practicable solu
We shall not entire-tion lies in a slip at New Island after all.

enquiring,but the prospect is not a hopeful one for 

indeed for the Government, and it would be well to let the 

Governor know that in Stanley,for the reason given,the enterprise

ly give ucp
us,nor

!
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has no chance of ‘becoming a paying proposition,much' as 

have liked, to take it
we should

lip.

16. Mr.J,H.Dean is concerned to find 

ed for Pebble Island

a hope that you wil-l reduce the 

told him that 

I could see

that his goods intend -
are detained in Stanley,and he has expressed

charge for warehousing them. I 

we were in no way responsible for the delay,and that
no grounds for meeting his wishes,but that 

mention them to you. If we make allowances of this kind, 

look as if we acknowledge a

I would

it may
responsibility which is in no way

ours.

17. Having failed to get an old schooner to convert into a 

lighter we have been pursuing our enquiries about the cost of 

steel- ones,and roughly the result is that a 100 ton barge would 

cost about £500 f .o .b.Idverpool- in pieces. What if would cost to 

set up we cannot judge here,but an -estimate is enclosed which I 

think is the mininum,and probably understates the labour, 

a steel lighter of this size do in Stanley,bearing in miind that 

it would have to be hauled up at intervals for cleaning 

ing,and that a hole knocked into it would almost inevitably 

it to the bottom? You may by this time have got an estimate from 

Sandy Point.

18. Through an introduction obtained by Mr .Blake he and I 

had an interview with the Right Hon.the Secretary of State late

ly, and stated our views on the subject of the Export tax,to which

We were joined at the last moment by 

Mr.Theodore Salvesen,who was allowed to accompany us,and he put 

forward the case of the Whalers,his firm alone being hit to the 

extent of £1000 per annum. Mr.Harcourt received us very nicely, 

and we were with him for over an hour,during which he pub a good 

many questions to us. He told us,to my surprise,that the financial 

equilibrium of which we heard so much 10 years ago,had not been 

restored,and quoted figures which we could not rebut at the time, 

but which the Government returns and the Governor's late speech 

prove to have been incorrect. I felt that as far as we were con

cerned our grievance was a sentimental one,as we are prosperous

J

/
Would

-3 */« Uo
and paint,-

send

we objected on principle.
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enough to disregard the small amount of the tax,hut tills is a 

matter of principle,and it was pointed out at the time it was 

imposed that the tax was the thin end of the wedge,capable of in

definite extension,being also economically unsound,according to 

the views of authorities; it falls wholly on the producer,and to 

the extent it goes is a restraint on trade,though it may be a 

very small one. There may be a mistaken notion that we object to 

being taxed at alljon the contrary we feet that we are not over

burdened, and if good cause is shown for raising money we should 

be the last to complain; but we do feel1 that xx schemes that ne

cessitate taxation should be subject to the approval of the Un

official Members of Council more than they

that all taxation is evil,but in many cases a necessary evil; 

just now we cannot get away from the suspicion that it is to be

are. Someone has said

imposed as a sort of fine on the prosperity of the Whalers,not 

because the money is wanted. To lay on a tax,and then look for 

ways of spending the money is beginning at the wrong end; the 

Governor seems to be consulting the Whalers on the subject,and 

some of his suggestions are more or less of the wild-cat order. 

Mr.Harcourt asked me what I would suggest as an alternative tax 

if exprts were freed; I replied that I would first of all make

sure that with economy,and the avoidance of such schemes,the Col- 

onial revenue was insufficient to carry on the Government property, 

and I pointed out the large increase that had taken place in the

estimates of late years,and talked of brick-making carried out

against the expressed opinion of those who knew that it would be

a disastrous and costly failure. He made a good many notes,and

the interview may have done some good,although I am not too hope

ful about it.

19. As Mr.Allan will have left before this gets out,I am not 

writing to him,and have only to remark that his letter giving the 

excellent report on Goose Green has given the greatest satisfact

ion to the Board. The question of unnecessary plant we will go 

into when he gets home,and then ask for Mr.Allen1 a reasons for 

including it. I am inclined to think that he would not have spec-
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i^fied anything "that; was no*t necessary,as he was well up ho Ills 

0013,8114 it may turn out; that the apparently superfluous machinery 

will prove to he useful later on,when the numbers dealt with are 

increased. The opinion formed here that the filling machine only 

needed intelligence to work it proves to have “been true,hut in 

view of the urgent appeals for the Waller one they could not he 

resisted. As to tongues,we find that the hest price we are likely 

to get here is 9/.per dozen,and if Smith's factory got l/4|d per 

tin in Valparaiso you should ship our output there. But the guest- 

ion is whether Smith is in Chilian territory or not,for if it is, 

tongues would almost certainly he subject to an import duty, 

and you must first find out whether the prioe is in bond or not, 

and if not,what the dirty is*

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

our

Managing Director.

I am sending an advance copy of the G-eneral Report.20.

; <
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DESPATCH no.1105 per "Oropesa",29th May,1912.

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch and letter.

2. dives details of arrangement with David Smith.

° • On 1atour in Stanley,and advising tonus.

4. Slip for Stanley,Board are willing to take it up

5. Acknowledges details of expenses on "Lafonia".

6. Refers to General Average contritution re 

7• Unnecessary to have meat certified.

On desiratility of catling profits.

9. Remarks on toiler of "Columtus".

Discusses coal shipments and despatch at Stanley.

11. Enquires why "Wiscomte Park" was not advised ty catle.

12. Expresses satisfaction at "Vicar of Bray

13. As to use of "Samson",and general instructions thereon.

14. Refers to "Columtus" in Montevideo.

15. Gives later news on question of slip.

16. On Mr.Dean's goods lying in Stanley.

17. Refers to possitility of shipping iron lighters,

18. Reports interview with Secretary of State.

19. Acknowledges Mr,Allan's letter ty "Oropesa".

20. Annual Report enclosed.

on conditions.

"Oravia".

8.

10.

ii i s arrival at Darwin.



Enc&osuraB via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nos . 1103 & 1104

Remarks on Accounts„

Re-marks on Stores

Bills of Lacing cargo per "ORISSA"

List of General Cargo per "ORISSA"

General Invoice gooes per "ORISSA"

Sight craft on J.Kirwan for £52 .7.9

List of Parcels.

List of Dutiable Gooes per "ORISSA" 

List of Clients' Cargo per "ORISSA"

List of Enclosures.

Clients' A/saless-

C C W 9 bales Wool ex KENUTA

J' B 98 9 9 » 9

H* & a 424 9 9 9 9

S. 179 9 9 9 9

AP 145 9 9 9 9

Lj 34 
Clients' Reports & contracts

9 99 9

A F C 40 bales Wool ex Potosi 
T R 140,
J' B. 221 

S & S 145

9 99 9 reports
only9 99 9

9 99 9
11 bales Skins ex JuninZ

■ i31L 9 99 9
20)S 9 99 9

5 9 99 9 contracts
only

4F Bb 
W E D 6 

W P 14

9 99 9

9 99 9‘

• 9 99 9
3F 9 99 9

McG 18 9 99 9

■
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals I

1 Copies of Cablegrams sentlOth & 24th May#
Copy of Cablegram received 21st May,

Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co. of 20th May,

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen <fc Co.of th$ 16th 

and our letter to them of 21st May,
Wool reports.(market)

Detailed Balance Sheet <fc Profit Loss Statement for 1911,

Printed Balance Sheet for 1911.for Office .
Plan of Slip .

Report on McG 62 Salted Hides ex Mj(?otosi"
Letters for the following:- 

Vere Packe 

W A.Harding.
A.L.Allan.

2
3

4
-13th 8c 22nd

•*/

5
6

7

8
9

London 29th May,1912

i
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-Enclosures via Lisbon,

Originals

1 Account; Current/ and vouchers 

Remarks on Account/S,

Remarks on Shores & replies.

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

2

3

4 |

5 Corrected list of Dutiable Goods per ,,OropesaM 

General Invnice goods per "Oropesa"
Suppliers* detailed accounts 

Sight Draft for £57 . li

6 1

7

8 . 4 with B/L attached 

Estimated cost of 100 ton Steel Barge & plan 

Letter for W.A.Harding.

9

10

11 iClients Invoices goods per "Oropesa"

Vere Packe,Bertrand A Felton,Speedwell Island,
H.6 C.Cobb & Holmested & Elake,Ltd.

Rubber Stamp for office.

Copy of letter from Chr.Salvesen & Co.dated 22nd May,

12

13
;

London 1st June,1912
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1107.. V? v/y 12.28th. Juner.c.

Sir,

I was at Edinburgh, at the beginning of the week,and had a 

long talk with Mr.Theodore Salvesen. He had no definite informa

tion as to the probable duration of the work on the "Columbus" 

at Montevideo,but was confident that when the boilers have been 

properly repaired they will last for a long time yet. He wanted 

to know why Capt.Saanum had gone there instead of to Buenos Ayres, 

where he understood the work would have been done with better 

despatch and at less expense. The scows for the steamer are being 

built at Leith,where they will be cheaper than at Punta Arenas.

I had had a day or two previously an offer of the "Columbus" for 

£3,500,but on mentioning this he explained that a firm of touting 

Shipbrokers had asked if the boat was for sale,and were told that 

she was,provided a more suitable one could be found. I do not 

think,from what he said,that they have any desire to- terminate 

the service in the Islands. I spoke of the disadvantage of the 

deep draught of the steamer,and told him that there were some 

ports which she could not enter,and was consequently debarred 

from carrying a certain amount of wool-. He said that the deeper 

the draught the steadier a vessel became,and that this must be 

an advantage in the heavy seas sometimes met with] but of course 

from a freight point of view this would be more than counterbal

anced. Can you give me the usual working draught of some of the 

Punta Arenas steamers? The depth of hold recorded in Lloyd's Reg

ister does not seem a sufficient guide. I spoke of the possibility 

of our having to ship sheep from the West to the Canning Works,to 

which he replied that the "Columbus" could carry a good number on 

deck. I said that this would not doj whatever vessel we have must 

take sheep both on deck and below,and the complication of having

W.A.Harding,Esq
Stanley.

• y



t0 in Stanley at certain periods for the mails might upset all 

our arrangements,and leave the Works standing idle. The >"ColumbusM 

I said could not carry sheep "below,because "before taking passen

gers s&e would have to be thoroughly cleaned and deodorized #. I 

then said that the only workable plan I could think of was to try 

to make an arrangement with a Punta Areanas steamer to do the 

work as ,e2q>editiously as possible at so much a head,and that this 

could be combined with a cargo of wood from that place,as such a 

cargo usually went across once a year. I told him that we should 

protect tiie interests of his firm by stipulating that the steamer 

was not to carry produce coastwise,and he saw no objection to the 

proposal. He told me that the interview at the C.O.had already 

borne fruit,as there had been some alteration made in the Whaling 

regulations,removing some absurdities,which for want of knowledge 

had been introduced into them.

there will be no more trouble with the "Columbus11 ,and that she 

will get through her work all right.

2. Mr,John H.Dean has bought the "Carina Kirsten",62 tons 

regr,,to replace the "Richard Williams", and has asked us to carry 

out some financial arrangements which will be found detailed in

Mr,Salvesen seemed confident that

another place.

3, The slip question has entered a new phase,and I must ex

plain the present position thoroughly to show that it is not a 

matter of vacillation,but that we have to act according to cir

cumstances beyond our control,which are continually changing. The 

idea of late has been that Messrs.Salvesen would put up at New 

Island the slip that they have sent out, there for the purpose,and 

that we should make use of it for a consideration. They had pre

viously offered it to' us for £1,750 as it lies at New Island,and 

we considered that the price was too high. They have now deter

mined that in no case will they put it up there,and have again of

fered it to us. I had a talk with Mr.Salvesen on this subject,but 

we could not come to terms,and now he writes that they must make 

arrangements for the disposal of the materials. We know whab 

At the interview with Mr.Harcourt last month he re

conversation with Mr.Salvesen to the project the Gov-

other

this means

ferred in a
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ernor had laid before him for hhe establishment/ of a Government 

slip at Stanley,which was in abeyance pending Messrs.Salvesens 1 

decision as to New Island, and there is no doubt whatever that the 

materials will be offered to the Government,in which it is impos
sible to blame them,for they have the materials on their hands, 

and being likely to abandon whaling at New Island are bound to 

turn them to the best account. This does not remove our dislike 

for Government interference in trade,which the Governor is push

ing in various directions,and we are therefore bound once more to 

see what we can do ourselves. We have got two estimates through 

a London agent] the first from Hawthorns & Co,for a slip suffici

ent for the "Samson" or whalers for £530 with £155 extra for hand 

haulage by means of a capstan,the second,the more likely one,from 

Day Summers & Co.of Southampton,capable of taking up the "Colum

bus" or a vessel 150 ft,long,for £1400 with steam haulage,the lat
ter costing £700] this,for the moderate amount of work we could 

expect,would be an extravagance,and we could substitute hand gear 

which would be unlike1# to cost over £220,making the total outlay 

on this side £920, The advantage of this would be that all the 

materials below water would be of steel, and we should be saved 

any trouble from worms. The price compares very favourably with 

what Salvesens ask,and is within our reach. I shall put all this 

before the Board at our next meeting, and I want you to; let the 

Governor know that we have the matter under discussion,while I 

shall give formal notice to the C,0.

correspondence that took place when we bought the foreshore,and

I have been looking tip the

have found a letter that should be valuable. On the 3rd of August, 

1885,1 wrote to the Government detailing the concessions that we 

were to get for our £L, 000, and I fortunately put in a paragraph 

the possibility of our putting up a patent slip atreferring to
some future time,and said that I presumed that the rails could he

sufficient depth below low water 

to be allowed for the jetty. In his 

nothing had been said previously

laid down,in that event,to a 

mark not exceeding what w§s 

reply,the Governor said that as 

about the possible construction of a patent slip he had not taken

ir -vr
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it/ into' consideration; "but; he expressed the pious opinion that in 

t/he interests or the shipping frequenting t/he port; every facility 

should "be afforded by the Government/ for its erection# I asked Mr. 

Salvesen if they had a slip at South Georgia,and found that they 

had lately erected one; he agreed that the Whalers there would 

not "be likely to come to Stanley,but said that those in the South 

Shetlands would* It seems clear that if we have a slip of our own 

we shall not only be able to keep the bottoms of our own vessels 

in good order,but shall, get some outside work,including,of course, 

the "Columbus" herself.
4. We have heard from Messrs.J.Hartley Cooper & Co.that the 

Owners of the "Nuuanu" will pay the bill for the remainder of her 

account,and they hope to be able to hand us a cheque any day,so 

that it is possible that you may be advised of the settlement be

fore this leaves. This is a relief,for it gets us out of an awk

ward situation; Messrs .Brewer & Co. of Boston must be a straight- 

forward firm,for if they had been like some of their compatriots 

might have been in a bad mess..

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

we

1

Managing Director.

P.S. I should add,with reference to the Binnie proposal,that 

I find it was mentioned in your letter of the 17th ult 

that had escaped my notice when I wrote the despatch via Liver

pool; the application was therefore put forward in a regular man-

a fact• ?

ner.

-y
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1106. C70

O/U/on .£.G 2.Lai June,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of 

and of your despatch no.418,which arrived 

2. 418-2.

your letter of the 17th
ult * 9 on the 12th inst.

You make a good suggestion about keeping the 

niture Account,and should adopt it in future.
Fur-

There are times when 

we write off the year's additions altogether,especially when they

are small; hut the advantage of having the items hour®,which you
will appreciate,is that all deliveries 

here,whereas if you charge them to Consumption 

they are practically lost sight of.

are recorded in our hooks

or General- Charges

3. Par,3 . The adjustment of the "Lafonia" claim is going 

through at Lloyd's,hut the omission to charge the 

chor and chain may cause some trouble,although the
cost of the an-

loss having
been mentioned in the log and,I believe,the Protest ought to 

bring it out all- right. It is not clear why you made such a small-
charge as £18 for the use of the "Samson" per day; £20 was the 

rate established in the case of the "Malvina",and the Underwriters
did not even query it This,I find on reference,is not 

correctly stated,but we claimed and got £60 for towing the "Mal

vina" from Choiseul Sound to Stanley,and the work was done in
less than three steaming days.

4. Par.2. For the sake of accuracy in our records I should 

like to find out the discrepancy of more than £2000 between your 

statement of the sales for 1909 and ours,which was taken from your 

Journal entries as per detailed account herewith.

5. Par.4. I notice that the amount of purchases from Braun & 

Blanchard was stated in excess of the actual figures by the addi-

W. A, Harding, Esq • 9

Manager,
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t»ion of* Mr.Packe's invoice,but it does not affect our wish, to 

have such purchases specially reported. What you say about the 

posts is interesting and new to me. As long as I was in the Is

lands the wood from the Straits was inferior and entirely unfit

for building purposes ,whii-le the posts were almost without except-
11

ion rotten at the heart. For this reason we imported fencing posts 

from England,first trying oak,and subsequently taking larch,as 

being more durable under ground. I suppose that they have discov

ered fresh and more durable woods near Punta Arenas,or know how 

to deal with them better; anyhow,if the posts are as sound as the 

larch ones,we ought to give up shipping the latter from here al
together.

6. Par.4a. It is satisfactory to hear that such progress is 

being made with the Wireless apparatus. What we have heard at

present about the impossibility of communicating with Montevideo

is not intelligible for want,probably,of some missing details. It 

would seem to us that,although the Uruguayan Government have turn
ed the Marconi Company out of Montevideo,they may be prepared to 

receive and transmit messages themselves,claiming the same monopoly 

that the British Government have established in all- our possessions 

throughout the world. Is it not a fact that all steamers entering 

the port are obliged to have a wireless apparatus,amd if so,is 

this for communications with the Government alone*?

7. Par.7. We shall point out to the timber people that some 

of the boards per MRagnhildn have been carelessly cut,and take 

precautions against this in future specifications.

8. Par.9. Your account of the settlement with the "Nuuanu", 

as presented in this paragraph,does not meet with'the approval of 

the Board,and a fuller explanation is required. When you reported 

the ship,you asked for a credit for £2,000,and we cabled you on 

8th December to draw for that amount on J.Hartley Cooper & Co.,Ltd. 

agents for the Boston Owners,the draft to be at three days' sight. 

In my despatch 1097-10 I explained that as the money was already 

deposited in London with Brown Shipley & Co. Messrs .Hartley Cooper, 

while unable to transfer the cr0dit to us,had agre&d to the draft;

r
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"being as stated. On the 14th March 

credit opened is insufficient 

nunicated to Hartley Cooper & Co 

tion,after reference to Boston 

order,"

we received your cable"Nuuamu 

increase it to £2750",this we com-
,, and on getting their confirrna-

if
,cabled "Nuuanu" credit is all in

The account 

in excess of the credit,and
now received amounts to £3275.14/,,or £525.14/

you have sent the Captain's drafts
for £2000 at 3 d/s and £1275.14/.at 30 d/s. The consequence of

Cooper as agents 

say that they

this procedure might have "been foreseenj Hartley 

could not deal with the latter,and although they 

would havx willingly have paid bills UP to £2750 at 3 d/s,tjiey

and as acannot at present do more than accept the larger bill, 

matter of fact have sent us a cheque for £2000,leaving the remain
der to be dealt with when the Owners in Boston get the accounts. 
When a credit has been exceeded on previous occasions you have not 

you have not.done sofailed to notify the fact by cable,and why

this time is incomprehensible.

was to draw for £2750 at 3/s,and to cable the position,which 

ftould probably have Been regulated by the time 

the excess being drawn for in

The proper course to have taken

"the mail- got; home,
a separate hill for £525.14/. The

Directors wish you to give a full, explanation of this affair,for 

on the face of it it looks as if as many mistakes have "been made
as it was possible to compress iif^k small . compass,

9. Par. 10. I think that there can he no question that 

entitled as agents to commission on the collection of General Av

erage assessments in the case of the " Or avia", quite as much

we are

as on
passage tickets,in fact mo!re so’,as w.e have a certain amount of li

ability to incur. Details of the amounts paid by us here will be 

found enclosed, and these payments having been made here for your
off ice, in reduction of the liability you are under to collect them, 

should be added to those you have actually collected,and 5# charged 

on the whole amount. It can do no harm to try it on,and if they

object we can fight it out here. You will' naturally not deal with 

sums paid by the Crown Agents and others.

10. Par, 12. I shall ask Messrs,Salvesen to do as you suggest 

about the water boat.

0
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11. Pelt. 13. I shall be seeing Messrs,Salvesen soon,and will 

tell them what; you say about scows for the "Columbus".

12. Par, 14, We can do nothing on “this side about the short

age of cargo ex "Junin",“beyond saying -that the missing bales have 

not come into our possession.

12. Par. 15, The draft on account of the "Wiscombe Park11 has 

been accepted,bub it was a risky thing not to cable,as she does 

not belong to the firm on whom the Captain drew,being a one-ship 

Company managed by them,always the most dangerous class to handle. 
However,it seems that it slipped your memory,and all*s well that 

ends well.

13. Par. 16. Your translation of the mutilated cablegrams was 

nearly correct,and you will have seen the correct version by this 

time. How "well11 got turned into "leg" is not very clear, 

cables are always typed, so this office cannot be blamed for these'

Our

mistakes.

14. Par. 17. You have done well- to get so much cargo out by

the "Columbus" before she went to Montevideo. I hear from Leith

that she is expected to leave that port before the end of the month 

for Stanley.

15. Par, 16. Note has been taken of the two claims for damage 

to wool in shipment, and when this comes forward I hope that you 

will have taken the precaution to indicate the bales concerned, 

and to forward the cost of re-conditioning.

16. Par. 19, We do not know at present whether the chain or

dered by this mail* is the one to replace the piece lost by the 

"Lafonia",and you do not seem to have asked for an anchor. If we 

could ear-mark any supplies of this kind that have gone out late

ly as being replacements,it would be easy to state the value,plus 

freight and charges,to be recovered.

17. We should have been glad of some information about the 

probable next shipment of wool,and whether,for want of a large 

quantity,the mail boats would be bringing any• Some people think 

that the longer it is delayed the better the prices will be,but 

we do not go too much on this,besides which we are getting no re—

-“-7.C
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mittances. We should also have 

long delayed repairs of the " 

the Underwriters

A liked to hear something about the 

Bwendolin",on which subject we and
are equally concerned.

18. As Mr.Allan is assumed to be 

to some remarks in his last letter which 

go into the question of extra supplies not

on his way home,I will allude 

call For attention.We shill
needed when lie arrives, 

tort I expect that as Far as Mr .Allen is concerned his recommend
ations will,For the most part,prove to he justiFied. 

possible that most oF them are so much up to date that 

has not come across them.

It is quite 

even Weiss
It is quite a mistake to suppose that 

Mr .Allen was an architect] he is the right hand man of Wildridge 

& Sinelair,the Engineers,and it was for his qualifications as an
Engineer,as well as his thorough knowledge of what a Canning es

tablishment ought to be that he was selected,and brought all the 

way from Queensland. He was sent by his firm to Singapore to set 

some refrigerating place going,and the most convincing fafct of 

all',in the way of proving what he is,is that Swifts,about the big

gest meat people in the world,had him over to Argentina and Pata

gonia to inspect their property there,before employing him to set 

up Canning works on the Brisbane river for them. In designating 

him, therefore, as merely an Architect,Mr .Allan has fallen into- a

The report of progress at Boose Breen is very satisfact
ory,and it is likely to be even better next year. Other questions, 

such as the supply of materials for next season and the difference 

of opinion between Hubert and Homer on the subject of electric 

lighting we will go into with Mr.Allan.

mistake.

As regards a local de

mand for the mutton, you might keep a small quantity back, and see 

if it exists. Tongues and Extract might go off to a limited extent, 

but I should doubt if there would be any enquiry for mutton,al

though ships or whalers might take some off our hands. If this

year's shipment establishes a good name for the product,we shall 

get out labels for our mutton tins before next season. What Mr,

Allan says about the men from Punta Arenas is very encouraging, 

especially as it seems that they are so much more expert with the

Me,Call is to call here short-knife than the Falkland Islanders,

ly,and I shall, have to correct his record of service,whioh does
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not do blm justice,"being understated in at least two' instances,

19. In your Remarks on accounts dated the 17th May you put

forward an application for a loan to Mr,W,Binnie,which would have
in your despatch

"been "better addressed to the Board. You report that Mr.Binnie hasA
"bought a house from Mrs .J.K.Thomas,and is short of the purchase 

money,£850,by £250,which he would like to borrow. Mr.Romer called 

last week,and seemed to think from his instructions from Spearing 

& Waldron that he had only to ask for the money,as everything had 

been arranged, I told him that we had had no advice of the payment 

of £600 in Stanley,and that nothing could be done at present. Mr, 

Binnie is a tailor,who as far as we know is not a customer of ours,
or one to whom it is necessary to show any favour,and the Board

vendor
think that he h§d better borrow the money from the acHKas!,who

is willing to advance it- on mortgage,rather than from us. You say

that legal, expenses will' he heavy,hut that you can obtain in the 

Colony a form of mortgage for 1/6. If this is so,we assume that 

it is equally open to the Vendor to get that form as it is to us.

You refer the matter to the Board for their* consideration,hut it

is noticed that you do not say a word in the way of recommending

the loan,which would he our only reason for considering it. You

should say,therefore,that it is not our custom to make advances

of this sort,and for your own information I may point out that

while we have heen willing to make advances to our own clients in 

the way of business,it is of no advantage to us to make little is 

loans of this kind when they lead to no business of any sort, 

we had known th,t this house was for sale,we might have heen in

clined to buy,for it has a light over our property next door which 

I am afraid is now an ancient one,and would prevent our building

If

up to the road.
20. With reference to the bonus of which you were advised 

last mail,I have now to inform you that the subject of the day

labourers in Stanley has been discussed by the Board,with a view 

to allowing those,who although paid by the hour are practically in 

service the wMle year round,to participate in the gratuity,

The Board have
our

as well as those paid by the month or the year.



decided bo extend the "bonus on the fo 11 owing terms. Premising that 

no one can "be regarded as a regular servant who has not worked 

for us for more than half the year,the minimum number of days1 

work entitling men to participation in the bonus has been fixed 

at 180,and those who have worked that number and over will re

ceive 10#- on the amount earned by them during the year in wages 

on the Company^ work. Overtime and ship work are excluded,and 

this applies to' wages paid for the PSNC steamers,and the "Dolim- 

bUBn on the system lately in force. The Board do not think it de

sirable to differentiate between the several classes of workers, 

and the bonus is given to all,whether Carpenters,Store men,or 

labourers. Should carpenters or others have worked the greater

part of the year on ships,and so have disqualified themselves 

for participation in the bonus,they will have been compensated by 

the higher pay they will have earned over that work. In the case 

Of men on the permanent staff,the bonus will* be payable,as before, 

oh the amount earned in regular Yfages, exclusive of extras on ship
iwork,but these payments will not be subject to the 180 days 

The present bonus applies to wages earned in 1911,and it is hoped 

that,while we can in a good year give our men some share in our 

prosperity,the measure will have the effect of meeting in antici

pation any symptoms of labour unrest,which otherwise would be sure 
thems,elves

to manifest xix&id? to some extent as a sequence to the disturbed 

state of the labour market in this country. I may add that,while 

180 days has been fixed as a fair figure,should you have a decided 

opinion on the subject,it would be at your discretion to extend 

the period to 200 days,though this should not be done for the pur

pose of cutting anyone out.

21.. From the copy of Mr•Harcourt,s reply you will* see that 

the Export tax is to be maintained; but the last paragraph shows 

that he paid some attention to what we urged about the work propos

ed to be done which we considered extravagant and unnecessary,

22. We have chartered the "Frigga",(ex "Freidijgf) 496 tons 

regr.for coals from Blyth,with a stipulation that 150 tons are to 

be delivered at Darwin. I do not know if there is room for that

rule.

,nt.
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quantity in the shed there,tut assume that the "Vicar11 will be 

available in case of need. The Owners stuck out for a long time 

for 30/., and we could not get them below 28/9d,which is a high 

freight for coals by sailer. Unfortunately the supply of vessels 

of a suitable size gets smaller each year, and freights' consequent

ly go up. As to steam coals,our Brokers are on the look out,and 

the Owners of the "Harboe" are still- nibbling through Salvesens, 

but they stipulate for towage and other conditions to which I 

cannot listen. Beverting to the "Frigga",we have a clause .enabling 

us to ship Smithy coal if required,and I hardly know what to do. 

There is no order yet,though you must have consumed a lot of late. 

If I send any I shall find that you have an overstock,and if I 

do not,the next mail- will bring an urgent order for 100 tons. A 

periodical- statement of coals on hands should be sent; it would 

be useful and save trouble.

(

23. Owing to circumstances which I am unable to control*,!

have to be away on the mail day next week, and have written this 

in anticipation. Should there be anything of interest to report, 

I shall write per Supplementary mail.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

Ic 1
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Enclosures via LiverpoolC

Duplicates

Despatch Ho.1105 dated 39th May,1912 

Remarks On Stores-.

Remarks on Accounts.

List of Parcels.

General Invoice goods per “Oropesa" 

List of Enclosures
.

Bills or Lading goods per "Oropesa” 

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

List or Dutiable goods per "Oropesa.*1 

List of Clients® Cargo per /Oropesa" 

Sight Drart on J.Kirwan ror £57 . 

Clients ® A/sales *

T. R

11 . 4

146 bales Wool ex "Potosi'®
S 8c S 145 9 9 9 9

J B 3 bales Wool "Kenuta"
J B 221} "Po^9si'®

18 Bales Sheepskins ex"Junin1'

9 9

McG

P 3 9 t t t

s 20 9 9 9 9 :
W P 14 9 9 9 9

P B 4 9 9 • •

WED 6 9 9 9 9

s 20 9 9 9 9

W P 14 9 9 f 9

z 11 9 9 9 9

r r-l
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Enclosures via Liverpool-

Duplicate's

Copy of Cablegram sent 7th June*

Ctiipy of Cablegram received 16th' June,

Copy ot Journal Entries "Store Debtors" for 1909 

Copy of letter from Mrs Reeves of 13th & our reply of

14th June,

of letter from Griffiths Eeddoes & Bray,Ltd.of 15th

June,re slip.

Copy of letter from Joseph Wright & Co,re chains on order 

Copy of letter from R.G-uerry of 15th June re Potatoes, 

Charter Party ship Frigga,

Copy of letter from the Colonial Office dated ldt June# 

Copy of freight account Produce per "Poto’si"

Braun & Blanchard's Accounts for Stores shipped direct 

(returned as requested).

Mrs Hansen's A/sales for Wool per "Kenuta" & "Corcovado" 

Account Current & vouchers.

1

2

3

4

Copy5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

London 26th June,1912

i

f i
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Despatch no.1106 per "Oravia",21st June,1912.

Precis of Cont/ent/S.

1* Acknowledges despatch

2. On keeping the Furniture

3. On "Lafonia"

and letter.

account.

claim and charge for "Samson”, 
4. Enquires about discrepancy in sales for 1909. 

timber from the Straits.5, Refers to purchase of

6. On Wireless telegraphy.

7, Careless cutting of

8. Discusses "
wood will he reported, 

Nuuanu" settlement and asks for particulars.

per "Oravia".
9. Refers to collection of General contribution

10. Will follow suggestion 

Will report to Salvesens

12. Refers to shortage of

13, On mutilated cablegrams.

about the water boat.
11. about scows,

cargo ex Mimin'*.

14. On Columbus" at Montevideo,
15, About claims for

16. Refers to chain lost
damaged wool.

by "Lafonia", 

Enquiring about probability of homeward 

pairs of " Gwendo lin ",

17.
shipments and re-

c.,18. Replies to a portion of Mr.Allan s letter of 9th May. i
19. Declines loan to W.Binnie.

20. Gives instructions for

21. Remarks
payment of bonus to Stanley 

on Colonial Secretary's reply to letter
men.

on Export tax. 

enquires about Smithy coal.
1

22. Reports charter of "Frigga" and
I23, Explains early date of despatch. >r

•e i

3

t
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Cllir Jhtlhlaitii 3$lzttito& (LinupaunV/ fimtihutW

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ' " -------
/ REGISTERED 1902

r t oC/.6-A. -3 V t
Per Orcoma. C/7 /

r/on <£. a.___1 ro 1108. '/& 12.■MtUJMLy,..C_t^>

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no .41.9 

and letter of the 13th June,which arrived on the 8th inst 

of despatch no.420,to hand on the 22nd inst.

2. 419-2. The question of selling one of the schooners to 

Mr.Dean does not arise,as he is sending out the "Karina Kirsten". 

For the present it would not "be wise to sell either of ours,as 

we do not know how soon we may want them for our own use. I shall 

he glad to know what you think of my suggestion that you should 

have a man like Oshorne always in Stanley,ready to take out a 

schooner in case of emergency. You did quite right in chartering 

the "Araucania" in the circumstances,and in view of the continued 

delay of the "Columbus" in Montevideo,lately reported by itessrs. 

Salvesen,I wrote to1 them that they could hardly blame you if you 

seized any opportunity of getting forward the belated produce, 

and that we certainly should not. You could only give them legi

timate cause for complaint if you made use of any other vessel 

for carrying produce when the "Columbus" was ready to do her work.

3. Par.4. You will have to watch flour prices,and buy where 

it is cheapest. It is right to keep the price as low as possible.

4. Par.8. In the circumstaryps it was clearly right to send 

the "Samson" to bring in the Goose Green labourers and the Cas

ings. With regard to the latter,your 420-6 advises payment for 

these,and although the amount is comparatively small,it is better 

to have got them turned into1 cash than to wait for the money here 

for an indefinite time. Payments for those of last season are 

slowly dribbling in,accompanied by complaints of quality and 

short delivery according to- specification.

and• y

I

• thr -

!

V/. A. Harding, Esq 

Stanley.

• 9

1

1



5. Par.11. You are right, about the value of land, and should 

not part with any of the central lots.
6. Par,12. The Board would not object to any expenditure of 

public money that would benefit the 

not be denied that we
however, could hariy be said to be' of advantage to 

individuals j for instance, you say that telephones, which would 

cost £4000,would bring about a Baving in horseflesh and men's 

time. Whose horseflesh and whose men's time? Just a few farmers 

would reap all the benefit,and they should pay for the improve

ment, just as we and Mr.Packe have done. ?*Te were practically 

forced to take the Government into partnership to- the extent of

Colony as a whole,and it can- 

are lightly taxed. Some of your suggestions,

more than a few

£600 in £2959,or about a fifth,but we should have been ready at 

any time to become the sole owners. As to main roads,that ~I feaa», 
considering the small population,could never be carried olifc ex

cept at a totally disproportionate cost to their utility when 

completed,although something could be done in the way of provid

ing bridges over passes and tracks through stonerunsj but there 

again,the farmers would mainly benefit, 

would be the provision of
A more general benefit 

water supply for Stanley, and even in 

that the farmer, especially the West Falklander,would want to know

a

why his money was to be spent in that way. Your allusion to poli
tics was not appreciated by some of the Directors,who say with 

W.S.Gilbert

'Politics we bar,

'They are not our bent*

in fact the only ones to which it is safe to allude are those of 

the Colony,in which we are all interested. From time to time we 

have tried to get some say in the matter of expenditure,but hith

erto' without suecess,although it must be admitted that more def

erence is paid to the views of the Unofficial Members of Cdunoil 

than used to be the case. We ought not to be satisfied until- we 

get,as you say,a controlling voice,and that hay not be for some 

tiffle yet. I had an opportunity of talking bricks to Mr.Harc&urt 

at our Interview,and I think that he made a note on the subject.

7. Par.14. I think that what you say about the Berkeley

s

J
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Sound leases ought; to satisfy our Solicitors.

8. Par. 15. Messrs.Stickne# Bros,do not seen inclined to 

change their brand,as they say that It was registered in the Is

lands many years before the Explotadora Co.was thought of. 

will' have to take their chance,as that Company are not lively

to make a change themselves.

9. Par.16. Your remarks about Stores are noted,what I wrote 

about was the Stanley stock,which in the second line I stated at 

nearly £40,000$ I alluded also incidentally to the large amount 

of unconsumed Stores in the Camp,but not for the purpose of com

paring these figures with previous returns.
10. Par.17. You assume that the "Duendes" will not catbh

the present sales,but it depends on the strike,and if this is 

over by the time the ship gets in there is a chance of getting 

the wool, up in time'. Prices ar,e better,and we are told that if 

do miss the sales we are more than likely to congr&ttilate oue1-
I am afraid that there are scarcely stiffici-

we
selves afterwards, 

ent grounds for complaining that some cargo was left behind] X 

should have been glad of the opportunity, as it iSrdUld have been d 

set-off against a shortage earlier in the year,for which we wend

really not responsible.

11. Par. 18. I have not had an opportunity of discussing Mor

ris's letter with Mr,Allan at any length] but we agreed that if 

he wishes to leave he can do so on repaying four-fifths of his

passage money,having served us for one year out of five. He has 

most likely some more lucrative employment in view,and if we lot 

people go so soon,after being at the expense of lending ’t&em ottt 

the precedent would be a bad one. In future agreements % will re

vive the condition that used to be inserted,providing for leav

ing on payment of the passage money of a successor.

12. Par,19. It would certainly be better to let Mr.Jason 

Hansen ship his seal oil- by one of Salvesen's steamers, I do not

know if Glasgow is a better market for this than London.
Board have discussed the subject of Williamsfe 

inclined to touch it, If Braun & Blanchard
13. Par.20. The

business,and are not

1
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were to- take it up,they would he the most formidable competitor’s 

we could meet,far more formidable than the Deans; but it is hardly

credible that they would concern themselves over so comparatively 

small an affair considering their interests on the Coast, If they 

came in they would have to fight us,and we should not give in 

without a struggle which would be injurious to both. They would 

combine with it a steam service round the Islands,and we know 

well enough that success in this would be impossible unless all 

the produce of the Colony could be secured,

14. Par.21. The Board would have no objection to the kiidib- 

ing of the Cash Book being done by the Colonial Seoretasy hr 

Treasurer,If you can arrange it.

15. Par.22. The Board wish you in future to give full partic
ulars of drafts,and would like to know how the sum of 3-54545 is 

made up. They would certainly disapprove of your financing -spec
ulations in Whaling shares,and hope that you received Cash in ad
vance; clients with credit balances are naturally entitled to do _ 

what they like with their money. The draft should have been at

90 d/s. I asked Messrs Salvesen what they thought of the prospects 

of whaling,and they replied that while they knew nothing of the 

Thule Co,they would not advise anyone to go in for shares at pre- 

s ent. With the best Whaling grounds taken tip,oil at £6 per ton 

less than last year and all working expenses immensely dearer, 

they are of opinion that the cream is off,and if anything te left 

it will only be the whey,at the best an inadequate return for 

such an intensely risky business. Nous verrons.

16. Par.25. The suggestion that Messrs.Maclean & Stapledon 

should draw at sight is not suitable,but I shall tell them that 

3d/s will be more convenient. A sight draft might be presented 

at a time when no Director’s signature could be got.

17. 420-2. The new arrangement with Mills is satisfactory,

and your Power of Attorney was sufficient authority for signing

behalf. You have mentioned,as wellthe Agreement on the Company's
Mr.Allan,that mils distinguished himself during tlie season

Green hy his readiness to do all in his power to help

as

at Goose
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the work forward,going outside his -trade when it seemed desirable.; 

he worked all sorts of hours without overtime pay,and gave com

plete satisfaction to both Mr*Allan and Weiss* It would have a 

good effect/ if this were recognized by a suitable gratuity,and 

an expression of your approval.,though it must not be taken as a 

precedent. As Mills has been at some expense in settling in,this 

will be useful- to him,and no doubt will- be appreciated*

18. Par.3. We will bear in mind that drain pipes are Wanted 

when we get a ship with steam coals. Whether it will be practi

cable to ship tonite cartridges and fuses with coal is another 

matter,and I must talk to Mr.Allan about this,as it is somewhat 

hazardous to work with dynamite,of which this is,I believe,a form,
19. The memorandum on Canning will be discussed with Mr•Al

lan. I must confess that I am disappointed to- find that the cap

ital expenditure is not at an end yet,and we shall have to judge 

carefully the necessity for each item asked for. There may be 

things that it would be convenient to have,but which at the same

time can be dispensed with. To give an instance; Mr .Allan would
North Arm

is,andlike to have a new steam engine and boiler at 

also a new hydraulic press and pumps,driven by the engine. On en

quiring into the defective working of the press at that place 

during the last season,it appears that the steam pressure in the 

boiler was reduced,and consequently it took from 15 to 30 min

utes to put up a bale instead of 5 to 7. There is nothing the 

matter with the press;cylinder,ram,bedplate,and pumps show no 

sign of cracking,and the makers scout the idea that it can have 

become weak through age. The engine is all right,and Me,Call, says 

that it is separate from the boiler; consequently,instead of 

spending hundreds of pounds on a bran new outfit, all we have to 

do is to supply a new boiler at a cost of something like £40. It 

is good news to hear that Weiss has an eye to economy,for the 

idea that prevailed in the Islands,and I may say our own estab

lishment in my time,was that when any expenditure was under con

sideration it was sufficient to say that the Company had plenty

of money,and could afford it. I had to be perpetually on my guard 

against this false notion. -Whatever our prosperity may he,economy

I
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should he continually observed and preached.

20. Par.5, Assuming that; the wood for piles for the (loose 

Green jetty obtainable at Sandy Point is as strong and lasting 

as any we could ship from here,it is clear that there is a great 

advantage in price. Mr.Allan says that it is not the same as that 

supplied for posts,which comes from some other place outside the 

Straits,and is practically indestructible. What is wanted is the 

smallest scantling consistent with safety,bearing in mind that 

the jetty will have the hulk at the end,and on this point expert 

opinion should be taken. I should think that 10" x 10" ought to 

do,and I think that Mr.Allan agrees. The old style of Straits 

wood that came over years ago was rotten at the heart, and would 

be quite unsuitable for the purpose. There is also the question

of worms; Mr,Allan says that he has never observed any at Darwin, 

which seems strange,seeing that in Stanley Harbour they do a lot 

of mischief with unprotected wood. It seems that as the jetty has
to be built,you will have to get the material- over as cheaply as 

you can,* but if there is not nearly sufficient to fill a schoon
er, and you may have to buy a lot of timber that you could do with
out, would it not be cheaper to arrange to have what you actually

want across on the deck of the first cargo boat that comes for

wool?
21-. Par.?. We do not expect to get more than 8/6 to 9/,per 

dozen tins of tongues,and if you can ascertain that after payment 

of duty or by selling in bond you can do better in Valparaiso,by 

all means send over a small trial shipment.

22, We have been making enquiries about extra insurance,if 

any,on cinematograph shows,as it appears that the Rev.Mr .Migone 

is getting out a lantern and some films. The Royal have promised 

to let us have some correspondence they have had with their head 

office in Liverpool,and they say that you have not mentioned the 

matter. Seeing that Stanley is largely built of wood,it seems a 

pity that this dangerous form of amusement should have been in

troduced. At all events it is to be hoped that the most stringent 

precautions will be taken against fire,and I see that an Ordin- 

the subject has been passed.ance on
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23, At; the present; time we do not; know what arrangements are 

"being made by the Port of London Authority for getting the Wool 

per "Duendes" to the London Docks,we are urging the Brokers to 

get them to do all that is possible,and as the ship is to dis

charge in the river at Greenwich there is just a chance. At Til

bury there is wool that has been hung up for the last two' months. 

The market is said to be a little off,and it may be to our ad

vantage if we cannot catch the sales. As regards outward cargo, 

there has been a short strike at Liverpool,and the Railway Com

panies have been refusing to carry cargo for export, so that we 

may find after the steamer has left that a quantity has failed 

to reach her. About this we cannot get information in time to ad

vise you via Liverpool.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

. •
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Despatch no. 1108 per "Orcoma",24th July, 1912.

Precis of Contents.

Acknowledges despatches and letter.1.

On schooners and collection of produce.2.

Flour to he bought where cheapest.3.

Remarks on selling Casings.4.

5. Approves views shout sale of land.

6. Discusses possible public improvements and Colonial politics.

7. Information about Berkeley Sound Farm sufficient.

8. On Stickne# Bros.1brand.

9. Explains remarks about Stores.

10. About cargo expected per "Duendes"; likely to be hung up.

11. Gives instructions as to Morris the schoolmaster.

12. Approves shipment of Hansen's seal oil by Salvesens1 steamer.

13. Reports Board's decision about Williams's business,with re

marks on possible competitors.

14. On audit of Cash Book.

15. Enquires about draft for Whaling shares,with Salvesens1 views.

16. Maclean & Stapledon's drafts to be at 5/d/s.

17. Approves agreement with Mills and recommends gratuity.

18. Drain pipes to be shipped; doubts about tonite.

19. Remarks on further requisitions for Canning Works,deprecates 

extravagance.

20. On proposal to get wood for jetty from Sandy Point; approves.

21. Suggests trying the Valparaiso market with tongues.

22. On Cinematograph apparatus and fire insurance.

23. Expresses doubts about "Duendes" and shipment of cargo out 

in consequence of strikes.

V
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall via Liston

Originals

Account, Current, and vouchers#
Remarks on Accounts»
Remarks on Shores & replies •
List, of General Cargo per "Qrcoma"

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

List, of Clients1 Cargo per f,Orcoman 

Dayy,Fordham & Morton1 s invoices goods per "Orcoma'1 

Sight, Draft, on J.Kirwan for £10 . 19 . 2 for collection

B/L attached#

Clients' Invoices goods per "Qecoma*
Bertrand & Felton,Benney & Shickney Brothers.

1
2
5
4
5
'0
7

8

9

London 27th July,1912

i
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Enclosures per "OECA-'aA" pi a Liverpool

DUPLICATES

Despatches iios.1107 & 1108

List of Parcels.

List of Clients® Cargo per ”Oravia” 

List of Dutiable Goods per “Oravia”

List of General Cargo per ” ORA VIA”

Remarlis on Accounts*

General Invoice goods per ”Oravia” 

Charter Party ship "Prigga”

B/L general cargo per ”Oravia”

Second of Exchange for £ 61 . 
Remarks on Stores*
A/sale for :icG 62 Salted Hides per 

List of Enclosures.

15 . 3

“Potosi”

-



Enclosures via. Liverpool

Originals

/ Despat»ch No. 1108 dated 24th July.

Copy of Cablegram received 1st July.2-

Copy of Cablegram send 19th July.j

Copy of letter from the Royal Insurance Co.of the 

8th July and printed Statutory Rules & orders 

relating to Cinematographs.

S' Baseley & Mills's Agreements returned as requested.

London 24th July,1912

:
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902

£>'/, iJ4.ss.t'eeAt/4;c/t* '.jtfee-e/Z
Per Orissa.

W 1109.. '/9v2, ,o;u/,o'/v.£ c.... 21st August,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no 421' 
and letter of 9th ult.,both of which arrived on the 6th inst.

2. 421-3. Your remarks on the subject of labour will be read, 
with pleasure by the Directors.

3. Bonus. I have carefully read your remarks on this,and 

looked through' the lists you have sent,and am of opinion that the 

whole QLuestioh is fairly well covered by the instructions which 

you would have received by the following mail after you wrote. Al
though I have had yoin? circular letter printed as drafted,so that

one will have reason to complain if he finds himself left out, 

you are at liberty to modify it as you please in the case of 

those who have left the service. The bonus having been given for 

work done in 1911, we might be charged with adopting the immoral* 

principle that gratitude is a lively sense of favours to come,if 

excluded those who served us faithfully during the year,and as 

a general rule you might adopt ”those who have remained in the 

Colony” for"those who have remained in the service.” For instance, 

it would not be fair to eKclude Baseley and others like him,who 

did good work during the whole of the year,and on this side I 

have already given the bonus to Me.Call. There is no reason why 

men who have gone to Patagonia or Australia to better themselves 

should have the bonus thrust upon them,and you should exclude any 

who may have left just as the season was beginning,if there were 

any,and any Camp men who did not work more than half a year,or 

dismissed for misconduct or incompetence. You may say that 

you are having some responsibility thrust upon you in this mat—

no

we

were

W.A.Harding,Esq. • >

Manager,.

Stanley.
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ter,-but, it is impossible on this side,without a knowledge of the 

circumstances connected with each man,to say precisely what shouldi
be done,and after all responsibility is one of the burdens you 

have to bear. You are not bound to give your reason for what .you 

may decide, and as the gift is a purely voluntary one no one has an 

actual claim to it. As regards the Stanley labourers,the rough 

and ready calculation of £6 a month would hardly be the thing, 

even if it were confined to the labourers to the exclusion of

other workers,and although it will entail more labour,everything 

you want will be found in the weekly wages sheets.

4. Par.6. I am sorry that I have no further news to give you 

about steam coals; the cargo from Blyth will be shipped when the 

"Frigga" gets there,but we have no word of her yet. If I have not 

mentioned it already I may mention that I have ordered a small 
quantity of Brancepeth coal- to be shipped with the Wallsend.

5. Par.7. The "VJiscombe Park” draft has been paid. You will 
see her in the overdue list at Lloyd's,and there was a short ref
erence to her in the "Times”.

6. Par.8. The explanations you give with regard to th,e "Sam
son" are satisfactory. I cannot remember where I got the estimate’ 
of £12 per day for running the "Samson",and I may have been mis

taken; but I see that it is a little misleading to call- the cost 

£9.10/.a day,as it only takes in 9 hours,and I assume that when 

at sea the men get overtime pay besides. I have always had a fixed 

impression that the hold of the "Samson" had a capacity of four 

tons only,and was little better than a cupboard: I am glad to 

learn that I was mistaken.
7. Par. 10. I think that you are right about the disadvant

ages of a steel, lighter,more especially as we have no slip,and 

are now not likely to possess one'. So that is ruled out,and also 

the possibility of getting an old achooner here to- be sailed out 

and dismantled,except at huge cost. There remain two ways of get

ting a lighter; one to buy an old schooner at Sandy Point if 

there is such a thing to be had, and the last to get the "Malvina" 

in. You mention the "Hornet also,but would she be worth the ex-

- —-.....
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pense? She is only 55 tons 

time on the beach at Salvador,doing 

■time. if* the 11 Malvina"

register, and she has heen for a long 

no good to herself* all* the
can he got in and hove down,very likely 

you may find that you can make her tight, and she has the advantage 

of the "Hornet" in age by over 50 years . I was told lately by
someone who had been in the West data**,I forget who,that 

sometimes stands upright in Reef Channel-,• have you heard anything 

of this? I think that your idea of sending Thomas with the "Sam-

she

sonn is a good one,and he is a man of resource,likely to get her 

off if it can he done. There is always the fact that Reef Channel 
is a dangerous place,and it would never do> to lose the tug in 

making the attempt. If Thomas thinks that he can try without too 

much risk,hy all* means let him.

8. Par. 11. I was right in my surmise that Mr .L.Harcourt did 

not make a lot of notes for nothing at our interview, and he is 

evidently hent on curbing unnecessary expenditure.

9. Par.14. We came to the conclusion nearly 20 years ago 

that when men who had been with us most of their lives failed 

physically to such an extent that they could not do half a day's 

work,it would answer better to pension them with half pay,and 

this led to the institution of our pension scheme. It would be 

Inhuman to cast adrift a man who had done his best for us 

long term of years,but to go on paying him full wages would be 

wasteful. If you think that Kelway has arrived at this stage,he 

had better be pensioned. It comes rather as a surprise to me to 

hear that he is failing so much,for I remember taking him on as 

quite a small boy to help Martin,our first engineer,in the shop,, 
and his work has never been of a kind likely to break him down 

prematurely. He has really worked for us from about 1875 I should 

say,and stricly speaking,the wages he has earned during the whole 

of that time should form a basis for calculating the pension,not 

only the comparatively high pay on which he .entered as a monthly 

man. Suppose we say that,If it is really necessary,he should be 

pensioned as from the 1st of January next,and we shall then have 

time further to consider the question after hearing again from

over a
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you.

10. Par ,15. On getting "the spray maker of ihe Priest/inan en^ 

gine I asked Mr. J.Prieetiman bo cal-L,and gave him a copy of t/he 

nates you enclosed. He called a few days ago to say that all the 

sundries you want would he supplied,hut that as the spray maker 

was incomplete,wanting I think the spraying nozzle,there might he 

a difficulty in adjusting it. However,he promised to send full
instructions, and thinks that there will he no trouble in getting 

the engine to run again. The firm have discontinued making oil, 

engines,as competition has knocked all* the profit out of the bus
iness, and they are devoting themselves to the manufature of dred
gers,with which they are doing very well .

11. Par. 16. You were right about the cargo proposed to he 

shipped per "Columbusn. We have lately been made aware of the me

lancholy fact that she only left Montevideo on the 11th inst.
12. The sheepskins that have been so long on hand have been 

sold at extreme prices,quite Id to l^d better than at the previ

ous sales. Wool has gone very well also,but we did not get the 

lot per "Duendes" in. When she arrived it was uncertain whether 

it could be got to the warehouse in time,it was the last week of 

the sales,and the Brokers said that we ought to have five clear 

days to give time for notifying the usual buyers that it was to 

be offered. The market was a little below the highest point,and 

on the while' we came to the conclusion that it would be better 

not to rush it,especially as the Brokers were against it. We are 

told that we are not likely to have cause to regret the postpone—

merrt.
TThere are two points to "be noted a"bout passage tickets 

lately issued. We had to get a return of Mr.Bonner's fare "back,
decided not to return,and we were told by the P.S.N.Co.that 

5<fo stated on the ticket should have been erased,and 10$ substitu

ted. The other relates to Me.Call's passages,and has not been 

brought to our notice from Liverpool',though you may hear of it] 

you took off a discount of 15$ instead of 10$,the former applying 

only to ..first class passages.

15.

as he
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14, You enquired latiely about tlie price of a windlass suit

able for the' "Samson", and i enclose two quotations,£55 and £67

respectively. I assume that the" present one is incapable of re-
or

pair,and should like to know if it is a steam windlass,worked by 

a messenger chain from the winch. I tried to get thiB information 

from Earles,the builders,but they say they have no record of it. 

Drawings of both windlasses are enclosed, and unless there is any 

great advantage in the mor§ expensive one,we shall1 go to Coubro 

& Scrutton.
15. The various remarks and enclosures you have sent on can

ning are very interesting,and I shall have a good deal- to say in 

reply.

£

I assume that the two digesters now condemned 

have been in use since 1891-,when I left the Colony,as I can find 

no record of the purchase of any since,except the two that we get

DIGESTERS,

Onfrom Harker in 1904,which were made by Nicholson of Newark 

further reference I find that I am wrong* Nicholson made one di
gester then,and the other we got from Ellis,invoice dated 5th 

March,1695,these two,I assume,are nos.l and 2. Perhaps, the pres-
constructed for does not matter,but the last made 

suffer from age yet. Two estimates have been sent

• •. •

sure they were
one can hardly
in,by Fawcett Preston & Co. and Griffiths Beddoes & Bray,the pri-
ces -being £107.10/.and £92.10/.respectively. Mr.Bray,(lately of

a very useful man in the matter of machinery)J.E.Lawler & Co • j

is quoting for the type of digester used by the 

circumstances that would be good en—
tells me that he
Liebig Co.,and in ordinary 

ough' for us j but I am bearing in mind that WeiBS knows and recan- 

have therefore given -them the order,notwith-mends Fawcett1s,and 

standing the higher cost. (It is worth' noting that we paid Ellis
£165). Drawing is enclosed,which will enable Weiss to get on with

I understand,identical withthe wooden supports,and as they are, 

those he has used at Puerto Bories,we 

the extra cost in facility of working

for the October steamer.
ht,at?.tfytN(t PANS. It is otherwise with these,and I do not

supersede those provided by Mr.Allen until we have hearl

shall recoup ourselves f?r 

. The makers promise tli'em

like to

--
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from him in reply to 

I am
some remarks sent out For his consideration.

Australia is number 

*as far as I know,came from there

assuming that in canning matters one; albe
t'he Patagonian experts

or New
Zealand,and It is reasonable to suppose that they have made im- 

working,some of which may notprovements In their methods of
have reached South America 

fied for
yet. Seeing, then, that Mr .Allen 

a particular kind of refiner,it is
sped-

on the cards that its
use may not be properly understood,and a steam coil may in Aus
tralia have taken the place of the jacket pan.
tha,t I may he wrong] hut I have in mind the

I admitat once 

urgent request for
a filler lajfetyear to replace 

after all,as I expected and said,it 

If it turns out that the jacket 

len's opinion,we shall not hesitate to 

irahle to bring the capital expenditure

one that was said to he useless,and 

only wanted using properly.
pans would work better in Mr.Al- 

send them] hut it is des- 

on these Works to an .end 

for the present, as we have laid out more already than we expect
ed we should have to da.

SQL2IB. We have got quotations for this
I

separately and for
lead and tin,and find that the solder is cheaper. You mention 

that lead would have to he absolutely pure and free from zinc,
and I think that you will admit that as we are not experts in

metal,and Weiss is satisfied with the solder that has been 

it will he safer to repeat the order for it.
JACKET PANS FOB TONGUES.

sent,

From the explanation given it
seems nmsonable that these should be sent] hut a difficulty has 

arisen as to what they should he made of. We are quoted £48 eadh
for copper lined pans,with £1.5/.extra if coated with tin. Mr.
Bray has suggested that ste&l pans,if cleanliness is observed, 

would serve the purpose,and these would cost only £22.10/.each'.

Is it not possible that,if made of copper,verdigris might affect 

the tongueB, and again,if coated with tin,how long would this coat 

last? These are questions that we cannot decide here,and I want 

you to cable Weiss's opinion,on receipt of which the pans will' 

be ordered. If steel is wanted the word should be "steel-",if 

per,"copper",and if tin coated,"coppertin". Regarding the -tongues,

l

cop-

. IK _
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the outturn of the samples Is not promising, for out of 48 tins 

only 9 were sound, 3 rusty, and 37 blown\ the rusty ones were re-

painted and added to the sound,hut then they only come to 25# of 

the whole. It is different with the meat,which is consider@d very 

good,and of 12 tins 8 were sound,2 pierced,and 2 blown. No doubt 
this will be improved on,and Weiss may be able to say why there 

was such a large proportion of blown among the tongues. But there 

is another matter that wants watching evidently,for although we 

have not been told that how many tongues were left in pickle for 

want of solder,it looks very much as if there would have been .a

great shortage if the whole had been canned,and it is not unnat
ural to suppose that such delicacies have an attraction for toen

who are accustomed to a mutton diet. With his experience Weiss
will know if pilferage in meat Works has to be guarded against to 

any extent.
We shall have Mr .Allen's report in the 

course of time,meanwhile I may hazard a guess that this is to ex
tract water from the hash or refuse from the Digesters,so as to 

enable it to bum,and save the creation of a pile of stinking 

stuff on the beach. If there is no refuse,this falls to the 

ground,but it is difficult to under stand that there will be none. 
If there Is,and it can be burnt,there can be no doubt that spread
ing the ashes would have a good effect on the grass in the pad- 

docks. I know that this is done at Hill Cove,greatly to the ad

vantage of the pasture.
CAPPING- MACHINE. I forget whether I told you that we were 

sending a new one from W&l&er; as it is said that it will save a 

good deal- of labour,it seemed the right thing to do. It goes by 

this boat,and costs much about the same as the filling machine, 
for which there is now no use. It is easy to say that the latter 

may be useful- as a stand-by,but the same remark might be' applied 

to any of the other machinery, and would it not be better to try 

to sell it,if a buyer could be found on the main land,and so pay 

for the capping machine? Doing so would wipe out an egregious er

ror.

HYDRO-EXTRACTOR.

*.....
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’t,h® Plant required will 

killing will- have to 

iv'e. The outturn will, naturally 

"be in proportion.

The proposal to kill 

he sent. The
cattle is approved of,.and 

necessary arrangements for 

very expens- 

he small., and the outlay should

he made,hut these need not he

PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO BlTTT.DTMftg The Preserving Room seems 

he proceeded with. Any otherto he -the most Important, and should 

that would clearly save labour may also he considered authorized. 

In the absence of Mr.Allan,it would seem desirable that you should, 
if you can spare the time,pay a visit to Goose Green. It would
not he regarded as in any way an interference with Camp work:, and 

as you have a taste for machinery a conference with Weiss on the
your approval- of his proposals 

You and he both know that we want to 

see the expenditure at an .end,and you will not lay out any work 

that is not clearly desirable.

spot could do nothing hut good,and 

would give him confidence.

DRAIN PIPES FOR WATER. These have teen ordered,and will, be
shipped when convenient.

GENERAL. If there is any subject on which I have not touched, 
it will he attended to next mail, I have been away for a short 

holiday,and have not everything at my fingers' ends. I may say, 

shortly,that all the requisitions are receiving attention. I t/h-inv 

that it would he desirable to let Weiss know that the Board are
gratified to find that he has made such improvements already in 

every direction,and that they feel sure that he will do all in 

his power to make the place a success. You have made no allusion 

to the gratuity that lie was to receive if things went well,and we 

shall he glad to hear from you on this suhjeot.

16. I enclose some correspondence I have had with the PSNC, 
You will see that they proposed to raise freights all., round at 

onc.e,and even asked us to cable the rise out to you, 

that,while regarding the rise as inevitable,! considered that 

this sudden move would he' productive of the worst consequences, 

and I pointed out that if the early shippers this year got their 

wool home at the old rates,while' those who,through no fault of

I wrote



own, found. themselves compelled to *wait, ft had to pay in
creased rates in "the same season, an amount of* resentment would he

aroused that would he pre judicial* to* the interests of* all con
cerned in the transport of* product,for it would possibly drive 

some of the farmers to cluh together to get vessels of their 

and upset the arrangements that had be8n made with so- much dif
ficulty in the autumn of 1910. 

our
assistance of valued friend Mr .Connell,who went to see Mir.AL- 

cock and talked our case over with him,the latter has heen per
suaded to give way, and the rise is not to apply to the next two 

shipments,which I hope will rake in all the remaining wool'. I had 

had this out with Mr.Lamb as long ago as last May,when I was in

own,

I am glad to say that with the

Liverpool,and had got him to say that the rise would date from 

the 1st of January next,although until I had explained the reas

ons for delay he was for putting it on at once. The present move

is intelligible to those who know the PSN office,- Mr.L^mb has
about frei^tsjust gone for a holiday,and Mr.Alcock,who knows less 

than the former,has been trying to score off his own bat. The

position is a serious one,and there are many things to' be consid
ered. The Steamship Companies are quite in the right,- wherever 

you look there is a rise in expenses that tells against them, 

wages,coals,proyisions,everything. Moreover,apart from this,there 

is a boom in shipping,such as has not been known for many years, 

and the various Companies,instead of cutting one another's 

throats,are joined in Conferences,and settle freights among them— 

those running to the West Coast of South America,theselves. All
PSN,Kosmos,and the rest are banded together,and Lamport & Holt 

practically the Royal- Mail. It is clear then that if we
have to make the best

are now
to; continue" shipping by steamers,weare

favour at present is that,byterms we can; the only point in our
agreement,the Falklands are excluded from the conference,general

and the PSNC have a free hand. It is just possible that we might 

be able to get some New Zealand line to call' at intervals for

shipments,and there are still, a few free lances among steam

ship lines,I am told; but if the freights,which after all, are
our



the mainstay of the PSN at the 

long would the mail service hy that line he 

have often said,we must not imperil-. We have not

Is lands, should he taken away, how 

continued? This, wer
merely to con

sider the action of* the PSNC,for the through freight from out—

P°**ts is split into three parts,the other two going to Salvesens 

and ourselves,and you will see that on telling our friends at 

Leith what the Pacific were doing,they wrote at once that the 

rise must not come off the Columbus's share,rather that their 

'fate should he increased in sympathy! 

moderately good return for the work we do in Stanley and for the 

use of our hulks,lighters,and appliances,without which the work 

could not he done,have no desire to he squeezed between the two 

shipowners,and how everyone,including the shippers,is to he 

pleased,is indeed a problem that has to he worked out. It will 
take some little time to work out statistics again,hut we have 

the materials, I want to see exactly to what extent the PSN have 

profited hy the new terms,that is whether their net freights in 

1*911 were highr than they had been before; to what extent we have 

been bettered hy the proportion of freight and commission we get 
the produce that passes through our hands; and again,the re

sult of the Columbus's first year,which we hope to get shortly.

We,equally,having got a

on

Our present weight rate for wool being 9/16d,I want to see how 

far an advance to §d.would go,and until the figures are put to-
There are some points in ourgether it is impossible to judge, 

favour: I am assured that the new fates proposed are the same as

from Punta Arenas,as settled by the Conference,and this I have 

urged for some time,as it will remove a grievance under which 

think they have suffered; sailing ships are now so scarce, 
late shipments by them have been so much damaged,that farm- 

hardly likely to wish to revert to them; and the rate,as 

you will observe,is onl# to be measurement if three times the 

weight,instead of ,2± times -under the present arrangement, I hope 

that this is really so',but I should like to know that Mr .Lamb ac-

some

and
ers are

quiesces,for he has an awkward habit of altering terms that do

How all this is to- be explained to the farmers,andnot suit him'.



how they are ho "be got* cheerfully to agree to the rise is a puz

zle] there is one very strong point which ought to appeal’ to1 men 

of* re as on 9 that is that to the general- rule that all prices have 

advanced of* late years wool- is no exception, and they cannot ex

pect to get a tetter average for their own commodity without see- 

an advance in the cost of* getting it to market, an advance which 

they can hear. I have gone fully into this question for your own 

information and consideration,hut I suggest that until we have 

clearly made out what terms should he offered we should not make 

them public* We shall he hit as hard as anyone,and have to sub

mit] hut I do not think that we should give other shippers the 

opportunity of looking round for other means of shipping,and so’ 
breaking up the solidity of our arrangement,which some people 

here would certainly try to do. There are some who would have no1 
regard for the mail service,if they could save a fraction of a 

penny in freight] we who know how the two are hound up together, 

and remember old times,do not take that view.

17. Mr .Salvesen has asked me whether it would he possible 

to get a house in Stanley for Capt.Saanum,who wishes to get his

wife out. This is a question I cannot answer,hut I have told him 

I would ask you,and, as you appreciate him so thoroughly,no doubt 

could let him have one of ours unless they are all occupied.! you

18. I have been in consultation with Mr .Allan about a doctor 

for Darwin,and have arranged to take a cousin of Mrs .Allan*s,a 

Dr.Wace,at present serving the West Australian Government. He can 

give short notice, and meet Mr .Allan in Montevideo in October#

This will be a pleasant arrangement for the Allans,and tend to' 

preserve harmony in a place where there has been too much frict-
Doctor recommended by Dr.Watson Cheyne,but

I did not think he would do.
ion. We saw a young 

he was very young and unmarried,so 

Another applied from Devonshire, and I would have gone Into his-

heard of Dr.Wace 's acceptancecredentials,hut just at the -time we 

of the offer.
19* Referring once more to canning,! enclose copy of a let

ter from Bahcock & Wilcox relating to the care of the toiler wher

*
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not; in use. You will, see "that they do not recommend painting. 

With regard to tins for tongues,Weiss mentioned that a sample one 

would "be sent of the size required,hut it did not turn up in the 

case of sundrie&j we find that there are no fewer than six sizes 

in which ox tins are packed,and it is said that it is a disad

vantage to have them either too large or too small,so that we 

are placed in a difficulty, and must wait until, next mail- to see 

if the sample arrives. If it does not,we. must strike an average 

size I suppose,for considering the cost of dies and the compara
tively small number of tongues likely to he canned,we cannot send 

dies for each size. r
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

.
;

Managing Director.

:

!
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DESPATCH no. 1109 per "Orissa",81st. August,1912,

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch and letter,
2. Refers to remarks on labour question.
3. Gives instructions on distribution of Bonus.
4. Coals outj Brancepeth ordered.

5. Advises payment of draft on account of "Wiscombe Park" •
6. Acknowledges explanations about "Samson",
7. Discusses question of lighters,

8. Note on interview with Mr.Harcourt.
9. Refers to the question of pensioning J.Xelway. 

10,. On the Priestman engine.

11. Approves action with regard to shipping goods per "Colu&bue".
12. Advises sale of sheepskins and postponement of sale of wool-.
13. Points out errors in homeward tickets.
14. Enquires about windlass required for "Samson".
15, General remarks on Canning Works,
16. Reports impending rise in homeward freights, and discusses 

the question.
17. On getting house for Captain Saanum,
18. Reports engagement of Doctor for Darwin.

19. Further reference to canning matters.

'
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

Despatch No.1108 dated 24th July.
Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores & replies.
List of General Cargo per "Orcoma” 
List of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orcoma" 

Bills of Lading goods per "Orcoma" 

Second of Exchange for £10 . 19 . 
List of Enclosures.

i

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"
List of Parcels.

i
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall-

Originals .

Remarks on Accounts.1

Remarks on Stores, Canning & replies.2

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"5

Copy chf letter from Fawcett Preston & Co.dated 23rd 

August and print No*7748 attached#
Invoices goods per "Orissa11

4

Clients5

Copy of letter to W.Lowden & Co*dated 23rd August.6

Copy of Cablegram received.7

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"8

Sight dradt on J.Kirwan for collection B/L attached.9

Invoices Goods shipped per "Orissa"iSuppliers10

Copy of letter from Arthur R.Brown dated 22nd August#11

Letter for the following:-

W.A.Harding (2) W.C.Girling.

London 24th August,1912
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Enclosures via Liverpool•

Originals.

Wool market; Reports*

Copy of letter from Pacific Steam dated 6th August.

re Mr Packe's freight per "Duendes".

Copy of lettersfrom Pacific Steam dated 9th & 16th &

1

2

3

our reply of 12th August.re freight rates. 

Copy of report & contract S4 35 Salted Hides ex !,Duendesfl 

Copy of letters from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 13th & 16th 

and our reply of 19th August.

Copy of letter from the Pacific Steam dated 26th July, 

re Bonner's return passage.

Copy of Couhro & Griffiths 1s quotations for Windlass &

5

6

7

illustrations attached*

Copies of Fawcett,Fraser & Griffiths's quotations for 

Jacketted pans.

Copy of Fawcett & Griffiths's quotations for Tallow

Digesters dated 29th July & 14th Aug.respectively

Copy of letter from Babcock & Willcox dated 15th August 

re boiler at Goose Green.

Copy of letter from Priestman Brothers dated 19th Aug. 

and book of instructions re Oil Engines*

8

9

10

11

12 Account Current and vouchers.

13 Brokkers* Sheepskins Catalogue.

London 21st August, 1912.
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6'/.

Per Oropesa. 

N? mo. l.8tK —S&19.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your cLeapQtdH 48# 

letter of the 6th August,which arrived on the 2nd lnst^also of 

despatch no.423 per ’’Magellan” on the 16th Inst# ,3£P#rently posted 

at some port, as the steamer was only at Las Palmas on th® 13th .
2. 422-2. It would he as well- to have a detailed l^yejrtory 

of the office furniture to he placed on record,hut any time hefard 

the end of the year will do.

3. Par.5. The information about posts from the Straits is new 

and interesting; the piece you have' sent as a sample is hard en
ough for anything.

4. Par.6. The Crown Agents tell us that the operator went out 
hy the ”Orissa” , and we may get the first message any time after 

today. You have not sent the tariff proposed to he charged,hut I 

assume that the Government will- frame one. We shall now have to

go into the question of a new code,or arrange to work combinations

of the old one,for the cost of cabling is likely to increase.

5. Par. T. You appear to have misunderstood our cable about 

the "Nuuanu",and understood ’’credit is all injorder” to mean that 

the Owners enjoyed good credit. The business has gone through 

without any mishap,but there was a risk of repudiation.

6. Par.10. You have exercised excellent judgment In working 

the ’’Lafonia".
7. Par. 14. Instructions already sent will-,1 think,make the

distribution of the bonus clear.

8. Par.16. I had already decided to send 50 tons of Smithy

W. A. Harding, Es q. • 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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I VI
Coal From the 

Bte?m coal From Port

as things go Is said to he 

led to

Tyne. We have lately chartered the "Galta" Fat*
Talhot to Stanley and Darwin at 60/. ,*hibli

a good rate For us. This has fe&fe) bab-
you,as you will he anxious to know what 

9 • Par, 1,7 . Your remarks
we are doi ng.

on steamers are noted,and it -does hot
look as iF we should get sheep From the West nest season hot the 

carriage diFFitulti^matter should he kept in view,For IF all 

could be got over,it would he oF advantage to us to Ptit an vqfip; 

go -Further into the
through as we could 

question oF another steamer 

From his holiday,and shall 

duplicate correspondence. 

the reason I

scrape together. I shall

as soon as Mr.Theodors Salvesen returns
suggest that it it not necessary to 

I see that he curiously misunderstood 

a passenger vessel.gave For not carrying sheep in 

I told him that I had made trips in the Islands with sheep,.and
that the smell was more pungent and less pleasant than lavender 

water,a smell that sticks to the ship

out. Mr.Salvesen puts it down to the
until- thoroughly cleaned 

supposed Injury whioh it 

ifaF course is absurd.might do to cargoes oF wool,which

10. Par 1.9 and 423-4. 

lass,and did not understand that 

doubt it has been done For much less that 

have cost,and

I had sent out prices quoted For a wind-
you had put the work in hand. No 

a new windlass would 

your report indicates that much credit he due to 

Mills and McNichol- (McNicoll?) For their enterprise.

11. Par.20. The proposal For carrying on an account current 

with Braun & Blanchard is not stated clearly enough For the

Directors to Form a judgment,and more details are wanted. Y<iu 

say that they suggest reciprocal interest at 6% per annum,,tut
the Board want to know how it is proposed to deal- witfc remittances F

on England,which evidently are made on both sides. ^Stance, 

IF you draw on them For £1000 in all,and send them a bill on ub, 

with the advice,For the same amount,do they credit you with It at

once,or what? Ib there any exchange For bills on England at Sandy 

Point? We notice that IF we get a bill From there,iF it is only 

For £10,it is at 90 d/s.,whereas your drafts on us are at SO days. 

W© must have some reciprocity in this matter.

t



12. Par. 22. An account of the sufferings of t!hfe or&W 'of the 

"Criccieth Castle11 has appeared in most of the papers; they 'Artist 

have had a terrible time'’. The Owners have repaid the small advance

13. Par ,24. The list of cargo to come has bfceh leht to .Mr >
Connell-,who tells me that Mr.Lamb will make it ttight abpjit the 

freight on the remainder of this season's product. With*
to the new rates,I have got them confirmed by J
say that they are unexpectedly favourable. The through rate '*•

outports to London must clearly be fd,that is to say l/16th more 

than under the old tariff,and you will see that as this brings In 

£5.16.8,the deduction of the PSN's new rate gives the "Columbus" 

and ourselves £2.16.8,in place of £2.12.6. This is for weight,and 

when it comes to measurement you will see that the 2Q/.rate is ac
tually 2/.lower than what we have been paying. We have,in fact, 

got them at last to give us Sandy Point rates,and that removes a 

grievance under which the Colony has hitherto suffered. We are, 

therefore,in the pleasant position of being able to announce that 

while we are obliged to advance §/16th on w;eight, owing to the 

rise in the ocean rate,we shall be able in future to carry by mea

surement at a reduction,i.e.at 40/.& 5$. You will observe that it 

will only pay the PSN to bring this in when the measurement is 

more than 3 times the weight,instead of % times as before,and the 

difference to us and the "Columbus" will be one penny a t6n. As 

to the remaining rates,the addition of 5/.per ton will leave us as 

we were. You will now have to announce this change,and you must 

make as much as you can of the rise in freights all- oYet* th&

world,a rise which is coincident with good business In trades
and increased prices for commodities; ft may safely be left in ycdar 
hands to make the announcement in a thoroughly prafsua&iVfe a&Sl plau
sible way,that cannot fail to carry conviction.

14* With regard to the schoolmaster Morris,who has 1$Lrowjj 

his contract in a way that is quite ion justifiable, we thi##: 

in the circumstances,there was nothing to be done but to 

go,the only objection to this is the possible effect it may haye 

on others,but that has to be risked. You will1 have to deduct tfre

iifcttta*

L
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cost; or his successor's passage,and have very likely done so al

ready* I have asked Fleming andHaxton to get another man*and have 

told them that in future there must he a clause in the agreements 

about the passages. It is by no means certain that our agreements 

are strictly legal in the Colony,as they are not signed before a 

notary or other public official,and I believe that if any of our 

men on landing were to refuse to abide by them, it might be diffl^ 

cult to force them. Whether,having once got to work,and received 

the wages contracted for,they do not become parties to them,is a 

question for lawyers.
15. 423-2. It was fortunate that you were able by using the 

"Samson" to get the whole of the Goose Green produce for the "Ma
gellan", We have sold to arrive 1500 cases muttoh at 26/3d 

expect to do very well with the extract,as the price has been ad

vancing by leaps and bounds,up to 4/10d per lb.having been paid
for the best,against 2/.only a few months ago1. Par.3. The»• •

35/.rate is correct; we got it down some time ago,and you will-

r

and• >

see that under the new tariff it is only 40/.
16. When at Dover lately Mr.Goddard saw some piles being con

structed of re-inforced concrete; this is worth consideration for 

jetties,as the process cannot be a difficult one to manage.

1.7. We are sending out shortly from Browne & Lilly the fram
ing and roofs of a new Cook-house for Goose Green and the school 

building at Darwin,to be followed later on by a new building for 

the accommodation of men at Darwin. The flooring,lining,and other 

wood you will supply ex "Ragnhild" .
18. I had settled to call, our Mutton cans the "Malvina" 

brand,and applied to register it,when I heard from the Registrar 

of Trade Marks that it already belonged to Messrs«W.J.Bush & Co 

Ltd.,who adopted it eight years ago for all products in the class 

to which canned meat bebngs. This was most awkward, as we had al

ready had some specimen labels printed; but Messrs .Bush,who are

•f

wholesale chemists,have been most obliging,and have given us a 

permit,for a small consideration,to use the brand for boiled meat
Their lists areonly,so the diffiuulty has been happily overcome.
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enclosed,and if ■there is anything in them that we are in the hab- 

it of shipping we ought to give them a turn. We explained to them 

that the word '’Malvina'1 dated hack to the Spanish occupation,and 

it was curious to learn that they adopted the name,not through 

any association with the Islands,hut because on opening a Spanish 

dictionary in search of a smooth sounding word they happened to 

come across it!

19. The cost of getting Weiss over from Sandy Point seems- 

somewhat high,hut we are evidently benefiting by his services,and 

must put up with it. You have not reported the terms of his agree
ment, and we should like to know that he is definitely fixed for a 

period,as these expenses for only a year or two would be rather 

too much.

n

20. Your cable announcing the prohibition on importing stock 

duly arrived,and was only what was expected,as Mr.Townson had writ
ten to say that he had advised it. We are the people most interest
ed, and quite agree with the step at the present time,as the Intro'- 

duction of foot and mouth disease In the Colony would be ruinous, 

and no precaution that could be taken against it should be neglect
ed. At the same time,red tape should not be allowed to prevail 
when the time arrives for removing the stop. We are going to buy 

a few rams at Ashford,and intend to pay for their keep for an in

definite time; we should not have bought this year,but the oppor

tunity of getting Mr•Allan to go to Elham, personally to select 

those he thought we should bid for,was not a thing to miss* We hope 

to ship in January or February,but can arrange to keep the' rams 

for a year if necessary. Cases are few and far between,and are iso

lated,there has not been one in Kent,the rams when sent go direct 

to Liverpool,have a month at sea,and then another in quarantine; 

these circumstances should be considered when the question of can

celling the prohibition arrives. It seems hardly possible that 

rams,even if shipped now,which we should not advocate,could have 

the disease about them without developing it; with hay there might 

be danger,and it would be more to the purpose to keep any grown 

In this country out for a longer time than stock,as it might come
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f'rom an infected district. We shall ship Canadian for the present/.

21. You have said nothing about the expiration of the Geese 

Ordinance,and the idea here seems to be that it is not to be re

newed. There is no doubt that it has done a lot of good,and Mr* 

Allan agrees with me in saying that as the pests have been so well 
thinned out,it would be’ a thousand pities if they were allowed to 

increase again. I have not heard what the Governor*s idea is on 

the subject,but it is one on which the wish of the majority should 

be allowed to prevail,and if necessary a memorAiab should be sent

O

to the C.O. asking for a renewal of the Ordinance. I do not know 

what would be said in Australia if the Government encouraged the

breeding of rabbits .
22. We have engaged by cable as Doctor for Darwin Dr.R.H. 

Wace,at present in Government service in Western Australia,or late
ly I should have said,as he is understood to be on his way to Mon
tevideo to join the "Oropesa". The circumstance that has induced us 

to get a medical man from such a distance is the fact that he is 

a cousin of MrgMlian's,which we hope will tend to greater harmony 

in the Camp than has existed for some time. It cannot be disguised 

that we are running a certain risk in making this appointment, as 

everything has had to be done by cable,and no agreement has been 

signed; but we have seen Dr.Wace's brother here,and have explained
everything to him. Mr.Allan appreciates the desire we have to make

for
things comfortable to him and Mrs .Allan at Darwin, and will, do all, 

he can to smooth the way for the Doctor. In consideration of the 

passage from Australia being more costly than from here,and of 

the fact that Dr.Foley's salary of £300 was only given after three 

service,it has been arranged that Dr.Wace's pay from the 

Company is to be £250 for the first three years,and then £300,for 

the last two,with the same passage that Dr.Foley gets to England, 

but not bank to Australia. You will have to sign an agreement with 

him on these terms,and for the rest following Dr.Filey's,except 

that,as arranged,he is to be subject to Mr .Allan's orders at Dar

win. I have explained that as you are the holder of the Company's 

Power of Attorney you must be entered in the Agreement as repres-

years
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ending the Directors.

I hear from Liverpool that the PSNC are relenting still 

further over the rise in freights,and that they 

ility, agree to carry at the old rate all. the produce enumerated 

in your return of what is still on hand. I am going down early, 

and shall he able to report from there*.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

25.r
will-, in all probab-

Managing Director.

n.
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DESPATCH no.1110 per "Oropesa", 18-th September, 1912.

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letter.

S. Suggests making inventory of Office 

S. About posts from the Straits.

4. On Wireless telegraphy.

5. Alludes to misunderstanding about "Nuuanu".

6. Commends judgment in working "Lafonia".

7. On distribution of Bonus.

8. Advises charter of "Oaita" with steam coal,and Intended 

ment of Smithy coal-.

9. On carrying sheep between the Islands.

About work on Samson's windlass.

Further information desired on Braun & Blanchard
12. Refers to "Criccieth Castle."

13. Remarks and instructions

14. About Camp schoolmasters.

15. On produce per "Magellan.

Refers to concrete piles as worthy of consideration. 

Advises framing of new buildings for the Camp.

On registration of brand for Mutton.

Refers to Weiss's engagement.

20. On prohibition of importations of Stock.

21. Suggests renewal of Goose Ordinance.

22. Reports engagement of Doctor Wace for Darwin.

Further as to rise in homeward freights.

furniture.

ship-

10.

11. s account.

on new rates of freight.

16.

17.

18.

19.

23.



Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

Despatch No.1109 dated 21st August. 

General Invoice goods per "Orissa" 

List of* Parcels.

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa" 

List of Clients i Cargo per "Orissa" 

Second of Echange for £ 31 . 6 . 8

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores & replies.

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

Report & Contract on S 35 Salted Hides ex "Orissa" 

Clients' A/sales

J.B. 46 hades Sheepskins ex "Potosi"
J B 6 9 9 9 9

S & S 5 9 9 9 9

T R 6 9 9 9 9

W C M 5 9 9 9 9

AFC 3 9 9 9 9

List of Enclosures.

L £
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

1 Copies of Cablegrams sent; on 50th Aug.& 13th Sept.

2 Annual Colonial Report for 1911.

Clients’ Reports

151 bales Wool ex "Duendes”5 S
1024 HOC 9 99 9

985 F B 9 99 9

78P H6 9 99 9

2967 F 9 99 9

51AP8 9 99 9

25RBC9 9 9.9 9

47McG10 9 99 9

39W PLL 9 99 9

199L12 9 99 9

from Oil Lighting Co.of 21st August.

press copies of reports on Company's wool ex
"Duendee11

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

Charter Party ship "Gaita"

Schedule of Amended freights for 1913.

of letter from J.Buchanan & Co.of the 5th Sept.

letter from H.Hughes & Son of 11th September.

of letters from Lawler Ayres & Co.,Ltd.of the 12th 
& 14th September.

15 Copy of letter
iBrokers14

15

16

17

Copy18

Copy of19

20 Copy

Keys of Page’s trunks.21
letter from Griffiths Beddoes & Bray,Ltd.of 

6th September re Tallow Ligestors* 
of letter to the P.S.N.Co.of 4th Sept.& their reply 

of 6th Sept.re homeward freights for 1913
dividend warrant from

Copy of22

Copy
Instructions for Mrs Lawsen re

Birkbeck Bank. 
Letters for the following:-

23

24

W. A,Harding (2) A.L.Allan & W C.Girling. 

London lBth September,1912
i
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Enclosures via Lisbon

"Originals.

1 Account- Current, and vouchers.

2 Remarks on Accounts

3 Remarks on Stores

4 List of General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

Corrected list of Dutiable5
Goods per "Oropesa"

6 General Invoice goods per "Oropesa*

7 Sight Draft for S 55 . 17 ■ 6 on J.Xirwan for collection
and documents attached.

8 Suppliers' detailed account for goods shipped per "Oropes

9 Schedule of Fencing.

Clients i reoprts:-

9 9

Letters for the following:- 

W.A.Harding (2)

London 21st September,1912 r
i

i

1
r
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Clltr jfalhlanii (L Uxmiitit.umpntu
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) n —i

REGISTERED 1902.

/?/. ' fyacs c/s/Ar/

Per - Oravia. 
Nn mi, S/& 12.oneurrr ./■; c.___ 16th October 9 —

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 423 

424,which arrived on the 16th and 30th ult.respectively,also' of 

your letter of the 3rd ult.on the latter date.

2. 423-2. It was fortunate that you were able to get the 

Cfoose Green produce in in tine for the "Magellan". It has come to 

a good market,especially the Extract,which has teen slid at 4/7d 

and has realized nearly 51500 in cash.

The correct freight on meat has teen charged.

4. Par.4. Mills certainly deserves credit for his work on the 

Sanson's windlass,which must have teen less costly than 

one,judging ty the time occupied over It.

It is gratifying to hear that the Manager of the 

PSNC on the West Coast has teen so obliging^ this seems to he a 

new departure,and we hope that it will continue.

6. Par.6.

ed steam service in the Islands being unprofitable to all

add

per It • 9

3. Par.3.

a new

3. 424-4.

You are quite right in what you say about a divid

er on-
cerned| I laid stress on this in the 6th paragraph of my circu

lar of the 16th November,1910. I think,however,that you will mod

ify the view expressed in the latter part of your remarks,when 

you know that shipments can no longer be made more cheaply from, 

Punta Arenas than from Stanley,that is to say by any of the Con

ference lines at all events. I look upon this new arrangement as 

a most valuable one to the -"Columbus" and ourselves .

7. Par.8. There are signs that the Whaling boom is being 

overdone,and I hope that shareholders in the Islands have not 

burned their fingers.

W.A.Harding,Es q • 9

Mail ager,

Stanley.

ZT*
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8. Par.10. 

North Arm had 

gine as well

If what you have written in this paragraph about

come before,we should probably have got 

as boiler. The report to which’
a new 'en-

you refer is solely
on the toiler,and the engine is not even mentioned. I spoke about 
the machinery to Mr .Allan, and judged

a good supply of steam there would be
from what he' said that with 

no fear of a breakdown* The”
steam pressure in the new boiler can surely be adjusted to what 

• I purposely sent Mil*ls to Huddersfieldthe engine wants
to in-

spect the presses there,as I believe that when we want new ones 

we shall do better by going to those people. But the press and
pumps at North Arm have not been reported 

bales made are good enough still.
as worn out,and the 

You are right in your remark at 

the end of this paragraph; we have spent a large sum on the Can

ning Works without raising any additional capital,and 

rest for a time. Nothing that is actually 

but if work can be got through with safety

we want

needed is ever grudged,

and despatch with the 

appliances we have,we don't want to launch out in expenditure on
more modern plant,even although the latter 

ter. If we were engaged in
may be undeniably bet- 

a keenly competitive manufacturing bus- 

a short-sighted onej. but we are not.

!

iness this view would be

9. Par.IS • It is quite right that all concerned should be

alive to the danger of Cinematograph shows,and it is unfortunate 

that Father Migone should have gone into the thing with so lit
tle consideration.

10. Par*15. I must say that I am amused at the freight in

cident, which may be regarded as the plot that failed. You will 

have read all the correspondence by now,but you will be as much

puzzled as I was by Mr.Alcock's action in asking us to cable out 
the new rateB,and doing it himself as well. I still remain of 

opinion that he tried to bring off a coup in Mr.Lamb's absence.

The drawing by Mills of the soundings may be 

useful in the future,but,as you know,we shall not go into the 

matter of a slip for Stanley if the New Island one is construct-

11.. Par.16

-i
ed,and that it will be seems certain. Only a prohibitive tariff

of charges there would warrant our constructing one for ourselves.*

I
5

'
:* ____ .
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12. Par. 17. The report on the Plym's holler is not pleasant 

reading. It has not heen In use nine years yet,and its condition 

rather suggests neglect on the part of somebody. Was it not 

-p, ranged that she was to he run with fresh water,or is that not

ar-

practicahle? Having condensing engines,when once filled I believe 

that there would not he much waste of steam,and therefore that it 

would not he difficult or expensive to keep up the supply of 

fresh,hut I have consulted no one on the subject,and confess that 

I know little about it. Then what about zinc plated? We have 

sent them out from time to time,hut there have been no orders 

for a long time5 are not they used both in the "Samson" and the 

"Plym"? Mills seems to he very properly overhauling everything, 

and it is to he hoped that he will* he able to prevent the pitting 

of this boiler from extending.

With regard to prohibition of stock importations,I 

at Ashford lately,and was introduced to Mr.Finn,who gave me a 

letter from the Veterinary Officer of the New Zealand Government 

in London,a copy of which I am forwarding to Mr.Allan. You will, 

see that while doing all that is necessary to safeguard the in

terests of the Colony he proposes to remove the restriction as

13. was

soon as a month has passed without a case,.excluding a northern 

county where most of the outbreaks have occurred. As soon as New

Zealand is open,I propose to ask the Colonial Office if the Falk

land Islands Government will follow suit. The period of incuba

tion does not exceed 10 days,and with a month*s voyage and a

month's quarantine at Stanley there can be no possible danger

from, stock,although hay might be considered suspect for some time

longer.

14. We received a cable stating that wireless communication 

had been established with Montevideo,but we' do not know the place 

of origin, and can get no information from the Eastern Telegraph' 

Co. Moreover,I observe that you are still cabling through Monte 

Video by mail boat, and until- we know for certain that we can get 

through we shall leave the Wireless alone.

15. Your cable about the "Marco Polo" and the Terpsichore"



arrlve<i last week. Messrs ,H. Clarks on & Co .will accept up to £1000

on account of the former at' 90 d/s.,and the Owners of the "Terp

sichore" have sent us £400 In cash,of which 

have -to he returned, 

the "Oropesa" at Montevideo.

16. The "Gaita" sailed

some,I assume,will 

This information has "been cabled to catch

on the 3rd inst#with 584 tons steam 

coal,and a quantity of drain pipes for Goose Green. We are pay
ing an extra insurance on the cargo for Darwin,and I have entered 

the coals at 250 tons provisionally,to he increased if you decide 

at the

upon as belonging properly to 

you may he able to give some 

useful Information,aB you have Mills at hand to consult with. At

to send more. With regard to the consumption of coals 

Works,which may perhaps he looked

Mr.Allan1s department,! think that

the outset,Mr.Allan s letters of the 14th April and 10th May last 

year spoke hopefully,and he said that there wan no douht that the 

holler worked very economically] in that seson the consumption 

seems to have been about 50 tons in all. But this year the rem

aining 200 tons ran out,and as far as Mr,Allan can judge,he puts 

the consumption down at 1 ton per 1000 sheep. This is a question 

on which Mils s opinion will’ he usefulj can this consumption be 

reduced in any way? Was not the furnace constructed to burn 

with coal,as formerly,and was it not consequently made much larg- 

er than necessay? And,assuming that scraps can no longer be burn- 

ed,would reducing the size of the furnace tend to’ economical-

scraps

working? It is said that there are no scraps or refuse of any

No answer has come yet from Mr •Allen, 

hut I expect to hear from him that the hydro, extractor, as its 

name implies,is for the purpose of dessicating such scraps as 

there are,and that when dry they will, burn with the coal*- I do 

not think that we have got to the bottom of this question yet, 

and it is an important one.

1*7. Mr.Blake goes by this boat,and every facility must be 

given him for getting about,including the use of the ’’Samson11 in

account,but can this be?

going to Goose Green,or fetching him back if he goes in the "Co

lumbus”. He is unfortunately very lame,and therefore prop#er ar

rangements will have to be made for conveying him by boat between

. -V
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Darwin and Go os e Green. There are a lot or ot/her passengers,and 

arrangements for getting them to' their destinations withthe
on

ly one vessel will' "be somewhat difficult 

18. Nothing has teen
to carry out I fear, 

said of late about getting the "Gar
land" back to Stanley,but 

You have the former 

last with which she 

bly loss than the weight

no doubt you are keeping it in 

Owners 1 statement
view.

as to the amount of bal-
used to sail*, I think, and it was considera-

you mentioned. 
The Wool, sales went with 

last,and the prices obtained 

September. This ought to 

has been unavoidably delayed.

19.
great spirit from first to' 

are from T§ to 10$ higher than in

be some consolation to those whose wool1

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

—i
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DESPATCH no.Ill* per "Oravia”,16th October,1912.

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatches and letter.

2. On produce per ’’Magellan”.

3. Freight on Meat correctly charged.

4. Approbation of Mills's work on windlass.

5. Action of PSNC Manager on West Coast appreciated.

6. Divided steam service,remarks on.

7. Alludes to subscriptions for Vttialing shares.

8. Discusses subject of machinery at North Arm.

9. On Cinematograph shows.

i

10. Alludes to rise in freights prematurely ordered.

11. Slip abandoned under present circumstances,

12. Enquires about Plym's boiler.

13. On prohibition placed on importations of Stock.

14. Cable about Wireless not confirmed.

15. Reports arrangements re "Terpsichore” and "Marco Polo”.

16. Enquires about consumption of coal at the Canning Works.

17. Mr.Blake to be provided with facilities for getting about.

18. About the return of the "G-arland” to Stanley.

19. Reports result of Wool sales.

i-

—



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Liston

Originals

1 Account Current and vouchers.

2 Remarks on Stores & replies,

3 Remarks on Accounts .

4 Lis# of General Cargo per "OraviaV
5 General Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

Datesnf6 London Colonial Wool Sales for 1913 

7 Letter to Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 18th October,

Browne & Lilly's Erecting Instructions for Cookhouse 

& School together with blue plans.

(

8

9 Clients Reports & contracts:—

J F 20 Salted Hides ex "Magellan"
W P 5 9 9 9 9

McG 37 9 9 9 9

10 Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 78.7.— for collection
B/L attached.

Copy of letter from the Pacific of 14th & our reply of

15th October re B.B.l bale Wool ex"Junin"

11

Letters for W. A. Harding, Es q..

London 19th October,1912

i

£
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Enclosures via JJiverpoolC

Duplicates

Despatch No.1110 dated 18th September. 

List of1 General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

List Of Clients' Cargo per y f

Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

List of Parcels.

List of Dutiable goods per "Orppesa" 

Schedule of Amended freights.

ChartyrParty ship "Gaita"

Second of Excahnge for £ 55 . 17 . 6

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

List of Enclosures

Remarks on Accounts

B/L general cargo per "oropesa"

Clients' Reports s-

AP 31 bales W001 "Duendes"
25RBC t t

H 8c G 47 
W P 39 

L 199 
H G C 17 bales Skins 
AFC 1 

W P 2 
RBC 3

> t

t *

t f

9 y

9 )

I 9
F B 4 9 1

3S 9 9

AP 4 # >
MScG 3 # »

-*

k
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Enclosures per Oravia via Liverpool

(

. " Originals*'

1 Wool Market* Reports.

Copies of* Cablegrams received.2

3 Copies of Cablegrams sent,.

Sanderson's price list for Wallpapers for 1913.4

Duplicate receipt for cash to R. J.Bettfieff £90 .16 -5

Labourers.' Agreements6

L. Grant ,W.C. Falconer ,0. Brechin, G. Perry, J.W. Allen, 

E.Rowse 11,E.White,F.A.H.McTravis,J.Ford,& A.RunacH'ea

Clients^ Reports

S.1.116 bales Wool ex "Magellan”7

M V 188 »t> »

B 909 t 9 > t

B B 1910 9 9I f

J F 6 casks Tallow11 9 9

MV 112 f 9 f f

3BL3 I 9 I )

2K14 9 9» J

Brokers' press copies reports & contracts Produce per

"Magellan"
Copy of letter from J.Rhodes. & Sons of 26th September

re.diea.
General Invoice & B/l.Coals per~"Gaita" 8c receipt for

advance freight'"".....
John Aitken's letter of 24th September re payment of

passage money advanced.

Duplicate receipt for £ 5 paid to A.Runacres.

Copies of letters from Chr.Salvesen 8c Co.of 7th 8c 10th

8c our repl^ of 11th October.
Copies of Correspondence with Western Telegraph Co.re

Wireless instillation>

15

16

17

18

19

20;

21

Letters for
A.L.Allan 8c W.A.Harding.

London 16th ^°tobe

~r~



ClUjr JhctlhlmttV ^ gland# CL/imtpatnj, mratted. .

, INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) ->

REGISTERED 1902.

z.y/U/Y'rt SlY/ZwAOS, C
for Or coma, 

yl^ 1112 / ISth. November ,___ /SO 12.
{

Sir,
I

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.

425 and 426 and letter of the 2nd of October, all of whi-ch arrived 

on the 26th ult. Your cables of 20th ult.from Punta Arenas,and

'
*

■ :

of 27th id.and 2nd inst.from Montevideo are also to hand.

2. 425-5. Although the "Frigga" was chartered months ago,she • 

is only now on her way to Blyth from the Baltic,and I am concern

ed about the delay,as it may mean that you will run out of house
•

coal. The cancelling date has expired long since,and our Brokers 

have been trying to substitute another ship,but vessels of the 

size of the "Frigga" are increasingly scarce,and they have been

unable to find one. Should we hear that you are running short,a

small lot will be sent by steam at once.

5. Par.4. The question of trying to salve the "Hornet" must 

be left in your hands,but I should have thought that,considering 

her age,58 year's,her small tonnage,and the length of time that 

has elapsed since she was wrecked,trying to get her off to turn

her into a lighter would be a risky experiment.

4. Par.5. Please make out from the information within your 

reach the amount of John Kelway's average pay since 1875, If you 

get something approximate it will do'. I really forget about the 

wages lists,but is it not possible that up to 1878 the weekly men 

signed a book? That they signed something theycan be no doubt.

5. Par.7. You are right about the discount off the PSN tick

ets,^ is never queried. We have had several instances of this

here lately.

W.A.Harding,Es q • 9

Manager,

Stanley

Sx



6. Par.8. Your remarks and calculations on t/he subject of 

homeward freights have been carefully considered,and your cable 

of 27th ult.,"Most strongly advise you retain 42/«with 5# pri#*- 

age "noted,* I am therefore able only provisionally to answer *fchat 
you say,deferring positive instructions until your reasons in 

support of your cable have heen considered. But up to the pres
ent, we think that the gross freights should follow those of me 

PSN as closely as possible,and your proposal to chfcrge weight,, 
while retaining the measurement rate at 42/6 does not 
itself to us. At |-d per lb.the freight on a ton of 2240 Ibs^iS 

£5.16.8,and since the PSN measurement is 20/.,or one-third the 

weight,the proportional through freight would be actually 

and we should be near enough in charging 37/6d & « 39/4&*
There are one or two reasons for adopting this: it is not a bad 

thing to be able to say to the farmers that although the rise in ! 
freights forces us to charge' fd weight,we have the pleasure of

■

reducing the measurement rate to 37/6 & 5^,and it really does not :
matter,as with the new proportion between weight and measurement*
there will practically be no measurement freight at all. Another
and more weighty consideration is that we have succeeded at last,
after trying for some years,in getting our own freights put on
the Sandy Point basis,and that, as a good deal- of produce comes
forward with the full freight charged,and the PSNC have to r$pa#
us the difference,if they see that they are refunding much more

measurement than weight,what would be more natural- than the
infliction of a rise in tfeir rates which would once more estab-A
lish a difference "between us and Sandy Point? As regards youroth
er remarks,I- have "been looking up statistics,and will give some 

of them here,as it will "be useful to have them on record. I am 

going hack to the figures of 1909,because I find them ready to 

extent,and the yearly difference is not large.
The gross weight per bale was 6.1.5,and the measurement 

28'8",our wool therefore was pressed up to 24,6 per c.ft. At Si 

times weight,the dividing line between weight and measurement 

was 22.4- lb.per cubic foot. Under the new arrangement we can

on

some
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ship 2240 lbs.or 120 ft.for 60/, ,that is ho say the pressure
need, not/ exceed 18 and 2-3rd lbs.per c .ft. While it may answer

eprssure somewhat,it would "be inexpedient/ ho bring 

it/ down ho anything like that,for two reasons: one that the P£N 

would very soon see what we

S
to reduce our

were up to,and revise their rates*
the other that the additional cost of haling and handling should
he taken into account. At 20 lbs.per c,ft,the gross weight of tons
1909,665,17.0.21,would measure 74,576 ft.,and at 28*8" per
the number of hales would he 2601 instep of 2114,the actual 
figures,or 487 hales in excess. Now if you will reckon 14 ft.of 

hogging per hale,and ahout 50 ft*of hoop iron, (the latter is 

proximate) you will find that at the present high prices the 

tra cost of haling will he between£L20 and £150, Consider also 

the additional labour in handling,and the fact that 487 hales

ap-

would he more than a load for the "Columbus11,and you will see 

that lighter pressing is not an unmixed benefit. I think that it 

amounts to this,that it may not he necessary to put the press up
a second time to get a sufficiently heavy hale,hut this can only 

he ascertained by experiment.
7. Par. 9. If Salve sens are paying the rent of Capt.Saanum1® 

cottage,they are not doing it out of their own pocket,hut charg
ing it to the working account,which means that we shall he pay

ing half,and in such a case there is no room for a reduction. But 
if he has to pay it himself,and we reduce it to £1 per month,it 

will come to precisely the same thing.

8. Par. 10, The failure of Dr.Wace to get to Montevideo is 

unfort unate, and the reasons for it are conflicting, one being 

that he missed a steamer that was never heard of after leaving, 

and the other that the New Zealand boat was late at Montevideo.
It is to he hoped that no serious cases have occurred while the

Camp was without a doctor.

9. Par. 11. You have done very well to get so much produce 

in since the return of the "Columbus",and it is satisfactory to 

know that the Port Howard and San Carlos stuff has been lifted,

though you say nothing ahout Port Stephens, I have not yet broach-
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ed. the subject of the rise in freight to these shippers,in fact 

it cannot he done until we have definitely settled what the 

rates are to he.

10. Par. 15, It was clearly right to take the "Samson" to 

Darwin on the occasion you mention.

The Board have read your report on Goose Green 

with much interest,and are greatly pleased with it,as it has told 

us more than we have ever known before from all sources, I think 

that generally I had better take up the details in my letter to' 

Mr.Allan to avoid repetition,as he will have to deal with them, 

but there arS some points to which I may allude.

11. 426-1.

Digesters., These are being shipped by this boat.

Jacket Pans. I do not understand your* allusion to quotations 

catalogues,as we got several,and the price given 

you was much the lowest. The word "Steel" did not come in the

in other makers

wireless message,but was tacked on to the next.

Filling Machine. From what you say it is evident that it 

will be better to keep this as a stqnd-by.

Rust on tins. From information we have got here,it seems 

certain that when once a speck of rust appears no amount of

painting or greasing will arrest it,* we have seen this in some

of the meat tins that have been fairly riddled with rust holes.

We do not know who was responsible for the care of the tin plates, 

but if it is a fact that a number were landed in a leaky scow, 

and were not thoroughly cleaned and dried afterwards,it was a

gross neglect of duty. This subject reminds me that we have been 

advised to have home all tin cuttings and spoiled sheets^as they

have a marketable value.

Pilferage,. This is serious,and must be stopped somehow,* how

ever it is a subject for Mr.Allan to take up,as also the question 

of the use of sheepskins for. bedding. We are in no way bound to 

allow the use of any; it is an abuse that has gradually crept in. 

I think I should mention here that I have heard from more than 

one how excellent the Extract is,said quite innocently,as if it 

were the most natural thing in the world for the Company to- feed
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Goose Green visitors on LA^dci at 4/7d per pound. From the

short numbers compared with the total sheep killed we felt sure 

here that tongue's were appreciated as a delicacy,and consumed 

accordingly,but did not know that we were losing Extract,although 

the yield of a trifle over 5 oz per sheep does not compare well

with the 8 oz said to be got in Patagonia. If robbery can be 

brought home to any one,a prosecution should be instituted. As 

Weiss is alive to what has been going on,no doubt he will take 

all necessary steps to' protect our property.

Weiss. What you say about him is all to the good,and we 

feel that we have in him a valuable asset. His gratuity has most 

certainly "been earned.

12. Pax*.3. Although more than six weeks have elaps.ed sincxe 

the Wireless installation has "been in use,I have "been unable to 

learn anything about its being thrown open to the public,although 

I have written to the Eastern Telegraph Co'.and the Crown Agents, 

and last week to the C.O. I have represented to the latter that 

there are shipowners who are only too anxious to get through to" 

their Captains,without waiting for a fortnightly chance. What you 

say about need for secrecy is important,and it will never do to 

have our messages subject to the inspection of the Governor or 

the Colonial Engineer. Perhaps the additional explanations lately- 

sent will make the new method of coding clear to you; this would 

be secret enough. We are going to look at the Code you mention, 

but adopting this would have the disadvantage that if the Gov

ernor is bent on discovering what we say he would only have to 
rkeep in his lib^ry a few volumes,and he could amuse himself by 

deciphering messages at his leisure. On the subject of secrecy I 

may mention that Dr.Foley told me last week that the listening 

key in the Stanley Exchange was much in use,and that a message

from Darwin was common property next morning. This may or may 

not be a fact,but I have given you my authority,and a well au

thenticated case of listening would be sufficient warrant for re

quiring the replacement of the Darwin wire in your office.__i

I looked forward with interest to perusing the13. Par.4.
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correspondence with the Colonial Secretary as to the increase of* 

wages for unskilled labour in Stanley,"but it was not found en-
-r'

closed,and as I have not seen Mr#Best yet I do not know what thp 

views of the Government are.

14. Pars.5,7, and 8,and letter of 2nd October# Credits for 

the ships named have "been obtained and cabled out, I hope that 

you have understood that the Owners of the "Terpsichore" have 

sent us cash to the amount of £400,so that we shall probably 

have something to return to them. As to the "Marco Polo-",Mr.Ince 

considered that if we asked for bail to the amount of £800 it

would be sufficient,as the claim was unlikely to come to more 

than a few hundreds. Since beginning this I have referred to our

cable book,and find that the "Bay of Biscay" credit has been ov- '

erlooked,an unfortunate oversight that should not have occurred. 

As she is a British ship and the Owners are good,it is really 

little more than a matter of form; at the same time the answer 

should have been cabled.

IB. The cargo per "Esmeraldas" is a good one,and I hope that 

this clears up the 1912 wool*.

16. The cable of 2nd inst#consisted of nine words,but four

teen were advised,and our attention was called to the discrepan

cy by the Eastern Telegraph Co. An explanation followed that a

signature should have been inserted, "For Falkland Island Company 

Limited",making up the missing number of words. As you never 

sign your cables,naturallyjwho has been lunatic enough to waste

money on this ridiculous signature? I send you the correction as 

received. I believe that it is your practice to send your messag
es direct to the Cable Company in Montevideo.

17. Referring to the engine at North Arm about which I- wrote in

1111-8,1 omitted to say that before buying a new one we should

want to know the diameter of the fly wheel,and no mention was 

made of this.
18,. We are sending a Camp teacher named James Lackie by this 

boat; he is young,but is very well- recommended, and this fault w;ill

soon be cured.
—



19, Referring again to the "Marco Polo11,1 assume "that* "there 

can he no doubt about the fire having originated at

suspicion that it was the work of an incendiary. Should there he 

any doubt,we should,of course,under our undertaking to Lloyd1 
and others,abandon our claim for salvage. Being Blyth 

is more likely to have fired spontaneously than if 

from South Wales,

sea,or any

s
coal it

it had been

20. I have marked a notice in the Times of the 6th inst. 

which shows the attitude of the New Zealand Government with re

gard to importations of stock. You should ask the Government if 

they intend to follow suit, and particularly if Liverpool 

barred,* if it is,whether they would receive sheep sent from Glas
gow on board a steamer calling at Liverpool, The prohibition is 

directed,I think,against the chance of infected sheep having 

sed over the Liverpool landing stage,and if they are sent in 

trucks direct from Kent,there can be no possible risk. It might 

be useful to show the copy of Mr.Crabb's letter which was sent 
to you last mail.

is to be

pas-

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

!



Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates.

Despatch No.Ill 1 dated 16th October.

List of Clients' Cargo per "Qravia" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

List of Parcels.

List of General Cargo per "Oravia'1

Bills of Lading cargo per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

Second Exchange for £ 78 . 7 _i. Q 6c B/L attached. 

Renarks on Accounts.

Renarks on Stores 6cc.

List of Enclosures.

General Invoice for Coal per "Gaita" 8c B/L attached. 

Clients* A/sales

B B 19 bales Wool ex Magellan"
M V 18 

B 90 
S 151 
L 198 

M 8c G 47 
P H 78 
P B 98 
W P 39 
AP 31 

BBC 25 
Z 37
S 35 Salted Hides ex "Duenaes"

H G C 17 bales Sheepskins Ex "Duendes" 
AP 4 
F B 4 

R B C 3 
M 8c G 3

y

y

y

t

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y
3S y

W P 2 
A P C 

Clients'

y

1 y i y y

Invoice goods shipped per "Oropesa"
Hbliiested 6c Blake,Dean 8c Anson,W.D.Penney' s Estate 
Stickney Brothers ,H.Waldron, Vere Packe ,G.Bonner 8c Co,
Canning Account.

Clients' Repprts & Conjyracts:-
W.P.5 Salted Hides ex "Magellan 
J P 20 
Meg' 37
J P 6 casks Tallow

y y

y y

B 1 y y

M V 1. y y



IV?

Enclosures per "Orcoma" via Liverpool.

Originals

1 Copies of* Cablegrams sent* 25 th October and 8th November.

2nd November.

Copies oi letters to Chr.Salvesen & Co.,or 18th,2:8th,Oct 

and 1st November.

2, do received 2#th October &

&

4 Copies or letters rrom Chr.Salvesen & Co.,of 14th,82nd, 

and 31st October.

James Lackie's Agreement and testimonials.

Specimen or Company's Label ror Boiled Mutton 

Report rrom International Correspondence Schools,or 21st 

October,re Mr.P.Mills.

Copies or letters rrom John Begg,Ltd.,or 29th and 31st 

October,and our reply or 30th October,re Whisky.

Copy or letter rrom. W.Gibson 8c Sons or 29th October,re 

Paint Oil shipped per "Junin".

Copy or letter rrom W.Carpenter or 29th October.

Copy or letter rrom B.Stickney or 31st October.

Estimate or Result of Goose Green Season 1912.

Notice re correction to Cablegram sent through the 

Eastern Telegraph Co.,Ltd.dated 2nd November. 

Letters for the' following:-

G.J.Felton,W.G.Benney,A.L.Allan (2) & .A,Bonner.

5

6 cans.
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

London 13th November,1912
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DESPATCH no-. 1112 per "Orcoma" ,13th November, 1912.

r* Precis of Subjects.

1. Acknowledges despatches,letter,and cables. 

Reports delay of "Frigga".

On proposal to salve the "Hornet".

2.

5.

4. Enquires about John Kelway's services.

5. On discounts off fares.

6. Discusses homeward freights.

Refers to rent of Capt.Saanum1s house.

On Dr.Wace's delay in arriving.

On produce collected by "Columbus" since her return. 

Approves of trip to Darwin in "Samson" •-

7.

8.

9.

10.

Expresses satisfaction with report on Goose Green.11.

12. Enquires about Wireless Telegraphy,and refers to subject of

secrecy.
1 rr -i-r- • Correspondence with Government on labour not received.

14. Reports credits obtained for ships.

On cargo per "Esmeraldas" .15.

16. Enquires about signature to cable.

Diameter of fly wheel of North Arm engine wanted.

Reports despatch of Camp teacher.

Enquires as to possibility of incendiarism on "Marco Polo".

17.

18.

19.

Calls attention to notice of withdrawal of New Zealand pro-20.

hibition of Stock importati ons.
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Account; Current; and vouchers.1

2 Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Shores & replies 

Lish of General Cargo per "Orcoma"

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

Copy of letter to Chr.Salvesen & Co.dated 15th November. 
Sight Draft £ 67 . 10 . 5 on J.Kinvan with B/L attached. 

Summary of Out-turn of Boiled Mutton to date.

Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

Canning Account,Mrs Williams,'W.D.Benney1 s Estate, 

Henry Waldron,Dean & Anson,Bertrand & Felton,

Teal Inlet Rifle Club,H.& G.Cobb.
Letter for the following

5

4

5

6

7
8

iClients

9

W.A.Harding (2) & A.L.Allan.

London 1.6th November,191S

IEZ
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Clhr jfctlhictmV ■$&litnfr& (Loutpimi) . ftimihit.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. 

REGISTERED 9 02

O/, '_y/Y/rs r/s/yr/ ' ' //r.cSZ -i
Per Orissa. C / /

/
// t/o'/t.ills. .£.c.------ 11th December.,.--..^y/P 12.

1

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.427 

and of your letters of the 24th and 29th October,which arrived 

on the 25th ult. There are also cablegrams out and home, copies 

of which,with translations,are enclosed.
2. 427-6, The "Frigga" is only now loading,the delay in get

ting her toBlyth having been excessive. Before long we shall be 

forced to ship coal by steam,as small sailing vessels are be

coming more and more scarce,

5. Par. 8 . Your remarks on the desirability of keeping the 

old rate for wool by measurement have been duly considered,but 

the Board s,ee no reason for concurring with you,and it has been 

decided,with the approval of Messrs .Salvesen to make it 57/6d and 

5^. I am anxious that you should not only understand but

■

-
agree

with this decision,and will somewhat amplify what I wrote' iast 

At the new rates 2240 lbs.g 60/.and 120 ft.g 20/.would 

cost £5,and the equivalent weight and measurement come out at

mail.

18 and 2-5rd lbs .per cubic foot. Thus a 50 ft.bale weighing 560 

lbs.would pay the PSNC 16/.either way. The same at fd would, 

gross £1.9.2,and after deducting 15/.to the PSNC there would re

main 14/2d for the Columbus and ourselves, But by measurement at 

42/6 & 5$ the gross would be’£1., 15.5^,and deducting 15/.as be

fore', the return to us would be 18/5^d. At 57/6 & 5# the gross 

would be £1.9.6,and the return 14/6d,a difference of only 4d,ab

out which the PSNC would not trouble themselves; but can you sup

pose that if they saw that there was a difference in our favour 

of about 5/.per ton,they would be long in raising their measure-

V.r. A.Harding,Esq. ,•
!\>' Manager,

\
Stanley.

■



f
ment/ rate 5/.per ton,upsetting once more the adoption of the 

Sandy Point rates,which it has taken us such a time to get? The
■M

principle shoMld and must be that the through rates conform a-s 

nearly as possible with those laid down by the PSNC,that is to 

say three to one,and the rates decided on do it. Your difficulty 

about explaining to the shippers seems to us to he imaginary,for * 

if you simply give them the truth, and say that while the ocean 

weight rate has been increased the measurement one has been red

uced, it cannot fail to be convincing, and there can be no suspi

cion that we have been overcharging. We really do not want a 

little margin in hand,as you suggest,for if the ocean rate's go 

up again,we shall have to revise ours; it is the most straight

forward course to take,and with the excellent prices we are now 

getting for wool,no one but a confirmed and unreasonable grumbler 

can object. There has not been such a time for shipping in the 

memory of man,nor has trade for many years been so universally 

good. If,then, a Falkland Is lander, while accepting splendid prices 

for his wool, chooses to grumble at a little addition to the cost 

of getting it to market,he is a man so utterly unintelligent and 

unreasonable,that argument would be wasted on him.

4. Par. 10. You are right in assuming that 40/.on canned 

meat is either to London or Liverpool.

<

1

5. Par. 11. At 15/6 per barrel- of cement weighing 400 lbs. 

there can be no question that piles at 25/.would be much the 

cheaper. We have a large number of heavy iron spars,from the 

Giengowan and other vessels; have you considered the' possibility 

of cutting these into suitable lengths,and using them for jet

ties? They have cost us very little,and may never find .a market.

6. Par.12. What you say about Weiss is reasonable,and we 

had better leave his engagement as it stands.

7. I spoke to Mr.Lamb about getting the rams out byvay of 

Sandy Point,and there will be no difficulty. Unfortunately there 

is not the smallest chance of getting the prohibition removed,and 

we should not wish it done,for there has lately been an outbreak 

of foot and. mouth in Kent,within a few miles of the place where' |

. .*

i

A-"*



rams are toeing 'bended,and their shipment will now have to be 

3 indefinitely postponed. It is very unfortunate, as there liad been 

no* case since early in October in any part of England,and all 

restrictions here were on “the point of "being relaxed.

8. Par. 14. Since the majority of the farmers are in favour 

of renewing the Goose Ordinance,and the effect of steady killing 

has reduced the numbers,it seems to us that active and energetic 

steps should he taken by way of petition or memorial to the Gov

ernor or Secretary of State in favour of renewals /for,if it is 

conceded that the gees,e eat and spoil a quantity of grass that 

would otherwise be available for sheep,it is little short of in

sanity to allow them to increase again,which they are certain to 

do. Why wait until- the Governor leaves,an event that may still" 

be far distant?

our
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9. Par. 15. The Board thought it desirable to have the agree

ment with Dr.Wace drafted by our Solicitors,and it is enclosed 

for signature. Mr.Bompas is of opinion that it would not be right 

to take the power to deal with the agreement out of your hands, 

as you are the holder of the Company^ Power of Attorney,but he 

has given sufficient authority to the Camp Manager to act gener

ally,with power of suspension,but not of dismissal,which is re

served to yourself. When it was proposed that Mr .Allan should 

have a relative at Darwin as Medical- Officer,it aeSmed such an 

excellent arrangement that we discontinued negotiations that were 

on foot with two candidates here,and had no hesitation in doing 

so as we were assured that Dr.Wace would and could meet the M0ro-

peas" at Montevideo. The way things have turned out has been a 
2 /

profound disappointment,and had it been foreseen that such ex

pense and delay would be the result,nothing would have induced 

us to' agree to the proposal . To begin with,the cost of his trans

fer from Western Australia has been about double that of sending 

a Doctor from here,but that is not the worst* for some reason, at 

present unexplained,but connected with illness we believe,the 

sailing was postponed for a time: that was unfortunate,and no 

doubt unavoidable,at the same time it deprived our people of med

ical attendance in the Camp for at least another month,which has..*
ih.... T]



since,we understand, been extended to* two. We have pointed out 
from the first that the New Zealand Shipping Company was the line

c* ty which to travel from New Zealand to the Falklands,as their 

itinerary provides for arrival* at Montevideo* four days before 

the departure of the PSN boat out; they are rarely behind time, 

though we hear of one that has been late through a strike, but 

this is exceptional. Now,having failed to connect with the "Oro- 

pesa ,the next boat from New Zealand was due at Montevideo4 on 

the 5th November,and would have connected with the "Oravia",while 

a still later one,due there on the 3rd of December would have 

caught the "Orcoma" . You will understand our surprise at hearing 

that Dr.Wace had thrown over the N.Z.S.Co .arrangement,paid a for

feit to that Company,to which the passage money had already been 

paid,and had booked by the Shaw Savill Co.'s "Arawa", which, as far 

as we can see,entailed a stay of 18 days in Montevideo,and would 

only enable Dr.Wace to catch the "Orcoma" on the 7th'. As the N0S. 

S.Co. 's "Ruahine" arrived on the 4th,he would have had three days 

to spare,and have saved the 18 days 

sume have been incurred. There may be an explanation of all this,

i shore expenses,which we as-

but to us it seems that Dr.Wace can hardly look to the Company 

to meet charges and the fine that have been incurred through his 

own act,in departing from the arrangements made for him.

10. Par. 17. Yftiile it is unfortunate that 366 casks of fal

low were left behind by the "Esmeraldas",sound judgment was ex

ercised in getting her away, as it was only by a narrow shave 

that she caught the sales. In fact,had it not happened that Mr. 

Lamb called just as she was approaching the French coast,the 

woi*l sold by John Hoare & Co .would have stood no chanae,their 

last sale being the 3rd inst.,and Du Croz1 the 6th. As soon as I 

explained the situation to Mr.Lamb,and he became aware that the 

series was a short one,he agreed to instruct Capt.Splatt by Wire

less to pass Havre",for which port he was bound, and come direct 

to London. This save£ the situation,and both lots of wool sold 

at pric.es good enough to compensate all the shippers very fully
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for whatever interest they may have lost through the delay in 

shipping their wool. With regard to the question whether the 

sheepskins and tallow next to he shipped are to come at the re

vised rates or not,I have not cabled the word you have given,be

cause I hope to keep the old rates going until the last shipment 

in 1912. This was my original- understanding with Mr.Lamb,and I 

shall try for it,having as an argument which will.appeal to him 

the fact that the majority of sheepskins come by measurement 

der the old system,and as the rate is 22/.against 20/.it may 

work out in their favour. In that case the tallow will cost us 

5/.per ton less. I hope to hear of this shipment shortly.

11. Par. 18. Although you say that the accounts of the' 11 Terp

sichore M would be ma.de up when the ship left,the Owners profess 

to have received one amounting to £149,7.3,and have asked us to 

return the balance of the £400 which they paid us, W@ could not 

accept these figures without your confirmation,but have given 

them a cheque for £200,assuming that the cost of the passage 

home of the Captain and the Hospital expSns.es will leave very 

little to be adjusted either way.

12. Par.21. We can do nothing further about the' "Marco Polo" 

until you furnish us with all the details of salvage,in which you 

will,of course,follow the instructions laid down by Mr.Ince.

13. Par.22. A Blacksmith to replace Husband will be engaged 

and sent out as soon as possible.

14. I will reply here to your letter about the "Columbus11, 

assuming that no information about our arrangements is ad lowed to' 

leak out of the office. Although Mr.Salvesen wished her affairs 

kept to the two offices here", I pointed out that this was impos

sible, and he has not renewed the suggestion. Prom correspondence 

that has been forwarded you will have seen that the view you 

take about the Company*s share is precisely what I have been ur- 

gingjeven at the risk of a certain amount of unpleasantness. I 

put all the letters before Mr •Langridge'/who has been for years 

one of the foremost arbitrators in shipping cases,and I was sur

prised to' find that in his opinion any arbitration would probably

un-
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go against us. I was still more surprised t/0' hear that Mr.Ince, 

with whom he had had an informal -talk on the subject at his Club,
p.

was of the same opinion,the difficulty consisting in the defini
tion of gross freight. Subsequently I moved Mr.Langridge some
what, and got him to see my view,but he still thought that it

would not be accepted. I will not go over all the arguments 

ain,and it is unnecessary,as Hr.Salvesen called last week,and 

in the course of a very friendly discussion

ag-

agreed 'to waive the
point,still stoutly maintaining,as a matter of principle,that he 

was right.

mails,the position is that as Owners of the "Columbus"
As regards the use of the "Lafonia" for carrying the

Salvesens
have the mail contract with the Go vernment, and they carried it 

out Toy employing our schooner,receiving the payment for the 

vice direct from the Government. Had the contract for the car-
ser-

riage of those two mails teen made between the Government and 

ourselves,and had we been paid for the service,they would have’ 

been outside it,* but in the circumstances I believe that they 

are technically in the right. You have gone astray about the 

£3000,but will understand it at once when I explain that that 

sum is taken as the capital of the venture, and that their prefer

ential dividend of 10£ is taken on that,£3000 not being the prof

it at all,nor their dividend on the profit,but on the capital.

As to the depreciation,it was agreed at the outset that it should 

ba at the small rate of 4$ on the estimated original cost of the 

"Columbus",that rate being far less than the usual depreciation 

written of?shipping property.

15. Dr.Foley has made a complaint about the charge made for 

collecting the fees due from men,but I can only refer the questi

on to you,and ask you to refresh my memory.

the practice dates back to the time of Dr .Heuston,and that it 

was established,not only for the purpo&e of saving him from hav

ing to dun every patient personally,but to give him the advan

tage of being sure that sums due from men engaged for a short•-

period of service actually came into his hands, 

was,whether a lump- sum,or a percentage,! have ho idea,but I think

I have an idea that

/
fhA /f

cl

What the charge
V/ V.
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that, any general practiUer m this country would he only too
glad to pay handsomely for assistance that guarantees him the
full amount of his fees from 

Dr.Heuston
every patient without exception, 

was not in our service,as all his successors have
been,and he had no claim on us beyond the amount we paid him as
a subsidy. Whether it rightfully lies with 

Doctor's fees
us to collect our 

or not I do not know,but I think not,as there is
own

no mention of them in the agreement,and again,is there 

why it should not he
any reason

a part of the duty of the Darwin Storekeeper
to dehit the men's accounts with their subscriptions,without .ex
pecting extra pay from the Doctor for so doing,seeing that he 

another question. I am satisfied 

arose through the desire of the Doctor himself, 

a precedent for it. Precedents are awkward 

things,and I have always set my face against establishing them.

I want to know precisely what the payment is,and to have your 

views on the subject generally.

keeps all the accounts? That is 

that the practice 

and there is now

16. We have had before us lately the question of the tally
of sheepskins,it having arisen through certain discrepancies 

tween the specifications and the out-turn that 

to be' passed over.

be-

were too glaring

To take two' instances,in the four bales from 

Speedwell Island per "Magellan" there were 80 skins shortcut .a 

far worse one was found in the a/sales of Bonner's skins from
Goose Green,the number of which according to the 

coincided precisely with the number we killed for him
specification

&xE]£H,and yet according to the a/sales were 900 odd short, 

will have to be rectified, and there can be no doubt that some 

huge mistake was made at the Warehouse,which will, have to 

plained.

This

be ex-
In order to investigate the matter Mr.Home went for an 

afternoon to the Warehouse,and saw opened and counted one bale

of each mark that came per "Esmeraldas" . The result is rather 

surprising,for of all those opened,and of which he had the 

bers oh the specifications,only one was found to be correct,a 

bale from Lively Island. One from Beaver Island,the contents of 

which were twice counted,was very short in number indeed. Many 

of the specifications come forward without the numbers being giv-

num-

J
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en,and I wish, you would ash the 

them in future. On this hide 

en,and I hope that there 

have teen discovered.

shippers not to’ fail- to' enter 

more careful attention will he giv- 

may not he such discrepancies again as

17. We are looking forward most 
tails of the loss of the "Oravia"

anxiously to getting de-

• its information received up 

to the present has teen scanty,and was a long time coming for
ward,* if,as it appears,she was lost on the night of the 12th ult.

was that nothing was heard 

only through a wireless

it is difficult to understand how it

until the following Saturday,and then

message received through some foreign Admiral,stationed 

knows where. It seems almost certain that
no one

a number of early mes
sages must have gone astray,and of this we hope to hear when the
next mail arrives. mat everyone wants to know is,why you did 

not advise Lloyd's,the PSNC,or ourselves,and I say that you must 

have done it or tried to do it. It was curious also that 

knew for a week whether the ship was lost going in or coming out, 

and on this there were opinions on both sides. Captain Hayes,Mr. 

Alcock,and I myself were on the going out theory,on the ground

no one

•tliati it must have teen impossible to get so Tar astray as the 

Seal Rocks after presumably making the land. On the other hand 

the PSN Superintendent and others believed that,as turned out to 

be the case,she was lost going in,but this was only finally set

tled when we got your message asking to have the cargo repeated. 

We had a most curiously mutilated wireless message from you re

porting the safety of various passengers,but we thought that this 

was sent as a precaution to allay the anxiety of friends who 

might learn that the ship was wrecked,without knowing anything 

else. Then we do not know yet whether the mails were saved or

not,as one message said that they were,and another that they 

were not. Altogether we have been completely mystified,and remain 

so still to some extent. No time was lost over repeating the 

cargo>and I believe that it is ail going. It would have been bet

ter if you had .asked for this the first thing, but you may have
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assumed that/ we should do it on a message sent previously that 

we did not receive,or have had an equally good reason. Until 

the details arrive we can only form conjectures on very imperfect 

We believe now that the' "Oravia" was wrecked on 

the Billy Rock,and knowing what an exposed place it is we are all 

thankful that no lives were lost,although we feel- very much for 

all our friends on hoard,who must have had an exceptionally anx

ious and unpleasant time.

18. As the fate of the mails is uncertain,we are duplicat

ing as far as we can such enclosures as did not follow in duplie- 
next

ate by the SattaKteg mail; but there are a few that cannot be 

sent,such as the men's agreements,and we can only hope that these

Nothing can be done in the way of recovering 

insurance until- we have the materials needed to place he'fore the 

Underwriters.

a
information.

have reached you.

19. Hie most serious shortage is in the wool baling,5000 

yards of which went down in the wreck; but w.e managed to screw 

the sellers up to guaranteeing 3000 yards by this ship,the bal

ance to follow next month. Jute is up,and prices have advanced 

again for bagging,a fact that wS though it prudent to cable you.

Mr.Bonner lost all his baling,and is most anxious to get some to 

go on with. We shipped it for him per "Oravia" at his request,and 

when we found that only 3000 yards were obtainable in the time, 

we naturally took care of ourselves first. With the increase of 

direct orders,either shipped by us on commission or obtained out

side us altogether,we assume that you regulate your orders accord

ingly, and you will agree that thos.e who do not look to our Store 

for their supply can hardly expect us to lend them bagging to go

Owing to the manoe-

vres of the Indian ring the price of jute' has advanced enormous

ly, and bagging that we bought some years ago at about 4Jd is 

now 8 ll-16d. After consultation with Mr .Allan we decided to re

duce the order for 20,000 yards to 15,000,of which when you get 

this you will have received 13,000,and as it takes just over 

10,000 yards to make 2,200 of our bales,we are all right,especial- 1

on with if they happen to get into a mess.

:

k
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ly as you must have some surplus from last season. It would seem, 

therefore,that you ought to have some for sale,and can supply Mr. 

Bonner,"but in the unlikely event of your "being unable to do so, 

he would like you to get him a supply to go on with from Sandy 

Point. His 1,500 yards will, arrive "by the "Oropesa" . 

of our "bagging was lost in the "Neko" (?) in 1891,and it was then 

decided that it should in future "be shipped "by two or three sue- 

ceeding steamers,and that we should, keep a good, supply in hand.*

IT and when prices go* down I propose to huy a two years', supply, i

20. The arbitration in the matter of the "Nuuanu" salvage 

took place last week,and the award has just come out. It is un

expectedly favourable,as the "Columbus" gets £1500,and the "Plym" 

£150,both with costs. In your despatch 408-14 you said that a 

statement of the "Plym's services was enclosed,* this was not so, 

and we had to found our claim on a copy of this paragraph, in 

which you had unfortunately suggested a sum of £70 to £100. This 

is dealt with in a letter from Messrs.Ince,of which a duplicate 

is enclosed, and you will see that they think that they might have 

got more if it had not been for this oversight. Still the result 

is decidedly good,and the sum got by the "Columbus" will go far 

towards balancing the cost of repairs on Montevideo. You may be 

surprised to see the value of the ship stated in the award as nil, 

but the fact is that the cost of repairs exceeded her value when 

repaired,and it confirms the opinion I expressed,when the case 

was first reported,that she was a constructive total loss.

21. At present the Wireless telegraph is not to be relied 

on, and we shall be glad to know what steps are being taken to' 

make it effective. We can cable via Cape Virgins at our own risk, 

and have sent two messages,but getting no reply assume that they 

have not reached you. We must hear about M.Bossiere as soon as 

you get Mr.Allan's decision.

22. I regret very much to have to report the death of our 

old Storekeeper,Fred.King,of which I have heard this morning.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant;,

The whole

Managing Director.
J

i
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch Wo. 1112 dated 13th November.

List of Cargo per "Orcoma"

List of Dutiable goods oer "Orcoma"

List of Parcels

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma" 

General Invoice goods per Orcoma"

List of Enclosures.

Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores

Clients Invoices goods shipped per "Orcoma" 

Clients' A/sales:-

1 balefe Wool ex'VDuende s'*

6 casks Tallow ex "Magellan"

II

J F

M V 1 9 9 9 9

B 3 9 9 9 »

k: 2 9 » 9 9

W P 5 Salted Hides 9 9

McC 37 9 9 9 9

P 20) 9 9 9 9

Bills of Lading.goods per "Orcoma"

Sight Draft for £ 67 . 10 . 5 on J.Kirwan

))>>)))))))))>))))))))))))))
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Enclosures via Eiverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams sent.

Copies of Cablegrams received.

Browne & Billy's plans of Buildings for Darwin & Goose 

Green and instructions for erecting.

/ Clients' Reports

1
2
3

m
<7 145 bales Wool ex "Esmeraldas"

306Z *»

eg? r ,162 ♦ 9

9P Hi * i

98D H »»

53H & B • i

34H W *»
' -r • ;WED 171 9 9

~ i i104H * i

1AP * t
’ • I

6R B C 9 9

Y ..• ' r -*29J B 5 t
‘ ■i •14B * 9

H ? 127: ? »

V
5 Aiming & Cobb's dates of sales for 1913 

Wool market reports.
Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

6
7
8 Copy of letter from Dr.Foley of 9th and our reply of 10th

December.9 Newspaper cuttings re wreck of "Oravia''
Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Ihce dated 10th December 

and copy of Salvage Award.re "Nuuanu''
10

11 ('Clients' Reports:-
H G C 23 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"
H & B 39. ,, ,,

Brokers’ press copies Sundiy Reports on Produce ex "Esmeralda 

Dr R.H.Wace's agreement for signature.

4
• » *

12

13

Clock Springs from Carroll and Needles from Gramophone Co.14

1
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15*Copy of letters from Chr.Salvesen & Co.of 7th & 10th 

of*11th & 18th October.
16 List of dates fixed for the London Colonial Wool Sales 

11 Copy of letter from the Pacific Steam Navigation Co.of 14th and 

our reply of 15th October re B.B.l bale Wool ex "Junin" 

1» Copy of letter from J.Ehodes & Sons,Ltd.qf 26th September
19 Correspondence with Eastern Telegraph Co.re Wireless Instilation.
20 Additions to A.B.6,5th edition code.
21 Account Current dated 16th October.
22^ Copy of letter to W.Carpenter dated 11th December.
23 Copy of letter to J.L.Waldron,Ltd.dated 11th December.

Letter to A.L.Allan.

and our replies

for 1913

re dies.

London 11th December,1912.
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DESPATCH no. 1115 per "Orissa1’ ,11th. December,1912.

Precis of Contents.

1. Acknowledges despatch and letters.

2. Reports further delay of "Frigga".

Deals with freight home for Wool.5.

Confirms rate for Canned Meat.4.

Concrete piles not practicable,enquires about iron spars. 

Acknowledges remarks about Weiss1s engagement.

Reports outbreak of foot and mouth disease in Kent*

Deals with Dr.Wane's agreement,with remarks on his voyage. 

Reports "Esmeraldas" ,with instructions about next shipment. 

Repayment of a portion of cash received for "Terpsichore. 

Asks for details of salvage of "Marco* Polo".

Discusses "Cloumbus" account,with explanations.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

14.
v j

Reports complaint received from Dr.Foley.

On discrepancies in out-turn of sheepskins.

15.

16.

On wreck of "Oravia".17.

Refers to duplicates of enclosures per "Oravia”.18,

Deals with the subject of Wool bagging.19.

Reports result of "Nuuanu" arbitration* and encloses letter20.

from Messrs.Ince.

21. Enquires about the Wireless telegraph.

22. Reports death of F.I.King.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Ma.il via Lisbon.

Originals.

1 Account Current and vouchers.
2 Remarks on Accounts
5 Remarks on Stores
4 List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Dutiable Goods per '"Orissa"

Sanderson's price list for 1913

Broker's press copy of Tallow contracts to date.

5

6

7

8 Copy of letter to J.E.Waldron,Ltd.dated loth December.
9 Copy of letter from William Carpenter dated 12th December

10 Report and contract for H & B 27 casks Tallow ex
Esmeraldas"

Copy of letter from J.L.Waldron dated 13th December. 

Scotts & Crout's invoices of goods shipped per "0rmssa" 

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

11

12

13

14 Sight Draft for £ 72 . 13 . 11 & B/L attached.
15 Copies of Cablegrams received. 

Letters for the following:- 

W.A.Harding. (2)

London 14th December,1912


